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Preface

The historian is “a witness to what has been found on a voyage of dis-
covery,” as Peter Novick once put it. Readers will never know—even if
they wished to—all that was seen. All they can expect is a good story,
one that speaks to their concerns or, still better, says something new about
timeless themes. But at some point in the narrative, with impatience or
real interest, they may wonder what impelled the voyage in the first
place—especially one that ranged from Kansas to Cairo, London to Tunis,
at no small expense to two universities and several foundations.1

The answer to that question begins with a road not taken and a
scholarly debate without end. Originally this was to be a diplomatic his-
tory of America’s involvement in the Algerian War. If it were still, I might
never have ventured beyond American shores. Leading scholars have ar-
gued that since U.S. foreign policy emerges from the perceptions and
motives of its practitioners, U.S. archives can account for their actions.
Given America’s exceptional power in the Cold War period, what critics
deride as “the world according to Washington” warrants special attention.
Nevertheless, even proponents of this view concede that one cannot assess
the effects or effectiveness of U.S. policies without doing research abroad.2

While there is doubtless interesting work to be done on American
officials’ perceptions of the Algerian War, I wanted to know about the
impact of their actions. Moreover, I did not understand how I could
invoke U.S. power to validate my work even while admitting that my
sources could only reveal how Americans reacted to external events and
influences. I therefore resolved to conduct archival research and, when the
archives were unavailing, interviews in Europe and North Africa.
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I soon discovered that the United States did indeed have great influ-
ence in France and Algeria, and much of this study concerns the triangular
relationship between these countries. Yet that influence was not always
what American officials intended and assumed it to be. Even states the
size of Tunisia—indeed, even a stateless people like the Algerians—could
manipulate U.S. power for their own purposes. The meaning of American
power, and thus the meaningfulness of the studies it is said to justify, is
determined by how it was mediated abroad.3

What some U.S. diplomatic historians took to be axiomatic—Amer-
ica’s exceptional power—began to appear more like an assumption, one
that their methodology is incapable of testing. This is not to suggest that
America was weak but rather that we only know what power is by de-
termining what power does in particular cases. In a sense, a state’s archives
reveal nothing so much as its self-perceptions and conceits—what Ronald
Robinson and John Gallagher once called the “official mind.”4 Foreign
contemporaries provide the fairest measure of its mental limitations,
knowing as they did neither more nor less than how the world appeared
from different vantage points. Of course, one misses some of the detail
in the interminable fights between State Department bureaucrats by as-
suming distance from them, but one also begins to lose interest. What
then seems more compelling is how they interacted with others to affect
the fate of nations in ways they sometimes did not intend, or even imag-
ine.

I therefore began to redefine my study as a more general international
history not only of how the United States and other states influenced the
Algerian War but also how these countries were themselves influenced by
it. Indeed, I came to see these two lines of inquiry as practically insepa-
rable, linked by feedback loops that made diplomatic history’s conven-
tional distinction between Innenpolitik and Aussenpolitik appear increas-
ingly artificial. For instance, in their attempts to alter U.S. policy on
North Africa, French officials hired Madison Avenue public relations
firms, took members of Congress and journalists on junkets to Algeria,
and at one time considered denouncing unsympathetic foreign service
officers to Joe McCarthy. The North Africans, for their part, fought to
win over many of the same reporters, politicians, and citizen’s groups.
Was American opinion on Algeria American in origin? The question is
akin to asking the nationality of a Japanese-designed car assembled in
Tennessee with Mexican parts. Even if one could devise an answer, is this
really the most interesting line of inquiry?

Some diplomatic historians insist that we “more rigorously distin-
guish between the domestic and foreign sources of America’s international
behavior.”5 But while this might guarantee work for some, it would limit
them to a shrinking subfield of U.S. history at the very moment when
their colleagues in social, cultural, labor, and other fields of inquiry are
pressing for internationalization.6 This is not just a matter of academic
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fashion but rather reflects one of the defining features of our age: the
increasing interpenetration of domestic and foreign affairs. I therefore came
to agree with the other aspect of the internationalist critique, which pic-
tures official U.S. policy and public opinion as parts of a complex network
of relations linking American society to the rest of the world—an evolving
international and even transnational system that also includes the media,
multinational corporations, and diasporas. Would-be international histo-
rians must therefore examine “structures,” the nongovernmental phenom-
ena that have changed the basis of interstate relations.7

The main criticism of these proposals for reconceptualizing diplo-
matic history as international history is that together they are too much
for any one historian or even an entire field to handle in more than a
superficial fashion. In terms of both geographical areas and areas of in-
quiry, ranging too far afield can result in a work without real insight into
any particular one. Alternatively, in using research from several states and
nonstate organizations to reconstruct the web of relations between them,
one can lose control of the material and become lost in the complexity.8
Some historians have held out the hope that “the next generation of grad-
uate students, or the one after that, will readily traverse this international
terrain.”9 But graduate students of my generation could not afford to be
so complacent, especially considering that scholars as different as Gabriel
Kolko and Ernest May had been calling for greater attention to foreign
archives and structural approaches a quarter of a century ago. It seemed
that what they wanted—and what is increasingly required—is readily
commendable but impossible to achieve.10

Faced with this daunting prospect, I delved into the origins of the
debate by examining the life and work of the man who first made it
possible to imagine history that would be truly international in its sources
and scope: Fernand Braudel and his magnum opus, The Mediterranean
and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II. I was surprised to
discover that he had originally planned to write a traditional diplomatic
history to account for Habsburg Spain’s shift of strategic priorities to the
Atlantic after 1580. He became dissatisfied with the idea that this sea
change was merely a matter of personalities and high politics. Instead, he
looked to centuries-old structures and conjonctures that were decades in
duration, such as agricultural practices and trading patterns. In Braudel’s
telling, leaders like Philip II and the events they shaped were themselves
shaped by these more profound forces—so profound, in fact, that states-
men remained oblivious to them. To uncover these causal links, he strove
for a “total history” that was both international in range and interdisci-
plinary in method. This was an overly ambitious goal, but in attempting
it Braudel helped to redefine the discipline. His successors scaled back his
bold design and many began to ignore interstate relations, asserting that,
since most early modern peoples lived out their lives in a confined area,
each village was a “small world” unto itself and has to be studied as such.11
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Diplomatic historians, on the other hand, have been on the defensive ever
since, as reflected in their repeated admission that they have not given
sufficient attention to “structures.”

Interestingly enough, Braudel made his great discovery in Algeria,
where he spent the years 1923–1932 thinking through the main ideas of
his dissertation while teaching at a lycée. He later wrote that “this spectacle,
the Mediterranean as seen from the opposite shore, upside down, had
considerable impact on my vision of history.” From his perspective, the
different communities along its littoral formed a unity, of which Algérie
française might have seemed its fullest expression. Braudel admitted he
“did not personally feel any twinges of conscience” about the ways in
which France maintained this unity; indeed he did not even see “the so-
cial, political, and colonial drama which was, nevertheless, right before
my eyes.”12

Yet, in the course of my research, I discovered that the forces that
were transforming Algeria were not invisible to French administrators.
Indeed, they were alarmed by the rapid growth and migrations of the
Muslim population and changes in agriculture, communications technol-
ogy, and the environment—the very factors that filled Braudelian history.
Before and during the war, they drew on the expertise of demographers,
anthropologists, and sociologists—including such luminaries as Alfred
Sauvy, Jacques Berque, and Pierre Bourdieu—to trace the socioeconomic
trends that were contributing to political instability. Braudel’s contem-
poraries were therefore well aware that the structures and conjonctures un-
derlying French rule had begun to shift, and with unsettling speed. More-
over, French authorities in Algiers recognized that many of these changes
were partly the result of their own policies, whether intended or not, and
sought to reverse what they had wrought with all the power of a tech-
nocratic state—such power as Philip II would have attributed only to
God.

I finally concluded that the Mediterranean world of Fernand Braudel
resembled our own age much more than Philip II’s, and to distinguish
between the history of events and the history of “structures” was more
misleading than illuminating. Indeed, the words “small world” already
signified global village, as intercontinental labor markets and new means
of communications linked the remotest regions. Historians cannot,
therefore, dismiss high politics as ephemeral since policymakers could ef-
fect the most fundamental changes in how people lived and worked. On
the other hand, they must address nonstate actors and structural factors,
just as policymakers of the period had come to recognize the power of
the international media and accept population and environment as affairs
of state. Their papers, along with the works of social scientists from the
period, are invaluable primary sources—not only for international histo-
rians, but for anyone trying to discover the roots of our present predic-
ament. The “self-consciousness” that characterizes contemporary history
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has therefore made it necessary and possible for diplomatic historians to
do what has for so long been demanded of them.

But if we are to command the attention of other fields and disci-
plines—rather than merely draw on their insights—we must do even
more, since they have not been standing still in the meantime. Indeed, a
number have taken what has been called a “historic turn.” In sociology
and political science, this has meant a renewed interest in the role of
human agency and the explanatory power of narrative, interests that have
long distinguished diplomatic history. But in others, like anthropology
and the expanding field of “cultural studies,” the turn is against discipli-
nary traditions that have reflected power relations if they have not actually
served imperial projects.13

The history of the Algerian War provides compelling examples of how
these approaches can be put to practical use. They alert us to the ways in
which the significance assigned to what Braudel considered structural fac-
tors could change depending on the political needs of the moment. For
example, while Algerians endured gross economic and political inequality,
French social scientists insisted that demographic disparities explained the
war and that only French-led development could address them.14 This
same factor later helped convince de Gaulle to withdraw, as he asked
incredulously how “the French body could absorb ten million Muslims,
who tomorrow will be twenty million and the day after that forty?” Pop-
ulation growth and the apparent threat of reverse colonization were finally
invoked in arguments for aid to newly independent countries.15

More “structural” than the political agitation that appeared to flow
from population growth were the images with which it was represented.
Time and again, it was depicted as a “rising tide” or a river overflowing
its banks—even by anticolonialists like the director Gillo Pontecorvo. His
Battle of Algiers, the most famous film about the war, deliberately pictured
Algerians as a flooding river sweeping the French before them.16

But while analyzing these discourses can often illuminate an unex-
pected connection, research in colonial archives can also demonstrate their
impact in particular contexts. For instance, depicting anticolonial nation-
alism as a force of nature demeaned the individuality and conscious
agency of colonized peoples, as “subaltern” scholars argue, but it also
made resistance to their demands appear irrational. In other cases, “dis-
courses of power” based on dichotomies between “the West” and “the
rest” befuddled and enfeebled colonialists and their allies. Indeed, research
in anticolonial archives reveals that nationalists consciously exploited them
to empower themselves.17

Thus, international, multi-archival research on how power works in
particular cases can yield rather surprising results, demonstrating that
seemingly “hegemonic” discourses can have the most varied and paradox-
ical consequences. But as part of a larger program—one that brings agent
and structure, text and context, cultural practices and political economy
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into the same analytic field—the most unexpected result of all would be
to make the study of international politics a key entrepot of intellectual
exchange. Arguments for international history have been called “concep-
tual imperialism” and the field of imperial history itself is said to be un-
dergoing “colonization” by “literary invaders.”18 But in fact, the way for-
ward is not to create some new breed that can seize and hold this
contested terrain, nor—as Michael Hunt suggests—to divide it into dif-
ferent “realms” that coexist only because scholars keep off each other’s
“turf.”19 It is instead for international historians to become diplomatic his-
torians, not in the sense that they should limit their interests to the affairs
of ambassadors, but rather that they themselves will be ambassadors of
different fields and disciplines that attack or ignore one another.

If I can contribute to this endeavor, it is only because many people
and institutions have helped along the way. It is a great pleasure finally
to acknowledge at least a few of them. My notes will quickly make clear
my debt to other historians of the Algerian War, but I am especially
grateful to Daniel Byrne, Daho Djerbal, Martin Thomas, and Irwin Wall
for providing advance copies of their work, and to Charles Shrader for
sharing research and insights that made possible the graphs in the appen-
dix. Moreover, I could not hope to make an original contribution of my
own were it not for the archivists who have worked to make new sources
accessible. Annie-France Renaudin at the Quai d’Orsay, Odile Gaultier-
Voituriez at the Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques, Patrick Fa-
con at the Service historique de l’Armée de l’Air, Jeanne Mrad at the
Center for Maghreb Studies in Tunis, and Fadila Takour at the Centre
National des Archives Algériennes were particularly patient and helpful.
And while I list some of those who were kind enough to grant interviews
in the bibliography, many, many more French and North Africans have
opened their homes and extended their hospitality to help me understand
the human dimension of a history that is only dimly reflected in the doc-
umentary record—especially Jallel Boussedra, Daho Djerbal, Samer Emal-
hayene, and, not least, Maurice Lagrange and the other members of the
Association des Anciens Combattants Parachutistes of Aix-en-Provence. Of
course, I would not have met any of them were it not for the generosity
of Yale University, the University of Michigan, the Council on European
Studies, the Institute for the Study of World Politics, and the MacArthur,
Olin, and Smith Richardson foundations. And in the end I might have
had little to show for all of this support were if not for the initial enthu-
siasm and enduring faith of Susan Ferber and Oxford University Press.

The support of family and friends has been no less important and is
even harder to acknowledge adequately. First and most obviously, there
is my father, who has never stopped encouraging me to expand my ho-
rizons, and my mother, to whom I am still but a poor apprentice in the
craft of storytelling. It is also hard to miss my many siblings, in whose
company I am always filled with humility and pride. Laura Altinger, Will
Hitchcock, David Javdan, Firoozeh Kashani-Sabet, Martin Keady, Tho-
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mas LeBien, Darrin McMahon, and Kasra Paydavousi are also anciens
combattants of my long struggle, having endured Algerian War stories
without end. But no one has been more patient than my wife, Nathalie
James, about whom I would write much more if I did not have to obey
certain conventions of academic propriety.

In bringing this project to completion, I was fortunate to find good
fellowship and great intellectual excitement among colleagues in and
around the University of Michigan, particularly Bob Axelrod, Michael
Bonner, Jane Burbank, Geoff Eley, Gabrielle Hecht, Ann Lin, Bradford
Perkins, Ron Suny, David Thacher, and Maris Vinovskis. For their close
reading and copious notes on earlier versions of the manuscript, Isaac
Campos, Fred Cooper, and Jonathan Marwil merit special mention. All
in all, I cannot imagine a more congenial place to learn and teach, which
is due to their continuing efforts to make Michigan a community as well
as a university.

But I will always have a special fondness for my first role models and
mentors: Doron Ben-Atar, John Lewis Gaddis, Paul Kennedy, Geoffrey
Parker, William Quandt, and Gaddis Smith. I would attempt to thank
them individually if I did not think that it would exhaust a reader’s pa-
tience. There is one appreciation, however, that applies to all. While writ-
ing this account, I often recalled the times in graduate school when I and
my classmates pulled on the loose ends and poked at the weak points of
books by our elders and betters. I will always be grateful—and amazed—
that the aforementioned professors suffered our precocity with nothing
more reproving than wry smiles. In that way I was encouraged to test my
own limits during my “voyage of discovery,” though now I cannot help
but wonder—and worry—how my work will fare under similar scrutiny.

I have not covered all this ground to cover myself—my treatment of
some areas is clearly thinner than others—but rather because an approach
that encompassed the wider context and traced the myriad connections
between seemingly unrelated elements appeared best suited to a war that
was itself something of an epic. After as many as half a million deaths
and the exile of another million, the last and perhaps least forgivable trag-
edy of this war would be for historians to miss the enduring significance
of such a sacrifice. While great events need not have great causes, or even
“great men,” the Algerian War was replete with both. If this account does
not adequately convey both the overwhelming magnitude and the under-
lying meaning of what transpired, that fault, with all the others, is assur-
edly my own.

I wish to acknowledge the following for permission to reprint passages
from my essays that appeared in them.

“Rethinking the Cold War and Decolonization: The Grand Strategy
of the Algerian War for Independence,” The International Journal of Mid-
dle East Studies 33 (May 2001): 221–245.

“Taking off the Cold War Lens: Visions of North-South Conflict
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view 105 (June 2000): 739–769.

“America, France, and the Algerian War: The Forgotten Conflict over
a ‘Clash of Civilizations,’ ” Naval Strategy and Policy in the Mediterranean:
Past, Present, and Future, ed. John B. Hattendorf (Portland, OR: Frank
Cass, 1999), 329–343.

“The French-American Conflict in North Africa and the Fall of the
Fourth Republic,” Revue française d’Histoire d’Outre-mer 84 (June 1997):
9–27.
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3

Introduction

At ten o’clock one May morning in 1961, three Swiss Army helicopters
skimmed across the waters of Lake Geneva toward the French resort town
of Evian. One after the other, each landed by the water’s edge, disgorged
three passengers, and then lifted off to make room for the next. Stooped
under the swooping blades, the assembled men smoothed their suits be-
fore making their way to a group of French officials awaiting them. Just
out of sight, anti-aircraft guns were positioned along a defensive perim-
eter, while armed patrols and road blocks covered the countryside beyond.
Even the lake, the only thing that seemed pacific about the place, con-
cealed frogmen swimming beneath the surface.1

The arriving delegation represented the “Provisional Government of
the Algerian Republic”—or GPRA, its French acronym—though it could
not truthfully claim to govern any territory in Algeria. All of their min-
isters were exiled in Tunis and Cairo or imprisoned on a fortified island
off the Breton coast. Their forces in Algeria had dwindled to less than
15,000 operating in groups of no more than ten or twenty men. With
nothing heavier than mortars and machine guns, the mujahadeen faced an
occupying army of half a million men that was then testing its first nuclear
weapons in the Sahara. The Algerians’ most effective actions were bomb-
ings and assassinations in Algeria and France, which would claim 133
lives during this first round of formal negotiations. The leader of the
delegation, Belkacem Krim, had himself twice been sentenced to the guil-
lotine.

Yet those whom French authorities feared most—and the reason for
the extraordinary security at Evian—were their own military commanders
and settlers in Algeria, who bitterly opposed these negotiations. A month
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earlier, a military junta had briefly seized power in Algiers and threatened to
land paratroops in Paris, while the Secret Army Organization (OAS)—a
terrorist militia made up of the most diehard settlers—had already mur-
dered the mayor of Evian because of his chance association with what
would happen there. Renegade army officers and remnants of the OAS
would persist in attempts to assassinate President Charles de Gaulle long af-
ter the Evian accords sealed the fate of French Algeria almost a year later.

Why, then, was de Gaulle ready to risk his life and the Republic itself
to hand over a part of the patrie and a million citizens of European descent
to men considered criminals under French common law? After all, there
had never been an Algerian equivalent of Dien Bien Phu, or even of the
Tet Offensive. Instead, the French won the Battle of Algiers in 1957,
effectively sealed off the borders in 1958, and had reduced themujahadeen
remaining in Algeria to scattered and increasingly desperate bands by
1960. Yet all along they gave ground on the question of Algeria’s future
status and finally accepted the inevitability of its secession when the in-
surgency was at its weakest. The inverse relationship between France’s
preponderant military strength in Algeria and the progressive deteriora-
tion of its bargaining position vis-à-vis the nationalists was—as de
Gaulle’s biographer, Jean Lacouture, put it—“the supreme paradox” of
the Algerian War.2

To understand this paradox, one must recognize the tenacity and
bravery of the rebels, from the back alleys of Algiers to the border villages
of the Constantinois, who fought and organized for more than seven years
against atrocious repression. But the principal part of the answer—and of
this history—must range far beyond the borders of Algeria. Based on
archival research and interviews in Europe, North Africa, and the United
States, this book argues that what the Algerians called “the Revolution”
was distinctively diplomatic in nature, and that its most decisive struggles
occurred in the international arena. For weapons the Algerians employed
human rights reports, press conferences, and youth congresses, fighting
over world opinion and international law more than conventional military
objectives. By the end, when they hardly attempted to breach the border
fortifications erected around Algeria, the GPRA had rallied majorities
against France at the United Nations, won the accolades of international
conferences, and gained 21-gun salutes in capitals across the globe. These
accomplishments, in turn, inspired the hard-pressed mujahadeen to endure
in their struggle. Together with the rebel armies and administrators shel-
tered by Morocco and Tunisia and supported by countries as diverse as
Saudi Arabia and Communist China, they outlasted a government that
had become obsessed with the war’s impact on its reputation abroad.
Essentially, the Algerians won by outflanking French forces and border
fortifications and surmounting the invisible barriers of censorship and sov-
ereignty around Algeria. Once impregnable, these physical and intellectual
defenses proved as obsolete as a crusader’s castle before the batteries of
the international media and the U.N. General Assembly—though the
siege took over seven years and as many as 500,000 lives.3
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Algeria’s fight for independence was also a diplomatic revolution, ac-
cording to the conventional meaning of the term, in that it helped to
reorder international relations. Here, too, is a paradox: France’s repeated
attempts to contain the conflict only ensured that it would have the most
far-reaching repercussions. It was the immediate cause of Paris’s conces-
sion of independence to the protectorates of Morocco and Tunisia and it
accelerated the decolonization of sub-Saharan Africa. A determination to
confront the rebels’ foreign backers contributed to the Suez crisis and
triggered the events leading to the fall of the Fourth Republic and the
return of de Gaulle. Le général began to withdraw French forces from
NATO commands partly to retaliate against America’s unwillingness to
support the war. And all along Algeria was a rallying point for the non-
aligned movement and Arab nationalism. Indeed, this was the first time
a subject people who lacked the means to control any of the territory they
claimed declared their independence and won the recognition that finally
made independence possible. Their example inspired the African National
Congress, the Palestine Liberation Organization, and many other such
movements.

Algeria’s progress toward independence did not affect state sover-
eignty so much as it reflected emerging challenges to this institution,
which had for centuries served as the organizing principle of international
politics. After all, waves of economic and technological change were al-
ready eroding the borders that separate states from one another and from
the world community as a whole. To gauge the importance of the inter-
national aspect of the war and, conversely, the war’s effects abroad, it
should therefore be viewed within that wider context. But to describe that
scene in more than a superficial fashion, one must also sketch its under-
lying structures. This will reveal the third great paradox of the Algerian
War—and the third dimension of this diplomatic revolution: it shows
how “globalization” through integrating markets, migrations, and new
means of mass communications exacerbated cultural conflicts and caused
increasing political fragmentation. The Algerian War thus serves as a lab-
oratory for observing the velocity of trends that were sweeping the Cold
War world and shaped the contemporary era.

This introduction sketches each of these three arguments in turn, be-
ginning with the international struggle, proceeding to its effects on the
international system, and concluding with perspectives on how it can help
us to understand the ongoing transformation of international politics. The
chapters to follow will sustain and substantiate these arguments through
a narrative history of the war’s origins, course, and consequences.

The Algerian War in the International Arena

After long neglect, the international history of the Algerian War has in-
spired a new wave of scholarship. The opening of French, American, and
British archives has shown that Washington and London were deeply
involved and influential in what had long been depicted as a national
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drama in French scholarship and popular culture.4 But it is only by con-
sulting the Algerians’ own archives that one can assess the importance to
both protagonists of all their allies and adversaries and thus write an in-
ternational history centered on the war itself rather than its effects on the
Atlantic Alliance. Even more important, the GPRA records reveal the
Algerians as full participants in their own history, which is indispensable
if we are to understand how they finally prevailed.5

Algerians had learned through long and bitter experience that they
could not defeat France through force of arms alone. Years before they
formed the Front de Libération Nationale in 1954, future FLN leaders
began to craft a political strategy aimed at bringing the pressure of inter-
national opinion to bear on Paris. When hostilities commenced, French
authorities claimed not to care what others thought about what they con-
sidered to be a purely internal problem, but they had to dispel the Al-
gerians’ hopes if they were ever to bring them to terms. Both sides well
remembered from Indochina that outsiders could have a decisive role in
colonial conflicts. Indeed, the 1958 crisis that ended with the return of
de Gaulle—the pivotal event of the war—began as a reaction against an
American attempt to force France to conclude peace. The Algerians, for
their part, had to contend with pressure from their allies to accept a com-
promise settlement—by 1960 the bulk of their effective fighting strength
was sheltered in Tunisia and Morocco at the sufferance of their two rulers.
More generally, it made sense for both sides to strive for the support of
even the smallest states in such a protracted, hard-fought struggle.

Yet the war’s international aspect often loomed even larger in people’s
imaginations—and actions—than the real dimensions of outside aid
would appear to have justified. While the rebels immediately announced
their intent to “internationalize the Algerian question” and made critical
decisions based on the hoped-for effect abroad, outside support often fell
short of expectations. In fact, the failure of the nationalists’ external lead-
ership to secure more aid for the insurgents was a key issue in the inter-
necine wrangling within the rebel camp.

Nevertheless, the French exaggerated the extent of foreign aid and
influence in the rebellion. They therefore timed and tailored their peace
proposals to influence world opinion, usually coinciding with the annual
debates in the U.N. General Assembly. Even de Gaulle—who denied too
often the influence of foreign opinion on his decisions—greatly expanded
efforts to influence it. Until the final negotiations, top French officials
continued to believe that, if only their allies supported them and their
adversaries stayed out, they could conclude the war on their own terms.
Even if it were possible to disprove this contention, its demonstrable
influence on French decision-making would in no way be diminished.

The international aspect of the war was therefore significant in part
because so many people believed it was important and acted on the as-
sumption that the fighting in Algeria had begun and would one day end
because of events elsewhere. Moreover, many in France reached this con-
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clusion in the first days of the war, when the identity of the rebels—much
less their strategy—was still obscure. This suggests that preexisting atti-
tudes helped produce and sustain the extraordinary interest in the role of
outsiders. One must therefore analyze French images and ideas about
others and themselves that led them to believe that the fighting in Algeria
had external causes and global consequences.

Much of the French diplomatic effort to win over foreign govern-
ments and their publics was organized around the idea that “Algeria is
France”—that the Algerian départements, constitutionally a part of France
since 1848, were a French creation. For the FLN, on the other hand, the
war was an attempt to restore Algeria’s existence as an independent nation.
With the formation of the GPRA in 1958, the FLN began to demand
recognition as its legitimate government. For this purpose, nongovern-
mental organizations could also make a contribution. Although the atten-
dance of GPRA delegates at an international labor conference or their
accession to the Geneva Conventions might not seem like matters of great
import, they appeared to give substance to the Algerians’ claims and so
became tests of strength between the two antagonists.

In the fight for world opinion, both sides employed propagandists
and cultivated foreign news media and intellectuals. Since they were wag-
ing what was sometimes the only shooting war in the world, they were
assured of an attentive audience, especially as the issues involved—Arab
nationalism, African decolonization, and strains in the Atlantic Alliance—
were all at the top of the international agenda. From the beginning Paris
recognized that the media could keep Algeria on that agenda even if the
army drove the FLN underground. Battle was joined in radio and tele-
vision studios, the corridors of the United Nations, and campus debates,
and the echoes could be heard in the councils of decision makers. If un-
moved by the occasional rally or the innumerable petitions of Paris in-
tellectuals, policymakers’ approach to the Algerian problem was shaped
by a climate of opinion that insisted on racial equality, secularism, and
cooperative “development.” Both sides had an interest in adapting to that
climate, and the peace they made at Evian reflected the expectations of
the age, even if it did not fulfill them.

Reversals of Fortune

Just as the outside world acted on Algeria’s history, the war provoked an
equal if not opposite reaction abroad—what Elie Kedourie called “pro-
digious peripeties,” borrowing the French word for reversals of fortune.6
One of the most important was the Algerians’ challenge to the principle
that had protected states from foreign scrutiny of their domestic affairs.
The crux of the problem for French officials could be seen in the contra-
dictions of their arguments: in insisting that Algeria was their own affair,
they claimed that the war would have been quickly won were it not for
external interference—either actual, as in aid by Egypt and Tunisia, or
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potential, as in their belief that the rebels would hold out as long as it
appeared that international pressure might force Paris to sue for peace.
But to counteract this effect, the French had to act outside Algeria,
whether by asking for material aid and full diplomatic backing from their
allies—which forced them to consider their preferences in formulating
policy—or by direct action against the FLN’s allies, which belied the idea
that Algeria was a domestic difficulty concerning France alone. Indeed,
nothing “internationalized” the war so much as France’s increasingly des-
perate attempts to isolate it.

France’s first major effort to isolate Algeria was the concession of
“independence within interdependence” to the two protectorates on its
eastern and western flanks. French officials calculated that they could use
residual economic leverage and military bases to prevent Tunisia and Mo-
rocco from aiding the rebels and perhaps enlist their support in negotia-
tions to end the war. Such a strategy would have required considerable
discipline and some flexibility about the future of Algeria, but the French
were too divided to make it effective. Instead, military commanders seized
arms shipments off the coasts of Morocco and captured the rebels’ external
leadership in midflight to Tunisia, thus expanding the conflict to inter-
national waters and airspace. While they succeeded in stopping peace ne-
gotiations, they made adversaries of Algeria’s two neighbors and provided
ammunition for FLN arguments that France’s conduct could no longer
be considered its own affair.

The November 1956 assault on Egypt proved to be an even more
grievous self-inflicted wound, because it not only destroyed Paris’ re-
maining prestige in the Arab world but transformed its relations with
Washington. Until the Suez crisis, the Americans had followed a “middle
of the road” policy between the French and the North African nationalists,
hoping to avoid either a split in the Atlantic Alliance or criticism from
Arab allies. But they would not allow the French (or the British) to es-
calate their fight with Arab nationalism and perhaps engulf all of North
Africa in conflict. France’s humiliation at American hands had other
causes and consequences that will be discussed in due course, especially
in terms of Franco-Israeli relations and their respective nuclear programs.
But the most important consequence for Algeria was to exacerbate the
financial deficits that made France vulnerable to U.S. coercion.

Through 1957, the French tried to resist American pressure for a
compromise peace while pursuing more direct means of isolating Algeria,
such as constructing a line of electrified barbed wire, mine fields, and
radar-directed artillery along its borders with Tunisia and Morocco. Ref-
ugees streamed out of Algeria, while the rebels began to strike back across
the frontiers. Consequently, the French military claimed the right of hot
pursuit and in 1958 bombed a Tunisian border village in retaliation for
local FLN attacks. Once again the Americans used economic diplomacy
to protect an FLN ally and increased pressure on Paris to accept a political
settlement with the Algerians. But a defiant National Assembly repudiated
U.S. mediation and with it the penultimate government of the Fourth
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Republic. The interregnum ended with a settler uprising in Algiers, which
returned de Gaulle to power.

While de Gaulle’s original intentions in Algeria remain obscure, he
demanded unreserved support for the war as a condition for cooperation
in the Atlantic Alliance. When Washington refused, de Gaulle began the
process that would end in 1966 with the withdrawal of all French forces
from integrated commands. At the same time the Algerian War helped to
divide France and the United States it also exemplified one of the main
policy differences between the two Communist powers, with Beijing
pushing for full support of this and other national liberation movements
and Moscow remaining more interested in profiting from the U.S.-French
conflict.

At that time, the nonaligned movement posed the most direct chal-
lenge to the East-West structure of international politics, and here, too,
the Algerians were at the forefront. For those who had recently won their
independence, or still aspired to it, the Algerian struggle was a rallying
point and an inspiration. People across the Arab world followed events
in the press, listened to reports on Egypt’s Voice of the Arabs, and watched
FLN propaganda films. In addition to Nasser, a heroic figure for many,
charismatic leaders like Sukarno, Kwame Nkrumah, and Fidel Castro all
embraced the cause. The Algerians were “present at the creation” of the
movement at the Bandung conference and helped it to become an effective
force by coordinating bloc voting at the United Nations and collective
lobbying of the superpowers. Thus, if the idea of a free Algeria eventually
triumphed over Algérie française partly because of the power of the non-
aligned movement, the war itself was both a cause and a consequence of
that movement’s emergence.

In his recent book, Robert Malley described how this history gave
Algerians a privileged place in the “pantheon” of Third World powers.
But he cautions that they and their French counterparts too often credited
their every action with world-shaking significance. Immersed in the papers
they left behind, scholars can forget the difference between words and
deeds and exaggerate the war’s importance as an agent for change. One
could argue that Algeria’s was just one of many anticolonial movements
that resulted from broader, deeper economic, social, and cultural devel-
opments interacting with political events far more momentous than any-
thing isolated to North Africa—like World War II and the ensuing Soviet-
American rivalry. From this perspective, Algeria is prominent due to its
position at the crest of a wave of anticolonialism that began to swell in
South and East Asia in the 1930s and finally rolled into the southernmost
parts of Africa forty years later. Indeed, Algeria’s formal status as French
départements and the bitterness with which Paris fought to keep it made
it something of an anomaly—or at least a problematic candidate for a case
study.

This account anticipates that argument by taking it further still: Al-
geria was extreme in almost every way. It was extreme in the intensity of
its colonial experience and in the destructiveness of its decolonization. It
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was extreme even in what made it typical: rapid population growth, over-
exploitation of lands, a rural exodus, emigration, and cultural conflicts
between secular nationalist and religious reform influences—the main en-
gines of revolutionary change throughout the colonial world. Moreover,
from the Moroccan crises before World War I until Algerian indepen-
dence, North Africa was continually buffeted by great power conflicts.

In all of these ways, Algeria was an extreme example of a common
problem: the simultaneous fragmentation and integration of the world
community. The socioeconomic fault line dividing North from South was
deepest and narrowest here, running right through Algeria’s cities and
countryside. On the other hand, nowhere was the pressure for economic,
political, and cultural integration—and the clash that resulted—so pow-
erful, sending tremors around the Cold War world. By focusing on this
epicenter of nascent North-South conflict, we can see how and why the
ground began to shift beneath the surface of the superpower competition.

The North-South Frontier

The term fault line conveys a sense of the wider implications of what was
happening in Algeria, the slow buildup of countervailing forces, and their
sudden eruption. Yet the different sides were not so well delineated.
Rather than facing each other across a chasm, leaders ranged along a
continuum: from the first president of the GPRA, Ferhat Abbas, who
spoke little Arabic and once wrote that there was no such thing as an
Algerian nation, to those settlers—often of Spanish and Italian origin—
who called themselves Algerians and threatened secession from Paris when
it suited them. In a sense, the war was about redrawing the borders be-
tween the different territories and communities that overlapped in Algeria,
at the intersection of the Atlantic, European, Arab, and African worlds.
While this study will continue to emphasize the salience of the North-
South division, the word frontier best describes Algeria’s intermediate—
and indeterminate—position between them.

Algeria’s more populated northern areas are just 100 miles south of
Spain and 400 miles from France, which began to extend control over
them in 1830. In 1848—when Haute-Savoie and Nice were not yet
French—they were designated départements, in theory no different from
the French départements of continental Europe, which were called the me-
tropole. A century later, French Algeria was explicitly included in the North
Atlantic Treaty and then the Treaty of Rome and thus became part of the
new European strategic and economic community. The discovery in 1956
of immense oil and natural gas reserves made the Algerian départements
seem all the more integral to the industrial economies. France accounted
for more than three-quarters of their exports and even more of their im-
ports. Algeria had almost no industry of its own. Instead, one in seven
Muslim men worked in the metropole, where they already numbered
300,000 on the eve of war.
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French people of the metropole called Muslim immigrants stoking
coal on cargo-boats pieds noirs because of their black feet. The term became
a way to insult settlers, but by the 1950s Algeria’s nearly one million
citizens of European descent had made this epithet their own. Though
they studied in French-language schools, fought in French wars, and
elected deputies to the National Assembly, the pieds noirs cultivated a hy-
brid Mediterranean culture. Visitors to Algiers could easily imagine them-
selves in Marseilles, while Oran seemed to many a Spanish city. Their
broad avenues were lined with cafes, their parks were populated with old
men playing pétanque, their beaches were filled with young people in
shorts and swimsuits. From where they stood, Algeria seemed like a re-
flection of the opposite shore.

But if one turned south and traveled inland to the rural villages where
70 percent of Muslims lived, the scene would have been quite different,
the prospects more ominous. From here Algeria appeared more a reflec-
tion of the Middle East and Africa beyond the Sahara. For every pied
noir sipping pastis in Algiers and Oran, there were nine Muslims, more
than half under 20, typically subsisting on whatever could be scratched
out of small plots of marginal land without irrigation or farm machinery.
Deforestation and soil erosion contributed to stagnant or declining agri-
cultural production. Paradoxically, this situation resulted from one of the
few genuine contributions by colonial authorities to the lives of ordinary
Muslims: public health measures that had dramatically reduced mortality
rates. Since birthrates remained high, the Muslim population had more
than doubled in less than fifty years and was growing at one of the fastest
rates in the world.

For most French observers, the only solution was to accelerate and
complete the process of “development,” making Muslims economically,
culturally, and, above all, demographically “modern.”7 But from Indonesia
to Indochina to North Africa, colonial authorities were finding that efforts
to increase production of foodstuffs for local consumption and export
upset the patron-client relationships through which they maintained con-
trol. The expansion of large-scale, mechanized agriculture caused them to
lose contact with the local population while increasing migration to the
cities and emigration to Europe. Like black African and Asian immigrants,
Algerian Muslims maintained contact with their families and often re-
turned to their communities, sometimes with unsettling results. Indeed,
the first Algerian nationalist movement of the twentieth century emerged
among these emigrants in France.

Development theorists anticipated that a period of instability would
accompany the transition from tradition to modernity in areas like Al-
geria, so the beginning of the insurgency in 1954 made modernization
appear even more urgent. But closer inspection revealed that the events
here and around the Third World represented a significant departure from
the development model. Rather than creating consumer societies in the
colonies, new means of mass communications were mobilizing Third
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World peoples against the West. Instead of fostering industry and a dis-
ciplined workforce, integration in global markets was allowing migrant
laborers to sustain subsistence economies. Contrary to expectations that
urbanization would reduce birthrates, population growth in Algeria and
a host of other countries was continuing to accelerate. And rather than
being mere objects of Westernization, North Africans were themselves
reshaping the cities and the metropole. In 1947, a study of Algerian de-
mography was already warning of “a real invasion and a berberisation of
whole neighborhoods in Marseilles and Paris.”8

The war came because French Algeria reflected North and South—
their attraction and polarization. Here as elsewhere, the main ingredients
of integration—new communications technologies, global markets, mi-
gration flows—also exacerbated communal conflicts. Contacts between
the French and the Algerians, whether in the form of temporary residence
or exposure to cultural influences, were as likely to elicit armed resistance
as mutual identification. Indeed, the FLN itself embraced both Western
and Islamic influences and rejected the bipolarities that were supposed to
exist between them. As the FLN’s official newspaper, El Moudjahid, de-
clared:

The Algerian people are at the same time the most nationalist and the most
cosmopolitan, the most loyal to Islam and the most receptive to non-Islamic
values. Among Muslim peoples it is perhaps one of the most attached to the
Muslim faith and the most penetrated by the spirit of the modern West.9

In time the spirit of Algerian independence penetrated France itself, as
youths and intellectuals idealized the cause and aligned with immigrants
against the state, which resulted in pitched battles in the streets of Paris
with hundreds of casualties. Thus, instead of denoting the extent of the
imperial sway, the old colonial slogan of a France extending “from Dun-
kirk to Tamanrasset”—one of the southernmost towns of the Sahara—
came to delineate a zone of insecurity, both physical and mental, as
France’s deepening engagement with Algeria and Algerians became as dis-
turbing as it was dangerous. Rather than a struggle to bring Algeria into
the “modern world,” the war became a fight over the very meaning and
purpose of modernity.

Under these circumstances, some turned to an older view of the fu-
ture of North and South, one that portrayed international relations as
race relations. Rather than assuming the inevitability of progress, it de-
picted the Algerian revolt as a harbinger of a “clash of civilizations.” In
this way, Algeria’s fight for independence also reflected both past and
future—seeming to recall older conflicts between Islam and Christendom
while foreshadowing “culture wars” and racial and religious violence, in-
cluding racist attacks on immigrants and Islamist assaults on westerners.

In the aftermath of the Cold War, the simultaneous integration and
fragmentation of the world community have inspired a vast literature in-
vestigating their various aspects: from the consolidation of global markets
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to the increasing pluralism of international politics, from the proliferation
of cross-cultural interactions to the growing inequality within and be-
tween societies. This book will instead examine how some of those trends
characteristic of the post–Cold War era operated in an earlier time—in-
deed, at the very height of the superpower confrontation. In this way, we
will see how, for instance, population growth, environmental scarcities,
international institutions, new media, and, not least, the conscious agency
of colonized peoples were already combining to cause radical change—of
a recognizably new kind—when some might assume the international sys-
tem was frozen into an ideological contest between East and West, one
in which the South only provided stakes in the game or a place for proxy
wars. We will also witness how, even then, people realized that these
processes of integration and fragmentation were transforming their world.
Thus, Algeria not only affords a privileged perspective on the wider pro-
cess of decolonization, it also provides a preview of how the postcolonial
world would grapple with what may be “the supreme paradox” of our
age.10

When the last of the Swiss Army helicopters lifted off and the French
and the Algerians were left alone across a table in the Hôtel du Parc, they
started debating a question that remains unanswered to this day: How
could diverse but interconnected cultures coexist without clashing within
each country and across the Mediterranean? These negotiations will be
described at the close of this narrative. But it will be suggested that they
did not end, perhaps cannot end as long as the global processes of inte-
gration and fragmentation continue to transform Algerian, French, and
international society. Even when the different sides prefer fighting to talk-
ing—when, as François Mitterrand declared, “the only negotiation is
war”—their conflicts as much as their conversations determine how these
historical forces will be expressed in diverse societies through their differ-
ent languages. As Pierre Bourdieu once observed, “[W]ar remains a dia-
logue when all is said and done.”11
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1

The Failure of Progress
Algeria and the Crisis of the

Colonial World

It is true that most of our people are still illiterate. But politically

that counts far less than it did twenty years ago. . . . Radio has changed

everything. . . . Today people in the most remote villages hear of what is

happening everywhere and form their opinions. Leaders cannot govern as

they once did. We live in a new world.

Gamal Abdel Nasser 1

Asia and Africa could potentially form a union capable first of

transforming the colonial problem—in countries which still submit to Eu-

ropean allegiance—into a problem of European minorities in countries

which have gained their autonomy and are capable, furthermore, of

changing the face of the world.

These perspectives can only convince European nations to abandon

their petty squabbles. Otherwise they will not even be left the choice of the

sauce with which they will be eaten.

Maurice Papon, secrétaire général, French Protectorate of Morocco 2

In 1952 the French government of Algeria commissioned a study of local
conditions based on a questionnaire given to the heads of every com-
mune—the smallest administrative unit. The responses came back over
the following two years and covered a broad array of issues, ranging from
Islamic reformism to immigration, from population growth to nationalist
parties. As they compiled these answers, the authors of “Algeria at Mid-
Century” were mainly concerned with the perennial question of political
reform: whether it was possible to assimilate Muslims as citizens, in this
case by abolishing the old system of “mixed communes,” which subjected
them to military administration. But this report leads one to question
whether any reform could have kept Algeria French. Quite unconsciously,
its authors had cataloged all the main causes of the coming revolt.3

From the perspective of colonial authorities, the greatest problem
facing French Algeria was the increasing preponderance of its Muslim
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population. Aside from a temporary surge during the Spanish Civil War,
relatively few Europeans settled in Algeria after the turn of the century.
Their numbers rose from 833,000 in 1926 to 984,000 by 1954, a natural
rate of increase of about one percent a year. The Muslim population, on
the other hand, was growing twice as fast by the eve of war, rising from
just over 5 million to 8,546,000 in the same period (not including the
300,000 working in France).4 Between 1900 and 1954, average death
rates in the Muslim population fell from 24–27 to 17.5 per thousand. At
the same time, birth rates remained high, rising to 42–44 per thousand
in 1954—2.5 times the rate for Europeans.5

French officials not only possessed precise data on the scale of this
problem, they also understood its principal causes. As the chief of Tizi-
Ouzou commune explained:

We cannot rely upon “natural selection” which could operate when the coun-
try was abundantly “taxed” by illness, insecurity, and war. Today security is
total, the average life expectancy has considerably risen, epidemics have dis-
appeared, and families are growing with typical oriental abandon.6

Insecticides, vaccines, and antibiotics had indeed succeeded in stamping
out plague and curbing cholera, typhus, and malaria, though public health
programs were for the benefit of the colonists more than the Muslims.
As the Scientific Congress of Algiers declared in honoring the French
Army doctor, François Clément Maillot, who pioneered the use of qui-
nine, “It is thanks to Maillot that Algeria has become a French land; it is
he who closed and sealed forever this tomb of Christians” (a statement
that reads altogether differently in the light of subsequent events).7

The improved health and subsequent growth of the Muslim popu-
lation inspired a palpable sense of foreboding among French officials. The
one in Phillippeville found himself “isolated among 41,000 still primitive
Muslims whose reactions are often unpredictable and violent.”8 All but
three hundred Europeans had sold their land and moved to the cities. His
colleague in the Kellermann commune reported that its thirty European
families “feel literally absorbed by the indigenous mass, and they do not
hide their pessimism. Kellermann,” he concluded, “is a dying center.”9

For Europeans the distress was psychological. For Muslims, popula-
tion growth in combination with a transformation of the rural economy
produced physical suffering on an appalling scale. Since the passage in the
nineteenth century of property laws intended to disorganize Muslim so-
ciety—and resistance—and free up land for settlement, a system of joint
control by tribes, families, and religious foundations had been replaced
by individual ownership.10 Over time, those lands not consolidated by the
colonists or more prosperous Muslims were typically divided and subdi-
vided until they could no longer support their owners. While a family
needed an estimated 12 to 20 hectares to stave off malnutrition, by 1950
70 percent had less than 10. The top 2 percent of the rural population,
on the other hand, controlled a quarter of the cultivable land. They typ-
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ically benefited from credit and irrigation programs to produce crops for
export.11

Poorer Muslims sometimes found seasonal work on the large estates,
but the mechanization of agriculture reduced demand for their labor.
From 1934 to 1954, the number of tractors increased fourfold, and com-
bine harvesters multiplied by seven—each of the latter replacing a hun-
dred hired hands. By 1954, half of the working-age population in the
countryside was usually unemployed. Moreover, intensive cultivation—
especially as it expanded into forests and the pastoral lands of the high
plains and steppe—led to exhausted soil and ruinous erosion.12 As one
administrator concluded with Malthusian fatalism: “While humans mul-
tiply, the soil’s yield is regressing. . . . This is the eternal problem of over-
populated and poor countries.”13

In fact, the problem was not “eternal,” but man-made. Property trans-
fers, population growth, and changing modes of production—each caused
or conditioned by colonial policies—degraded the living standards of
most Muslims along with the lands that had once supported them. This
rural crisis also eroded the foundations of French rule. The exodus of
small-scale European farmers from the countryside deprived the admin-
istration of eyes and ears. Moreover, replacing tenant farmers with wage
laborers or even farm machinery broke traditional bonds of patronage
between landowners and the local population.14 “Today calm prevails
everywhere,” observed the head of Fedj M’zala. “But the barely evolved,
very fanatic population is always susceptible to follow the least reasonable
movement.”15

Who then would lead the uprising that so many officials had come
to see as inevitable? For most, “the least reasonable movement” was the
Association of Muslim Algerian ‘Ulama, or religious scholars. Beginning
at the turn of the century, they had sought to restore their moral authority
by regaining control of training and appointments from the French and
imposing orthodoxy on popular practices. The movement’s leadership
came from older, declining towns like Constantine, Tlemcen, and Ned-
roma and had their strongest support among the middling peasants.16 The
head of Akbou commune spoke for many of his colleagues when he as-
serted that the ‘ulama “represent the stable base upon which nationalist
and panislamist sentiments develop. . . . Their action is so insidious, flex-
ible and rigorous at the same time. They are certainly our most dangerous
enemies.”17

The image of Islam as the basis of opposition to French rule was an
old idea that served a continuing need: opposition to colonialism could
in this way be made to appear as xenophobia, nationalism as fanaticism,
revolution as jihad.18 While the Islamic influence on the development of
Algerian nationalism cannot be dismissed as a colonialist canard, it was
far more complex than most of the French imagined. Some historians
have suggested that the real roots of national resistance are to be found
not among the ‘ulama—politically cautious and socially conservative—but
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their doctrinal opponents, the Sufis, who were leading populist revolts
even under the Turks. The ‘ulama fully shared the administrators’ disdain
for the religious mysticism exemplified by the Sufis and their veneration
of holy men, the marabouts.19

Yet, on a more basic level, if France’s difficulty in Algeria was not the
“irrationalism” of Algerian Muslims but rather their refusal to become
French, then the ‘ulama were undoubtedly part of the problem. Since the
1930s ‘ulama schools, circles, and associations had taught a generation to
proclaim, “Islam is my religion, Arabic is my language, Algeria is my
fatherland.” Though they distinguished between the cultural and political
spheres and disavowed any ambition to overthrow the colonial regime,
their successful defense of a distinct Algerian nation was sufficient to cast
the most serious doubts on the future of French Algeria. As their leader,
Abd al-Hamid Ben Badis, defiantly affirmed: “[T]his Algerian Muslim
nation is not France; it is not possible that it be France; it does not want
to become France; and even if it wished, it could not be France.”20

If the ‘ulama wanted to have nothing to do with the French, some
administrators made clear the feeling was mutual: “This people, who has
known different masters, has not modified its way of life,” complained
the chief of Clauzel commune. “Primitive morals and customs remain.
Development is mediocre. No elite. Development manifests itself partic-
ularly in the (anti-French) political arena. Very easily influenced character:
mistrustful, fatalistic, prone to lie, and above all, to steal.”21 Such senti-
ments could be expressed in this kind of shorthand because they were so
widespread, but they spoke volumes about the attitude of many admin-
istrators toward their mission civilisatrice.

More enlightened officials bemoaned the mutual incomprehension
and mistrust characterizing relations between Muslims and Europeans,
blaming colon racism and the lack of contact between the two communi-
ties.22 But would integration inevitably lead to mutual tolerance? The
question was critical since an increasing number of Muslims were mi-
grating to the cities, where four out of five pieds noirs lived in 1954. By
then Muslims made up 60 percent of the population of the thirty largest
cities and towns, with one-third living in bidonvilles, or shantytowns.23

The famed French anthropologist Jacques Berque later produced a
vivid portrait of this growing population and the menace it appeared to
pose to Algeria’s cities: “Far from the elegant crowd, the well-stocked
shops, the lit-up districts, some other crowds move about, infinitely
larger, in districts infinitely less bright. Behind the hills, in the curves of
the ravines . . . a powerful and miserable life has been gathering . . .”24
Part of what made les miserables seem so powerful was that they did not
integrate themselves into an urban way of life but instead appeared to
settle and organize themselves as tribes with no regular source of income.
In 1962, Berque’s colleague Pierre Bourdieu found that it was impossible
to categorize their lives as traditional or capitalist—indeed, they existed
entirely outside this framework of analysis.25 The administrators saw it as
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much more than an intellectual challenge. One warned that it was imper-
ative to “slow the creation of an uncontrollable and miserable urban pro-
letariat, easily drawn into turbulence.”26 In fact, the authorities periodi-
cally bulldozed bidonvilles and trucked their inhabitants out to the country.
But their places were quickly taken by new arrivals, who set up their
cardboard and tin-can constructions in the very heart of the city. Some
of those lucky enough to find an apartment lived fifteen or sixteen to a
room.27

If there was any hope of turning these peasants into Frenchmen, it
rested in the schools. Yet due to the initial resistance of some Muslims
and the continuing objections of the pieds noirs, only a small portion of
non-Europeans ever received a French education—less than 9 percent in
1944. Most attended separate classes with high student-teacher ratios and
low standards. In 1935, for instance, classes for Muslims averaged eighty-
three students—hardly an ideal atmosphere for imparting an appreciation
of French civilization. Though Muslim parents had begun to clamor for
an improved and expanded school system in the interwar years, 80 percent
of outlays for education continued to go to Europeans, who made up
just 14 percent of the population.28 Thus, if the ‘ulama were “the true
school of North African nationalism,” as the administrator in Bourd-Bou-
Arreridj complained, the reason may have been that so few other schools
were open.29

In 1944 de Gaulle’s provisional government finally initiated a crash
program to educate more Muslims. But even after ten years, only 13
percent of boys were enrolled in primary schools while 86 percent of the
adult male population remained illiterate. Among women it was even
worse: only one-fifth as many attended school and just one in twenty
could read, further limiting the French influence on Muslim families.30
Some administrators recognized this as both a problem and an opportu-
nity. As the head of Cassaigne commune argued, “Women are more ac-
cessible to our civilization and our customs than men. They could con-
stitute a remarkable channel for French action and propaganda.” (In fact,
Algerian women would come to see education as a “channel for action”
against the French.)31

Some Muslims did manage to attend integrated schools and a few
even pursued more advanced studies—6,260 in lycées and 589 at the
University of Algiers in 1954, with another 200 going to universities in
the metropole. But that year, there were still just 28 non-European en-
gineers, 185 secondary school teachers, 354 lawyers and notaries, and 165
doctors, dentists, and pharmacists in all of Algeria. Altogether, this pro-
fessional class accounted for less than one in ten thousand Muslims.32 And
even they could not all be counted as converts to the mission civilisatrice.
The majority came from modest backgrounds and had received a tradi-
tional Muslim upbringing. Outnumbered 10 or 20 to 1 in their classes
at the University of Algiers, they were the most likely to encounter Eu-
ropean racism and official condescension. Even those who renounced their
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separate legal status in order to acquire French citizenship typically re-
turned to the shariah, or Islamic law, for marriage and inheritance.33

Nevertheless, while much of this elite was privately ambivalent about
their cultural identity, publicly most kept faith with France. The Young
Algerian movement, which emerged after the turn of the century among
these évolués—as the more “evolved” or “advanced” elements were called—
eventually divided between those who accepted full French citizenship and
those who wanted all Muslims to have that status without appearing to
renounce Islam. None questioned the goal of assimilation. The history of
their efforts to expand Muslim voting, educational, and employment op-
portunities is protracted and complex. But it never amounted to more
than halting, incremental progress because of the pieds noirs’ powerful
lobby in the National Assembly. In 1936, they forced even the Popular
Front government of Léon Blum to withdraw support for a bill that
would have extended suffrage to a small minority of Muslim soldiers,
professionals, and public employees.34

French historians have long treated the defeat of the Blum-Viollette
bill as a turning point—the point at which pied noir intransigence com-
pletely discredited loyal Muslim opposition. But this interpretation draws
a false distinction between colonialism and the colonists, as if there was
some essential—and essentially good—idea of French Algeria that existed
apart from its historical reality. The prospect of a reformed society that
would afford equal opportunities to all was important to the self-image
of évolués and their supporter and was the centerpiece of French wartime
propaganda. But in retrospect—and from the perspective of the vast ma-
jority of Muslims and pieds noirs at the time—Algérie française would
then have lost its raison d’être.35

The North African Star

One group of Muslims opposed the Blum-Viollette bill from the begin-
ning, Messali Hadj’s North African Star (Etoile Nord-Africaine, or ENA),
which succeeded the ‘ulama and the évolués in leading the opposition.
Messali had the most support not in the countryside nor the cities of
Algeria, where he was little known before 1936, but among North African
workers in France. Like their évolué counterparts in French classrooms,
Muslim émigrés came to a new consciousness of their second-class status
through direct exposure to France—beginning with restrictions on im-
migration imposed during economic downturns.36 It was not until after
1944—when Muslims became citizens and could circulate more freely to
the metropole—that emigration really started to increase. By 1949, there
were about two hundred thousand living in France and by the eve of war
nearly three hundred thousand—more than the entire Muslim workforce
in Algeria’s own cities. Here, too, Algerians tended to settle according to
their place of origin, with a particular quartier in Paris populated by the
former inhabitants of a particular Berber village.37
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The vast majority of these immigrants were men who were unmarried
or had left their families behind, supporting them with their remittances
before returning after a few years. In some cases, their earnings enabled
them to purchase new properties, and in that way the area of land sold
by colonists to Muslims after 1940 began to exceed that sold by Muslims
to colonists.38 But French administrators were most concerned about the
cultural impact of crossing the Mediterranean. As one complained: “Few
return satisfied or wealthy. On the other hand, they bring with them
rather harmful social and political ideas.”39

What were these ideas? Since the time of Toussaint L’Ouverture, co-
lonialists had found that the most dangerous ideas were French ideals,
which appeared radical when applied irrespective of race and religion.40
Many of the items on the ENA’s first list of demands—equal access to
education, application of French social legislation to Algeria, abolition of
the discriminatory code d’indigénat, universal suffrage, freedom of press
and association—reflected the republican principles of equal rights and
responsibilities. In this respect, they did not differ from the évolués. On
the other hand, Messali also called for the creation of Arabic language
schools like the ‘ulama before him. And along with the Communists, who
originally encouraged him to form the ENA before he repudiated the
party over its complaisance toward colonialism, he favored confiscating
the big estates and nationalizing banks and industry. The originality of
Messali’s ENA was to incorporate the desiderata of all the other opposi-
tion groups and, unlike any of them, demand independence from the
beginning. For this reason, the authorities banned it in 1937 but it
quickly regrouped as the Parti du Peuple Algérien (PPA). As Muslims
traveled to and from France in growing numbers, the PPA became the
dominant nationalist movement on both sides of the Mediterranean.41

In the course of World War II, France’s loss of prestige, the sacrifices
of Muslim soldiers, and economic hardships all raised expectations of re-
form. In March 1943, the new leader of the moderate opposition, Ferhat
Abbas, drafted a “Manifesto of the Algerian People” which echoed many
of the ENA’s original demands. A year later, de Gaulle abolished the code
d’indigénat and accorded Muslim men citizenship and universal suffrage,
though they would still elect only half the National Assembly delegation.42

By now Muslims had come to expect much more. In March 1945,
the PPA managed to take over a meeting of Abbas’s Amis du Manifeste et
de la Liberté and force through resolutions favoring an Algerian govern-
ment and proclaiming Messali “the uncontested leader of the Algerian
people.” French authorities then deported him amid rumors that the
United Nations conference, which was shortly to convene in San Fran-
cisco, would declare Algeria independent. The nationalists associated
themselves with American anticolonialism and scheduled celebratory
marches for V-E Day. These quickly turned into bloody clashes in the
towns of Guelma and Sétif, and for the following week Muslims attacked
European settlements in the surrounding areas. More than a hundred pieds
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noirs were killed as the authorities unleashed a ferocious repression, in-
cluding aerial bombardment, naval gunfire, and summary executions. The
PPA belatedly called for a general revolt, which succeeded only in increas-
ing the casualties.43 In the aftermath, one high official in Algiers, Com-
missaire Bergé, judged that “if instead of facing local and uncoordinated
uprisings we had clashed with a general and well-organized insurrection
. . . few French people would have made it back to the Metropole.”44

No one knows exactly how many Muslims perished. French histori-
ans speak of six thousand to eight thousand, Algerians put the figure at
forty-five thousand. At the time Bergé and the rest of the French admin-
istration in Algeria preferred not to know. He acknowledged that they
could “dig up some bodies” and punish wrongdoers, but only the na-
tionalists and France’s British and American rivals would benefit: “[W]e
should ask ourselves if the country is capable of withstanding this dose
of truth,” he concluded, “if the cure is not worse than the disease.”45

Instead, local authorities resorted to a more traditional remedy. Ten
days later, an Interior Ministry informant described how the militia and
gendarmes of Guelma were using Italian POWs to disinter and burn some
five hundred corpses of Muslims who had been summarily executed—
more than three times the official death toll. And rather than acting in
the heat of battle, as was claimed at the time, the militia had actually
rounded up Muslim political activists using lists provided by the local
Gendarmerie. They had hoped to ensure secrecy by shooting one of the
truck drivers pour encourager les autres.46 Perhaps emboldened by this ev-
idence—and harried by the Communists in the Assembly—Interior Min-
ister Adrien Tixier pressed for action on complaints filed by families of
the slain. The administration in Algiers then put Commissaire Bergé—
the very same Bergé who had ruled out any serious inquiry—in charge
of monitoring the investigation. The Interior Ministry finally dropped the
matter.47

PPA militants regrouped as the Mouvement pour le Triomphe des Lib-
ertés Démocratiques (MTLD) and won municipal elections across Algeria.48
Indeed, by January 1948 the new interior minister, Jules Moch, was wor-
ried that the nationalists might be voted into power. The previous year
the National Assembly had finally passed a new statute for Algeria that
established a local assembly. Its powers were limited, however; the pied
noir minority was guaranteed half the seats, and all measures required a
two-thirds vote. Even so, Moch took no chances. In a letter to the prime
minister, Robert Schuman, he advised against dissolving the MTLD out-
right since it “would have a bad effect abroad.” Instead, he would back
progovernment candidates wherever possible, favor Abbas’s new Union
Démocratique du Manifeste Algérien (UDMA) everywhere else, and block
or arrest all MTLD candidates.49 Along with blatant fraud, this succeeded
in electing “Beni oui-ouis”—or Muslim yes-men—to forty-one of sixty
seats. Subsequent elections were also spurious, and the assembly proved
to be all but powerless. Similarly, five years after the statute mandated the
abolition of “mixed communes”—which did not display even the sem-
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blance of democracy—French authorities were still debating the matter.
By that point, even Abbas concluded that “there is no other solution but
the machine-gun.”50

Of course, Abbas and the UDMA would not be the ones to wield it.
Only the MTLD had a force prepared for armed revolt, the Organisation
Spéciale (OS), counting one thousand to fifteen hundred members by
1950. But that year a French crackdown completely dismantled it.51
Moreover, the MTLD had already been weakened by the so-called Ber-
berist crisis. Constituting some 25 percent of Algeria’s population, the
Berbers descend from the earliest inhabitants of North Africa—that is,
predating the influx of Arabic-speaking peoples in the seventh and elev-
enth centuries. Concentrated in the densely populated, impoverished areas
of Kabylia and the Aurès mountains, they were the first to emigrate to
the metropole and many more settled in Algerian cities. French authorities
favored them with the first schools, and a disproportionate number served
as minor officials. Nevertheless, Berbers were also heavily represented
among France’s enemies, sustaining the only effective maquis after the
dissolution of the OS, and producing many of the FLN’s outstanding
leaders—another example of how increasing integration through urbani-
zation, education, and emigration undermined colonial control. On the
other hand, they also suffered Messali’s wrath for resisting his emphasis
on Arabism and Islam, instead favoring a less exclusive, more secular Al-
gerian identity.52

Though Berber-Arab tensions would resurface during the war for in-
dependence and afterward, this was not the most important issue among
Algerians in the preceding years. Instead, members of the MTLD dis-
agreed on the question of whether it was best to continue political op-
position, cooperate with the colonial administration, or reconstitute a
paramilitary organization—and whether Messali would make this decision
by himself. After years of failure in both elections and armed resistance,
the MTLD could no longer abide his autocratic style, epitomized by his
election as president for life in July 1954. Most of the Central Committee
broke away and began to plan a broad coalition with other parties.53

A third faction, led by former OS members, rejected both Messali’s
personality cult and the Centralists’ politicking. They proclaimed their
program with the very name of their group: the Comité Révolutionnaire
d’Unité et d’Action (CRUA), which was rechristened the FLN after they
launched the war for independence. But this was neither a clean break
nor a radical departure. As Mohammed Harbi argues, the Front shared
with their former comrades in the MTLD “the same preoccupations, the
same political itinerary, the same social base” and were indebted to all of
the pre-1954 nationalist movements for their ideas.54 They eventually in-
herited many of the followers of Messali, the more upwardly mobile Cen-
tralists, the assimilationist UDMA, and the ‘ulama, too.55

The CRUA militants always hoped that other nationalists would rally
to their cause, though in 1954 they could not have counted on it. But as
desperate as matters appeared to them, French officials were still more
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pessimistic. One of the most striking facts brought out in “Algeria at Mid-
Century” is the failure, even before the war, of these officials to distinguish
between the “extremist parties”—equating the UDMA and the ‘ulama,
accusing the PPA of inciting religious intolerance, and so on. Many of
the administrators assumed that Muslim society as a whole was merely
awaiting the opportunity to throw off French rule. Thus, one could al-
ready foresee “the day when, in overwhelming masses, carefully prepared
and hardened elements will unmask themselves . . . and seek to overthrow
the tricolored flag in this territory, following the example of Indochina,
whose evolution is observed here with great interest.56

Part of the administrators’ pessimism was doubtless due to their ex-
perience in Vietnam—and Morocco, and Tunisia—where nationalists had
constructed broad coalitions against French rule. But how were Muslims
in Algeria able to follow events as far away as Indochina? Though the
vast majority were still illiterate, by the 1950s they could hear radio broad-
casts in cafes across Algeria, with battery-powered models reaching even
the most remote villages. Ironically, French authorities had pioneered the
use of radio in the 1920s as a cheaper, more reliable alternative to sub-
marine cables for communicating with their colonies in Africa and In-
dochina.57 Now this same technology guaranteed that their defeat at Dien
Bien Phu would be announced instantaneously in every part of the em-
pire. The news arrived on the same day the CRUA had its first full meet-
ing and helped to persuade them to begin planning the November upris-
ing.58

The ironies of the Algerian case exemplify the larger history of de-
colonization, in which the more advanced “tools of empire”—insecticides,
combine harvesters, radio—became the mechanisms of its demise; “de-
velopment” simultaneously weakened and sustained a subsistence econ-
omy while creating an intolerable burden for the metropole; and exposure
to Western ideas inspired demands for both the realization of liberal rhet-
oric and a renewal and reassertion of indigenous cultures. In these con-
ditions French administrators began to lose their sense of direction and
a few even wanted to shift into reverse. One suggested that they reform
traditional marabout schools, arguing that, “[a]fter having been our most
bitter adversaries, the ‘marabouts’ have in general become our best aux-
iliaries.” Another agreed that encouraging the particularism of the Sufi
brotherhoods was their best defense against pan-Islamism. Others ques-
tioned whether improved standards of living would really lower fertility
rates or whether additional social services in the cities might not simply
encourage more Muslims to migrate. One even wondered whether they
ought not to let “natural selection” among infants produce a hardier (and
smaller) Muslim population. While the head of La Meskiana commune
was still confident that a new influx of colonists could make Algeria truly
French within ten years, others were actually considering the resettlement
of Algerian Muslims in underpopulated parts of France.59 With officials
proposing the promotion of Sufism and local saints, the deliberate ele-
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vation of infant mortality, and reverse colonization, the mission civilisatrice
had begun to seem a little mad.60

What ailed the colonial project were not just its “internal contradic-
tions” and unintended consequences. It also suffered from the discrediting
of the ideas that had long separated ruler and ruled and legitimated im-
perial power. In the aftermath of Nazi atrocities, explicitly racist justifi-
cations were no longer acceptable.61 French authorities could—and
would—continue to justify their rule based on seemingly objective
technical and economic criteria, arguing that Algeria’s development de-
pended on its continued cooperation with France. During the war, the
“civilizing mission” was recast as a “modernizing mission.” Yet this po-
sition was also problematic, and not just because subscribing to a uni-
versalist model of modernization undermined their claim to a particular
vocation in Algeria.62 The underlying problem for French authorities and
eventually the Algerians, too, was much deeper. To uncover it Algeria
must be viewed in the wider context of the colonial world.

The Crisis of the Colonial World

The Algerian War came at the crest of a wave of anticolonial insurgencies
that presented both challenges and opportunities to the two superpowers.
Yet until Khrushchev, Stalinist dogma hobbled Soviet diplomacy, positing
as it did that any nationalist movement not led by Communists was the
tool of local bourgeoisie and foreign capital. As Anastas Mikoyan sca-
thingly remarked to the members of the Soviet Institute of Oriental Stud-
ies in 1956, “[A]lthough in our day the whole East has awakened, this
institute is still sleeping.”63 Similarly, George C. Marshall was awed by
the unrest sweeping the colonial world:

We are in the middle of a world revolution—and I don’t mean Communism.
The Communists are . . . just moving in on the crest of a wave. The revo-
lution I’m talking about is that of the little people all over the world. They’re
beginning to learn what there is in life, and to learn what they are missing.64

American social scientists were quicker than their Soviet counterparts to
respond to the demand for “development” or “modernization” theory,
and their work became conventional wisdom in France as well as the
United States.65

Like Marshall, most theorists were confident that what Third World
peoples wanted was to grow up—that is, to become more modern, “more
like us.” It was therefore up to the West to steady them through their
growing pains. Implicit in the “little people” imagery and modernization
theory’s more sophisticated schema of “stages of economic growth” was
the conviction that they could not interact with outside influences but
could only adhere to tradition or accept modernity through either its
capitalist or communist variants—though most Western observers
thought the latter would eventually be proved fraudulent. They were
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oblivious to the tautology inherent in arguing that “the Western model
of modernization” was universally relevant since all modernizing societies
were—by definition—becoming more Western.66

While modernization theory generated a vast literature, perhaps the
quintessential work was Daniel Lerner’s The Passing of Traditional Society,
which studied the impact of new means of mass communications in six
Middle Eastern countries.67 Lerner believed that the ability to empathize,
to imagine oneself in the place of another, was the mark of modernity.
Like other development theorists, he stressed radio’s role in teaching
Third World peoples “what there is in life,” which he defined as what the
West had to offer. Dangers were inherent in the resulting “revolution in
rising expectations,” but at least the direction of progress was clear: the
new media raised expectations, and economic and social development
would meet them. It remained only to balance the demand and supply
sides of development and measure with “empathy indexes” and statistical
analyses the rate of advance along the road to modernity.

In 1951, Lerner’s survey teams found that radio and film had begun
to reach broad sections of Middle Eastern societies. In Egypt, for instance,
78 percent of workers reported listening to radios every day and 45 per-
cent said that they attended movies weekly. Among farmers, 42 percent
heard radio broadcasts daily, while more than half went to the movies
once or twice a month. What they heard and saw, however, did not just
come from the Voice of America and Hollywood. In this period, the Cairo-
based Voice of the Arabs became the most popular service in the region,
reaching listeners from Morocco to Iraq. Beginning in 1953, the service
coordinated its broadcasts with North African nationalists, and it an-
nounced the rebels’ “proclamation to the Algerian people” on the first day
of the revolt.68 By 1956, the FLN had its own Voice of Algeria broadcast-
ing from clandestine transmitters just beyond its borders. Muslims re-
sponded by buying up every transistor radio in the markets. French au-
thorities tried to control sales and then turned to jamming transmissions
but with only intermittent success. As the famed FLN theorist and dip-
lomat Frantz Fanon observed: “[T]he purchase of a radio in Algeria has
meant, not the adoption of a modern technique for getting news, but the
obtaining of access to the only means of entering into communication
with the Revolution.”69

Egypt’s movie industry also radiated its influence throughout the re-
gion. In Algeria alone, over two hundred and fifty Egyptian films had
been granted import licenses by 1956 for screening in the nearly one
thousand movie houses across the country.70 Though devoid of overt po-
litical content, authorities came to fear that they were one of the principal
vehicles for the spread of Arab nationalism. However anodyne and inof-
fensive, they subverted French rule by representing a “supposedly free and
modern” Arab society.71

After being refused any new import licenses, the Egyptians began
producing pro-FLN films like Djamila Bouhired, which celebrated an ur-
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ban guerrilla who hid bombs in her handbag before being captured and
tortured by French soldiers. Instead of simply rejecting European influ-
ence, the film’s hero is taught that French education “is a weapon we
shall use against our enemies.” Likewise, the film’s protagonists mobilize
the international media and arouse world opinion to save Bouhired from
execution.72 Paris tried to ban its foreign distribution but had little suc-
cess.73 The French responded by training Muslims to make Arabic lan-
guage films following the official line. But almost all of those selected for
an accelerated course defected and began producing FLN propaganda
films instead, parts of which eventually appeared on American tele-
vision.74

Of course, the French possessed powerful means of propagating their
own message and waged “psychological warfare” with unprecedented in-
tensity. They were particularly effective in controlling the print media
within Algeria, seizing left and liberal newspapers from the metropole and
banning over a hundred foreign publications. By 1957, no independent
Arabic-language newspaper remained in the country.75 But rumor, or the
“Arab telephone,” could reinterpret the official line and rally resistance.
In 1954, one Muslim remembered hearing “that there was no longer any
French army; that it had been destroyed in Indo-China.” When the Voice
of the Arabs broadcast assurances of Arab solidarity after the start of the
war, some of their audience began to speak of a seventy thousand-man
Egyptian army descending on Algeria. Nationalist leaders eventually
found it necessary—but difficult—to discourage their compatriots from
placing their hopes in an international intervention. Muslims were not,
therefore, mere receptors of the propaganda of either side, but rather
active participants in a creative process that reimagined Algeria and its
people as a concern of the wider world. In this way, radio and rumor
together formed a nervous system that connected colonized peoples and
encouraged a new consciousness of their common condition and the pos-
sibilities of collective action.76

Arabs’ use of new communications technologies posed a conceptual
problem for modernization theory, especially given their message. Lerner
complained that in Egypt the Voice of the Arabs “unleashed the violent
xenophobia of fanatics while silencing the voices of modern rationality.”
In North Africa, it “became a major relay in the chain-reaction of assas-
sination and mob violence through the area.” Even in the languages of
Pakistan and Indonesia, it preached Nasser’s theme of “Islamic World
Power,” while in Swahili it called for a renewal of the Mau Mau revolt
against white rule “not only in Kenya but in the entire continent . . . until
Africa belongs to the Africans.” Measured by radio listenership, film at-
tendance, and rising expectations, Asians and Africans were becoming ever
more modern, but not in the way modernization theorists had in mind.77
As Irene Gendzier has shown, if these trends led to an anti-Western
regime, as in Iran, Lerner associated them with alienation rather than
modernity, while “those who exhibited an enthusiasm for social change,
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previously considered a sign of empathy, were now castigated as trouble-
makers.”78

If the demand side of the modernization model challenged Western
expectations, the supply side was still more aberrant. Development theory
anticipated that Third World peoples would endure deprivation and
threaten unrest during a transition phase, though integration in the world
economy through specialization and trade would eventually lead to
greater prosperity. In this respect, Algeria exhibited all the key features of
the erosion of traditional economies occurring across the Third World:
In China, too, commercialization had led to the abolition of public gran-
aries. In Mexico and Vietnam, as in Algeria, it threatened peasant control
of communal land. In both these cases and Cuba as well, property seizures
by colonists or private companies drove peasants onto marginal lands
insufficient for their subsistence, just as in Algeria.79 In all these countries,
peasants challenged the new economic order. Development theorists and
their critics would agree that the commercialization of agrarian society
was a primary cause of political unrest, even while disagreeing about
whether this painful process was unavoidable.80 But neither group ex-
plained why development—or exploitation—did not pay.

In Algeria, for instance, integration with global markets was exem-
plified by the fact that, by 1954, wine accounted for more than half of
all exports of this Muslim country. Yet the government paid wine growers
25 percent more than the market value of their product, much of which
was considered unsaleable. Moreover, from 1952 on, the metropole had
to make up for annual shortfalls in the Algerian budget as social services
strained to accommodate the expanding, increasingly urban population.
Just like their French counterparts across the Mediterranean, nonagricul-
tural workers were entitled to family allowances and, beginning in 1950,
school-enrollment bonuses for their children.81

But rather than forming a consumer society, many Muslims in the
cities continued to live outside the cash economy. As Bourdieu observed,
the real Algerian Muslim proletariat had emigrated to France only to send
most of their earnings home, thus shoring up the rural economy. On the
other hand—and despite massive development projects—private capital
began to flow out of Algeria at an accelerating rate: 3.6 billion (old) francs
in 1954, 19.5 billion in 1955; 121.1 billion in 1956.82

In this respect, Algeria was an extreme case of a problem confronting
colonial authorities throughout the continent. After World War II, Britain
and France began to devote considerable resources to developing their
African colonies, but private capital did not follow public investment.
Moreover, once the expense of imperialism had begun to pinch taxpayers,
the press and publics in both countries began to subject it to cost-benefit
analyses.83 In the summer of 1956, Raymond Cartier argued in a series
of influential articles for Paris Match that France ought to redirect in-
vestment to the metropole since it paid inflated prices for what little its
African colonies had to offer.84 Likewise, in 1959 John Strachey—former
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war minister under Clement Attlee—demonstrated that “imperialism has
ceased to bring appreciable benefits to the advanced countries (without
ceasing to be ruinous for the underdeveloped).”85

There were economic successes in Africa, but they did not fit the de-
velopment model. Just as in Algeria, migrant laborers from other African
states used their wages to strengthen the village economies, though British
and French officials were little interested in the growth of exports from
small farms. As Frederick Cooper has argued, they wanted to form a
disciplined labor force but “Africans proved adept . . . at using mobility,
kin networks, and the ability to move between alternative systems to avoid
too much dependence on white employers”—in the same way that Al-
gerian Muslims escaped the colonists and low wages by working in France
despite official efforts to keep them on the farm.86 This was a rational
response to market incentives, but even the most liberal economists shud-
der at the thought of allowing labor to cross borders with the same free-
dom as capital, goods, and services.87

The issue of labor mobility was potentially explosive given the pattern
of world population growth. According to the prevailing dogma on the
“demographic transition”—demography’s contribution to modernization
theory—urbanization and industrialization reduced mortality rates and,
after a lag period and rapid population growth, rates of natality. The
population of developing countries was therefore expected to stabilize,
just as in the West.88 But by the late 1950s, demographers discovered that
improved public health measures had rapidly reduced death rates in non-
industrial economies not just in Algeria, but also in Ceylon, Malaya, the
West Indies, and much of Latin America. Moreover, in Algeria (as well
as India and Egypt), urbanization initially appeared to have no effect on
birthrates.89

Indeed, the relative decline of Algeria’s European population reflected
a shift in the proportion of European and non-European peoples around
the globe. Whereas Asians, Africans, and Latin Americans accounted for
55 percent of world population in the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, by the 1950s they made up more than 77 percent, a trend that
would accelerate in the following years.90 From the perspective of Western
policymakers, population growth made economic development more dif-
ficult but all the more imperative given the potential threat posed by
impoverished Third World peoples. It threatened to overburden both the
supply and demand sides of the development model and overturn the
entire modernization project.

In this period, the focus of Western activity in the Third World began
to shift from development to direct aid, from modernization to “basic
needs.” Some argued that aid should be given to developing areas as a
moral imperative. But there was also a pragmatic argument for the alle-
viation of poverty in areas with rapidly growing populations—one based
on Western self-interest, even survival. In 1959, a French National As-
sembly report asserted that advances in telecommunications were “making
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the misery that spans the globe each day less bearable. . . . And if, to-
morrow, nothing is done, the demographic deadline of the year 2000 will
see not only wealthy countries, above all North America, Europe and the
USSR, unable to protect their wealth from others’ misery, but misery and
hunger will become the lot of all humanity.”91 New communications tech-
nologies and the capacity of Third World peoples to empathize was not
necessarily a formula for development. Western observers had begun to
fear that, instead of imagining themselves in their place, impoverished
masses might actually take possession of it.

Thus, the idea of modernization had become muddled in Algeria,
which helps to explain its vulnerability to alternative views. New means
of communications, market integration, and mass migration had so com-
plicated ties between metropole and colony, city and countryside, mo-
dernity and tradition as to make the relationships between these apparent
dichotomies increasingly ambiguous. The question was not just who ruled
in Algiers but whether it was still possible to constitute authority in a
system that had become so decentered.

With their deepening engagement in Algeria, it became ever more
difficult, even disturbing, for the French to go on defining themselves
either against or through Algerian Muslims. When the Algerian—often
living in their midst—might be both peasant and proletarian, neither lib-
eral nor communist, French citizen, Algerian nationalist, and racial and
religious separatist all at the same time, it became impossible to know the
“other,” or even to name him. Moreover, the fight against nascent Al-
gerian nationalism led to violations of civil liberties integral to France’s
self image, which was still shaken by the Vichy experience. The ensuing
domestic conflict ended with some aiding the rebels and others assaulting
the state. But for all their partisan fervor, few were certain how French
ideals that were supposedly universal could apply to the case of Algeria:
liberty appeared to mean abandoning citizens to an Islamic state, equality
required admitting a hundred Muslim deputies to the Assembly, and fra-
ternity necessitated accepting—rather than assimilating—a culture that
seemed alien even to the most cosmopolitan.92

This posed both a practical and an ideological challenge to the very
identity of the nation and the integrity of the state. The question was not
so much competing ideas of truth and justice but whether such concepts
retained any real meaning. Fanon asserted that “truth is the property of
the national cause. No absolute verity, no discourse on the purity of the
soul, can shake this position. . . . Truth is that which hurries on the break-
up of the colonialist regime.” On the other side, Albert Camus declared
that he would choose his pied noir mother over justice, indicating how
ethnic violence could undermine faith in universal ideals even among the
most committed humanists.93

Many of those who went on to pioneer poststructuralist and post-
modernist theory were shaped by the Algerian experience. During Vichy,
Jacques Derrida found himself excluded from his school in Algiers as Jews
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were rejected by both sides of a polarizing society. Marginality would be
one of the main themes of an oeuvre distinguished by a profound distrust
of all claims to authority.94 Similarly, after Bourdieu’s experience in Al-
geria—where social scientists served a repressive state—he espoused a
more reflexive sociology and strove to transcend false antinomies.95
“Something has changed now, radically,” Philippe Sollers wrote after his
best friend was killed in the war, “The world is less pure.” He hoped to
reclaim an autonomous space for texts and textual analysis by founding
the journal Tel Quel, which became a hothouse for critical theory.96 As
Michael Fischer has observed, Algeria “focused attention on the need to
find alternatives to the construction of totalizing ideologies, the need for
theories and strategies of government that could accommodate multiple
cultural perspectives and not insist that everyone see history or progress
the same way.”97

Of course, not everyone saw things this way. Most observers judged
that modernization simply needed to be accelerated. Indeed, French prop-
agandists moved beyond American development theory—which identified
nationalism with modernity—to assert that, because of technological ad-
vances and economic integration, no nation was truly independent. In-
stead, they argued, France and Algeria were interdependent in an increas-
ingly interdependent world. This made it impossible to be indifferent to
the fate of human rights or the environment among other peoples. In
films like The Falling Veil, they sought to convince American television
audiences that only France could end “the Moslem tradition of female
subjugation stretched back through the centuries of Arab rule”—an issue
that was all the more important since, even then, educating women was
recognized as a means of reducing birthrates.98 In 1947, the Manchester
Guardian offered an environmentalist argument against self-determination
in North Africa that would often recur in French propaganda, albeit less
explicitly:

Which should come first: National independence or the development of a
country and the conservation of its soil? To what extent has a nation the right
to ruin its own land? . . . Is it really in the interests of the world to allow the
desert to swallow up the last naturally green hills of Libya to satisfy their
claims to self-government?99

In its latter phases, official propaganda tended to ignore the issue of
self-determination altogether and instead trumpeted French aspirations
and achievements in liberating Muslim women and developing Algeria,
all the while implying that the war was over but for the shouting. But
the international media proved to be more interested in reporting the
anarchy and atrocities that were actually occurring. Moreover, officials
undercut their claims to be opening Algeria to the world by constructing
barbed wire fences around it, banning foreign films and newspapers, and
jamming international radio transmissions. The Algerians, on the other
hand, cultivated the media and presented themselves as a secular, nation-
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alist movement in which men and women participated equally in building
a modern nation.100 Indeed, at this time—and partly because of the pro-
gress of such movements—the “end of history” was already in sight. “The
fundamental political problems of the industrial revolution have been
solved,” Seymour Martin Lipset asserted, “. . . [T]his very triumph of
democratic social revolution in the West ends domestic politics for those
intellectuals who must have . . . utopias to motivate them to social ac-
tion.101 The FLN won over international opinion by portraying itself as
part of that “democratic social revolution.” But there were others, on both
sides, who were motivated by dystopias, some indeed who felt that they
were living in the shadow of a new dark age.

The Specter of Jihad

Despite the contradictions and contrary evidence, the idea of “develop-
ment” could support these different political projects because of its deep
roots in a powerful intellectual tradition that views progress as “inevitable
and inevitably directional from lower to higher forms of society, knowl-
edge, religion.”102 But another intellectual tradition, less respectable but
no less influential, posits the inevitability of decline.103 It emphasizes frag-
mentation rather than integration, racial and religious conflict instead of
universal ideals. We will not find a body of “Medievalization theory”
backed by empirical research and expressed in social science jargon, but
this approach to international politics never depended on evidence. Long
before demographic trends turned against them, Europeans and Ameri-
cans found reason to fear that their own decadence might invite the over-
throw of Western civilization. From Hermann Knackfuss’s famous paint-
ing Die Gelbe Gefahr through American “Yellow Peril” novels, nonwhites
were imagined as a nameless, faceless mob crowding about the periph-
ery.104 By the 1930s, demographers had begun to provide data supporting
the idea that Europeans and their progeny were increasingly outnum-
bered. In 1932, Oswald Spengler warned that “the battle for the planet
has begun” amid a wave of anticolonialist unrest in East Asia, Africa, and
the West Indies. He castigated Europeans for having given way to paci-
fism and infertility in the face of “a colored world-revolution.”105 Simi-
larly, Paul Valéry was only the best known of a number of French writers
who foresaw the relative decline of Europe, wondering whether it would
“become what it is in reality—that is, a little promontory on the continent
of Asia?”106

Cold War–era policymakers grew up in this period, so it should be
no surprise that fear of population decline and international race war in-
fluenced them through the 1950s. But it did not necessarily run contrary
to the idea of “development.” The two were usually presented as alter-
natives. As John Foster Dulles told Robert Schuman in 1949, when Schu-
man was serving as foreign minister:
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There are in Africa vast resources which can be developed to the natural
advantage of Africa and West Europe and more than make good the loss of
access to the natural resources of Eastern Europe and the loss of Asiatic
colonies. This North-South development, however, requires friendly collab-
oration between the native peoples and the peoples of Europe. . . . If the
Italian colonies were dealt with in a manner which excited a Moslem Holy
War or race war of black against white, then the foundation of North-South
development would disappear.107

Once he had become secretary of state, Dulles often reiterated this same
hope and fear. Thus, in 1958, he said that North Africa was “to be con-
sidered as a kind of pool of raw materials for Western Europe like the
Western states were for the thirteen colonies during the formation of our
republic.” But he warned that a confrontational policy undermined mod-
erate nationalists and strengthened the extremists, leading to “grave dis-
sension between the West and Islam.”108

Of course, there was another side to the frontier. That same year
another American official, George Allen, shortly to become director of
the U.S. Information Agency, advised a French colleague to arm the pieds
noirs. He explained that, in view of the history of the American West, this
“would evoke sympathy for a white community settled for many gener-
ations in a non-European country, exposed to the attacks of the natives,
who organize themselves for the defense of their hearths and homes.”109

French leaders also thought of Algeria as a potential frontier in the
positive as well as the negative sense. Jacques Soustelle, the governor-
general, described the Sahara as “a little like the Far West, the opening
towards the future, a hope for a country which had begun to be without
hope.”110 Alternatively, Michel Debré, de Gaulle’s first prime minister,
argued in his investiture speech that without the French Algeria would
become “a frontier between two hostile worlds.”111 Over the years, official
propaganda displayed both aspects of the frontier, with France promising
development and cooperation while an FLN victory portended anarchy
and holy war.

While this analysis could conflict with an East-West, Cold War ap-
proach to international politics, French spokesmen reconciled the two by
arguing that the Communists would take advantage of any disorder to
turn NATO’s flank from the south. Even so, they gave inordinate atten-
tion to China years before there was any evidence of its providing aid to
the rebels. For instance, when army officers gave a briefing at Oxford on
the threat to North Africa, their maps displayed arrows emanating from
the Eastern bloc. But by far, the biggest arrow swept from the heart of
China through India and the Middle East to point directly at Casa-
blanca.112

Sometimes French officials were so serious about the Chinese that
they appeared ridiculous—as when strategists illustrated Chinese subver-
sion by plotting the path of their acrobatic team as it toured Africa, or
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when their consul in Hong Kong warned that they would have to “pay
particular attention to the exodus toward Europe of pseudo students and
Chinese chefs.”113 But even ridiculous ideas can have an influence, espe-
cially when they are entertained at the highest levels. Thus, in 1956, Prime
Minister Guy Mollet told Henry Cabot Lodge that “the world hero to
whom the people look for leadership was not any Algerian leader; nor
was it Colonel Nasser nor was it Khrushchev. The man they talked about
was Mao Tse-tung.” The recent defeat in Indochina helps to explain this
obsession, but the racial dimension clearly colored such thinking. Mollet
went on to assert that “they looked to Mao Tse-tung as the man who
had thrown out the white man.” Similarly, France’s representative in Ra-
bat judged that, “Much more than Russia, which seems white and West-
ern to them, it is China, yellow and Asian, that seduces maghrebans long-
ing for decolonization.”114 The vision of an international race war or jihad
was so compelling that the Soviets sometimes were left out of the pic-
ture.115 The Quai d’Orsay’s briefing book on Algeria—what they called
their “bible”—characterized the rebellion as “pan-Islamic” and “pan-
Arabic,” a “furious wave of fanaticism and xenophobia” that was “one
part of the fight of the peoples of Africa and Asia . . . against the West.”116

The question of whether the Algerian conflict can indeed be charac-
terized as a religious or racial war is complex and controversial. During
the war, the FLN used Islamic names and symbols, in some instances
rallying supporters with explicit appeals to their religiosity and even to
their pride as a “pure and superior race.”117 In 1956, rebel commanders
in the Aurès region called on fellow Muslims fighting with the French to
quit this “army of infidels” and “heretics.” While they were subsequently
relieved, such appeals indicate how the struggle could be represented in
religious terms.118

One would never suspect that some participants in the Algerian War
saw it as a defense of Islam from the far more famous writings of Frantz
Fanon. In The Wretched of the Earth, he instead described decolonization
as a winner-takes-all race war. While this vision seized the imagination of
some European intellectuals, his FLN colleagues considered it a losing
strategy in a world still dominated by white powers.119 Indeed, the editor
of their official newspaper, El Moudjahid, once had to stop the presses to
prevent publication of one of his more inflammatory pieces. The party
organ could not have been more emphatic in rejecting the idea that they
were waging jihad, much less race war: “Ours is an organized revolu-
tion—it is not an anarchic revolt. Ours is a national struggle to destroy
an anarchic colonial regime—it is NOT a religious war. It represents a
march forward in the historical path of human progress.”120 But to the
extent that westerners conceived of the conflict as a jihad or race war, the
French were probably hurt more than the Algerians. Raising the specter
of an anarchic and implacably antiwestern North Africa could only un-
dermine their argument that Algeria could be pacified, prosperous, and
retained as an integral part of France.121
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Appeals to white solidarity certainly did not win favor with key U.S.
policymakers, who were inclined to distance themselves from their ally in
colonial confrontations. When ordering a review of North African policy
in July 1955, Dulles argued that the United States had to avoid alienating
“the great mass of mankind which is non-white and non-European.” The
Americans were made to pay for the “sins” of their colonial allies, he later
complained, along with their own racial problems at home, and were
lumped in with “the whites.” Dulles felt that this was more than a moral
concern, but rather “. . . a very grave problem, and it affects our whole
military-political strategy.”122

Dulles did not credit French claims that the Communists were the
cause of their troubles in North Africa, but he agreed that Moscow would
back or at least benefit from a wider conflict.123 After the seizure of the
Suez Canal, he began to see Arab or Islamist nationalism as a serious
threat in its own right and feared that Nasser might manipulate oil ship-
ments to reduce Europe to dependency.124 When the Joint Chiefs urged
the preparation of contingency plans for using force to free the canal,
Eisenhower did not rule out the option but dreaded that it would “array
the world from Dakar to the Philippines against us.”125 The State De-
partment even entertained the idea of a regional entente with the Sovi-
ets.126 Toward the end of his presidency, Eisenhower sometimes appeared
ambivalent as to whether or not the Third World might ultimately pose
the greatest threat to American security. “We have had a narrower view
than we should have,” he told his National Security Council. “The real
menace here was the one and a half billion hungry people in the world.”127

The evidence on French and American anxiety about the Third World
relative to fear of the Soviets is ambiguous. For one thing, the two con-
cerns were not mutually exclusive. In both countries, the worst-case sce-
nario was always an international lineup pitting “the West against the
rest,” with Moscow in the lead. Moreover, as a 1959 congressional report
on foreign aid noted, “[T]he simple assumption that communism flows
from poverty is so widely accepted in America that it is almost an article
of faith.”128 So concern about Third World poverty and population
growth—even when it was given higher priority than the direct confron-
tation with the Soviets—could be reconciled with a conventional, zero-
sum game approach to the Cold War. But others were convinced that the
Cold War coalitions would break down along racial lines. In a 1958 meet-
ing with Chancellor Konrad Adenauer that renewed the Franco-German
entente, Charles de Gaulle explained that it had to be extended to include
Russia: “We know that the true danger is Asia,” he explained, which was
“all the more reason to revive Europe.”129

The Algerian War was part of this ongoing process by which “the
West” is constructed, its members counted, its borders patrolled. Con-
sider, for instance, how in 1956 the French ambassador described for the
foreign minister of Spain, which was then seeking entry to NATO, the
choice it faced at the United Nation between “the countries of the Near
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East and the Maghreb [and] those of the Atlantic Alliance.” The question,
he said, “was whether a Christian, Western power would give its moral
support to the independence movement in Algeria. She would then isolate
herself completely from the Western nations.”130 Three years later, Fran-
cisco Franco finally pledged support for “the cause of Western civiliza-
tion.”131

Clearly, Africa no longer began at the Pyrenees, but it was becoming
ever more doubtful that France extended to Algeria—or that Muslims
would always have entrée to Europe. French officials had already begun
to assist German border control officers in identifying Algerian Muslims
to discourage them from entering, deny them asylum, and obtain their
fingerprints and photographs.132 De Gaulle himself could not imagine
how they could be part of the patrie. “These people are different from
us,” he told a Gaullist deputy. “Do you see yourself marrying our daugh-
ters with Arabs?”133 Before the war, one of the French administrators had
actually suggested, “very shyly. . . . a policy of mixed marriages.”134 But
in 1959, de Gaulle thought the question was too absurd to warrant an
answer. Instead, France had to “marry her time,” as he declared in a
speech which called for an Algérie algérienne.135 While this was hailed as
a progressive statement at the time, few seemed to grasp its logical coun-
terpart: une France française.

The contemporary relevance of these issues will be addressed in the
conclusion to this book, but the intellectual dimensions of the war will
continue to unfold through the narrative. Since the FLN could not phys-
ically control territory, the basis for their claim to sovereignty was ab-
stract: it rested in peoples’ estimations of their legitimacy as the rightful
rulers—not just people in Algeria, but in France, the United States, and
anywhere else influence could be brought to bear on the course of events.
In a very real sense, one of the most important battles in the Algerian
War was waged in the realm of ideas. Its ultimate outcome is still uncer-
tain.
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The Ambivalence of
Power

North Africa in International
Politics, 1942–1954

The isolation has lasted too long.

The party that has the heavy responsibility of liberating Algeria

must break this isolation . . . This is an imperative, essential at this deci-

sive stage of preparation, which will make our revolutionary strategy one

of expansion and of opening onto the world.

Hocine Aı̈t Ahmed, 1948 1

It is no secret that there is a vast conspiracy joining the religious

fanaticism and xenophobia of the Middle East with the anti-colonialist

ideology of America which seeks to ruin our position in North Africa. . . .

To round this dangerous cape it will be necessary to have a government

in Paris fiercely resolved to defend our imperial possessions foot by foot.

Général Alphonse Juin, 1951 2

Before dawn on November 8, 1942, three convoys consisting of more
than five hundred American and British warships and transports closed
on the coasts of Algeria and Morocco. Two Royal Navy destroyers carry-
ing a mixed force of British and American commandos separated from
the easternmost group and headed for the Bay of Algiers. Just after mid-
night, President Roosevelt’s personal representative, Robert Murphy, had
warned the French commander, Alphonse Juin, that he faced over-
whelming odds. The armada carried nearly 10,000 vehicles and 100,000
allied servicemen, with another 150,000 on the way. But Murphy and
General Dwight Eisenhower, the Allied supreme commander, assured the
French that America had no designs on their North African possessions.
“We come among you solely to defeat and rout your enemies,” Roosevelt
had declared in a radio speech to the French people. “Have faith in our
words. We do not want to cause you any harm.”3
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The planners of “Operation Torch” had reason to be cautious. In July
1940, the Royal Navy had attacked the French fleet at Mers el-Kebir,
fearing that it would fall into the hands of the Axis. It was hoped that
what was made to look like a purely American force would not encounter
any resistance. But as the first two British destroyers flying extra-large
U.S. flags neared Algiers’s harbor, the city lights went out and intense fire
opened up, eventually forcing both to withdraw. In Oran, 270 miles to
the west, two Royal Navy cutters supplemented the Stars and Stripes with
loudspeakers proclaiming their friendly intentions. But the French de-
fenders greeted them with point-blank fire from destroyers and shore bat-
teries; almost 90 percent of an American attack force crowding the decks
were killed or wounded. In Morocco, the U.S. destroyer-transport Ber-
nadou encountered everything from rifle shot to 155-mm. shells as it en-
tered the port of Safi. “A flare with American flag attached was released
above the harbor in the hope of moderating the hostile reception,” ac-
cording to the official history. “For a brief period it assisted the French
gun pointers but had no other effect.” French sympathizers vainly at-
tempted to seize control and separate the opposing sides. But in the end
Eisenhower felt compelled to make a deal with the Vichy authorities,
allowing them to continue administering North Africa.

Further adding to the confusion was a factor that no one had antic-
ipated. “Almost from the first,” the same official history notes, “civilian
natives became a problem to the attacking troops.”

They gathered in awed crowds to observe the naval shelling; they were dis-
dainfully unafraid of small arms fire. A soldier would snake his way painfully
through rocks and rubble to set up a light machine gun, raise his head cau-
tiously to aim, and find a dozen natives clustered solemnly around him.

Thus, ordinary North Africans discovered that they inhabited one of the
most strategically vital areas in the world, a crucible of conflict between
the Allies and Axis and among the different factions fighting over France’s
future. From here, Allied forces outflanked Rommel’s threat to theMiddle
East, launched air attacks against Europe, and eventually unleashed in-
vasions of Italy and France. By that point, Charles de Gaulle had used
the region as a base to establish his authority and regain French auton-
omy. But the first hours of the Torch landings foreshadowed years of
continuing international contention over North Africa. In the postwar
period, the region remained of strategic importance, though political and
economic considerations gradually came to outweigh its military utility.
In later interventions, the Americans and British continued to claim to be
working for France’s own best interests—often while hiding behind each
other—and continued to confront division and hostility. As president,
Eisenhower would still see a trade-off between American values and in-
terests in the question of who would lead France, and the answer would
once again emerge from North Africa. Though the North Africans them-
selves were at first spectators in these conflicts, “turning their heads like
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a tennis gallery in trying to watch the exchange of fire,” they soon became
active participants, exploiting the divisions between France and its allies
to pursue their own agendas.4

Many of the people who crossed paths in Algeria during the war went
on to wield power in its aftermath, including Eisenhower, de Gaulle, Juin,
Murphy, and his British counterpart, Harold Macmillan. None of them
forgot their earlier experiences, and some harbored grievances. Fifteen
years after Torch, the French still remembered and distrusted Murphy for
having favored Vichy over de Gaulle.5 Nearly twenty years after Ferhat
Abbas addressed a “Message to the Responsible Authorities”—that is, the
Anglo-American High Command, bypassing the French government to
demand a Muslim assembly—de Gaulle had still not forgiven him and
preferred other FLN interlocutors, even though they were more intran-
sigent.6 And illiterate Algerian peasants, though unable to give a child’s
date of birth, could count the years “after the Americans,” so impressed
were they by the might and material wealth of the invaders—which made
the colonial authorities seem impotent by comparison—even if they could
not read the emancipatory declarations of the Atlantic Charter.7

Chapter 1 alluded to other international events that impinged on Al-
geria in the context of the global demographic, economic, cultural, and
technological trends undermining imperialism as a whole. Some of them
favored or foreshadowed its independence struggle, including Egyptian
aid to North African nationalists and France’s defeat in Indochina. Yet
the international context was also a source of difficulties and disappoint-
ments. After all, the allies ignored Abbas’s demands and relied on the
French to maintain stability; the Egyptians promised much more than
they delivered; and the French army was not destroyed in Indochina—
indeed, it emerged as a far more capable and determined counterinsur-
gency force.8

Thus, the Algerians chose to do battle in an international arena that
included both dangers and opportunities. This chapter will set the stage
and introduce some of the other protagonists, which requires turning the
spotlight on Algeria’s “wings,” as Morocco and Tunisia were sometimes
called. Although everyone, even the Arab League, distinguished between
France’s Algerian départements and the protectorates, their independence
came to be seen as a precedent, and the two states were important players
throughout the conflict.9 As for the British and the Soviets, before the
outbreak of the Algerian War neither was inclined to interfere with
France’s control of North Africa.10 But the United States possessed both
the means and the motives to intervene in France’s empire as well as its
domestic affairs. As in the French-Algerian relationship—and as this chap-
ter will explain—tighter integration caused influence to flow both ways.
Some Americans also sought to empower an integrated Europe and a
“strongman” in France, even if both would be more independent of the
United States. Finally, nonstate and international actors exerted significant
influence, including American businesses, international labor organiza-
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tions, and the Afro-Asian bloc in the United Nations. This chapter de-
scribes North Africa in relation to the great powers, especially the United
States, and “power politics,” but its principal theme throughout will be
the ambivalence of power, both in the sense of the conflicted attitudes of
those who wielded it and the ramified ways in which it worked.

North Africa in the Early Cold War

As North Africans began to think of themselves as part of a global anti-
colonialist movement and attempted to coordinate their actions, they con-
fronted a system of states, already in place, with its own interests, its own
rules, and a still exclusive membership. After World War II, the region
figured in great power diplomacy in three ways: for its importance to
France, weakened by the war but still perceived as essential to the con-
struction of a new European order; for raw materials—though initially
less in the region itself than in Arab states to the East, where oil reserves
guaranteed them a hearing in advocating the nationalist cause; and for its
strategic position adjacent to Europe, which made it a base of operations
and potential front line if the continent fell to the Soviets. But the nature
and extent of North Africa’s importance in international politics at any
given time was determined by other considerations, simple in themselves
but complex in combination, which complete this analytical framework.

First, the three aspects of North Africa’s strategic importance were
interrelated. From the perspective of American planners, compliance with
Arab states’ demands on Algeria might help ensure the availability of Mid-
dle Eastern oil for Europe but only at the cost of jeopardizing French
cooperation on the continent. On the other hand, endorsing French pol-
icy not only exacerbated relations with the Arab states but also endangered
U.S. bases in Morocco. Each was an important interest without which
the others appeared insufficient to guarantee American security. Recon-
ciling them, however, proved to be an insuperable task.

While the Soviets did not have vital interests in North Africa, after
1955 they faced a similar dilemma in attempting to balance support for
French Communists and French independence from Washington on the
one hand with their increasing solicitude for Arab nationalists on the
other. The British, for their part, first conciliated the French out of con-
cern for the future of their own African colonies and then came to rue
the effect on relations with their Arab clients. But by the late 1950s,
obtaining de Gaulle’s cooperation in forging a new economic relationship
with Europe overshadowed Britain’s interests in Africa and the Middle
East—indeed, it even began to trouble the “special relationship” with the
United States. A country like West Germany, on the other hand, did not
have global interests—except perhaps for the competition for recognition
with their Communist rivals—and always used North African issues in-
strumentally to improve relations with France.11
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As these cases indicate, North Africa’s importance in great power
diplomacy changed over time. The region’s location ensured that it was
always a factor in European defense planning, but the American interest
alternated between exploiting it as both a fallback position and platform
for air power to merely denying it to the Soviets. Similarly, the discovery
of vast oil and natural gas reserves in Algeria in 1956 promised France
energy self-sufficiency at the very time its dependency on foreign sources
made it vulnerable to manipulation.12 For American oil companies, on
the other hand, new discoveries in Libya two years later had to be con-
cealed to avoid further glutting the global energy market.13 Thus, the great
powers approached war in Algeria with an array of interrelated, conflict-
ing, and shifting interests.

Determining the fate of Libya, formerly an Italian colony, was the
first postwar problem in North Africa to attract their attention. At the
Potsdam conference, the Soviets demanded a trusteeship, sparking Amer-
ican and British suspicions about their intentions in Africa and the Middle
East.14 But the Soviets raised the demand to acquire a bargaining chip for
bases on the Dardanelles.15 In this period, they were far more concerned
with their position in Europe than with the Third World and eventually
supported Italy’s desire to regain control of its former colony. The British
were also careful to appease Italian sentiment, but they sought a trustee-
ship in eastern Libya as a backup for their increasingly vulnerable base at
Suez. The French, for their part, wished to continue their occupation of
Fezzan, the southwestern third of the country, to interdict clandestine
arms shipments to Algeria. They also feared that Libyan independence
might set off a chain reaction across North Africa.16

But in May 1949, Libyans rioted against a plan that prescribed a
partition between Italian, British, and French trusteeships, encouraging
the U.N. General Assembly to defeat it by a single vote.17 The British
foreign secretary, Ernest Bevin, recognized the emergence of an “Arab-
Moslem-Asiatic bloc,” and Libya has since been called “the child of the
United Nations.” But London then worked with the U.N. commissioner
and against the Arab League to make the new state a loose federation that
would be amenable to their wishes and American aid (the United States
operated a base, Wheelus Field, east of Tripoli). Thus, while Libya was
the first country in Africa to emerge from formal colonial rule in the
postwar period—with the United Nations and the Libyan people them-
selves active in the process—it was also the first of many to pass under
more informal methods of imperial management that had been revived
from an earlier era to suit anticolonial sensibilities.18

The French had their own tradition of indirect rule in North Africa
exemplified by the legendary Maréchal Lyautey’s administration of Mo-
rocco. Consistent with the spirit if not the letter of the maréchal’s record,
it was not the sultan in Rabat or the bey in Tunis who enjoyed the most
autonomy but France’s own résidents généraux. Yet unlike Lyautey, they
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tended after the war to serve short terms and often became captives of
their own administrations, which were staffed largely by local settlers.
The more than 325,000 Europeans in Morocco and 240,000 in Tunisia
also had considerable influence in Paris. French policies in the two pro-
tectorates were therefore contradictory and inconsistent, resulting from
perpetual conflict between the settlers, résidents généraux, and their nom-
inal superiors at the Quai d’Orsay. Whereas from 1947 to 1951, rela-
tively liberal résidents généraux in Tunisia attempted to come to terms
with the nationalist Neo Destour (New Constitution) party, Général
Juin in Morocco—himself a pied noir—moved toward a confrontation
with the Istiqlal (Independence) party, Sultan Mohammed V, and the
Quai itself. At the same time, administrators in Algeria undermined even
the modest reforms passed in Paris by stuffing the ballots for their Mus-
lim protégés. As the former foreign minister, Robert Schuman, wrote in
1953, beyond simply hanging on and muddling through, there was no
overall French policy in North Africa. Politicians merely reacted to the
pressures of domestic constituencies, North African nationalists and, not
least, outside powers.19

Luckily for the French, for most of the intervening period the na-
tionalists were themselves divided and did not receive effective aid from
the Arab League, which might have seemed to be their most natural
backer abroad. When representatives from the Neo Destour, Istiqlal, and
PPA convened a congress in Cairo in February 1947, the league’s secre-
tary general, Abd al-Rahman Azzam, pledged solidarity with their struggle.
But he refused to bring it before the United Nations out of deference
to France and a desire to concentrate on Palestine. Moreover, the member
states contributed little to the new Bureau of the Arab Maghreb, made up
of representatives of each party, which struggled to maintain offices around
the region and in the United States as well. The nationalist front broke
down for lack of funds and differences in strategy—the Neo Destour was
willing to pursue independence in stages rather than as a precondition for
negotiations.20 Yet in the years ahead, they were clever enough to exagger-
ate their unity and league support, leading the French to attribute more
strength and purpose to pan-Arabism than it actually possessed.

North Africans sought support simultaneously from the West, as
shown in the aftermath of a clash between Moroccans and French colonial
troops in April 1947. The sultan traveled to Tangier and, in a defiant
speech before a large crowd of Moroccans, reaffirmed his country’s at-
tachment to Islam and hailed the Arab League without rendering the
customary tribute to the protectorate. In the same visit, Princess Aisha,
speaking partly in English before a more international audience, called for
closer contact with Western civilization. In succeeding years, she came to
represent the emancipation of Moroccan women and continued to appeal
to Western audiences.21

In fact, the French rightly viewed the Americans as the main threat.22
Two months after the Tangier visit, Secretary of State George C. Marshall
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ordered the American ambassador, Jefferson Caffery, to urge evolution
toward “[d]ominion status within [the] French Union” to avoid a “situ-
ation in North Africa comparable to . . . Indo-China.”23 Caffery was re-
luctant to carry out this démarche, and when he finally talked to the
secretary-general of the Quai d’Orsay, Jean Chauvel, he first assured him
that “the United States government has never been more favorably in-
clined towards you.” Indeed, that same week sixteen European delega-
tions were meeting in Paris in response to Marshall’s plan for European
recovery. Caffery declared that the United States could not take their place
in North Africa and did not want to try. “We therefore wish that you
hold on,” he continued, “but we are worried. We fear that . . . through
attachment to outmoded colonialist formulas you will get yourselves
kicked out. We know well enough what to think of certain internal lib-
erties and of ‘self-government.’ But you have to give people the feeling
that they are included.”24

Caffery concluded with a brusque and breathtaking warning:

Indochina interests us greatly, and we do not have a good opinion of what
you are doing there and how it will all end. But we are much more interested
in North Africa. Understand me well. If the conference [in Paris on the
Marshall Plan] fails, Europe will be lost and it will be a great pity. But in no
case will we allow the adversary to cross the oil line, which runs through
North Africa.

By signaling that American backing was contingent on improved relations
with the nationalists—based on British-style informal imperialism and less
than full independence—Marshall and Caffery laid down the main line of
a “middle-of-the-road” policy that the first Eisenhower administration
would also follow. They had also raised the specter that would haunt all
of their successors: “another Indochina.”25

This new line was a victory for the State Department’s Office of Af-
rican Affairs in its long and usually losing battle with the European Bu-
reau. Yet the deliberations of American diplomatic and consular agents
who were meeting in Paris at the time reveal that the policy did not arise
solely from the need to conciliate Arab opinion. They also thought that
self-government for the protectorates—at this point no one dared to sug-
gest self-government for Algeria—would actually strengthen France since
it would ensure continued access to their natural resources over the long
term.26 Indeed, Colonel Charles H. Bonesteel, one of the “apostles” of
European unification, had been arguing that developing the potential
wealth of North Africa could help forge European unity and form the
basis for continental recovery.27 The following year the State Department’s
Policy Planning Staff studied a proposal for the Western European coun-
tries to pool their capital and colonies in Africa in a vast development
scheme. “It would lend to the idea of Western European union that tan-
gible objective for which everyone has been rather unsuccessfully groping
in recent months,” George Kennan suggested.28
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In pushing a more united Europe—united against Soviet aggression
and for African development—the State Department was as concerned
about a nationalist dictator coming to power in Paris as by a Communist
takeover.29 De Gaulle’s record of independence and opposition to German
autonomy indicated that either one might advance Moscow’s interests.
Alternatively, France was seen as the leader of an economically integrated
Europe, including West Germany, that would be fueled by Persian Gulf
oil, free of debilitating colonial conflicts, and willing and able to face up
to the Soviets.

Yet some important French political leaders rejected the very idea of
developing cooperative relations with North African nationalists. Foreign
Minister Georges Bidault, for instance, responded to Caffery’s démarche
by demanding a dossier from the Interior Ministry to demonstrate “the
true character of the resistance that we meet from the nationalist elements
. . . who mask under demagogic claims their racist and confessional prej-
udices and their desire to return to the most archaic forms of oriental
despotism.”30 Yet many French agreed with the Americans on the desir-
ability of North African development and some measure of self-
government. Officials like Jean Monnet at the Commissariat au Plan saw
modernizing the Maghreb and more closely integrating it with the me-
tropole as a means to reassert and make real France’s putative status as a
great power. But, for that reason, they were not initially interested in
broader European participation and fought American efforts to open up
the Moroccan market.31 Similarly, some of Bidault’s subordinates in the
Quai d’Orsay favored self-government in the sense that they hoped to
enlist Istiqlal and Neo Destour support for administrative reforms. While
North Africans might have gained greater participation in local govern-
ment, the price would have been tighter integration within the French
Union, postponing independence indefinitely. The nationalists’ awareness
of U.S. interest encouraged them to hold out for more, which helped to
make the amicable settlement demanded by Americans impossible for
France to achieve.32

Though the documentary evidence available from the North African
side in this period is too scarce to be anything but suggestive, it is con-
sistent on two points: the nationalists indeed felt themselves to be part
of a global struggle against Western rule, sometimes defined in racial and
religious terms. Yet they also recognized that playing on the divisions
among the Western allies was the most practical strategy, especially since
they could not maintain solidarity among themselves, let alone with the
entire Afro-Asian world. For instance, in a July 1946 letter, Habib Bour-
guiba, leader of the Neo Destour in Tunisia, all but called Ferhat Abbas
a traitor for his willingness to accept mere autonomy. Bourguiba, like
Abbas, was known for his affinity for France, but they were now facing
a Hobson’s choice: “to submit and dissolve into [se fondre] the French
nation, or insurrection until crushed leading sooner or later to a forced
and inescapable fusion.” But “times have changed,” Bourguiba continued,
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“peoples of all races and all colors are rising up in an irresistible movement
against the domination of the whites.” In particular, the movement to-
ward Arab unity had reversed the progress of assimilation in North Africa:
“Despite the iron barrier raised by France around the Maghreb, the influ-
ence of the Arab League—thanks to the radio and clandestine
infiltrations—becomes more visible each day.” But Bourguiba made clear
that he did not have the “naı̈veté” to think the Arabs of the Middle East
would enter the fight against the French. Instead, their attitude was most
valuable for its importance to the British and the Americans, who were
increasingly preoccupied by the possibility of war against the Soviets:

North Africa is one of the best [assets] in the eyes of the Anglo-Saxon world:
key to the central Mediterranean and an ideal base of operations against a
Europe on its way to Bolshevization. It is not therefore for our beautiful eyes
that the Anglo-Saxons interest themselves more and more in our fate.33

Abbas’s rivals in the PPA were less interested in allying with the
Americans and the British than playing them off against the Soviets and
against each other. In August 1948, the head of the PPA’s paramilitary
wing, the Organisation Spéciale, wrote a report on the tactics and strategy
of a war for independence following the fraudulent elections earlier that
year. Hocine Aı̈t Ahmed, only twenty-seven at the time, analyzed earlier
rebellions and examples from abroad before concluding that no other
people had confronted so many obstacles to their independence: prox-
imity to the metropole, disparity in population, exposed terrain, and so
on. Above all, none had had to deal with such a sizable and politically
powerful settler population.34

Aı̈t Ahmed therefore prescribed nothing less than une grande stratégie
for the coming war, relating finances, logistics, morale, propaganda, and
foreign policy, a strategy that was all the more impressive in that it was
resolutely pragmatic. While he recognized that Islam would be “a mobi-
lizing factor” and that Algerians should seek to unify the Afro-Asian
world, he argued that their foreign policy should be independent and
eminently flexible: “placing the good on one side and the bad on the
other would be to ignore the complexity and ambiguity of elements that
determine the interest of each country or group of countries.” Aı̈t Ahmed
would have the nationalists seek a balance between East and West: “Our
strategy will follow this guideline in diplomatic matters: When we intend
to put on our side of the scale an act of support from a Socialist country
we will think at the same time of removing from the colonial side of the
scale the weight of Western support.” They would do so, he specified, by
exploiting the area’s strategic importance, British-French imperial rivalries,
and the U.S.-European commercial competition. In December the party’s
Central Committee approved the report with near unanimity.35

Under de Gaulle, France had also sought greater independence by
striking a balance between the Soviets and the Americans. But in January
1948, Foreign Minister Georges Bidault and Minister of War Pierre-
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Henri Teitgen declared to a U.S. delegation that Paris had made its “final
choice” in favor of the West. Even so, they were concerned about a “fear
complex” that might sap “the very strength of the Western European
peoples.” They feared that,

[s]hould war break out, the United States will abandon Western Europe to
the Soviets; that the Russian hordes will occupy the area, raping women and
deporting the male population for slave labor in the Soviet Union; that
France and Western Europe will be occupied and devastated by the Soviet
hordes and atomized by the United States.

At this time, memories of how Eastern Europe had been occupied by
rapacious “Soviet hordes,” including soldiers from the Central Asian re-
publics, were still fresh, so the racial subtext of this scenario was apparent
even before Bidault and Teitgen went on to describe the postwar world.36
Europe would be “completely devastated and depopulated,” they contin-
ued. “There would be no Western European civilization or population to
share with the United States the task of reconstruction. In other words
the United States after its victory would have only Asiatics and African
and colonial natives with whom to cooperate in the task of world recon-
struction.”37 The fall of China the following year and the simultaneous
wars in Indochina and Korea made it easier to conceive of the Western
alliance in terms of white solidarity. But such statements show how the
French were already seeking to define “the West” not only against the
East, but against “Asiatics and African and colonial natives” as well.

The emotionalism of the French appeal might be dismissed as histri-
onics. “Nobody took little Bidault seriously,” one high-ranking State De-
partment official later recalled. Recurrent cabinet crises did not help
French credibility. How, the Americans might have asked, could they be
sure that France “had made its final choice. . . . even if,” as Bidault and
Teitgen put it, they “were not in the Government tomorrow”? In fact,
they were gone by July. But in the meantime, the February 1948 Czech
coup and the Berlin airlift four months later touched off a genuine war
scare affecting French society as a whole.38

During this period, U.S. strategists indeed held out little hope of a
forward defense of the continent. Instead, they imagined World War III
much like the last war. Allied forces would be driven from the continent
in a matter of months, if not weeks. The United States would then mo-
bilize for total war, conduct a lengthy atomic and conventional bombing
campaign, and finally invade and occupy what little remained.39 According
to the December 1949 “Offtackle” plan—and just as Bidault feared—
North Africa, not France, would be “the initial assembly area for U.S.
forces.”40

On the face of it, the French were in a pitiable position, seemingly
unable to defend themselves, let alone North Africa. The Americans did
agree to military aid and eventually a full-fledged alliance, with NATO’s
earliest war plans calling for a last-ditch defense of the Rhine. But pri-
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vately, some U.S. officials considered such plans to be “pump-primers for
European effort” and “Strictly for Show Windows.”41 Moreover, in
exchange the French had had to agree to the emergence of a centralized
West German state. The Americans also conditioned economic assistance
on an austerity program that provoked a backlash against perceived in-
terference in France’s domestic affairs.42

Yet the power relationship between France and the United States was
more ambiguous than it would first appear. Officials like Jean Monnet
and politicians such as René Mayer and Henri Queuille favored austerity
as a means eventually to restore French power, even if they used the
promise of American aid, and the threat to withhold it, to gain parlia-
mentary approval.43 And as the Bidault-Teitgen presentation suggests, the
French could use the precariousness of their position vis-à-vis their own
public to secure better conditions.44 They could also hold up American
initiatives, even ones that they had themselves invited, until they incor-
porated their desiderata. Thus, in 1949 they blocked Norway’s inclusion
in the North Atlantic Treaty until their Algerian départements were also
covered.45 And once Washington pledged to defend Europe, the “iron
law of alliance politics” came into effect: The more America was com-
mitted, the less the European allies had to do for themselves—indeed, the
more they could demand for the “privilege” of defending them.46

An Entangling Alliance

“Is war inevitable?” This was the question George Butler of the State
Department Policy Planning Staff posed in June 1949. He was taken
aback by a Joint Chiefs of Staff proposal to establish air and naval bases
all along the Eurasian periphery, with the sites in North Africa being
“especially urgent.”47 At the time, the U.S. deterrent consisted almost
entirely of medium-range bombers with little aerial-refueling capability.
But the State Department resisted the Pentagon’s demands, realizing that
the allies would demand aid in exchange for bases in bilateral negotia-
tions.48 “If war is not believed to be imminent, in the sense of the next
two or three or four years,” Butler wrote, “we are faced with an essentially
political problem and political factors should receive primary emphasis.”49

Later that month, the Soviets exploded their first atomic bomb. The
Americans feared that bases in Britain might be “Pearl Harbored” at the
outset of hostilities while the Suez complex would eventually be over-
run.50 The vulnerability of the U.S. deterrent became all the more trou-
bling after the North Korean invasion in the summer of 1950. The sub-
sequent Chinese intervention made general war indeed seem inevitable,
perhaps imminent. Just as importantly, the ensuing summit between
Harry Truman and Clement Attlee revealed the political risks of relying
on Britain and its base at Suez as the main staging areas for strikes on
the Soviets. The Americans realized that their hosts held a virtual right of
veto over the actual or threatened use of the bomb. As the Chinese began
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to cross the Yalu River in force and a worried Attlee urged Truman to
back off atomic diplomacy, the United States concluded an agreement
with France for four Strategic Air Command (SAC) bases and a port and
naval air station in Morocco.51

The British were not the only ones to see the political leverage con-
ferred by America’s “servitude to bases”—as a Quai memorandum had
already described it.52 If U.S. bases posed a threat to French control of
North Africa and, in the event of war, France’s own physical safety, they
also presented an opportunity to secure U.S. support for the protectorates
and a measure of control over the American deterrent.

In July 1950, Ambassador Henri Bonnet advised Paris of what he
called “a change of spirit and a new understanding” among the Americans.
A month before, the assistant secretary of state for the United Nations,
John Hickerson, had distanced the U.S. from anticolonialism at the U.N.,
admitting that the Americans were themselves not blameless. Yet Bonnet
well understood that this was hardly a change of heart. In a telegram to
Foreign Minister Robert Schuman, he noted that anticolonialism was still
anchored in the American psyche and explained the shift as due entirely
to strategic considerations. These would surely change with time, he ar-
gued, and in the meantime France would have to work for “the economic
and social development of Africa.” Just as importantly, representatives
would have to explain French policies to the Americans to win their gen-
uine support.53

In writing these lines, Bonnet might have been thinking of a speech
given the previous month by the Republican senator from Nevada,
George Malone, who complained that the United States had “sunk into
the filthy business of bolstering colonial slavery.” Malone had been in-
formed by a letter from the Committee for the Freedom of North Africa,
the New York office of the Bureau of the Arab Maghreb, accusing the
settlers of misusing Marshall Plan money. Nearly a tenth of the French
allocation went to the Maghreb. “The French are operating a police state
in North Africa,” Malone thundered. Assistant Secretary of State George
McGhee answered the charge by arguing that the United States had to
work with its allies against the Soviet threat to Africa.54

Bonnet had high hopes for McGhee, but he thought that it would
take a considerable effort to instruct Americans about France’s role in
Africa: “One must not forget . . . that American education in African af-
fairs has long been neglected and one runs the risk, in discussing the
problems at too elevated a level, of losing all but a very small part of the
audience.” Indeed, McGhee’s very title, assistant secretary of state for
Near Eastern, South Asian, and African affairs, indicates the amount of
attention the State Department had until then devoted to these parts of
the world.55 But as the Americans became more involved, the French
would continue to assert that only they knew the Africans, an argument
that was already familiar to Americans from domestic debates over race
relations. The French could also point out that America’s own record on
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these matters was not beyond reproach. The hard-line French governor
general of Algeria, Marcel-Edmond Naegelen, warned that if the French
gave way “other races would come who have not [the] breadth of spirit
of France so far as religion, race, color, skin or freedom of opinion are
concerned.” Speaking sarcastically of Algerian nationalists, Naegelen sug-
gested that they might prefer a regime “under which classes in railway
cars would be [a] function of skin pigment.”56

Thus, French officials had a protective, even proprietary attitude to-
ward their colonial charges which conceded nothing to American preten-
sions to be an emancipatory power. Their hauteur, and the Americans’
temporary obeisance to it, comes out in a January 1951 Washington
meeting between Juin and McGhee. Juin had just delivered an ultimatum
demanding that the sultan dismiss the Istiqlal’s nationalist ministers from
his cabinet and allow direct French participation in his government. The
général said that he planned to “go back and settle this matter . . . and if
the Sultan does not like it he (the Sultan) must go,” despite the fact that
the French recognized him as sovereign.57 McGhee, for his part, acknowl-
edged French authority over the North Africans by expressing “how glad
we are that the Moroccan situation is in such good hands.” As for the
nationalists, he assured Juin that “we try to be polite with them while at
the same time having confidence that the French can control the situa-
tion.”58

But McGhee was hardly confident, and he did not support the French
because of the political and economic programs with which Ambassador
Bonnet hoped to impress him. Indeed, he told his staff that the French
protectorates and Algeria were “anachronisms.” McGhee’s instructions to
them reveal the crux of America’s North African policy at the outset of
the Korean War:

In light of the present world situation, we must have . . . stability in this area
against the possibility of military operations. . . . Accordingly, we cannot
adopt an independent policy with respect to North Africa, nor intervene
between the French and the Arab peoples. . . . [This] is no time in which to
experiment in this regard . . . [I]t is always possible that the situation in
North Africa may blow up in time. It is our hope that it will not do so in
this critical period.59

The new American policy on North Africa was part of a more general
shift in American strategy to back the European empires and South Africa.
Almost everywhere they confronted the same dilemma: resistance to
change threatened to drive Third World nationalists toward the Soviets
and to waste resources that might have strengthened European recon-
struction. On the other hand, policymakers feared that either chaos or
communism would result from “premature” independence and judged
that the European economies depended on the colonies. While one can
criticize their developmentalist assumptions, a pronationalist policy would
have risked relations with their most important allies at a time when war
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with the Soviets appeared to be a near-term possibility. Instead, U.S.
support shored up the French empire in Indochina and North Africa as
well as the British sphere of influence in the Middle East.60 But by virtue
of their assistance, the Americans could claim a say in their ally’s affairs.
In the case of North Africa, McGhee warned Juin against any “arbitrary
action,” such as deposing the sultan, and the général agreed to inform ben
Youssef of the base agreement.61

But could the Americans trust their allies to be loyal “subimperial-
ists”? Two days after the McGhee-Juin conversation, the general manager
of the Coca-Cola franchise in Casablanca, Kenneth Pendar, walked into
the State Department to warn that they were “making a very grave mis-
take.” He said that, “since our military program in Morocco would render
the French Protectorate one of the prime military targets in the world,
he believed that it was unthinkable that the Government of the United
States . . . should not undertake to inform the Sovereign of Morocco of
our plans.” In the long run, it was crucial that the United States maintain
good relations with the sultan. Told that the French were to inform him
of the bases, Pendar warned that they “could not be trusted.”62

And he was right, for the French did not inform the sultan. Nor
would they ever inform him.63 Consequently, he considered the base
agreement to be illegitimate—a fact which the French did not hesitate to
bring up to the Americans, pointedly comparing it to Egypt’s efforts to
evict the British from Suez.64 By interposing themselves between the in-
digenous population and U.S. power, they gave the Americans a com-
pelling reason to maintain their support: the base agreements were valid
only as long as the French were willing and able to uphold them. This
was part of a general policy of preventing direct contact between the
Americans and colonial peoples, whether army advisors in Vietnam or
Marshall Plan administrators in Tunisia, through which the French pro-
tected their position and empowered themselves.65

As the McGhee-Juin conversation indicates, the Americans preferred
the role of silent partner in France’s North African policy. By selling stock
in their enterprise, the French ensured that the United States had a stake
in continued stability. But with their new investment, the Americans had
also acquired voting rights and, when it fell into jeopardy, they were
prepared to exercise them. While still partners, they would not remain
silent.66 When Juin returned to Morocco and his final showdown with
the sultan, the Americans warned officials at the Quai d’Orsay that they
would deny reports of their backing his abdication and would disassociate
themselves from such action at the United Nations. The cabinet of René
Pleven took these warnings to heart and Schuman cautioned Juin against
threatening the sultan.67

Yet Juin had other plans. On February 25, he encouraged Berber
tribesmen loyal to the Pasha of Marrakech to ride down from the moun-
tains and surround Rabat. With horsemen nearing the gates of the palace,
the sultan capitulated to most of his demands. But at this point, Juin
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would be satisfied with nothing less than his abdication, and in this le
général would be bitterly disappointed. That very day, an envoy arrived
from Paris renewing the Pleven cabinet’s opposition to Juin’s plan.
“Should one have let [the abdication] happen?. . . . I admit that for a
moment I hesitated . . . ,” Juin admitted to Schuman, “but I was not
raised to disobey and the instinct of discipline prevailed.” He consoled
himself by observing that the crisis had, at least, “given certain foreign
chancelleries who meddle too much in our affairs something to think
about.”68

Once considered “rabidly pro-American” on defense matters, Juin
now set a strict limit to the number of U.S. personnel he would allow
on the bases. He also backed an initiative to establish a North African
strategic command in time of war and threatened to resign if any troops
were withdrawn from the region to reinforce Indochina.69 With these
peacetime preparations, he intended to ensure that France would retain
control of North Africa if the metropole was overrun. Though France
lacked its own A-bombs, the French base commanders and security troops
mandated by the agreement would afford a measure of control over Amer-
ica’s and protect national interests. Thus, Juin’s position was not simply
the army’s death grip on French grandeur; instead it was a sophisticated
reading of France’s strategic situation and a shrewd plan for improving
it. More generally, he had demonstrated how even such seemingly
straightforward instruments of “power projection” as strategic air bases
could actually empower a weaker party.70

Yet Schuman was wary of pushing the Americans too far. He insisted
that Juin “take into account the importance and the vulnerability of our
international positions.” “We have an interest in avoiding all that may
legitimately trouble our friends abroad,” he said, adding that only the
government could judge the whole of France’s global responsibilities and
the place of Morocco among them. The French were then engaged in
difficult negotiations with the United States over aid to meet a budget
deficit and the costs of the Indochina conflict while at the same time
coming under pressure to acquiesce in German membership in NATO.71

The Americans were increasingly insistent that Juin relinquish his post
in Morocco to take command of NATO’s central theater. He finally did
so in August 1951 on the condition that he could name his successor.72
Meanwhile, the June 1951 elections strengthened the Gaullists, making
it all the more difficult for the foreign minister to pursue the conciliatory
policy he would have preferred. He still had the thankless task of soliciting
more forthright support from the Americans for actions that were increas-
ingly at odds with their stated preferences.

In September 1951, Schuman asked Secretary of State Dean Acheson
for an exchange of notes in which the United States would publicly en-
dorse French policy in North Africa, something that the State Department
feared would amount to a “blank check” for repression. From that day
forward, the French continually demanded this blank check to cover
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America’s existing debt in Morocco as well as any increase in force levels
or new bases in Algeria and Tunisia. Acheson resisted the French request
and continued to urge a more liberal policy. But, as he later described it,
“I made an understandable but possibly the worst decision—to push
Schuman hard enough to annoy but not hard enough to succeed”—a fatal
defect in the “middle-of-the-road” strategy that also bedeviled Eisenhower
and Dulles.73

If the Americans refused to write a blank check, they were already
highly exposed. Two of the SAC airfields had gone into operation that
July.74 As the NSC policy paper for Morocco concluded in November
1951, “the strategic importance of this area to this government has been
greatly enhanced,” but so had local nationalism, “in direct ratio.” While
the United States would continue to work toward a resolution of the
Franco-Moroccan conflict, “should open revolt ensue, the United States
would have to support France.”75 That month the Joint Chiefs asked Pres-
ident Truman to authorize the transfer of atomic bomb components to
the Moroccan bases—the first foreign sites to receive them after Great
Britain. In January 1952 he agreed, though the French were not told of
the move—to say nothing of the Moroccans.76

As long as the U.S. strategic interest seemed assured, Acheson pre-
ferred to put off choosing between the French and the North Africans.
But private groups, including labor leaders and American businessmen in
Morocco, encouraged the nationalists to persist in their defiance. The role
of the American Federation of Labor (AFL) will be discussed in the next
section, when it began to supplement its rhetorical support with financial
assistance. But while the AFL worked with the State Department, even
when criticizing it, the U.S. business community in Morocco went to
Congress to compel a change in American policy.77

Like Pendar with his Coca-Cola franchise, many of these men had
served in Morocco during the war and stayed on in the import-export
business. They accused the French of violating U.S.-Moroccan treaties
predating the protectorate by denying them extraterritorial status and dis-
criminating against imports from outside the franc zone. In 1951, they
persuaded Congress to attach a rider to aid legislation for France which
required that the funds be withheld if the president determined that Paris
had violated existing treaties. State Department officials privately agreed
that the French were wrong. But even before the establishment of the
bases, they held the strategic interest as paramount, reserving the issue
until “such a time when the United States might feel compelled to inter-
vene directly and energetically in Moroccan affairs.”78

The French forced their hand by taking the dispute to the Interna-
tional Court of Justice at the Hague. The sultan, for his part, stalled
French efforts to obtain supporting documents from the Sherifian archives
and assured U.S. officials of his sympathy.79 In August 1952, the court
ruled in France’s favor on the extraterritorial issue but for the United
States on economic non-discrimination. The dispute was never really re-
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solved, but the nationalists were encouraged by the mere fact that the
United States, however reluctantly, had challenged the French protector-
ate and that the court recognized Moroccan sovereignty. As one nation-
alist paper headlined: “The Highest Judicial Authority in the World Con-
firms the Continuity of Morocco’s International Personality.”80

As the Arab League began to give their support to the nationalists
following the February crisis, the Americans were again forced to confront
the North African issue in the United Nations. When Egypt called on the
General Assembly to consider French conduct in Morocco, the Americans
helped to postpone debate. But international attention simply shifted to
a new crisis in Tunisia. After hard-liners within the French cabinet out-
voted Schuman and insisted on the “definitive character” of the protec-
torate in December 1951, the Tunisian cabinet petitioned the Security
Council, which led to the arrest of Bourguiba and three other Neo Des-
tour leaders. Once again the Americans abstained and the council referred
the complaint to France as Tunisia’s representative in foreign affairs. But
twelve Asian and African nations took it up again in the General Assem-
bly. Acheson decided it could not be kept off the agenda and voted for
its inscription.81 The French retaliated by supporting an Indian resolution
on Korea, signaling that they too could side with the neutralist bloc
against the United States “The UN has put us in a terrible situation,”
Acheson complained; “any irresponsible person like Nehru can make us
discuss and vote on any question at all. They have us over the barrel.”82

This was the first of many debates on North Africa in the assembly.
The French often feigned indifference and insisted that they would have
no impact on their policies. As the Quai’s top official for Africa and the
Levant, Jean Binoche, told the bey of Tunisia: “This assembly [is] stricken
with powerlessness and [does] nothing that could seriously displease a
great power.”83 But as Binoche’s own stridency suggests, French govern-
ments were indeed concerned about the international body’s “interfer-
ence” in North Africa, and they lobbied other countries at the highest
levels to keep it off the agenda. Even those who favored a more liberal
policy were loathe to see it come about through outside pressure. It hurt
French pride—and prestige—to find their country accused of violating
the very rights of man of which they claimed authorship.84

There was also a more immediate concern: international condemna-
tion could start a campaign to drive them from North Africa. That was
precisely the intention of the Neo Destour, which called a general strike
and unleashed a wave of attacks on protectorate authorities to coincide
with its complaint to the Security Council.85 In 1948, local agitation,
U.N. condemnation, and American economic coercion had combined to
end Dutch rule in Indonesia. Even Juin could not ignore this precedent,
though he argued that France should withdraw from the United Nations
rather than answer criticism from the Arab states.86 The Quai d’Orsay was
not yet ready to take so radical a step, but officials shared his anxiety.
One warned that if they did not negotiate a new relationship with Mo-
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rocco, it could be “imposed and dictated by the United Nations.” But the
“central difficulty” with the sultan, according to this same official, was
that “if he is convinced, as one can fear, that the solution will come from
an international intervention, he will likely persist in the tactics of obstruc-
tion that have for so long paralyzed all reforms.” Similarly, the résident
général in Tunisia, Jean de Hauteclocque, warned that if Bourguiba’s tac-
tics provoked an intervention it would be the “omen of the total inde-
pendence of the country.”87 The British never wavered from the pro-
French line and Soviet support was insufficient. Only the Americans, with
their influence in the United Nations and economic leverage over France,
could lead such an intervention or leave the nationalists to face France
alone.

Yet Acheson continued to refuse to pledge noninterference in North
Africa. He explained that he could not support the French more openly
because of domestic political sentiment.88 The Washington Post, Baltimore
Sun, and Christian Science Monitor were particularly critical, and liberal
Democrats, with Eleanor Roosevelt in the lead, called for a more positive
line at the United Nations.89 After a tour that stopped in Tunis, Tangier,
and Algiers, a congressional mission issued a report suggesting that future
legislation might include a declaration of U.S. sympathy for nationalist
aspirations.90 Yet internal State Department and NSC memoranda show
that it was not members of Congress but disaffected North Africans, and
the threat they posed to U.S. strategic interests, that most concerned pol-
icymakers. Indeed, American journalists and legislators themselves based
their criticisms of French conduct in terms of U.S. interests in the Middle
East and the Moroccan bases, expressing in public the very things U.S.
diplomats were saying in private—to reporters, to members of Congress,
and to the French themselves.

Fed up with pronationalist American diplomats, Juin’s successor,
Général Augustin Guillaume, apparently proposed to Schuman in No-
vember 1951 that they denounce them to Senator Joe McCarthy.91 While
rejecting this initiative, that same month the Quai d’Orsay began to plan
a propaganda campaign that would eventually include speaking tours,
short films, television documentaries, and the mass distribution of bro-
chures.92 The next month Moroccan nationalists countered with an “Of-
fice of Information and Documentation” in New York while the Neo
Destour opened one of their own four months later.93 This further dem-
onstrates why it is difficult and perhaps misleading to distinguish sharply
between domestic and foreign policy motivations in the U.S. approach to
North Africa, since even American public opinion was not entirely home-
grown.

State Department officials were themselves conflicted over how to
reconcile American aims. Even if one ignored Arab sentiment and con-
centrated on the one concrete U.S. interest, the bases in Morocco, the
problem still defied solution. If the Americans failed to support the pro-
tectorates, the French could make it impossible to operate these installa-
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tions. If they did lend support, the Moroccans might target the bases in
the nationalist uprising expected in the event of general war, if not
sooner.94 Indeed, riots had already erupted in Casablanca in December
1952 following the assassination of Ferhat Hached, the leader of Tunisia’s
nationalist trade union.95

While the Americans could press for the removal of uncooperative
French commanders like Juin in Morocco or Raoul Salan in Indochina,
they could not change a military and colonial culture that scorned political
control from Paris. The coups and attempted coups of the Algerian War
are best remembered, but military commanders had engaged in fait ac-
complis and outright insubordination throughout the French Union from
the start of the Fourth Republic.96 In 1951 Juin did not inform Schuman
until two days after delivering his ultimatum to the sultan and would
have acted on his threat if the foreign minister had not twice intervened.97
The following March, de Hauteclocque arrested the Tunisian prime min-
ister and Neo Destour cabinet members without even consulting Schu-
man.98 But the worst incident from the point of view of U.S. policymakers
came in August 1953. Despite American warnings and Quai d’Orsay as-
surances, Guillaume engineered another Berber uprising that forced the
sultan from the throne and into exile.99 Whereas before Binoche boasted
that the General Assembly was “stricken with powerlessness,” now he
privately admitted that Paris had been forced yet again to accept a fait
accompli, seeing no advantage in advertising their impotence.100 If the
governments of the Fourth Republic could not control their proconsuls,
how could the Americans influence French colonial policy?

French military commanders and colonial administrations were able
to act independently in part because of the weakness at the center. A
multiplicity of irreconcilable differences between the parties over key is-
sues led to frequent cabinet reshuffles, making it difficult for ministers to
direct the bureaucrats in Paris, much less Rabat.101 Though Bidault and
Schuman of theMouvement Républicain Populaire (MRP) retained the for-
eign ministry portfolio throughout this period, the governments to which
they belonged lacked the authority to make the concessions necessary for
peace or marshal the resources to win wars, whether in Indochina or
North Africa. Yet if the French could not agree on policy, they would
unite against anyone who tried to make their choices for them. After the
Americans voted for the inscription of Tunisia in the General Assembly
agenda and delivered a note announcing the reduction of military aid—
and their expectation that French military spending would continue as
before—Prime Minister Antoine Pinay refused to receive it and provoked
a storm of protest against American pretensions, leaving the United States
with less influence than before.102

Eventually Washington relented, lobbied for the French at the United
Nations, paid for more than 40 percent of the costs of Indochina, and
even acquiesced in the North Atlantic Council’s endorsement of the
war.103 The Fourth Republic’s lack of authority and its willingness to pan-
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der to the public’s anti-Americanism elicited the contempt of U.S. offi-
cials, which finally led Eisenhower to conclude that the Fourth Republic
might be nothing but a “hopeless, helpless mass of protoplasm.”104 But
this “protoplasm” covered vast areas of potentially vital strategic impor-
tance, from the Mekong Delta to Dakar and the Saar. While something
so amorphous and permeable could be pushed around and penetrated, it
could not be made an instrument of one’s will. Moreover, in the process,
the Americans became ever more dependent on their ally to protect U.S.
interests in Asia, Africa, and Europe—and ever more deeply involved in
French domestic politics.

The Double Game

In January 1953, three weeks before Eisenhower’s inaugural, Ambassador
Bonnet reported a marked improvement in the level of American support
for the French position in North Africa. The State Department had helped
to secure a resolution on Tunisia that merely expressed the assembly’s
hope that the two sides would resume negotiations. Washington had
come to realize, according to Bonnet, “the close links of interdependence
which unite the problems of North Africa to the rest of French foreign
policy and its contribution to the defense of the Free World”—and, it
went without saying, that that contribution was contingent on America’s
help in solving those problems. Moreover, Bonnet thought that Eisen-
hower and Dulles would be even more helpful than their predecessors.
But he warned that they could not count on America’s support unless
they put forward a program of reforms and defined their final objectives
in North Africa. As long as that work was neglected—and recall that
Bonnet advocated the very same thing two and a half years before—some
would be tempted to play a “double game,” especially the CIA.105

In fact, that game had already begun. While officially favoring limited
self-government and continued cooperation with France, the Americans
were taking options on the eventuality of North African independence.
The AFL lobbied for the release of imprisoned nationalists and for the
return of the sultan from exile. The CIA subsidized its international ac-
tivities, especially the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions
(ICFTU) and the money and training it provided for nationalist labor
unions in Tunisia and Morocco.106 It is difficult to establish the extent of
direct CIA involvement and AFL anticommunists like Jay Lovestone and
Irving Brown needed little encouragement. But we know that the new
director of Central Intelligence, Allen Dulles (John Foster’s brother), took
“a great personal interest” in its connections with the AFL, according to
the agency’s official history, and the responsible officers reported directly
to him in consultation with the undersecretary of state for political affairs,
Robert Murphy.107 Moreover, Lovestone was in daily communication
with James Jesus Angleton, head of CIA counterintelligence. The French
were certainly aware of the AFL’s earlier collaboration with the CIA in
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aiding anticommunist unions in France and perceived it as an unofficial
voice for American interests.108

Whatever the CIA’s role, the labor campaign no less than the business
lobby were alike filaments in a web of American influence, as illustrated
by a story Brown told after one of his trips to North Africa. While en-
joying a traditional meal in a Moroccan home—sitting cross-legged, eat-
ing with his hands—he asked for a cold drink. “And there, in this Oriental
atmosphere, they served Coca-Cola.” “Well,” responded his host, “Coca-
Cola is truly international!”109 The image doubtless charmed an American
audience, but from the French perspective it would have appeared rather
more sinister: Pendar, entrepreneur and former OSS agent, bottled the
drinks with which Brown, union organizer and CIA bag man, toasted
American support for an independent Morocco. While diffuse and occa-
sionally dissonant, like that of France, American power was far more ex-
pansive and self-confident. Both cultural and commercial, overt and cov-
ert, it posed a continual challenge to an overextended empire.

Yet if the Eisenhower administration itself were actually to coordinate
a campaign against the French position in North Africa, it would not be
for commercial interests, much less labor rights. The economic question
was only “one of the minor preoccupations bearing on United States
policy in this area,” Bonnet concluded. The principal interest was the
security of the bases, and French control would be a safer bet than self-
rule.110

It is natural that Bonnet expected Eisenhower to think of North Af-
rica in terms of its military utility. But the new president had a broader
strategic vision. Even in strictly military terms, North Africa’s importance
to the Americans was beginning to change. In October 1951, an NSC
paper had already predicted that, with the use of increasingly numerous
atomic weapons, “areas of major strategic importance in continental Eu-
rope can be held by mid-1953.” With each succeeding war plan, the front
line of a future conflict crept farther north from the Mediterranean—and
North Africa began to be relegated to the rear.111

If NATO could defend Europe, it made sense to move SAC infra-
structure to the continent—closer to Soviet targets and far from the dan-
ger of a local uprising. Rather than quelling nationalist resistance, the
sultan’s exile had begun a period of terror and counter-terror amidst re-
lentless anti-French propaganda broadcast by the Voice of the Arabs. As
Nasser took control in Cairo, he made North Africa a top priority and
endeavored to supply arms to the insurgents in Morocco and Tunisia.112
American officials worried about the security of the bases if this escalated
into a civil war—especially after they deployed nuclear bombs there in
May 1954, the first time complete nuclear warheads were ever moved
outside U.S. territory. The bases had become a “logical target [of] sabo-
tage [by] Moroccans irate [at] US passive acceptance [of the] French
coup,” the Air Force and State Department agreed.113 In October 1953,
as the Moroccan question again loomed at the United Nations with the
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Arab League in the lead, Eisenhower ordered that construction of new
bases there be halted in favor of facilities in Spain. There was a “grave
question about the reliability of the Moroccans,” he and Dulles agreed.
“We had paid through the nose there already.”114 Considering that most
of the money for the Moroccan bases was already spent and Eisenhower
was willing to put up another $800 million for “buying” Spain—as Un-
dersecretary of State Bedell Smith put it—it appears that money was not
what had been “paid through the nose,” but rather, the political price of
supporting the French.115

The Defense Department delayed closing down the Moroccan bases
for nearly a decade. But in the meantime the H-bomb and more capable
Soviet delivery systems raised concerns over the vulnerability of all over-
seas bases. Under Eisenhower, war planners focused on a massive pre-
emptive strike with aerial-refueling to enable even medium-range bombers
to reach Soviet targets from the United States. While still important for
the post-strike refueling and recovery missions, overseas bases were no
longer the centerpiece of SAC war plans.116

The other aspect of the new administration’s strategy was eventually
to withdraw U.S. troops from Europe, with the allies picking up the
slack.117 It proved difficult, however, to persuade the allies to invest in
conventional forces for a European Defense Community (EDC) at the
same time the administration was arguing at home that nuclear forces
provided “more bang for the buck”—especially after Stalin’s death in
March 1953 sparked hopes for a thaw in the Cold War. But Eisenhower
and Dulles’s desire for European integration was based in part on a fear
that predated the superpower confrontation and continued after its con-
clusion: a revival of European rivalries. As Dulles explained to the North
Atlantic Council in December 1953: “Even if the Soviet threat were to-
tally to disappear, would we be blind to the danger that the West may
destroy itself? Surely there is an urgent, positive duty on all of us to seek
to end that danger which comes from within.”118

Ironically, one of the means the Americans employed to pressure Paris
to accept the EDC helped to bring about a confrontation between France
and Spain. Dulles wanted a defense agreement with Madrid as bargaining
leverage against the French, threatening an “agonizing reappraisal” and a
return to the peripheral strategy as the only alternative to the EDC.119
But the new alliance emboldened the Spanish to challenge the French
position in Morocco. They had long administered their own protectorate
in the north—indeed, this had been the launching pad for Franco’s attack
on the republic in 1936, and he still surrounded himself with a Moroccan
guard. But for the Caudillo, this was more than a sentimental attachment.
Since the end of World War II, he had been seeking Arab support to
break out of his diplomatic isolation in Europe and perhaps even make
Spain a bridge between the two worlds.120

So when France failed to consult or even forewarn Madrid before
deposing Mohammed V, it refused to recognize the new sultan, encour-
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aged Muslim notables to declare their independence at Tetouan, and per-
mitted Egypt to arm Istiqlal raiders. France reinforced the frontier and
ordered warships to Agadir, but the Americans rebuffed requests to re-
strain Madrid. Coincidentally, or perhaps not, the Pentagon chose this
moment to announce that is was sending arms to Spain. Bidault, who
had taken over from Schuman at the Quai d’Orsay, was told that the
Americans themselves were behind the Tetouan manifesto. While publicly
supporting the French position at the United Nations, the United States
had conveyed its displeasure with French policy in Morocco—and dis-
played another dimension of the double game.121

Straddling the straits of Gibraltar, Spain and Spanish Morocco ex-
emplified the interrelationship of American interests in Europe and the
European empires. Years later, after Morocco and Tunisia had won their
independence amid mounting accusations of “dollar diplomacy” and CIA
duplicity, Prime Minister Guy Mollet offered a nuanced assessment of
Eisenhower’s policy that acknowledged its basic sympathy for Europe in
Africa:

The United States doesn’t play a double game in North Africa but a game
with two aspects: on the one hand, they give France its chance to maintain
its territories in the camp of liberty; on the other hand, if unfortunately we
lose hold, the Americans would want to avoid that the entire African conti-
nent “turns” toward the Soviet side.122

Indeed, whatever the tactics of the moment, American strategy under
Eisenhower favored continued, if reformed, French and British influence
in their present and former colonies. Like the great majority of their con-
temporaries, the new president and his secretary of state assumed that
decolonization would take a long time—Eisenhower spoke of a twenty-
five-year timetable, Dulles believed it might last fifty years or more. They
also thought that the Cold War would continue for at least as long.123
The Soviets would therefore always threaten to take advantage of insta-
bility if decolonization were either too hasty or too slow. As Dulles tes-
tified to Congress in 1953:

[T]here are plenty of social problems and unrest which would exist if there
were no such thing as Soviet communism in the world, but what makes it a
very dangerous problem for us is the fact that wherever those things exist,
whether it is in Indo-China or Siam or Morocco, or Egypt or Arabia or Iran,
for that matter, even in South America, the forces of unrest are captured by
the Soviet communists . . . [W]e cannot make a transition without losing
control of the whole situation.124

While Eisenhower thought that “[i]n some instances immediate indepen-
dence would result in suffering for people and even anarchy,” in the same
breath he suggested that attempting to defend the status quo would lead
to the same result. Shortly before his inauguration, he rejected Churchill’s
idea of joining forces to preserve colonialism: “In the present international
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complexities, any hope of establishing such [a] relationship is completely
fatuous. Nationalism is on the march.”125

One of the factors that drove Eisenhower and Dulles to overcome
their initial caution and press the Europeans to adopt more informal
means of influence began to emerge later that year. After Stalin’s death,
Moscow adopted a new Third World strategy, beginning with a campaign
to repair relations with noncommunist nationalists. Whereas in 1949, So-
viet commentators had called Nehru “a bloody strangler of the progressive
forces” and neutralism a “rotten idea,” now Georgi Malenkov, the new
Soviet premier, complimented Indian foreign policy while flattering Pak-
istan, Afghanistan, Turkey, Burma, and Iran as well.126 By 1955, follow-
ing the famed “Czech arms deal” with Egypt, competition with the So-
viets for the Arab states’ favor was a major influence on U.S. policy
toward French North Africa. But the administration’s increasing impa-
tience with France was not a matter of the Third World competition
superceding European priorities. Instead, Eisenhower and Dulles per-
ceived themselves as acting on behalf of Europe to further the interests
of both the allies and dependent areas. Like Bonesteel and Kennan before
them, their ultimate goal was the old dream of “Eurafrica.” But they were
concerned that the West might “commit suicide,” as Eisenhower put it,
by alienating the people who would one day control their supply of raw
materials.127

If one can speak of a French policy toward the future of the colonies,
it shared many of the Americans’ assumptions and aims. Based on their
experiences in Indochina and North Africa, even colonial officers came to
acknowledge that there were dangers inherent in any developing country,
though only the Communists were thought capable of manipulating gen-
uine grievances to make a revolution.128 On the other hand, neither sol-
diers nor civilians could imagine a clean break between Europe and the
colonies. Many shared the American vision of Eurafrica—which, after all,
was originally a French idea—not least the chance it offered for an “in-
tercontinental equilibrium,” and thus greater autonomy from the two su-
perpowers.129 As insurgencies escalated in Tunisia and Morocco, a con-
sensus would coalesce around the idea that France would have to “leave
in order to stay,” with Pierre Mendès France, François Mitterrand, and
Alain Savary emerging as the leading political spokesmen of the kind of
informal imperium long favored in Washington.130 Again, their differ-
ences with the Americans arose over the terms and pace of self-
determination and economic development, not the desirability of these
goals.

Yet others among the French concluded that North-South relations
were inherently conflictual and came to think of themselves in North Af-
rica not as agents of modernization but as defenders of Western civiliza-
tion. This attitude was especially prevalent in the military and among
colonial administrators, who were well placed to sabotage attempts at
reform. Thus de Hauteclocque, the résident général in Tunisia, called for
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a clear statement that “France will always remain in Tunisia”—“the key
to our Algerian house,” as Jules Ferry had described it in 1883. This was
all the more true seventy years later, he continued,

while it is necessary to protect not only Algeria but North Africa and maybe
even Africa as a whole against the very grave danger of an Arab nationalism
of which no one can yet say whether it will not finally support itself on either
Muscovite communism or on the expansionism of hundreds of millions of
Asiatics.131

De Hauteclocque was not an isolated crank in his repeated warnings of
“a new surge of Islam.” Bidault himself had spoken of the danger of holy
war in a discussion with Dulles, predicting that the French position south
of the Sahara would be threatened “in the longer run by the development
of this movement on the Islamic plane.”132

In the same conversation, Bidault made a more credible observation
about the future of relations between Europe and Africa, one that pointed
to a critical flaw in the whole American conception of “Eurafrica.” Why,
he asked, did they encourage nationalism in Africa and elsewhere at the
same time they urged its abandonment in Europe?133 Whether contested
or cooperative, decolonization doubtless harmed French self-esteem, mak-
ing it all the more difficult for the nation to dissolve into a larger Euro-
pean entity. More generally, many in Britain and France felt that they
remained great powers through their control of strategic territories, if only
because they afforded leverage vis-à-vis the United States. A “United
States of Europe,” on the other hand, was a distant prospect. While in
strategic terms it might have been unrealistic to try to retain both an
empire and a preeminent position in Europe, to pose the old dilemma of
French strategy, it was still thought politically impracticable to sacrifice
one for the other.

The impact of France’s defeat in Indochina on this debate was pro-
found. Eisenhower took from it the idea that the French were doomed
by their failure to promise eventual independence. He concluded that only
a pro-active and progressive policy could win the confidence of Third
World peoples and prevent anticolonialism from becoming a force for
Communist expansion.134 For many in the French military, on the other
hand, such insurgencies were already instruments of Communist aggres-
sion, now allied with racial or religious “fanaticism,” and could never be
appeased.

Yet on one point Eisenhower and colonialist hard-liners appeared to
agree: France’s civilian leadership was proving incapable of handling co-
lonial affairs and might have to turn over the reins. This was perhaps the
most astonishing gambit in the “double game.” If the politicians of the
Fourth Republic would not lead, follow, or get out of the way, Wash-
ington would allow and even encourage their overthrow.

In June 1954, following the fall of Dien Bien Phu, U.N. Ambassador
Henry Cabot Lodge traveled to France and described a government in
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total disarray. Even within the Quai d’Orsay, Bidault was undermined by
disgruntled bureaucrats. Consequently, Lodge recommended that “a proj-
ect be started immediately for revision of the French Constitution. Nat-
urally,” he said, “our hand should never show, but we should get the
papers ready and get our friends set up in France so that when some
further break comes, we can really move in.” More specifically, Lodge
reported that Juin, who was at the center of speculation over the possi-
bility of a coup, had eagerly sought him out for a secret meeting to say
that, despite his earlier opposition, he was “not really against EDC.”
Lodge judged that the move was “not without significance” and felt Juin
was capable of seizing power.135

A year earlier, amid rumors of a military coup led by Juin, Eisenhower
confessed that “he himself was beginning to feel that only a strong man
could save France.”136 Now he had Lodge write to Juin as follows: “[The
president] was most interested to hear a report of everything which you
had said and asked me to write you this note to extend to you his very
kind regards as well as his continued confidence in your fine qualities as
a soldier and as a man. He particularly wished me to write this to you
immediately.”137 When informing Dulles of the move, Lodge noted that
“[n]o one knows about this besides you and the President and me.”138
But Juin did not stop Pierre Mendès France from becoming prime min-
ister four days later. Within three months, the new premier had signed
an armistice for Indochina, announced autonomy for Tunisia, and sent
the EDC to the assembly without his endorsement—and without a
chance.

Eisenhower and Dulles suspected that Mendès France had made a
“global bargain” with Moscow and exerted economic and diplomatic pres-
sure to undermine him. As Dulles asked the National Security Council in
September 1954, “The Soviets successfully used Mendès-France to kill,
or at least to maim, EDC. Will they now try to use him to destroy
NATO?”139 In fact, it was Bidault, not Mendès France, who had pursued
a “global bargain.” Moreover, by proposing that West Germany simply
join NATO without the EDC—and by allowing the British to take credit
for the idea—Mendès may have done “more than any other single indi-
vidual to save the NATO system,” as Marc Trachtenberg has argued. But
for years afterward, the secretary continued to fear “another Indochina,”
linking the fate of French North Africa with that of the Atlantic Alli-
ance.140

If Dulles was misguided about Mendès’s basic loyalty to NATO, he
did initiate the process that eventually shifted the bulk of French forces
from Europe to North Africa, beginning with two divisions sent to Tu-
nisia in September 1954. This dashed hopes that France might finally
concentrate its military effort on the continent. And like so many issues
in North Africa, this had an impact on U.S. interests in the Third World
as well as Europe. As one State Department official remarked at the time:
“I can think of few things that would be more damaging to the American
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position, not only in North Africa but in all of the Middle East and South
Asia, than the use of American military equipment against North African
nationalists.”141

While Dulles still thought France was the indispensable leader of a
united Europe—a “third great power bloc” to oppose the Soviets and
reduce reliance on the United States—in the fall of 1954 that goal seemed
very distant indeed.142 Instead, France was thought to be in danger of
collapse, opening up “power vacuums” into which communism could
spread. Consequently, Eisenhower concluded that it might be time to “get
rough.” He offered direct aid to Ngo Dinh Diem despite French objec-
tions—the beginning of an American intervention that eventually
squeezed France out of South Vietnam.143 That same month a new NSC
policy proposed that the United States might have to coerce France into
conceding self-government in Morocco and Tunisia. Whereas earlier pol-
icy papers had stressed that the protectorates were unready for indepen-
dence, now Washington was prepared, “[i]f circumstances so require, [to]
press for French recognition of the eventual full freedom of Morocco and
Tunisia.”144

While Algerian militants could not have known about all of these
developments as they prepared to launch an insurrection two weeks later,
their prospects were not nearly as bleak as they might have appeared.
Though they numbered less than twenty-five hundred, the Voice of the
Arabs would broadcast their proclamation from Morocco to Iraq. And
while they possessed fewer than four hundred rifles, Egypt had pledged
its support and Libya was open to infiltration. With the Americans press-
ing in and France backing out, neither Tunisia nor Morocco could long
be denied independence, completing the future supply routes to Alge-
ria.145

More generally, the Libyan, Tunisian, and Moroccan cases had shown
how even a small amount of violence could go a long way with the help
of the international media and the Afro-Asian states at the United
Nations, especially now that Moscow was starting to compete for their
favor. And even if the Algerians were shut out of the State Department,
they could seek covert support from the CIA, appeal directly to the U.S.
public, and receive recognition in international forums like the Interna-
tional Court of Justice and the ICFTU.

But most important, the Algerians would be operating in an inter-
national arena where the “big battalions” did not always win. Like de
Gaulle and Bidault before them, they could play off the Soviets against
the Americans—in this case to compel Washington to exert pressure on
the French. Following the example of so many Fourth Republic cabinets,
the Tunisian government could claim it was impossible to defy the sen-
timents of its people, though now this “tyranny of the weak” would pro-
tect the FLN bases on the border. And whereas before the French used
the U.S. bases to ensure support for the protectorate, with independence
they gave Morocco leverage in demanding American aid for the Algerian
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cause. Finally, after having been subject to such machinations for so many
years, the Americans approached the outbreak of fighting in Algeria with
much less sympathy for the French than they might otherwise have mus-
tered. Though Eisenhower recognized that Algeria was not just another
colony, likening it to Texas rather than Tunisia or Morocco, North Africa
as a whole now appeared to be “another Indochina.” And if American
policy toward Algeria could be summed up in a slogan, it was “no more
Indochinas.”146

In Paris too—and still more in the colonial outposts—Frenchmen
were adamant that there would be “no more Indochinas,” which brought
to mind their ally’s perfidiousness fully as much as Communist aggression.
Yet if the French were weakened internationally that is precisely why they
were determined not to lose their most valued possessions. And even if
outside pressure compelled a French government to make concessions,
the politicians were increasingly powerless to control events in the empire.
Thus, while international politics and the ambivalence of power gave the
Algerians a fighting chance, it also ensured that they would be fighting
for a very long time.



North Africa’s close proximity to Europe and commanding position alongside
key Mediterranean chokepoints gave it great strategic value during both World
War II—when this map was produced—and the early Cold War. (The Illustrated
London News Picture Library)



When the rebels incited a mass uprising in the Constantinois in August 1955,
French officers ordered their men “to shoot down every Arab we met.” City
officials in Philippeville corralled all the young men that they could find into the
local stadium and killed every one of them. French authorities seized copies of
l’Humanité when it printed this photo of the aftermath. (Keystone)

In October 1956, the French captured the FLN’s first external delegation and
presented them handcuffed before the international media, consistent with the
French claim that they were part of a criminal conspiracy of foreign origin.
From left: Ahmed Ben Bella, Mohammed Boudiaf, Hocine Aït Ahmed,
Mostepha Lacheraf—a sympathizer traveling with them—and Mohammed
Khider. (AFP Photo)



The “Morice line,” 300
kilometers of electrified
barbed wire fences and
mine fields along the
Tunisian frontier, took a
terrible toll on the ALN
as it struggled to
resupply and reinforce
the beleaguered
mujahadeen inside
Algeria. But their
persistence together with
a growing refugee
population contributed
to the international-
ization of the conflict.
(Keystone)

With the knife still in his hand and blood on his trousers, a French soldier stands
over an Algerian he has just killed during the battle of Algiers. The shocked
expressions suggest that he and his comrades were not expecting the Agence
France Presse photographer to snap their picture for publication in newspapers
around the world. (AFP Photo)



In January 1958, the United States arranged $655 million in credits for France
to avert an economic crisis, but only after Paris promised to demobilize 150,000
troops and slash expenditures in Algeria. Resident Minister Robert Lacoste
refused to make any statement to reporters three months later after the cabinet
instead cut France’s contribution to NATO. (Keystone) 

The perception that Washington secretly favored North African nationalists
incited European colonists to repeatedly attack U.S. diplomatic posts. The Am-
erican Cultural Center in Algiers is shown here following the May 13, 1958,
settler uprising. (Keystone)



Jacques Soustelle, gov-
ernor general from 1955
to 1956, became the
leading advocate for
integrating Algeria more
closely with France. He
appears here at a July
1959 press conference as
the first minister of the
Sahara. The heavy line
separating it from the
coastal départements and
the pipeline running
north through Tunisia
indicate how de Gaulle
would later try to retain
control of its petroleum
wealth even after Algeria
became independent.
(Keystone)

Ferhat Abbas, first
president of the
Provisional Government
of the Algerian Republic
(GPRA), on September
19, 1958, the day it was
first proclaimed. Walking
to his right is Minister of
the Interior Lakhdar
Bentobbal and following
behind and to his left is
Ben Youssef Ben
Khedda, who succeeded
to the presidency in
August 1961.
(Keystone)



A propaganda poster
suggests how the
FLN’s international
campaign appeared to
Algérie française
activists. The French
acronym for the
United Nations—
ONU—is written
across the two hands
ripping France from
Algeria. (Union pour
le salut et le renou-
veau de l’Algérie
française)

As GPRA foreign minister and lead negotiator at Evian, Belkacem Krim pursued
a strategy of brinkmanship. By threatening France and its allies with actual and
increasing communist support—including the use of Chinese “volunteers”—he
would compel them to concede independence. He is pictured here with Mao
Tse-tung. (Keystone)



The French delegation
at the secret
negotiations at Rousses
is shown here at the
final round in Evian,
from left to right:
Minister of Public
Works Robert Buron,
Secretary of State for
Algerian Affairs Louis
Joxe, and Secretary of
State for Saharan
Affairs Jean de Broglie.
(Keystone)

The end of the line: a few of the approximately 800,000 pieds noirs who fled
Algeria in the year following the Evian agreement. (Keystone)



Nelson Mandela came to North Africa to learn from the Algerian experience.
Shown here speaking with an ALN officer, he later wrote that the Algerians
appeared like an apparition of the future forces of the African National Congress.
(UWC Robben Island Mayibuye Archive) 
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3

From Conspiracy to
Total War

[T]he National Liberation Front will have two essential tasks to pursue

from the beginning and simultaneously: an interior action as much on

the political level as on the level of action itself, and an exterior action

with the support of our natural allies to make the Algerian problem a

reality for the entire world.

This is a crushing task which requires the mobilization of all na-

tional energies and resources. It is true, the fight will be long, but the

outcome is certain.

Proclamation, Front de Libération Nationale, November 1, 1954 1

[I]t could be even worse than Indochina, particularly for US and

French relations. [Dulles] said he had been worried about [the] North

African situation developing like it had in Indochina. This was close to

home. He said he did not think it was unimportant but that perhaps it

was the most serious problem that we faced. He said it might get

NATO, it might break NATO apart.

John Foster Dulles to Pierre Mendès France, November 1954 2

On the morning of All Saints Day, November 1, 1954, French officials
awoke to reports of assaults and ambushes across Algeria. The actual losses
were slight, as inexperienced and ill-armed rebels bungled or aborted
many of their operations. Altogether, thirty attacks left seven dead and a
dozen wounded. The FLN had been less concerned with thorough plan-
ning and preparation than with the danger of detection and further delay.
Even so, authorities immediately recognized that this was a coordinated
operation with international implications. They worried that it was con-
nected to the nascent insurgencies in Morocco and Tunisia and noted
Egypt’s role in broadcasting the FLN’s first proclamation over the Voice
of the Arabs, which declared among its aims the “Internationalization of
the Algerian problem.”3

The French had good reason to be concerned about the international
dimension of the rebellion, if only because of its importance in the FLN’s
own plans. But this preoccupation predated the advent of effective foreign
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aid. For instance, Governor General Roger Léonard concluded that “the
rioters obeyed foreign instructions” based on the Voice of the Arabs broad-
cast. Once Egypt began to supply significant quantities of arms, the
French would offer even more exaggerated estimates of Cairo’s influence.4

How can one explain how this legitimate concern grew into an ob-
session? It is hard to overstate the shadow cast by France’s recent defeat
in Indochina. It had been aided by the Chinese, abetted by American
nonintervention, and ratified by an international conference. But while
this factor is an essential part of any explanation, it hardly suffices, since
in Indochina, too, the French blamed outsiders from the very start of the
conflict. In one opinion poll in France, more than 60 percent of respon-
dents listed Japan, Britain, China, and the United States as responsible
for unrest in Indochina; just 5 percent felt that France bore responsibility.
Similarly, 65 percent in another poll blamed Britain for the 1945 crisis
that forced withdrawal from Syria—3 percent blamed themselves. “Since
principled opposition to the universal values of French civilization was,
by definition, impossible,” Christopher Andrew explains, “vast conspiracy
theories were required to explain nationalist opposition to French rule.”5

Conspiracy theories had long been a forte of the extreme right, but
they can also be found in the rhetoric of Gaullists, Socialists, and Com-
munists. These theories could involve the Soviets, the Americans, or both
at the same time. The right—especially the army—and the Socialists saw
the sinister hand of Moscow lurking behind the rebellion. In a February
1955 conference at All Souls College, Oxford, former resident general of
Morocco Augustin Guillaume described “a vast, brimming movement en-
compassing all from Peking to Casablanca” aiming at “the southern flank
of Western Europe.” The British in Malaysia and Kenya and the French
in North Africa were therefore engaged in the same struggle. “All coun-
tries of Western Civilization,” Guillaume concluded,

are facing the gravest threat to have ever weighed on the life and liberty of
their peoples. . . . [W]here should we find our salvation? To begin with, cer-
tainly in remaining faithful to our ideals, our civilization, all that gives mean-
ing to life. But this won’t be enough. The one and unique solution rests in
our unity. Divided we are weak, united we are strong.6

Why, one might ask, did these countries need Guillaume to summon
them to unity and self-defense in the face of such a threat? In fact, his
portrait of a coalition of Communists and anticolonial movements, how-
ever fanciful, was precisely what was needed to make “Western civiliza-
tion” seem like a valid geopolitical concept.7

For Communists and Gaullists, on the other hand, it was the CIA
and, beginning in 1956, U.S. oil companies that were sabotaging French
efforts in order to gain access to Algeria’s resources. Some French officers
imagined that the Soviets considered the Americans to be useful fools in
plotting revolutionary war. But after years of accusing the Americans of
secretly favoring the rebels, many French credited rumors that they had
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colluded in the generals’ 1961 putsch aimed at preventing independence,
rumors that were taken seriously by de Gaulle’s government.8

However contradictory, these notions were nonetheless influential be-
cause they played on and perpetuated the anger and anxiety French people
of all political persuasions felt about their diminished role in international
affairs. At the same time they were reassuring, making sense of a bewil-
dering series of setbacks while leaving France at the very center of inter-
national politics, if only as a target. As in Indochina, they also allowed
people to think that the uprising was inspired and sustained by external
forces rather than accept responsibility for decades of French repression
and dispossession. As ever, conspiracy theories grew out of a sense of
weakness and insecurity.

But to explain the particular forms these conspiracy theories assumed,
one must also take into account preexisting attitudes toward Arabs and
Islam. With little knowledge of Algerian society, observers in the metro-
pole plunged into naturalistic explanations for apparently senseless acts of
violence: “[O]ne has killed solely to kill, shot solely to shoot, burned only
to burn . . . ,” opined the Socialist Party paper, Le Populaire.9 The recur-
ring claim that the rebels killed without reason implied that this was in-
trinsic to their nature. Thus, when an article on facial mutilations com-
mitted by the FLN appeared in a French medical journal, subsequently
reprinted by the Interior Ministry for distribution abroad, it included an
engraving depicting “Tortures practiced in Algeria” from the 1637 His-
toire de Barbarie et de ses corsaires. Another reprint, with five hundred copies
sent to the French delegation to the United Nations, was accompanied
by an article on “Aspects particular to Algerian criminality,” which spec-
ified that “eight centuries of blood-stained anarchy have created reflexes
that appear unthinkable to civilized people. The centurylong French pres-
ence has not been sufficient to extinguish them.”10 The Defense Ministry’s
official review went back still farther, explaining that the revolt was strong-
est in the Aurès because the people there “have kept most of the psycho-
logical and social traits that they had two thousand years ago.”11

While relieving French consciences, this invocation of the image of
North Africans as innately violent conjured up the specter of a pan-Arab
race war or international jihad. Nasser, the Soviets, or the Americans had
merely to channel this reservoir of bile to their own ends. Thus, less than
two weeks after the start of the rebellion, a deputy from the Constantine
region warned that “foreign forces”—not further specified—“have the de-
sire and the will to restore this crescent of Islam for the benefit of a new
Mediterranean policy by passing through Cairo and annexing all of North
Africa.”12

By blaming “foreign forces”—whether they operated from Cairo,
Moscow, Washington, or all three—the French made the war appear as
a particularly savage and pointless Punch and Judy show. As one of the
leading French theorists of revolutionary warfare, Colonel Charles Lach-
eroy, would have it, “In the beginning there is nothing.” That is, seeking
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the origins of unrest was beside the point if it did not actually serve the
rebels’ purposes.13 The only important question was, “who is pulling the
strings?”

The poverty and inequality existing in French Algeria could not for-
ever escape the attention of the growing number of officials, correspon-
dents, and conscripts traveling there. From their reports, the French pub-
lic learned that Muslims had real grievances. Liberals like Mendès France
and his choice for governor general, Jacques Soustelle, were critical of the
grands colons and sensitive to the plight of Algerian Muslims. They argued
that the only way to make the war just and winnable was to draw the
Algerian départements closer to the metropole through political reforms
and economic development. As long as that work remained unfinished,
outsiders could exploit the cleavages that characterized a society in tran-
sition. With greater economic and political opportunity, individuals—
rather than communities—would be emancipated and the state made
more prosperous and secure. By combining repression and reform, liberal-
minded leaders would make the war a defense of the republic and its
ideals, keeping the enemy literally and figuratively outside—whether that
enemy was Soviet communism, U.S. materialism, or “Islamic fanati-
cism.”14

Yet if everyone could agree that the only threat to a developing Al-
geria came from outside, was that not where France would have to meet
and defeat it? And if Algeria was part of a much larger conflict, how could
France win it alone? French strategy therefore developed both an internal
and an external dimension—like that of their nationalist adversaries—and
talks like Guillaume’s would be given at college campuses, chambers of
commerce, and countless other venues in Western Europe, the United
States, and Latin America. Internal reforms were important not only to
advance integration but also to maintain the support of allies and answer
the arguments of the emerging nonaligned movement. At the same time,
exposing and—if need be—striking at the FLN’s external backers would
delegitimize their claims to speak for the Muslim population in Algeria
and abroad.

But whereas for the FLN internal and external actions were mutually
reinforcing and alike aimed at internationalizing the Algerian question,
any connection the French drew between the Algerian conflict and the
wider world, even by implication, undermined their position that it was
an internal affair. As the French ambassador to London, Jean Chauvel,
pointed out as early as March 1955: “Our associates will not blindly
support any position or action we take. We risk seeing them arrogate the
right of inspection.”15

While seeking support abroad gradually undermined French authority
in Algeria, situating this struggle in an international context made it all
the more difficult for them to accept a compromise peace. If the adversary
came from outside and Algeria was an integral part of the patrie—indeed,
a symbol of its highest aspirations—any concession appeared to endanger
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the safety and identity of France. As Mendès France declared, “Algeria is
France, not a foreign country. One does not compromise when it is a
matter of defending the domestic peace of the union, the unity and in-
tegrity of the Republic.”16 Moreover, if the Algerian rebels were truly the
vanguard of a larger threat with unlimited ambitions, then any direct
dialogue with them amounted to appeasement, if not the beginning of
the end of Western civilization. “The fellagha’s actions do not allow us
to conceive of any possible negotiation,” Interior Minister François Mit-
terrand declared. “It can lead to only this result: war.”17

Mitterrand’s declaration of war is well remembered in France partly
because it was so rare. As Benjamin Stora has observed, “[T]o say ‘war’
would be for France to admit a possible severance, a disembodiment of
the ‘One and Indivisible Republic.’ ” Practically no one, aside from Trots-
kyites and anarchists, seriously considered this in the first year of the
struggle. Instead, Mitterrand himself emphasized that “we will avoid all
which could appear as a state of war; we do not want that.”18

In truth, from the very beginning the French imagined Algeria as an
international, even civilizational conflict and waged it with astonishing
ferocity. But officially the government referred to it with a succession of
increasingly convoluted euphemisms: “events” in November 1954, “po-
lice operations” until the mass uprising in the Northern Constantine re-
gion in August 1955, “actions for the maintenance of order” after the
vote of special powers in March 1956, and “operations for the re-
establishment of the civil peace” with the advent of the Battle of Algiers
in 1957. But this remained a “war without a name” not simply because
of an oversupply of bureaucratic usage. To name something is to know
it, to control or at least confront it, and it would be a long time before
the French began to come to terms with the Algerian War.19

Repression and Reform

If Léonard was mistaken in asserting that the insurrection was com-
manded from abroad, the FLN indeed thought that the international con-
text called for action. While the fight for North African independence was
well under way in Tunisia and Morocco, the authors of the November 1
proclamation complained that they were “relegated to the rear.” With the
end of the Indochina war, France could concentrate its forces in North
Africa. For that reason the Algerians judged that the moment had come
“to take the national movement out of the dead-end where political in-
fighting has driven it in order to launch it alongside [those of our] Mor-
occan and Tunisian brothers in the true revolutionary struggle.”20

Thus, the founders of the FLN located its raison d’être at the juncture
of international and domestic politics, animated by a sense that the gath-
ering force of decolonization would leave their dithering leaders behind.
If their demand to “restore” Algeria’s independence was no different from
that of many other anticolonial movements, the unique juridical status of
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France’s Algerian départements would require that they challenge the
whole notion of distinct “domestic” and “foreign” affairs, and thus the
foundation of state sovereignty—or at least France’s sovereignty.

Mohammed Khider, Ahmed Ben Bella, and Hocine Aı̈t Ahmed com-
prised the FLN’s first external delegation. Aı̈t Ahmed was the author of
the PPA’s plan for a general uprising, which was discussed in chapter 2.
The scion of a distinguished Marabout family in Kabylia, he was the
youngest and best educated of the three, having attained his baccalaureate.
Khider, the most senior, was the self-educated son of a poor laborer.
Passing in and out of prison during World War II, he won election in
1946 as a deputy for the MTLD in Algiers and began to speak out against
the war in Indochina the following year. By then Ben Bella, a twice-
decorated veteran of the Italian campaign, was a municipal councilor in
his native Oranie. But after the fraudulent 1948 elections, he went un-
derground and succeeded Aı̈t Ahmed as head of the MTLD’s Organisation
Spéciale (OS) in 1949. That year, all three were involved in a holdup of
the Oran post office intended to bankroll the OS. They escaped and had
been working together in Cairo since 1952.21

The November 1 proclamation declared three “external objectives,”
according them the same emphasis as the “internal objectives”:

1. Internationalization of the Algerian question.
2. Realization of North African unity in its natural Arab-Muslim
framework.

3. In the framework of the United Nations charter, affirmation of
our sympathy with regard to all nations that support our liberating
actions.

Aı̈t Ahmed would represent them in New York and at international con-
ferences, while in Cairo Khider was responsible for the overall direction
of FLN diplomacy. Meanwhile, Ben Bella traveled throughout the Middle
East and North Africa arranging arms shipments and working with Mo-
hammed Boudiaf—another veteran of both the French Army and the
OS—to deliver them to the Armée de Libération Nationale (ALN).

The FLN’s achievements in the international arena were initially no
more impressive than its military campaigns. In April 1954, its represen-
tatives had signed a pact with their Moroccan and Tunisian counterparts
in Cairo pledging to persist in their common struggle until each country
attained its independence.22 But just three weeks after the start of the
Algerian insurrection, twenty-seven hundred Tunisian rebels began to
hand over their arms to French authorities as part of the peace process
Mendès France had initiated the previous July.23 Nasser, for his part, had
promised “unconditional support,” but this amounted to just 5,000 Egyp-
tian pounds, 28 rifles, and 11 machine guns that may not have even
reached Algeria in time for the uprising.24
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On the diplomatic front, an FLN delegation petitioned a December
1954 meeting of the Colombo group of neutral Asian countries—Burma,
Ceylon, India, Indonesia, and Pakistan—to mention Algeria in their final
communiqué. After long discussions, they finally refused, explaining that
it was up to the Arab states to take the lead.25 On Khider’s urging, Saudi
Arabia did petition the U.N. Security Council. But most Arab League
members were unwilling to challenge French claims that Algeria was ju-
ridically part of the patrie. The Iranian representative, who held the coun-
cil’s rotating presidency, declared the whole affair to be “perfectly ab-
surd.”26

Nevertheless, that same day a Quai d’Orsay memorandum noted that
the Saudi petition had “revealed the supposed existence of an Algerian
question to American public opinion, which had been totally unaware of
it before the recent events in the Aurès.” The Quai therefore requested
that the Interior Ministry provide them with information on the number
of rebels and the scale of their operations to help “reduce the present
events to their exact proportion.”27 The French were already concerned
that military and diplomatic actions, however ineffectual in isolation,
could together amplify Algerian demands through international organi-
zations and the media, redounding to their disadvantage in world and
especially American opinion.

While the French were initially oblivious to them, the contradictions
in their response to the uprising were immediately apparent to their allies,
as revealed by a discussion between Mendès and Dulles in Washington
three weeks after the outbreak of hostilities. Franco-American relations
were still embittered by the defeat of the EDC and the Americans’ ap-
parent intention to take France’s place in Indochina. The National Assem-
bly had specifically directed the prime minister to discuss the applicability
of the North Atlantic Treaty to Algeria. His concessions to Tunisian na-
tionalists and recognition that Algeria required reforms left him vulnerable
to attacks by the colonial lobby while he was away. “The dogs are on the
loose and . . . the big bloodhounds are leading the attack,” his minister of
Moroccan and Tunisian affairs, Christian Fouchet, had warned a few days
earlier. “I swear to you that they’re barking in the corridors, the party
offices, and the newspapers.”28

Mendès therefore “insisted long and stubbornly” in a three-hour
meeting that the final communiqué address “external influences bearing
on the North African situation.” But Dulles would not budge: “he did
not see how France could expect to derive strength and support from
other nations, yet tell the other nations to keep out.”29 To the prime
minister’s repeated insistence that French Algeria was covered by the At-
lantic Treaty, the secretary of state gave a reply worthy of Palmerston:
“[I]t was unwise to quote treaty language,” he said, since “the experience
of mankind showed that nations act in accord with what they consider
their basic interests and not by the letter of treaties.” In other words,
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Dulles would not render aid out of a sense of obligation—not after the
Indochina defeat and Mendès’s abandonment of the EDC. If Paris went
to the North Atlantic Council, it “would feel a need for a greater voice
. . . and he was not sure that France desired this.”30

Dulles could not be sure because, in spite of Mendès’s repeated in-
sistence that Algeria was a domestic affair, the prime minister went on to
say that “he needed US advice,” twice asking, “What can France do.”31
Mendès himself had no plan for North Africa beyond conceding Tunisia
internal autonomy and attempting to institute fully the 1947 statute for
Algeria, though even this would prove too much for the assembly to
swallow. More than a rhetorical strategy, his request for advice reflected
another ambiguity that would continue to arise from the idea that Algeria
was an internal affair with external causes: if the war was the work of
outsiders, then perhaps only outsiders knew what would end it.

The secretary’s statement that U.S.-French differences in North Africa
could ultimately “get NATO” or “break NATO apart” might appear ex-
aggerated, but the next session of the NSC showed that he was not the
only one worrying about Algeria, nor was he the most critical of French
actions. This meeting featured another attempt by the chairman of the
joint chiefs, Arthur Radford, to press for a more “dynamic” policy against
the Soviets, a code word for one that would risk war. When Eisenhower
pressed him to be specific, Admiral Radford continually returned to North
Africa, even on the subject of the Soviet nuclear threat.32

The troubles there indeed posed a problem for U.S. war plans. The
NSC judged that the region “might be required as a new base of Allied
operations in the event of World War III”—or if France vetoed German
rearmament and neutralism swept the continent, another nightmare sce-
nario. But Radford’s concern was more complex. After repeatedly drawing
an analogy to Indochina, he twice pointed to the central dilemma facing
American policy: “the possibility of either losing our whole position in
the Middle East by offending the Arabs, or else risking the rupture of our
NATO position by offending the French.” He advocated “outright sup-
port of the Arabs against the French.” Dulles twice had to tell Radford,
“with asperity,” that it was “basically a political problem,” and warned
that going against France would prevent German rearmament. Eisen-
hower for his part warned that “the French were about to repeat in North
Africa the serious mistakes they had made in Indochina. Military force
alone would not hold these colonies.”33

Indeed, at first Mendès had nothing but military force to offer Al-
geria. He dispatched ten battalions of infantry and riot police on the
second day of the revolt and redeployed whole regiments returning from
Indochina.34 Nevertheless, the Americans supported the French position
at the United Nations, voting against even the most innocuous resolu-
tions on Morocco and urging Saudi Arabia to abandon its petition on
behalf of the Algerians. They also pressed the Egyptians to moderate the
Voice of the Arabs.35 Dulles’s priority remained German rearmament,
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though he was soon complaining that backing France had “cost us heavily
in Arab relations.”36

On December 30, Mendès finally persuaded the assembly to accept
German entry into NATO. But the prime minister gained little credit in
Washington, for by this point Eisenhower had said that he was prepared
to rearm Germany whatever the assembly said or did. Mendès realized
that France also had no choice but to accept some loss of control in North
Africa and would be better off accepting it with good grace. Without an
agreement with the Tunisian nationalists, violence would spread across
the region, as the Quai’s director for Africa and the Levant argued:

Perhaps we are capable, as some seem to believe these days, of putting down
a Tunisian insurrection. We do not have the means, however, to squelch a
rebellion that extends to the whole of North Africa. And even if we disposed
of such means, we would not have the moral option of using them without
ruining our international position.

France’s international position made a liberal policy imperative; its do-
mestic politics, however, made it impossible. It is significant that this
memorandum, though officially secret and addressed to the minister of
Moroccan and Tunisian affairs, can be found among the papers of René
Mayer—a wealthy colon who was Mendès’s main opponent within his
own Radical Party.37 Two weeks later Mayer withdrew his support and
so struck the death blow to Mendès’s government: “I have no idea where
you are going,” Mayer declared before the assembly. “I cannot believe
that a policy of action can find no middle course between passivity and
wild experiment.” In fact, the leaked memorandum indicates that Mayer
did know where Mendès was going—or at least where some officials
wished to take him in North Africa—and that may be what prompted
him to act.38

With no settlement in Tunisia or Morocco and the Algerian rebellion
spreading beyond the mountains of the Aurès and the Grande Kabylie,
what were the alternatives facing his successor, Edgar Faure? In January,
a new and better armed group appeared in the North Constantinois re-
gion, threatening communications between Mayer’s constituency in Con-
stantine and the coastal town of Philippeville. In March, the FLN struck
within Philippeville itself as well as Bône and the Nementchas Mountains,
both lying along the Tunisian border. French armored columns were ill
suited to the mountainous terrain and the top commanders had little
experience with guerrilla warfare.39

Moreover, enforcing “collective responsibility” through forced labor,
destruction of villages, and indiscriminate use of torture yielded ready
recruits for the FLN. “The Moslems in the countryside now know what
electricity is” exclaimed the other deputy from Constantine, Mostefa Ben-
bahmed, during the debate that brought down Mendès’s government.40
Indeed, in March 1955, a French official reported that forty of the sixty-
one detainees he had interviewed complained of being tortured, many
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still showing the scars. Rather than condemning the practice, he argued
that it should be regulated and officially sanctioned.41 French military
commanders would later argue that torturing suspects for information
saved innocent lives. But, aside from the unplanned deaths of two school
teachers on the first day of the revolt, the FLN—in contrast to the
French—did not target civilians until May 1955.42

The rebels did attack Muslims who disobeyed their directives. In the
first two and a half years of the war, they killed more than six times as
many of their compatriots as Europeans, which led some to claim that
only terror deterred Muslims from remaining loyal to their traditional
leadership.43 But it is hardly unusual for revolutions to consume their
children and “collaborators” in greater numbers than the purported en-
emy, France’s own Terror being only the best known example. The Mus-
lim population’s support for either side was undoubtedly elicited by a mix
of political appeals and intimidation, though determining their inward
feelings is even more difficult now than it was then. But if the army killed
two hundred thousand rebels in the first five years, as de Gaulle later
asserted,44 then either the FLN had indeed mobilized a large part of the
population or the French repression was every bit as indiscriminate as its
critics claimed.

Yet the particular pattern of the insurgency’s growth along the Tu-
nisian border was linked to another factor that had not yet been publi-
cized: the beginning of sizable Egyptian arms shipments to the FLN.
Concerned that the hard-pressed insurgents could not wait for purchases
from arms brokers, Ben Bella asked Mohamad Fathi Al Dib, Nasser’s
point man for North African affairs, to supply them from Egypt’s own
stocks. Nasser agreed while insisting on the utmost secrecy.45

On the night of December 7, Egyptian sailors in Tripoli harbor un-
loaded 200 rifles, 35 machine guns, 5 bazookas, and over 100,000 rounds
of ammunition from the yacht Intissar. The Libyan prime minister con-
cealed the crates until they were ready for overland transport through
Tunisia. Though 50 of the rifles were given to disaffected Tunisians who
were fighting the French under Bourguiba’s rival, Salah Ben Youssef, the
shipment still represented a substantial addition to the ALN arsenal. The
rebels possessed fewer than 400 rifles at the start of the revolt, many of
them hunting rifles.46

Nasser’s decision to increase aid to the FLN may have been linked to
France’s recent shipment of Ouragans to Israel, the new state’s first jet
fighters. Egypt’s support for the FLN would increase as its relations with
the Western allies deteriorated. The downward spiral began in December
1954, when Dulles decided to deny military aid to Egypt absent an im-
provement in relations with Israel, and continued in February, when Tur-
key and Iraq announced the Baghdad Pact. The Americans realized that
this alliance of “northern tier” states and Britain would be a “psychological
shock” to Nasser, but they hoped that, together with the incentive of
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future aid, it would lead him to cooperate with U.S. efforts to broker a
comprehensive settlement with Israel.47 Instead, Nasser complained that
the United States had “violated a gentleman’s agreement” that Egypt
would lead in constructing a purely Arab defense alliance.48 Ironically, the
French and the Israelis also opposed the pact. This created another shared
interest for their nascent alliance—an alliance that would incite Nasser
against all the Western allies.

In January, the Egyptians began to help the FLN prepare to open a
western front in Algeria. Dib sponsored a meeting between Ben Bella, Aı̈t
Ahmed, Boudiaf, and Larbi Ben M’Hidi with Mohammed Allal al-Fassi,
a leader of the Moroccan Istiqlal. Boudiaf had been unable to procure
arms for the forces Ben M’Hidi commanded in Oranie, the western part
of the country, which had seen little action since the start of the uprising.
Al-Fassi, for his part, needed arms to transform the Istiqlal’s sporadic
attacks into a coordinated rebellion. Dib agreed, while once again reserv-
ing the larger part of the shipment for the Algerians.49

It was not until April 2 that a yacht belonging to the ex-queen of
Egypt beached on a desolate shore of Spanish Morocco. The crew of the
Dinah and waiting mujahadeen waded ashore with 300 rifles, 50 mortars,
130 machine guns, and 500 kilos of gelignite. Along with the weapons,
ammunition, and explosives, the Dinah also transported seven Algerians
trained in Egypt. Among them was Houari Boumedienne, who would
one day become the ALN’s chief of staff (and later president of the re-
public). With the agreement of the Spanish governor general, Rafael
Garcı́a-Valino, the Moroccans and Algerians set up a training base to
stock arms and prepare a coordinated offensive under a joint “Supreme
Military Command of North Africa.”50

Thus, French fears of Egyptian aid to a generalized revolt across the
region were not unfounded—that was precisely the intention of the FLN,
Ben Youssef’s faction of the Neo Destour, and al-Fassi’s wing of the Is-
tiqlal. France’s eighty thousand soldiers and police were hardly adequate
to patrol the more heavily populated coastal departments, which were half
the size of the metropole. Even with the help of French forces in the
protectorates and the garrison in Fezzan, sealing off the eastern and west-
ern borders was out of the question.51 While the Oranie would remain
quiet until the fall, by the end of March the French director general of
security in Algeria, Jean Vaujour, reported that the area between the Tu-
nisian border, Bône, and Constantine was “infested” with rebel bands.52

As so often occurred under the Fourth Republic, Faure therefore im-
plemented the policy that had precipitated the removal of his predecessor:
simultaneous repression and reform in Algeria and a settlement with
Bourguiba. Units continued to pour into Algeria as the army imple-
mented a strategy that combined a network of garrisons with mobile bat-
talions. At the same time, the National Assembly declared a state of emer-
gency in the Aurès and Kabylia and expanded police powers of curfew
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and detention as well as the army’s authority to deal directly with “crim-
inal activities.” Perhaps anticipating the likely results, it also permitted
censorship of the press, radio, and film.53

But as French forces pursued rebels deep into the heart of Algeria,
they could see with their own eyes the causes of the incipient rebellion:
overgrazed and exhausted land, goats dying of starvation, farmers eating
their last seed grain. Though most Aurèsians had never been visited by a
French doctor or teacher, “ ‘France’s contribution’ was everywhere,” as
Germaine Tillion would later write, “invisible but omnipresent.” New
roads and DDT had opened the way to the market and population
growth, but these forces of national integration had disintegrated tradi-
tional society.54

Among those who toured the Aurès was the new governor general,
Jacques Soustelle, a brilliant ethnologist who led de Gaulle’s wartime se-
cret service and then the ministries of information and colonies. Though
he would end the war as an apologist for the OAS, when it started Sous-
telle was still a left-leaning Gaullist, Mendès’s man, and thus doubly sus-
pect to the pieds noirs. He asked Tillion to join his office, and together
they led calls for a policy of integration, arguing that the only way to end
the war was to “modernize” Algeria—and that only France could do it.
Algerian peasants were promised new investments in infrastructure, irri-
gation, housing, and education while évolués would have an easier time
entering the pied noir-dominated administration. But political equality
was still a distant and unlikely prospect. Though the French sympathized
with the Aurèsians, they were not about to give them proportional rep-
resentation in the assembly.55

Altogether, French policy in North Africa remained a hash of high-
minded ideals and harsh realities. By the time Soustelle managed to release
some members of the MTLD—whom the French had arrested on the
mistaken assumption that Messali’s group was behind the rebellion—the
army had already set up its first internment camp.56 And while the gov-
ernor general initially forbade indiscriminate reprisals, as Mitterrand had
before him, by May General Paul Cherrière, commander of the Algeria
military district, delegated to his subordinate in the Constantine “powers
to decide, depending [on] circumstances, employment [of] machine-guns,
rockets, and bombs, on bands in [the] new zone of the rebellion. Collec-
tive responsibility [is] to be vigorously applied,” Cherrière emphasized,
adding that “there will be no written instructions given to me by the
Governor.” In this way Soustelle avoided personal culpability while giving
the army carte blanche in carrying out the repression. Later that month,
he personally ordered that “all rebels captured with their weapons ought
to be shot.”57 Many of the MTLD cadres that Soustelle released from
detention naturally rallied to the FLN. One of them, Ben Youssef Ben
Khedda, would one day become president of its provisional government.

Faure’s cabinet also failed to confront the contradictions in its Tu-
nisian policy. After nine months of negotiations and a last-minute meeting
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between the prime minister and Bourguiba on April 21, 1955, it finally
agreed to accords on internal autonomy. While France retained respon-
sibility for defense and foreign affairs, the Tunisians rejected any “per-
manent link.” Indeed, they viewed the agreement as just another phase in
the fight for full independence.58 For Resident General Pierre Boyer de la
Tour, on the other hand, it signaled the beginning of “a sort of new style
‘colonial’ adventure,” as he told his officials three months later.59 Thus,
each side viewed the accords as a means to an end, though their ends
were entirely different. And rather than complementing each other, pol-
icies of reform and repression were each the enemy of the other.

Resonance and Reciprocity

On the same day that Faure and Bourguiba agreed to paper over their
differences, Ben Youssef, Aı̈t Ahmed, and al-Fassi were at the Afro-Asian
conference in Bandung, Indonesia, forging the wedge that would even-
tually drive them apart. Learning the lessons of the earlier conference, the
Algerians prepared the ground by sending propaganda missions to the
Colombo countries and joining a united North African delegation. They
finally obtained recognition that Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia all had a
right to independence. In his closing remarks, Nehru summed up the
“spirit of Bandung”: “Asia wants to help Africa.”60 For one French intel-
ligence officer, this signaled “the beginning of the end of the supremacy
of the white race.”61

Almost immediately there was a sharp increase in the number of FLN
incidents in Algeria—from 158 in April to 432 in May—leading Faure
to call up 8,000 reservists and delay the release of 100,000 draftees. This
would be the first time French citizen soldiers would fight abroad while
the metropole was at peace.62 “We are moving,” Juin warned, “toward a
generalized insurrection under the sign of holy war.”63

Philippe Tripier argues that this marked the start of a pattern that
would continue through 1957: “[E]very important international event
affecting the allies or sympathizers of the Algerian uprising would im-
mediately have an effect on Algerian opinion and on the morale of the
rebels themselves: commanders first of all, and then their troops.” Am-
plified by FLN propaganda, “each one would draw from it a renewal of
hope and aggressiveness.” Conversely, every reported exploit of the rebels
within Algeria aided the FLN’s allies and irritated the friends of France.
“One noticed a phenomenon of resonance and reciprocity,” Tripier con-
cluded, “a natural interaction between the Algerian event and its global
context.” Indeed, in September 1958 the French delegation to the United
Nations ordered up a chart showing the relationship between General As-
sembly debates on Algeria and the incidence of FLN attacks in Kabylia.64

Many factors determined the rebels’ military effectiveness. Yet Tri-
pier’s account does reflect the perception of French security forces that it
depended essentially on external events—not surprisingly, since he served
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in an intelligence section of the wartime Secrétariat Général de la Défense
Nationale. There is also ample contemporary evidence. In July 1955, the
dossier prepared for the U.N. delegation from French intelligence reports
went so far as to assert that the FLN leadership received its orders from
Cairo and “is therefore nothing but an extension of Egyptian special serv-
ices.”65 Two months later, Vaujour’s successor as director general of se-
curity told the American consul in Algiers, Lewis Clark, that if the United
States announced that it would not give any more money to Egypt and
Spain “terrorist incidents” would end within two weeks. Indeed, without
full support at the United Nations, “he would be fearful for [American
diplomats’] safety.”66 After another year, Robert Lacoste, who had re-
placed Soustelle, was still claiming that order could be reestablished were
it not for outside aid from Egypt, Morocco, and Tunisia. The lineup
would change but the idea never did.67

Thus, while the French had not chosen the ground, they concluded
that they could not avoid doing battle with the FLN in the international
arena. The two sides therefore joined in waging the Algerian War as a
kind of world war, a war for world opinion. America’s clout at the United
Nations and with the FLN’s suppliers made it the most fiercely contested
terrain. The French believed that Washington could easily command a
majority in the General Assembly and virtually control the votes of many
Latin American states. The French Ambassador to the United Nations,
Hervé Alphand, joked with Henry Cabot Lodge that he could use “pow-
erful arguments of a very practical character with both Guatemala and
Bolivia.” Lodge pretended he “did not know what they were,” ignoring
the fact that the CIA had installed Castillo Armas in power while Bolivia
received massive U.S. economic aid.68

The French, based on their own relationship with Washington, might
have realized that aid did not confer control. The Americans could not
even prevent Paris from transferring U.S.-supplied equipment from In-
dochina to Algeria. Of course, the Quai preferred to have their permission
and the endorsement it would imply. In particular, French forces needed
helicopters to fight in the mountainous terrain of Kabylia, the Aurès, and
Constantinois. Mitterrand’s successor at the Interior Ministry, Maurice
Bourgès-Maunoury, told a U.S. official that twenty would be worth more
than a division.69

Yet the request for helicopters and more public U.S. support reignited
the debate within the State Department over French—and American—
policy on North Africa. Just as Chauvel had warned, soliciting aid invited
criticism: “We cannot possibly express support for present French policies
such as we understand them,” Dulles wrote Ambassador Douglas Dillon,
since it would “likely destroy our remaining influence [to] restrain Arab-
Asians on [the] North African issue and jeopardize our own relations with
[the] Arab-Asian world.” Throughout 1955, Arab states appealed to
Washington to bring pressure on the French in North Africa or at least
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reduce its support.70 While the French had hoped that the Tunisian ac-
cords would prove their good intentions, Dulles cited them as a precedent
and pushed for a similar approach to Algeria and Morocco.71

Faure and his foreign minister, Antoine Pinay, insisted that they in-
tended to settle the conflict in Morocco and implement reforms in Al-
geria. But revelations about the nature of the repression undercut the
official line. Vaujour confided to Clark that “the reforms reportedly pro-
posed . . . may well be intended to cover up the harsh repressive measures
now being ordered.” He confirmed that the military had “already received
instructions to bomb and shell native villages suspected of helping the
rebels.”72

Soustelle sacked Vaujour and kept U.S. diplomats under close sur-
veillance.73 But there was no concealing the fact that the insurgency was
spreading. In June, it touched the outskirts of the capital itself for the
first time since the start of the war. That same month, there were over
eight hundred attacks in Morocco.74 After Dillon appealed personally to
Dulles, warning that the perception of American indifference or worse
created “potentially by far the most serious [situation] I have faced here
in France,” the secretary agreed to allow the French to use the helicopters
in Algeria.75 Initially fearing a loss of face, Faure eventually made the
decision public as proof of U.S. support. Whereas Clark had previously
judged Soustelle to be a “cold fish,” now he was “friendship itself.” 76

In fact, while temporarily veering toward the French, the State De-
partment was still swerving back and forth across the “middle of the
road.” Dillon based his appeal not on Faure’s reform program in North
Africa but on the potential damage to overall U.S.-French relations, lik-
ening North Africa to “a festering sore hidden under the surface that
could break open with devastating effects for our policies in Europe.”77
Faure had to portray the helicopters as an indication of the Americans’
backing because they would not make an acceptable statement of support.
After Walter Reuther of the AFL-CIO publicized and protested the de-
cision, the Pentagon claimed that the helicopters were for “strictly hu-
manitarian use.” Ambassador Maurice Couve de Murville then told the
State Department that “the less said by Americans on North Africa, the
better.”78

It was all depressingly familiar, as a State Department official con-
cluded when preparing for a July heads-of-state conference in Geneva: the
U.S. and French positions were virtually the same as they were when
Acheson had sparred with his French counterparts three years before.
Then as now, Washington refused to pledge its full support until Paris
presented a liberal program that would gain the support of moderate
North Africans, while Paris maintained that the North Africans rejected
“reforms” precisely because Washington’s equivocal position encouraged
them to hold out for more. Rather than reassuring the French, Assistant
Secretary of State for European Affairs Livingston Merchant now rec-
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ommended that they “galvanize them into dramatic political action in
North Africa.” While raising the Indochina analogy, he emphasized that
the stakes were “far bigger.”79

The failure of reforms and the turn to war did change some features
in the Franco-American dialogue, beginning with the bureaucratic politics
of America’s North African policy. This was no longer an unequal struggle
between Europeanists and Africanists: the war was beginning to under-
mine U.S. interests on both continents. “The defense of Europe requires
the presence of strong French forces in the line in Europe,” Merchant
argued. “They are being drained away to the South.”80 Indeed, by the
end of the summer the number of French troops in Algeria topped one
hundred and fifty thousand. Instead of guarding the Fulda gap against a
Soviet invasion, motorized divisions were quite literally exchanging their
tanks for mules to chase the mujahadeen up and down the Atlas Moun-
tains.81

Ironically, now it was the French who were pursuing a peripheral
strategy, trumpeting the strategic importance of North Africa and arguing
that in fighting the Algerian nationalists they were defending NATO’s
southern flank. As veterans of the Indochina war began to arrive in Al-
geria, they would develop the doctrine of Guerre Révolutionnaire, accord-
ing to which the FLN represented a new, more insidious kind of Soviet
expansionism: an anti-Western insurgency that, if not Communist, objec-
tively served the interests of Moscow.82 This doctrine led the French to
insist on pride of place in the alliance. As Soustelle argued in a 1956
Foreign Affairs article, France was not fighting a rearguard defense of co-
lonialism but was instead “the vanguard of the Western world.” As such,
he bitterly observed, “she has received the hardest blows, and sometimes
she feels that her sacrifices are not duly appreciated by her partners.”83

State Department officials, on the other hand, judged that the French
had little hope of winning a military victory and their pugnacity only
discredited potential negotiating partners like Ferhat Abbas. To offer pub-
lic support was therefore “politically inept,” as another European desk
officer put it.84 George Allen, assistant secretary of state for Near Eastern,
South Asian, and African affairs, was only too happy to endorse this po-
sition, adding that there was a danger of the communists taking over what
were still “almost entirely nationalistic” movements in North Africa, just
as they had in Indochina. Turning the French argument on its head, he
claimed that they “might even welcome communist infiltration of Arab
nationalists, to enable France to claim before American public opinion
that France is fighting communism in North Africa.”85 Some officials felt
so strongly about the subject that they voiced their concerns to New York
Times columnist C. L. Sulzberger. “The time is coming when we will have
to adopt a decisive attitude,” he concluded, risking “a serious crisis in
Franco-American relationships.”86

Dulles himself had little sympathy left for the French in North Africa,
but it appears that he did not want a confrontation before or during the
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Geneva summit conference between the allies and the USSR. The secre-
tary was concerned that “the French are so uncertain, so unhappy, and in
such a mess all over everywhere that they may fall for some Soviet trick”—
perhaps referring to his longstanding fear of a “global bargain” with the
Soviets.87 Nevertheless, he decided to have Julius Holmes, consul general
in Tangier, review U.S. policy and come up with a plan of action, perhaps
including an American mediator and “a long and protracted series of ne-
gotiations.”88 The secretary complained that the U.S. approach to North
Africa had for too long been dominated by a concern for France. He
thought that “the issues at stake for the United States in North Africa are
much broader,” and that it was “a danger to us—not only in North Africa,
but also in other similar areas of the world—to consider such an area
solely, or even primarily, from the standpoint of the effect of our policies
upon the European powers.” The United States thereby risked alienating
“the great mass of mankind which is non-white and non-European.”89

Yet Dulles was still undecided as to whether the greater danger lay
in supporting independence movements or the status quo. In this same
memo, he wrote in his own hand that “premature independence may be
snatched away by extremists—usually Communist inspired.” Even so, this
represented a shift from two years before, when he told the Senate For-
eign Relations Committee that a “somewhat backward position” was “the
best of two evils.”90 By 1957, his conversion to the cause of accelerating
decolonization—at least for North Africa—would be complete.

One reason for this conversion was the secretary’s tendency to view
decolonization as race relations between separate and increasingly unequal
populations, a view that was also reflected in the “eyes only” dispatches
he received from Holmes. Twenty-five million North Africans united—
according to Holmes—by a common language, culture, and religion were
increasing by five hundred thousand each year. The French, on the other
hand, continued to base their policies “on juridical distinctions of their
own making.” They could not, Holmes argued,

ignore the march of history as expressed by the wave of nationalism that has
swept the former colonial world since the end of the war, and which, through
unity of action, as shown at the United Nations and at Bandung, has become
a powerful force with which Europe and America must reckon to an ever
increasing degree.91

But Dulles did not want to take on the French over North Africa
without consulting and perhaps acting in concert with the British. They
also tended to look at Algeria in terms of demographics and race relations.
Sir Gladwyn Jebb, their ambassador to France, observed that its Muslim
population “was increasing to an alarming degree and is already pressing
against the modest resources of the country.” He favored “education and
local autonomy for the native populations but the country still to be run
by the whites.”92 Harold Macmillan, then secretary of state for foreign
affairs, took it upon himself to write a reply. While he was in “general
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agreement” with Jebb, based on his previous experience in the region, he
felt that to say “Algeria is France” was “foolish.” “Algeria is African and
Arab with a relatively large French population living there.” Nevertheless,
he opposed immediate intervention.93 On August 17, Dulles agreed to
defer action while leaving his options open: “I do not believe we should
close our minds to the possibility that some positive action may become
necessary.”94

Population Control and Counterinsurgency

Three days later, violence of unprecedented ferocity swept across Algeria
and Morocco. Authorities had anticipated trouble on the second anniver-
sary of Mohamed V’s deposition, and the new resident general, Gilbert
Grandval, had been urging Faure to allow the sultan to return and form
a transitional government.95 But the premier was still working to over-
come opposition from Foreign Minister Pinay when the Istiqlal-FLN al-
liance, months in the making, burst onto the scene. While there had al-
ready been sporadic violence in Rabat and Casablanca, for the first time
Berber tribesmen joined town-dwelling Arab Istiqlal sympathizers in at-
tacks on Europeans, including women and children, shattering the illusion
that their mutual antipathy could serve as the basis of continued French
rule.96

Meanwhile, in the Constantinois, some 200 ALN troops encouraged
the local population to take up axes, knives, and clubs and join them in
attacks on military barracks, European civilians, and Muslim collabora-
tors.97 Altogether they killed 123 men, women, and children—including
52 Muslims—sometimes in the most grisly fashion. Even if the FLN did
not actually incite murder from the minarets and announce that the Egyp-
tians were landing, as Soustelle later claimed, there can be no doubt that
the French were frightened by the specter of jihad and responded with
equal fervor.98

In Philippeville, soldiers would later recall how company commanders
ordered them “to shoot down every Arab we met.” There were so many
bodies they had to be buried with bulldozers. The mayor personally di-
rected lynchings. In one case, city officials corralled all the young Muslim
men that they could find into the local stadium and killed them to a man.
According to French figures, 1,273 Muslims died, or ten for every one
slain in the initial attack.99 But Soustelle’s representative in Paris, Guy
Calvet, told an American diplomat the next month that pieds noirs and
the army were still “on a rampage . . . when some incident happens
against some French citizen, the army goes in and just cleans up, killing
hundreds of Arabs right and left. Contrary to what the French papers
have reported, Calvet says that up to date more than 20,000 Arabs have
been killed in the past month by the French.”100

As Faure recalled sixty thousand more reservists and extended the
state of emergency throughout Algeria Muslims took refuge in the moun-
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tains, many joining the rebel bands. By the end of the year, the number
of ALN regulars had risen to six thousand, supplemented by perhaps ten
to fifteen thousand nonuniformed auxiliaries.101 French authorities could
not be any more precise, which was exactly the problem. With FLN cells
proliferating in urban areas and the ALN intermingled with refugees in
the countryside, it was becoming impossible to distinguish rebels from
the general population.

Was this the ALN’s intention in launching the Constantinois upris-
ing? According to those who participated in the planning, including Lakh-
dar Bentobbal and Ali Kafi, they were concerned to relieve their hard-
pressed comrades in other wilayat and fully intended to force the
uncommitted to take sides.102 A notable success came on September 26,
when sixty-one Muslim deputies in the Algerian Assembly declared that
“the great majority of the population is now won over to the Algerian
national idea.”103 The declaration dashed Soustelle’s hopes to co-opt mod-
erate leaders by winning their approval for his long-delayed reforms.

But while the rebels must have known the risk of retaliation, it is
difficult to see why they should take the blame for French war crimes as
well as their own just because, in this instance, they benefited from them.
Even Yves Courrière, who implies that they wanted to maximize the num-
ber of martyrs through this “bestial unleashing,” acknowledges that it was
also revenge for summary executions of Muslim suspects and “systematic”
rapes.104 While these had been characterized as “police operations,” now
that the rebels had begun large-scale and indiscriminate attacks on civilians
Calvet declared that Algeria had “almost reached the point of holy war.”
Soustelle’s former aide, Vincent Monteil, warned that “race war, war un-
accountable and merciless, is at our doors.” In fact, French forces under
Soustelle had already been waging the Algerian War as a race war. And
while there was fanaticism—religious and otherwise—on both sides, the
French had far more firepower with which to act on their impulses.105

Still, one must ask at what point the scale of killing becomes so dis-
proportionate that it can no longer be considered mere excess or even a
means to an end—exemplary terror—but might actually be an end in
itself? At the time, even a moderate like Mohammed Bendjelloul, deputy
from Constantine, alleged that “some Europeans were thinking in terms
of exterminating the Moslems.”106 In view of Clausewitz’s classic dictum
that “war is nothing but the continuation of policy with other means,”
French conduct should be placed within the context of their overall ap-
proach to Algeria. This was already a subject for scrutiny—and salesman-
ship—in the international arena and therefore merits a closer analysis.

By July 1955, even propagandists, while continuing to insist on “the
undeniably foreign character of the whole terrorist organization,” had
come to admit that there were deep causes for the troubles in Algeria.107
But their most widely circulated pamphlet argued that it was the demo-
graphic inequality between Muslims and Europeans—not gross political
and economic inequities—that caused the conflict.108 The Quai d’Orsay’s
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briefing book on Algeria—what they called their “bible”—agreed that
“the demographic situation, [the] fundamental problem of Algeria, con-
ditions all economic and social policy.”109

Is it possible that the “demographic problem” also conditioned mil-
itary policy—if not in a conscious sense, as Bendjelloul suspected, then
in the kind of reflex actions that Calvet described, in which “the army
goes in and just cleans up, killing hundreds of Arabs right and left”?
Military commanders and civil officials, especially those in Philippeville,
were acutely aware of the “demographic problem.” As we have seen, even
before the war one French administrator suggested that they allow “nat-
ural selection” to reduce the Muslim population.110 In 1957, the general
who commanded the Constantine region during the repression, Jacques
Allard, painted an optimistic portrait of French efforts before pointing to
“one shadow in this picture . . . the considerable expansion of the popu-
lation.”111

By 1958, the editors of a study on “Overpopulated Algeria” com-
missioned by the Catholic Church’s Secrétariat Social observed that the
demographic problem “for many, has become an obsession, and this in a
dangerous fashion.” But even while admitting that the notion of “over-
population” was relative—demographic growth in France was then being
celebrated as a sign of a national revival—some of the assembled authors
analyzed Algerian demographics in an equally dangerous fashion.112

Thus, Henri Sanson’s study of the “Characteristics of Over-
population” judged that it resulted from “simple socio-cultural lagging or
a real human disintegration.” Either way, he concluded that the Muslims
“behave practically on the animal social model.”113 Locating and devel-
oping new resources would not, therefore, provide a long-term solution
to “overpopulation.” As co-author Pierre Boyer had pointed out, Muslims
had “proven incapable, for whatever reason, of benefiting from them.” In-
stead, the editors suggested that one focus on the Muslim population and
“fight systematically against socio-cultural underdevelopment.”114

Muslims seemed unable to adapt to their environment only because
these authors ignored the fact that losing the best land had compelled
them to cultivate poorer soil and forage their livestock in woodlands. The
resulting water and wood shortages and ruinous erosion were not “giv-
ens” that Muslims ignored to their peril, but products of French poli-
cies.115 In fact, it was the pieds noirs who were oblivious to environmental
scarcities—their disproportionate power allowed them to be. For in-
stance, 5.3 million Muslim peasants consumed less potable water than did
120,000 predominantly European city-dwellers. The massive dams that
served as symbols of “modernization” provided electric power and irri-
gation water for industry and wealthy landowners, but precious little for
Algerian peasants.116 While propagandists preached universal ideals, in
practice French development policies were shaped by the prejudice that
“Arabs belong to a different race, one inferior to my own,” as the pied
noir Jules Roy recalls being taught: “. . . their happiness was elsewhere,
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rather, if you please, like the happiness of cattle . . . ‘They don’t have the
same needs we do . . . ,’ I was always being told. . . . Who suffers seeing
oxen sleep on straw or eating grass?”—especially, one might add, if they
are lying in beds of their own making.117

As the defenders of French Algeria recast their mission civilisatrice as
a mission modernisatrice, legitimating their rule not by their cultural lead-
ership but by their mastery of the environment, the results were often no
better and sometimes much worse for Muslims. They were still considered
a part of that environment, though now a maladapted and overpopulous
part.118 Nowhere was this more apparent than in the campaign to “re-
group” Algerian peasants begun in 1957, ideally in “model villages” but
usually in barbed-wire enclosed camps. Living in barracks lined up at
ninety-degree angles, they were obliged to attend “civic re-education” clas-
ses led by psychological warfare officers. However far-fetched, FLN prop-
aganda claiming that the camps sterilized or even castrated their
inhabitants reflected perceptions of their coercive purpose. While osten-
sibly aimed at “modernizing” Muslims, one colonel put the matter
bluntly: “Call me a fascist if you like,” he told Le Monde, “but we must
make the population docile and manageable; everybody’s acts must be
controlled.”119 Meanwhile, the military bombed and napalmed anything
that moved outside. Despite periodic reports that the camps’ inhabitants
faced slow death through starvation and exposure, and accusations that
they were engaged in genocide, French officials continued to “regroup”
Muslims until their number exceeded two million, fully one quarter of
the total non-European population. This resettlement was judged to be
in violation of the United Nations’ “Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide” by no less an authority than Raph-
ael Lemkin, who led the fight for its creation.120

Thus, a “war against the underdevelopment of their land,” as a prop-
aganda film dubbed it, was no less a threat to Muslims than a war on
pan-Islamism and pan-Arabism.121 But it at least offered some hope for
peace, since it allowed for the possibility of their “evolving.” But what
was to be done if Muslims kept reproducing at the same rate, seemingly
unwilling to raise themselves out of their “natural” state? By 1958, it
appeared that urbanization was making little difference in Muslims’ na-
tality. Jacques Breil went so far as to chart their conceptions according to
the lunar calendar to show how, “even in urban communities, where the
conditions most propitious to an evolution in this area are present, the
behavior of Muslim couples remains based on natural impulses.”122 This
uncontrolled population growth appeared to pose a danger not only to
French rule in Algeria but to the future of France itself. “If Algeria became
integrated with France, it is France that would become an expansion zone
for Algerians,” warned Hubert Deschamps, former governor of Mada-
gascar—and former advocate of assimilation. “Our 1830 conquest would
have the paradoxical consequence of an Islamic invasion, a revenge on
Charles Martel.”123
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Counterinsurgency campaigns always take a heavy toll on civilians
while warriors have for eons likened their enemies to animals. But con-
sidering the nature of this conflict and these enemies—an undeclared but
otherwise unlimited war against a racially defined class of citizens—might
the settlers’ “rat hunts,” the soldiers’ “systematic” rapes, the high com-
mand’s bombing of civilians and summary executions, and the adminis-
tration’s starvation-inducing resettlement program not have represented,
in part, different responses to the same “problem” of Muslim “overpop-
ulation”?124

Colonial authorities would justify these policies as a defense of West-
ern civilization and an attack on “underdevelopment,” but they gave the
appearance of genocide, and “western values and genocide are incompat-
ible,” as Stéphane Bernard would write with reference to Morocco: “those
who threaten [genocide] risk being removed from their command posts
before they have even been able to put their schemes into practice. This
phenomenon applies on every level, from the combat unit to the Atlantic
Alliance.”125

The leader of the Atlantic Alliance did not actually have the power
to remove French officials from their posts. But these same officials dis-
played an almost obsessive interest in obtaining a statement of U.S. sup-
port. The next chapter will examine how they continued to seek the con-
sent of the Americans to wage total war in Algeria and even to attack the
FLN’s allies abroad. The Algerians, for their part, made genocide a key
theme in a growing diplomatic campaign.126 By waging the Algerian War
as a civilizational conflict the French only completed the internationali-
zation of the Algerian question.
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4

Confronting the Empire
of Islam

The present period will be decisive for the future of the world. After

having contained the offensive of pan-Slavism, the West must now con-

front that of pan-Islamism, which conspires with Soviet pan-Slavism.

Colonel Nasser, in his writings, has made his objective known: to re-

create the empire of Islam around Egypt. . . .

There is only one game which is being played out in the Near East

as in North Africa: that of the expansion of pan-Islamism.

Guy Mollet to Anthony Eden, March 11, 1956 1

We are Muslims and have the right to be bigamists. We can

therefore marry ourselves to the East and to the West and be loyal to our

two wives.

Prince Moulay Hassan of Morocco, June 1956 2

Like George Bernard Shaw’s quip about Anglo Saxons, the French and
the Americans were two peoples separated by a common language: they
came to share the same discourse concerning the danger of civilizational
conflict and the development of “Eurafrica” while differing over the tim-
ing, means, and manner of achieving their aims. Thus, like their French
counterparts, Eisenhower and Dulles approached decolonization in terms
of demographics and pictured Third World peoples as a force of nature,
but they did not believe this was a force to be fought or even confronted.
Thus, in urging Churchill to make decolonization his crowning achieve-
ment, Eisenhower wrote that “there is abroad in the world a fierce and
growing spirit of nationalism.”

Should we try to dam it up completely, it would, like a mighty river, burst
through the barriers and could create havoc. But again, like a river, if we are
intelligent enough to make constructive use of this force, then the result, far
from being disastrous, could redound greatly to our advantage, particularly
in our struggle against the Kremlin’s power.3

While demeaning to anticolonial movements, this way of portraying de-
colonization as taming nature made it part of modernization and coded
counterinsurgency as unenlightened, even primitive.
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What was to be done if the French were unwilling or unable to de-
velop a more “modern” relationship with Third World nationalism? In
September 1955, Julius Holmes wrote to Dulles that North Africa should
be federated with France, since only self-government could “counteract
the attractions of Pan-Arabism and the ‘Brotherhood’ of Islam.” But
Holmes was scathing in his assessment of France’s chance for success,
citing

. . . the lingering national psychosis of defeat in World War II expressed by
hypersensitivity and often strident self-assertions; the clinging to a traditional
concept of greatness and glory in the face of failure to meet a changing world,
without the sharp logic with which this logical people are supposed to be
endowed.

Just as some French suspected that Muslims were incapable of self-
improvement, Holmes thought the French were themselves “allergic to
change.”4

Yet while Holmes preferred to stereotype the French, his own report
showed that it was not their nature but their politics that made change
difficult. Two weeks earlier, Pierre July, the minister of Moroccan and
Tunisian affairs, explained to American diplomats that the prime minister
was “fully aware that the Algerian situation must be met eventually in the
same basic way as Tunisia and Morocco, but that for tactical reasons he
would not do so immediately.” Fashioning a more liberal policy for Mo-
rocco had already “strained the government coalition to the breaking
point.”5 It was only on September 27, 1955, that Faure won Pinay’s
support for negotiating with Moroccan nationalists. The foreign minister
was in New York for the opening of the new General Assembly and was
impressed by the force of anti-French sentiment there. That year seventeen
states, most Eastern bloc or Afro-Asian, were to gain membership. In a
speech to the Assembly two days later, he uttered the word “indepen-
dence” for the first time in connection with Morocco. But Pinay would
make no concession on the much more delicate problem of Algeria.6

Some delegations took up Bendjelloul’s condemnation of the French
repression, which had been reported in the New York press, as a violation
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.7 Tangible proof came
when a Fox-Movietone cameraman captured a French gendarme gunning
down a prisoner in Algiers. The newsreel was screened across the United
States, Latin America, and even at the General Assembly itself.8 Hoping
to influence the debate over inscribing the Algeria question on the General
Assembly’s agenda, Muslim shopkeepers staged their first general strike
while the French deployed troops, tanks, and sandbag barricades at stra-
tegic points around Algiers.9 Soustelle was all too aware of the “relation-
ship of resonance and reciprocity” between the FLN’s internal and exter-
nal campaigns when he dissolved the Algerian Assembly rather than risk
a walkout, “the potentially grave consequences of which cannot be fore-
seen either on the national or international level.”10
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Three days later, the General Assembly delegates voted in “an elec-
trified atmosphere,” as Aı̈t Ahmed later recalled, with his two deputies
“counting on their toes.” He had prepared a statement in case of defeat,
but instead they won by a single vote, provoking thunderous applause.
Now it was Pinay who felt obliged to walk out, making France the first
state to boycott the United Nations since the Soviets protested the exclu-
sion of Communist China five years before. A grateful Aı̈t Ahmed con-
sidered it “wonderful publicity.”11 The Afro-Asian delegations themselves
appeared astonished by their ability to outvote a Security Council member
in an ostensibly domestic affair.12

At a New York dinner party that evening, the British representative,
Sir Pierson Dixon, found Pinay to be “in a state of considerable emotion.”
Obviously preoccupied, Pinay hardly said a word until Soviet Foreign
Minister Vyacheslav Molotov prepared to leave. It was then that “his
pent-up feelings erupted into a ferocious attack on the Russians.” He
bitterly contrasted their vote at the United Nations with Khrushchev’s
recent statement that Algeria was a French affair.13

Absent primary evidence, one can only surmise that the reversal was
another move in Moscow’s campaign to expand its influence in the Third
World. Khrushchev had scored his first major success the previous month
with the arms deal with Egypt, thereby breaking a Western monopoly in
the Middle East. In comparison, offending France at the United Nations
was small beer. Faure and Pinay canceled a planned visit to Moscow, but
they could do little else. Paris had lost most of its leverage vis-à-vis the
USSR by approving German rearmament the previous spring.14

Despite Alphand’s accusations that Lodge had done little to support
them in the General Assembly, the French would now have to put their
faith in Washington.15 As Chauvel observed from London with regard to
a proposed boycott: “everything depends on what the United States will
think. Short of their assent and intervention with the South Americans,
we can hope for nothing concrete.”16 The military situation in North
Africa made the French all the more desperate. The day after the General
Assembly vote, the Istiqlal and the FLN used a new Egyptian arms ship-
ment and their base in Spanish Morocco to launch a joint offensive, in-
cluding the first attacks in western Algeria since the start of the uprising.
On October 4, al-Fassi in Cairo actually declared war on France and vowed
that the Moroccans and Algerians would fight together until both were
independent. The previous night, Algerian rebels had attacked French set-
tlers in Tunisia, apparently intending to create “a zone of insecurity” be-
tween Libya and the Algerian border through which to smuggle arms.17

That same day, Pinay appealed to Ambassador Dillon for support,
pointing to the “fusion” of the Bandung and Soviet blocs as “the gravest
threat to the stability of the world.” Citing America’s own civil rights
problem, the foreign minister warned that if they were able to gain control
of the General Assembly and interfere in domestic issues “no country
would be safe.”18 But Pinay need not have worried. Even before hearing
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his appeal, Dulles had rejected Holmes’s proposal for a more pronation-
alist position, telling him that “this is a terrible thing to butt into when
you are not invited.” While the secretary agreed that the French “seem
temperamentally unable to make changes peacefully before they are forced
to do so,” he himself had long been “allergic to change” in U.S. policy.19
He may have been particularly averse to a new initiative in North Africa
at this time because Eisenhower could not give his approval and support.
The president had suffered a heart attack on September 23, and no one
knew yet whether he would even finish his first term.20

More generally, there was little point in pushing as long as Faure
himself appeared determined to press reform in the face of dogged par-
liamentary opposition. Indeed, while Eisenhower was still lying in a hos-
pital bed, the prime minister was arguing his thesis about the relentless
nature of nationalism and the power represented by the Bandung confer-
ence before the French assembly. “Such aspirations,” he asserted, “in a
country like Morocco, cannot be denied, nor broken, and we must divert
it towards cooperation with France.”21 Faure’s domestic position was ac-
tually strengthened by the diplomatic setback at the United Nations, since
the Assembly did not want to turn him out so soon afterward. Not for
the last time, a U.N. vote influenced the French because they did not
wish to appear to be influenced.22 Few entertained any illusions about
what would follow when Faure allowed Mohamed V to return fromMad-
agascar. The sultan could not rein in the militants unless he spoke with
the authority of the throne and the promise of independence. The Tu-
nisians could not then be denied the same status, since the French con-
sidered them the more évolué of the two peoples.

While continuing to condemn “scandalous interference from abroad,”
even hard-liners had begun to realize that they might lose control of Al-
geria if they did not contain the nascent rebellion in Morocco, the mirror
image of Faure’s judgment that he would lose the Moroccan settlement
if he also attempted a political solution in Algeria.23 Soustelle’s reforms
had still not been put to a vote and the government was no closer to
defining what “integration” would actually mean, much less implementing
it. “What has a clear sense,” Bourgès-Maunoury suggested, “is its oppo-
site, disintegration. Let us all agree to avoid this in Algeria, which would
certainly precede that of the nation.”24

Though Faure did not remain in power long enough to oversee it,
the assembly would acquiesce in this new policy toward the protectorates
to save Algeria and, apparently, France itself. To “divert” Moroccan and
Tunisian nationalism into cooperation with France meant dividing Mo-
hamed V from al-Fassi, Bourguiba from Ben Youssef, and, above all,
isolating the FLN. The policy both reflected and reinforced the idea of a
dichotomy between East and West and the values they were supposed to
represent. As Bourgès explained it to Ambassador Dillon in February
1956, this was “a struggle between Middle Eastern Islamic fanaticism and
Western-oriented moderate nationalism.” Similarly, Alain Savary, who as
the new secretary of state for Moroccan and Tunisian affairs would con-
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duct the negotiations, told him that the “basic problem in all of North
Africa is [a] contest between eastern and western points of view.” In
Tunisia, Bourguiba represented the West: “liberal, anti-clerical and pos-
sibly even republican at heart.” Ben Youssef, on the other hand, relied on
“fanatical Islamic elements.” Another official told Dillon that they hoped
to create a “break” in the “ ‘religious front’ of Moslem hostility” that
might lead to a solution in Algeria.25

But the idea of an oriental-occidental dichotomy had long predated
this policy and gradually overpowered it. Indeed, aside from a few like
Savary, most French officials never put their faith in “Western-oriented
moderate nationalists” or the agreements they signed. They calculated,
however, that the very forces that had undermined French rule—demo-
graphic growth and “underdevelopment”—might leave the former pro-
tectorates with no alternative to remaining “interdependent” with France.
Tunisia, which one official derided as a “country of carpet salesmen,”
could not therefore be allowed to start a bidding war for foreign aid
between France and all comers. Similarly, Faure was advised that his
“foremost concern must be to avoid at all cost the internationalization of
the Moroccan question, which Spain desires openly and the United States
secretly.”26 By monopolizing and manipulating foreign aid and trade and
leaving behind troops and bases, the French hoped to deter or defeat any
further Tunisian or Moroccan assistance to the Algerians. The FLN was
keenly aware of the danger. Noting the progress of the Moroccan-French
talks, Khider concluded that “we could find ourselves in hot water.”27

On November 6, Pinay and Mohamed V signed a declaration that
announced negotiations to make Morocco “an independent state united
with France by permanent ties of interdependence freely consented and
defined.”28 The FLN suffered another setback later that month when the
Afro-Asian bloc with Nehru in the lead agreed to adjourn debate on Al-
geria, though only after the supposedly absent and indifferent French del-
egation had vigorously lobbied behind the scenes.29 Another element of
the French design fell into place when Bourguiba managed to have Ben
Youssef, the FLN’s ally in armed struggle, expelled from the Neo Destour.
Yet, in doing so, he exposed a critical flaw: he won the party’s support
only by explaining how his use of “threats,” “seduction,” and exploitation
of every concession was the best way to “escape from French colonial-
ism.”30 Thus, what Resident General Boyer de la Tour had called the “new
style ‘colonial’ adventure” was ultimately an illusion: moderate nationalists
held a mandate only to the extent that they could deliver real indepen-
dence, and no North African leader could claim to be independent while
appearing to support France’s war in Algeria.31 “Try to understand,”
Bourguiba would tell Figaro in April 1956. “We consider the French as
friends. But the Algerians are our brothers. If we are forced to choose,
we shall be at the side of our brothers.”32

Incompatible with local political conditions, French policy was also
poorly adapted to the global strategic environment—and particularly the
intensifying competition between the United States and the Soviets to
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win over the Third World. After Khrushchev made the arms deal with
Egypt and announced visits to India, Burma, and Afghanistan—where he
would promise additional aid—Dulles told a November 1955 NSC meet-
ing that “[t]he scene of the battle between the free world and the com-
munist world was shifting.”33 Khrushchev would sometimes threaten war
on behalf of Third World allies and always exaggerated Soviet nuclear
forces, but Eisenhower correctly discerned that “the Soviets have been
turned away from the military form of international action,” as he told
Secretary of Defense Charles Wilson in March 1956.34 Khrushchev shifted
resources to technological research—particularly in high-visibility areas
like the space program—and raising living standards.35 Together, these
helped him to compete with the United States for Third World opinion,
especially when coupled with showcase aid projects, trade fairs, and more
foreign-language broadcasting.36 At the same time, the KGB worked un-
dercover purveying disinformation and funding front organizations.37
This was a low-cost program that promised handsome payoffs, even in
terms of the military balance. Military aid was generally drawn from stocks
of used equipment, and by offering it with “no strings attached” the So-
viets encouraged countries to demand a high price for permitting Amer-
ican bases if they were not to demand withdrawal.38

“The Soviets have every opportunity to play us for suckers,” Eisen-
hower complained. He had begun his administration intending to shift
from direct aid to increased trade with Third World countries and was
not opposed to neutralism per se. But he quickly realized that “it would
not be possible to reduce the total level of U.S. economic assistance for
a long time to come,” not with the Soviets prepared to move on targets
of opportunity, like Morocco and Tunisia.39

While Dulles spoke of the superpower competition “shifting” to the
Third World, he understood all too well that the different theaters of the
Cold War remained linked by complex and conflictual political and eco-
nomic ties. “The loss of the oil of the Middle East would be almost
catastrophic to the West,” Dulles warned during the same NSC meeting.
“If Europe were to lose Africa, little would be left of Europe.”40 The
United States could not preserve its interests in any of these regions unless
they were mutually reconciled. Indeed, Dulles pondered the possibility of
a “reverse Bandung,” a conference “aimed at a demonstration of a com-
munity of interest across racial lines and a slowing down of the racially
conscious antipathy now developing in non-white areas.”41 While nothing
came of this initiative, State Department officials were already preparing
to act as intermediaries between the French and the FLN.

On November 29, Faure lost a vote of confidence and, hoping to
catch his opponents off guard, decided to dissolve the assembly. As the
French scrambled for the January 2 elections, State Department officials
in Washington and Tripoli began a series of clandestine meetings with
Aı̈t Ahmed and Ben Bella. They were particularly impressed with Aı̈t Ah-
med, whom they described as “silken in tone and marble-hard in content.”
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He protested against the use of American arms by French troops while
stressing that the nerve center of the rebellion was in Algeria—not Cairo,
as the French claimed. Most important, he warned that “the attitudes of
an independent North Africa toward the West would depend on the cir-
cumstances in which she won her independence.”42

Ben Bella was equally adept at playing on American anxieties. He
criticized U.S. military aid to the French war effort not only because it
hurt America’s image in North Africa but also since it “weakened the
defenses of Western Europe against the Soviet Union.”

There was no thought, he said, that the United States should exert public
pressure on France. Such a move would be bound to fail. He hoped however
that the United States behind the scenes would continually urge the French
in the direction of finding a peaceful solution through negotiations with the
Algerian Nationalists.43

The Americans could hardly disagree with Ben Bella’s analysis of the prob-
lem, nor his suggested policy. Indeed, even Faure’s eventual successor as
prime minister, the Socialist Guy Mollet, had already described the assem-
bly election as a choice between a “future of reconciliation and peace . . .
and a stupid war without end.”44

In fact, the election settled nothing. The center left and the center
right lost seats to two extremes: the Communists and a new protest party
under Pierre Poujade, an antitax shopkeeper married to a pied noir.45
Mollet and every succeeding Fourth Republic premier could not therefore
dispense with the support of the colonial lobby. Hard-liners were never
reconciled to losing the protectorates, delivering trenchant critiques of a
strategy that had left Algeria a “bird with clipped wings,” as Bidault put
it.46 But the colonial lobby could not explain where they would find the
taxes and troops necessary to keep Morocco and Tunisia in captivity.
Mollet would soon be piling up debt and hollowing out France’s contri-
bution to NATO just to hold Algeria. It is doubtful that France could
ever have cajoled or coerced Rabat and Tunis into helping them fight the
FLN. But Bidault and his ilk ensured that this strategy was hardly tested,
since they never consented to even meager aid without carping about the
nationalists’ bad faith and bad manners, thereby weakening whatever fran-
cophile constituency still existed in the former protectorates.

The hard-liners could also sabotage a conciliatory policy in Algeria.
They set a precedent in February 1956 when Mollet decided to visit Al-
giers, ignoring warnings that he would meet a hostile reception. He had
just named General Georges Catroux, who had been involved in the ne-
gotiations leading to Moroccan independence, as “resident minister.” The
new title signaled that Catroux would answer to Paris rather than the
settlers.47 But when Mollet went to lay a wreath at the war memorial, he
was quickly surrounded by a mob of pieds noirs howling death threats.
For two hours, the prime minister had to stand under a rain of rocks,
garbage, and rotten tomatoes before being rescued by the army. Besieged
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in the Government House, Mollet finally accepted the resignation of his
first resident minister. After the mob let him out, he returned to Paris
and appointed the intransigent Robert Lacoste instead.48

Out of this maelstrom, Mollet emerged with what at first appeared
to be a coherent policy. He declared that France would fight the rebels
until they agreed to lay down their arms. Free elections would follow and
everyone could participate, even the leaders of the FLN. Finally, his gov-
ernment would negotiate with the people’s chosen representatives to de-
termine the nature of the “Algerian personality,” as he put it. “We will
maintain indissoluble bonds,” Mollet said, “but they will be freely nego-
tiated and accepted.” He pretended not to notice the contradiction, even
though the Moroccans and Tunisians brought it to his attention every
day they “freely negotiated” their “indissoluble bonds.”49

Mollet actually pursued all three steps simultaneously—or rather, his
motley cabinet did. Little coordination could be expected of ministers
who privately referred to each other as ce con, “that ass,” as did Mitterrand,
Bourgès-Maunoury, and Mollet himself. They extended conscription to
twenty-seven months to send 200,000 more troops to Algeria and ob-
tained “special powers” to repress and reform. They tinkered endlessly
with schemes that would somehow abolish the separate electoral colleges
without allowing one hundred Muslims to enter the Assembly. And in
April, they began secret talks with the FLN on the basis of self-rule,
though using go-betweens who could be, and were, disavowed. By man-
aging to combine martial words and deeds, promises and plans for re-
form, and the postponement of all difficult decisions, Mollet became the
longest serving prime minister of the Fourth Republic.50

Three weeks after the settler riot in Algiers, Bourgès-Maunoury, the
defense minister in the new government, made a startling admission to
Ambassador Dillon. He said he had “come to realize that there was no
solution to this problem”:

Any solution acceptable to Moslems would have to be imposed on [the] local
French population by armed force, he then expressed [a] view which is now
commonplace here that if France should be driven from Algeria, the Fourth
Republic would not survive the shock and a drastic change of regime would
take place in France.51

Bourgès could be congratulated for his foresight. But why, one might ask,
did he not share it with the French people or at least refuse to serve a
government that was prosecuting “a stupid war without end,” as Mollet
himself described it? Why did he instead give his word to military officers
that this government, in contrast to its predecessors, was committed to
French Algeria, urging them to impress the same faith on their men?52
Why did he order these men to dishonor themselves by engaging in tor-
ture, or tolerating it, not to speak of other crimes?53 And why would he,
more than any other minister, press for another war against Egypt, as if
Algerians were too few to pay the price for this folly?54 If it was to save
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the Fourth Republic, which he knew could neither surmount nor survive
its most important challenge, then one begins to see why its ministers
won so little respect from their foreign counterparts, their public, or even
each other.

The Return of the Blank Check

Eisenhower was hardly committed to preserving the Fourth Republic, but
he feared an outright collapse that might shift the diplomatic alignment
of not only North Africa but of France itself. Beginning on March 3,
1956, he received a series of panicky appeals through diplomatic and
military channels. The monthly total of FLN bombings, ambushes, and
assassinations had more than quadrupled since September 1955, from
584 to 2,624.55 But perhaps the most telling statistic was the state of
French reserves in Algeria: out of an army now totaling 200,000, only a
few hundred men remained uncommitted. Unless and until reinforce-
ments arrived, the French were limited to the static defense of strategic
points and population centers.56

Meanwhile, American support appeared halfhearted in comparison
with other states. Even Nikolai Bulganin had addressed his “warmest
greetings to Guy Mollet on the successful settlement of the Moroccan and
Tunisian problems,” and French Communists joined the overwhelming
majority that gave him “special powers” in Algeria.57 Issuing a veiled de-
mand that Americans “cease their intrigues,” respected former President
Vincent Auriol announced in France-Soir that it “is now time to recall that
the Atlantic Pact includes Algeria, today’s center of Islamic aggression.”58
Exploratory drilling had recently revealed the existence of large oil fields
in the Sahara, which made French authorities all the more suspicious of
U.S. intentions. Indeed, the previous month they had dispatched a pla-
toon of foreign legionnaires with orders to use force to repel Standard
Oil prospectors based in Libya.59 The day after Auriol’s article was pub-
lished, Ambassador Dillon reported a “dangerously sharp rise in anti-
American sentiment.” He warned that without a strong, public statement
of U.S. support the danger of an “explosion” was “imminent.”60 A week
later a crowd of French colonists attacked and seriously damaged the
American consulate in Tunis.61

The army attaché in Paris, General Frank Moorman, reported that a
tearful Lacoste had told fellow ministers that they were “on the brink of
disaster. They see coming in Algeria a state of anarchy marked by blood-
shed, riot, and pillage. They are aware that such a state of affairs [in]
Algeria could result in revolution in France culminating in Fascism or
Communism or some weird combination of both.”62 Lest this be thought
an exaggeration, Moorman attached a memorandum by General Jean
Etienne Valluy, French representative to the NATO Standing Group,
which warned that any attempt to replace French with “allied” influence
“would be resented by France so bitterly that her fidelity in the Alliance
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would be shaken.” Moscow might then “use for its own ends the nation-
alism of a country unjustly humiliated and cast down. . . . To stay in
North Africa,” Valluy concluded, “. . . has become, to France in the 20th
century, a matter of life or death. She has decided to fight for life.”63

The next day, four and one-half years after the French first asked for
it, Eisenhower finally answered their demand for a forthright statement
of American support.64 The president acted not only for the sake of
Franco-American relations, but also because he had grown worried about
the increasing unity and power of the Arab and Islamic world. After fail-
ing to convince Nasser to settle his differences with Israel, he complained
that “the Arabs, absorbing major consignments of arms from the Soviets,
are daily growing more arrogant and disregarding the interests of Western
Europe and of the United States in the Middle East region.”65 Indeed, he
confided to a British visitor that “he had been spending much time read-
ing up [on] the history of Arab nationalism and the wars of the crusades.”
He claimed that “Europe had suffered for a thousand years from the last
Islamic surge and that we (repeat we) could not afford another.”66

But there could be no question of joining in a new crusade. The need
for oil still made any out-and-out confrontation seem suicidal. On the
same day Eisenhower read Valluy’s vow “to fight for life,” he wrote in
his diary that “the economy of [the] European countries would collapse
if those oil supplies were cut off. If the economy of Europe would col-
lapse, the United States would be in a situation of which the difficulty
could scarcely be exaggerated.”67 Instead, he called for “a high class ma-
chiavellian plan . . . which would split the Arabs. . . .” Henceforth, U.S.
policy aimed at isolating Egypt and building up King Saud, who had also
given diplomatic and financial support to the North African nationalists.
Moreover, he continued to hope that Nasser would eventually yield to
American interests.68 While implicitly giving the French what amounted
to a last chance to prevail by force, he publicly urged a compromise re-
specting the “legitimate rights” of Algerians.69

On March 20, the same day French and Tunisian representatives were
signing the protocol that ended the protectorate, Ambassador Dillon de-
livered what appeared to be the long-awaited “blank check” at a luncheon
of the Diplomatic Press Association. With over one hundred journalists
and diplomats in attendance, Dillon announced “once and for all,” “with
the greatest clarity and force,” that America had “no desire to interfere in
any way with the close relationship between France [Morocco and Tu-
nisia],” which he called “one of the bulwarks of the Free World.” He
declared further, “so that there can be no possible misunderstanding,” that
the “United States stands solidly behind France in her search for a liberal
and equitable solution of the problems in Algeria.”70

Despite Dillon’s theatrics, this was not unqualified backing. It was as
if he had delivered an outsized check that was indeed blank but for a small
notation: “amount not to exceed support for a liberal and equitable solu-
tion.” Even so, the speech was broadcast on French radio networks, re-
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ceived banner headlines in the Paris papers, and was reprinted in full by
The New York Times and The Herald Tribune.71 In the following weeks, it
was backed up by a series of actions that lent weight to his words. First,
the Americans rebuffed Moroccan requests for aid.72 They also approved
a North Atlantic Council resolution acquiescing in the transfer of French
forces to Algeria. At the same time, they allowed the diversion of more
U.S.-supplied equipment, gave priority to French orders for helicopters,
and sold them four hundred light planes at a discount. Though the Amer-
icans could not arm them with machine guns, they referred the French
to someone who would.73 When combined with sixty B-26 medium
bombers, the volume of purchases left the French air force attaché and
his staff in Washington “bordering on exhaustion.”74

The American position was bluntly, and privately, put by Deputy
Under Secretary of State Robert Murphy. He told a Quai d’Orsay official
that he recognized the French were making a tremendous effort and were
determined to succeed, but they had made the same promises in Indo-
china only to be “submerged.” He warned that the United States could
not allow another such debacle since it feared nothing more than disorder
in North Africa. “But,” he added, “we agree to let you try. If you truly
believe that you can solve the problem by force, do it but do it quickly.
If you succeed, no one will begrudge you for having been too tough. But,
if you cannot reestablish calm quickly, then make all the necessary con-
cessions.”75

Undeterred by the apparent shift in the U.S. position, Aı̈t Ahmed
redoubled his efforts, pressing the Afro-Asian caucus to convene a special
session of the General Assembly and petition the Security Council. “The
more we push the US to implicate itself with colonialism,” he predicted,
“the closer will be the day when they will see themselves obliged to bail
out.” At the same time, he met with Irving Brown to cement American
labor’s support and urged all of his allies to make démarches to the NATO
capitals and especially Washington and London. In particular, he called
on Khider to obtain “the most extreme positions possible” from the Arab
League. These efforts were interconnected and mutually reinforcing: “ex-
treme” positions by the league would lend urgency to the arguments of
groups like the AFL-CIO and the démarches of even “moderate” states
such as India. The collective weight of domestic and international opinion
would compel France’s allies to press for a compromise peace.76

Most ministers in the new French government did not actually believe
they could solve the Algerian problem by force alone, but rather by a
combination of concessions and coercion intended to create and exploit
breaks in what they continued to believe was a racial or “religious front.”
Whatever Murphy thought, Minister of Colonies Gaston Defferre did not
want “the whole world [to] believe that France carries out reforms only
when blood begins to flow.” In March 1956, the new government
therefore passed a loi cadre or framework law, which ended a policy of
assimilation that by now had become a platform for the political and
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economic demands of labor leaders like Sékou Touré of Guinea. Universal
franchise, territorial assemblies, and ministerial councils would require
them to assume budgetary responsibility and, it was hoped, nurture more
Francophile leaders like the Ivory Coast’s Félix Houphouët-Boigny, a
minister of state who had helped draft the plan.77

Encouraging pro-French elements was obviously even more impera-
tive in Algeria. Four days after the new cabinet’s investiture, Foreign Min-
ister Christian Pineau told Dillon that they were determined to conclude
an agreement with the Algerian nationalists. “However if [the] problem
became one of Islam versus the French, partaking the aspects of a holy
war, it was clear that the French could never find a solution and [the]
eventual results were impossible to foresee.” Pineau stressed that they
would “need all the understanding and help they could possibly get” in
order “to prevent Egyptians from fanning the flames.”78

Mollet displayed little determination two days later when he caved in
to rioting settlers. But the incident in Algiers could be turned to their
advantage in direct appeals to Nasser. When President René Coty had
warned the Egyptian ambassador the night before that another power
might help the settlers to secede, the ambassador assured him that Cairo
“greatly preferred the French presence to the American one in Algeria.”79

The Scrutable Orient

Could the “religious front” be outflanked through Cairo? Even without
counting the arms shipments, Egypt’s backing was vital to the FLN. Time
and again, potential supporters in Asia told Algerian representatives that
the Arab states had to take the lead, and Egypt was easily the most influ-
ential among them. While Ben Bella had the warmest relations with Nas-
ser’s government, even Khider considered the Egyptians to be friends
“despite many variations on their part.”80

Some among the French were now prepared to bargain for a decisive
shift. In March, Pineau paid a surprise visit. Mollet was not forewarned,
so three days after the prime minister urged Eden to join him in opposing
Nasser’s “empire of Islam” his foreign minister found that the colonel was
hardly a fanatic. Nasser promised that he would approve of any solution
that had the support of Muslims and agreed to arrange a meeting between
a French representative and the FLN. He also gave his word as an officer
that no Algerians were receiving military training in Egypt.81

Pineau publicized this assurance and was embarrassed when it was
later proved to be untrue. On the other hand, in the next three weeks
there was a significant decline in the size of Egyptian arms shipments to
Algeria.82 Larbi Ben M’Hidi was left waiting in Madrid for a planned
shipment to Oranie that never arrived. He then went to Cairo and re-
turned with the conclusion that Egyptian aid was “subordinated to its
diplomacy,” particularly the Pineau-Nasser meeting.83 Aı̈t Ahmed and
Khider also noted a weakening of diplomatic support at the United Na-
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tions and the Arab League as well as a marked decline in Egyptian media
interest.84

That same month Nasser ordered Dib to review Egyptian policy.
Noting that Egypt could destabilize North Africa, he outlined the con-
cessions that might be extracted from France:

It was possible to arrive at an agreement with the French government which
could serve the Egyptian liberation policy if it accepted:
—to limit arms aid from France to Israel and prevent the mobilization of
French Jews for its benefit;

—to prevent North African Jews from emigrating to Israel;
—to continue to oppose the Baghdad Pact and not to take a position in the
Middle East contrary to Egyptian policy;

—to contribute to the search for a solution to the Palestinians’ cause which
would correspond to their aspirations;

—to do something to improve the trade balance between Egypt and France;
equally, to stop the anti-Egyptian campaigns in the French press

Thus, at the same time a political solution in North Africa was beginning
to seem possible, Cairo was contemplating a range of French concessions
that had nothing whatever to do with Algerian independence—except to
the extent that they served the larger cause of “Arab nationalism” (as
defined by Egypt).85 It is not clear whether the Egyptians actually offered
this deal. But Mollet did publicly reaffirm his opposition to the Baghdad
Pact upon returning from London. This betrayed an agreement with
Eden, according to which he would mute criticism in exchange for British
help in stopping Egyptian arms shipments through Libya.86

Meanwhile, Mollet sent an envoy to Cairo to convey the French terms
for an Algerian settlement. Georges Gorse, a future ambassador to Tu-
nisia, promised significant autonomy for Algeria, liberation for political
detainees, guarantees for the ALN, free elections, and negotiations with
the winners. The Algerians found this inadequate, but they agreed to let
Dib arrange an April 12 meeting with Joseph Begarra, a personal friend
of Mollet. Begarra specified that the elections would take place after a
cease-fire and would produce a single assembly, thus abolishing the two-
college system that gave equal representation to the European minority.
While the resident designated by Paris would remain the head of the
government, the assembly would be responsible for all internal Algerian
affairs except those affecting the personal status of Europeans. Respond-
ing for the external delegation, Khider insisted that only those designated
by the FLN could negotiate, and they would not agree to a cease-fire
unless France accepted the principle of Algeria’s sovereign independence.
Only then could elections empower a new government to determine the
future of French-Algerian relations. Even these terms were provisional
until the leaders of the interior gave their assent.87 Nevertheless, merely
by talking, and agreeing to continue talking, the two sides had made
concessions: the French because their interlocutors had never been
elected, the FLN because Paris had not yet accepted Algeria’s ultimate
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independence. But this was the first and last such discussion to take place
under Nasser’s auspices—French-Egyptian relations were about to take a
sharp turn for the worse.88

Even if Pineau had wished to make a deal like the one Dib describes,
he probably would not have been able to pull it off. Mollet and Bourgès-
Maunoury had a deep, sentimental attachment to Israel and might have
been repulsed rather than attracted to the offer. Moreover, since the sum-
mer of 1955, the Quai d’Orsay had been powerless to stop the Defense
Ministry from supplying Israel with tanks and planes. On the very eve of
the first Begarra-Khider meeting, Israel took delivery of its first twelve
Mystère IVs, the latest generation of French jet fighters.89

The Israelis, for their part, were pushing hard from the other direc-
tion. As early as June 1955, Shimon Peres, then director general of the
Israeli Defense Ministry, observed that “every Frenchman killed in North
Africa, like every Egyptian killed in the Gaza Strip, takes us one step
further towards strengthening the ties between France and Israel.”90 His
ultimate goal was to obtain a nuclear reactor. To overcome French hesi-
tations, he authorized Israeli military intelligence to help their French
counterparts with information on Egyptian aid to the FLN. Subsequently,
their reports became detailed and damning, making a French-Egyptian
rapprochement even more unlikely.91 To add insult to injury, ten days
after Nasser brokered the first Begarra-Khider meeting, Israeli Premier
David Ben-Gurion singled France out for praise as the only country to
supply them with weaponry. Finally, on May 15, Le Monde reported that
the Israelis had contracted for another dozen Mystère IVs.92

That same day, Nasser asked Dib to reevaluate relations with France
and North Africa. Dib began his analysis vaguely but revealingly by noting
that Egypt had “another dimension and other perspectives on the level of
the fight for the liberation of the Arab world which were not limited to
North Africa.” He argued that their ability to foment unrest there in-
creased their international clout. Moreover, it did not risk French reprisals
since these “depended on the Zionist influence in France as well as the
worry in official circles about the threat that [Egypt] could pose to French
interests in general.” Though Dib appears oblivious to it, this point viti-
ated the heroic portrait he then painted of Nasser as he “took his decisions
of defiance.” “Sitting erect in his chair with a special gleam in his eyes,”

Nasser reminded me . . . that the liberty of Egypt is incomplete without that
of other Arab countries and that this liberty, such as we understand it, must
be made real by sacrifices. Each Arab country which frees itself must assume
its share of them, this had to be the profession of faith of revolutionaries.

According to Dib, Nasser reaffirmed his determination to support the
Algerians whatever sacrifices that entailed for Egypt. But what were these
sacrifices, one might ask, if it was actually the “Zionist influence” which
provoked French reprisals, not Egyptian aid to the FLN?93
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The orders that followed are equally puzzling. While Nasser directed
Dib to deliver as many arms to the FLN as possible, even using air drops,
he was equally concerned to “respond to French propaganda insinuating
that Egypt had abandoned the cause of the Algerian revolution” by di-
vulging the “peaceful role of Egypt” in the Begarra-Khider meetings. This
would hardly dispel doubts as to Egypt’s commitment to nothing less
than full Algerian independence, but it would certainly endanger further
French-FLN negotiations. In fact, these leaks forced Khider to formally
deny that any negotiations were taking place. 94

All of this raises the question of who would make the sacrifices Nasser
referred to, and for whom. In fact, it provides further evidence that he
used the FLN as an instrument in his policy toward France and Israel.
Having finally given up on trying to stop the alliance between them, he
now threw his full support behind Algerian independence. The French,
for their part, continued to increase aid to Israel until, in September 1956,
they agreed to supply a research reactor. Eventually it grew into the plu-
tonium production and processing complex of Dimona.95

“A Clash of Two Civilizations”

The Franco-Israeli alliance and Nasser’s increasing aid to the FLN made
it ever more tempting for the French to portray their war in Algeria as
part of a crusade against “Pan-Arabism” and “Pan-Islamism.” With hun-
dreds of thousands of draftees boarding trains and ships to Algeria—some
of them rioting and pulling emergency cords along the way—it became
imperative to provide them and their families with compelling reasons to
fight. This was especially the case once they started to come home in
caskets, horribly mutilated, like the twenty young reservists ambushed in
Palestro on May 18 in the single most costly attack to date.96 Great sac-
rifices demanded a great cause, and “Algeria is France” would not per-
suade many who had actually been there.

The day after the Palestro attack, Resident Minister Lacoste issued
his first “General Directive” to officers in Algeria. He assured them “with
absolute clarity that the indefeasible rights of France in Algeria are absolutely
unequivocal.”97 This was not just official boilerplate. The language of droits
imprescriptibles, so sacred in French political discourse, not only committed
his government to victory, it legitimated disobedience of any government
that violated those rights. Yet this document is worth an extended analysis
in that it shows how a binary view of the war in terms of “development”
versus “overpopulation,” France versus “foreign interference,” “the West”
versus “fanatical Islam” now structured a whole worldview, one in which
the struggle was not just about Algeria, but nothing less than the fate of
civilization in the face of encroaching anarchy.

“We are today confronted with a brutal fact,” Lacoste began:
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A mass of some 8,000,000 French-Muslims, a large portion of which is
under-evolved, under-administrated, under-employed and under-fed, is in-
creasing at a [rapid] rate and will be 25% greater in ten years. This mass is
being showered with fanatic, foreign propaganda. This propaganda, unfor-
tunately helped by countless errors or hesitations on our part, has begun to
dig a deep trench between this mass and a community said to be of “French
stock.”

Lacoste’s quotation marks were meant to indicate his misgivings
about the term, and he followed them with seemingly liberal sentiments.
But even in his telling, foreign propaganda was obviously not the only
thing that separated a “dynamic” French “community” defending its
rights and a “mass” of “French Muslims” distinguished only by what it
was not—“under-evolved, under-administrated,” and so on—as well as an
astonishing ability to breed. Nevertheless, Lacoste plunged ahead. “Sub-
jected to a propaganda controlled from the outside,” he continued,

and which tries to cloak itself with religious pretexts to stir xenophobic un-
rest, [Muslims] are looking upon the rapid—too rapid—evolution of young
neighboring states and asking themselves if the fact of having the same faith
does not also confer upon them a different nationality from our own. Ter-
rorized by crimes of an atrocious nature, they let themselves slide into a state
of total passivity, and come to doubt France’s will and justice.

If the Muslim population is propagandized and terrorized, “let[ting]
themselves slide into total passivity,” one never learns who is actually
committing these crimes. But one thing is clear, the trouble comes from
outside: “What is going on in Algeria is but one aspect of a gigantic global
conflict where a number of Muslim countries, before collapsing into an-
archy, are trying through Hitlerian strategies to install an invasive dicta-
torship on a section of the African continent.”

The army’s role was capital: to restore order while resisting FLN
provocations, which “aim at triggering spontaneous acts of reprisals that
they will then pin up to create the appearance of a war of extermination
and to set against us international opinion and the great powers whose
diplomatic support they seek.” In other words, French officers would have
to think globally while acting locally, since the local, national, and inter-
national levels of the struggle were interconnected and interdependent.
What was at stake was not just French Algeria, or even France, but civi-
lization itself: “The war we are waging in this country is that of the West-
ern world, of civilization against anarchy, democracy against dictator-
ship.”

Lest this view be considered extreme or unrepresentative, one could
also cite the publications of the Union pour le Salut et le Renouveau de
l’Algérie Française (USRAF), which was founded the previous February
and launched its first public relations campaign in June. It included the
likes of Albert Bayet, Paul Rivet, and Robert Delavignette, distinguished
names long associated with a deep knowledge of and respect for foreign
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cultures. Nevertheless, they all appear on a brochure that described the
FLN as follows:

merciless assassins and pitiable hostages of Terror, impatient souls blinded by
propaganda . . . the instruments of a theocratic imperialism, fanatic and rac-
ist—that of pan-Arabism—which threatens our Moroccan and Tunisian
friends as much as our Algerian brothers. In truth, it is Liberty that is being
challenged.98

Again, the passive voice is significant. Liberty “is being challenged”—but
by whom? Not the “merciless assassins,” since even they are “pitiable
hostages . . . blinded by propaganda,” mere “instruments” of a “theocratic
imperialism.” Once again, the threat comes from outside—but where?

What is most surprising about such statements is that they did not
once refer to, or even allude to, the Soviets. Of course, for many it went
without saying that Communists backed or benefited from this challenge
aimed against liberty. But in some cases the Cold War itself was repack-
aged as a civilizational conflict. Thus, in a dispatch to all embassies pre-
paring for the next General Assembly debates, the Quai d’Orsay explained
that “our troubles in Algeria inscribe themselves in a great conflict that,
since the end of the war, has set the East against the West. It is about
more than the clash of different political visions: it is a clash of two civ-
ilizations.” Best represented by Egypt, “the East” was described as a place
where “resurgences from all of Asia’s past cultures are mixed together,
and which is characterized by the preeminence given to the collectivity
over the human individual.”99

Some felt obliged to reconcile the apparent contradiction represented
by “the fusion of the Bandung and Soviet blocs” in a world increasingly
divided by race and religion. Thus, in explaining how this “anti-Western
Asiatic tide” might be led by Moscow, André Siegfried, a renowned po-
litical scientist and member of the Académie, wrote that the Soviets were
“an intermediate society, half-Western, half-Asiatic, doubtless white but
having renounced white solidarity.” In combination with “the crusade of
Islam,” “the mounting tide, coming from the East . . . threatens all West-
ern civilization. . . . [T]he enemy is at the gates of Rome.”100

Others began to see the Soviets as potential allies. Thus, in March
1956, Mollet reported that Ambassador Sergei Vinogradov had told him
that, “[a]s regards this business of yours in Algeria, it would be bad if
Islam were to sweep all over Africa.”101 During a May visit to Moscow,
Mollet and Pineau obtained a sympathetic statement from Khrushchev.
But the Soviets soon disabused Mollet of any illusions about their inter-
ests in North Africa. On July 1, armed groups formed by the Algerian
Communist Party disbanded and announced their allegiance to the
FLN.102 A week later, Pravda attacked French policy and implicitly backed
Algerian independence. Khrushchev explained that “conditions had
changed” since Mollet’s visit, perhaps referring to Foreign Minister Dim-
itri Shepilov’s visit to Cairo two weeks earlier. In a joint communiqué,
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Shepilov and Nasser announced “full unanimity of views” and he report-
edly offered considerable aid.103

That same month, July 1956, the United States and United Kingdom
abruptly withdrew support for the Aswan Dam project. When Nasser
retaliated by nationalizing the Suez Canal, the “Eastern” and “Western”
coalitions would appear to have been complete, lined up—appropriately
enough—over the narrow canal that divided Asia from Africa. But Mollet
still felt he could not trust the Americans not to break ranks in the coming
“clash of two civilizations.” Thus, he told Dillon that “the US was em-
barking on the same course of error by appeasement that had been fol-
lowed toward Hitler in the 1930s.” Mollet then showed how far he was
willing to go to obtain their support, summoning the Americans’ night-
mare vision of a “global bargain” with the Soviets—this time for North
Africa:

He said that it was made clear to him by the Soviet leaders when he was in
Moscow that they were prepared, in concert with Nasser, to agree to bring
about peace in Algeria on a basis acceptable to his government provided he
would agree to come part way to meet their views on European matters. . . .
Mollet said I must realize the temptation that such an offer regarding Algeria
offered to any French statesman.

Because of his “firm rejection,” Mollet concluded, the Americans owed
him a sympathetic hearing.104

In fact, Dulles had considerable sympathy for the French premier’s
basic fear. Speaking to congressional leaders two weeks later, he warned
that Nasser wanted to “unite the Arab world and if possible the Moslem
world, and to use Mid-East oil and the Suez canal as weapons against the
West.” The secretary asserted that he was “an extremely dangerous fa-
natic” and admitted that, “if Nasser gets by with this action, the British
and French are probably right in their appraisal of the consequences.” But
Dulles and Eisenhower judged that attacking Cairo was precisely what
would make it the capital of a new “empire of Islam.” When Eisenhower
met with his advisers to decide the American response, CIA director Allen
Dulles warned that precipitous military action “would arouse the whole
Arab world. The President enlarged this to the whole Moslem world.”
The “mighty river” of Arab and Islamic nationalism Eisenhower had long
feared was now threatening to overflow its banks. This was no time for
gunboat diplomacy.105

Dulles flew to London and on August 1 told Pineau and Selwyn
Lloyd, the British foreign secretary, that the United States opposed taking
military action against Nasser. But Pineau claimed that France was pre-
pared to act unilaterally. He explained that Nasser’s influence was so great
that, “according to very reliable information, we have only several weeks
left to save North Africa. Obviously, the loss of North Africa would be
followed by that of Black Africa, and thus the European role and influence
in Africa would disappear.”106
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Pineau found it unnecessary to explain how France could lose North
Africa to Nasser in a matter of weeks when they had 400,000 troops in
Algeria alone, nor why the rest of the continent would necessarily follow.
Such assertions had become articles of faith in a binary worldview now
shared by all of those ministers making policy on Algeria and Suez. The
Algerian War represented the struggle of “civilization against anarchy,” as
Lacoste described it, “Middle Eastern Islamic fanaticism and Western-
oriented moderate nationalism,” as Bourgès put it, “Islam versus the
French,” as Pineau said, when he still hoped to avert such a conflict. It
made sense to strike at Egypt to end the Algerian revolt only if one ac-
cepted that Cairo was the capital of a nascent “empire of Islam,” as Mollet
did, and believed that there was “only one game which is being played
out in the Near East as in North Africa: that of the expansion of pan-
islamism.”107

In fact, many games were being played out in the Near East and
North Africa, even if the available evidence affords only a tentative and
incomplete picture. One thing seems clear, and it is one of the supreme
ironies of this war: France was preparing to strike at Nasser and “pan-
Islamism” at the very moment the FLN rejected Egyptian influence and
the very idea of jihad.108

French Strategy in Disarray

On August 20, as the French began moving forces to bases in Cyprus,
the FLN’s leadership within Algeria met secretly in the Soummam valley
to compose a common platform and create a new organizational structure.
Initially, representatives of the external delegation were to attend, but the
summons never came.109 Scholars have interpreted this as part of a feud
between the “interior” and the “exterior,” pitting the brilliant and ambi-
tious Ramdane Abbane against Ben Bella.110 But interviews and newly
accessible archives indicate that the situation was more complex. Abbane
had indeed become the first among equals inside Algeria. But he used his
influence to broaden the FLN, bolstering its external delegation with such
luminaries as the newly militant Ferhat Abbas, ‘Ulama leader Tewfik al-
Madani, and Messali’s former deputy, Doctor Mohammed-Lamine De-
baghine. French authorities were mistaken in imagining that Ben Bella
led this disparate group—indeed, he resented many of them as arrivistes.
Abbane, for his part, sought to consolidate his authority by designating
Debaghine as their chief, but he conceded that the majority should rule
and his emissary was initially isolated.111

Even so, Khider took care to stay in contact with “the interior,” so
much so that Abbane relied on him to relay messages and help resolve a
leadership struggle in the Aurès. Abbane also sought the external dele-
gation’s approval for the Soummam congress’s decisions before publiciz-
ing them, and Khider conveyed them to his compatriots without a word
of criticism. This does not accord with the conventional view that they
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were all shut out, and it provides further evidence that the idea of an FLN
bifurcated between “the interior” and “the exterior” is overdrawn.112

Instead, the Soummam platform targeted Ben Bella personally, both
because of his close association with Nasser and his inability to deliver
more arms. Thus, it criticized “the Arab states in general and Egypt in
particular” for allowing their diplomacy and French pressure to limit their
support.113 When it declared the principle that the interior should have
primacy over the exterior—something that leaders like Aı̈t Ahmed and
Khider had never contested—it was not merely an internal power play
but a declaration of independence, affirming as it did that the struggle
was “directed neither from Cairo, nor from London, nor from Moscow,
nor from Washington.” Given the vast difference between their policies,
this evenhandedness was a slap to Ben Bella and a signal that the rest of
the delegation should continue cultivating France’s allies, Washington
most of all. It went on to deny any role to Algerian Communists and
condemned the equivocal position of the French Communist Party. Con-
versely, there was little criticism of U.S. and NATO support for the
French—it downplayed their “rather embarrassed declarations”—and
some praise for American media coverage of the war.114

Indeed, the Soummam platform reaffirmed the international strategy
first outlined by Aı̈t Ahmed. Rather than a military victory, it looked for
“the total weakening of the French army to make victory by arms im-
possible.” In the process, the FLN would establish their bona fides as
Algeria’s legitimate government and adhere to international law. To that
end, the Soummam congress formed a five-man Comité de Coordination et
d’Exécution (CCE) consisting of Abbane, Ben M’Hidi, Belkacem Krim,
Ben Youssef Ben Khedda, and Saad Dahlab—the last two formerly Cen-
tral Committee members of the MTLD. A larger Conseil National de la
Revolution Algérienne (CNRA) would serve as the supreme authority. In
the meantime, the FLN intended to engineer such social and economic
disruption in the metropole and Algeria as to make it impossible for
France to continue the war. Equally important, it would work for “the
political isolation of France—in Algeria and in the world.”115

The platform called for a permanent office at the United Nations as
well as a delegation in Asia. By October, there would actually be eight
different FLN bureaus: in Cairo, Damascus, Tunis, Beirut, Baghdad, Ka-
rachi, Djakarta, and New York. The Soummam congress also called for
“mobile delegations” to visit other capitals as well as international cultural,
student, and trade union meetings. Ferhat Abbas would shortly depart
with one such delegation for Latin America. The FLN had already formed
a labor affiliate, the Union Générale des Travailleurs Algériens (UGTA) and
would create a commercial association the following month: the Union
Générale des Commerçants Algériens (UGCA). While forming links with
their counterparts abroad and facilitating contributions, these organiza-
tions would also coordinate labor and commercial strikes during the next
U.N. General Assembly.116
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Finally, the platform called for a publicity campaign abroad, including
films and photos, along with press offices that would assure their dissem-
ination. They were especially concerned to counter propaganda “describ-
ing the Algerian resistance movement as a fanatical religious movement
at the service of Pan-Islamism.” The platform stressed the “national, po-
litical, and social” nature of the revolution, which it depicted as part of
the “normal course of the historical evolution of humanity which no
longer accepts the existence of captive nations.” It was careful to note that
the settlers did not constitute an indissoluble and uniformly racist bloc
and avowed that Algerian citizenship would be open to all. These posi-
tions can be seen as counterpropaganda directed at French liberals and
foreign opinion. But Abbane and Mohamed Lebjaoui, the platform’s prin-
cipal authors, were known as secular-minded socialists. Moreover, Ben
Bella attacked these planks together with criticism of Islamic leaders as
antireligious, though even he may have been appeasing this constituency
rather than speaking his conscience.117 Thus, if the struggle in North Af-
rica was between “Middle Eastern Islamic fanaticism and Western-
oriented moderate nationalism,” the FLN had decisively opted for the
latter while at the same time adopting a more intransigent position toward
France.

The Tunisians and Moroccans also refused to fit into the Mollet gov-
ernment’s occidental-oriental schema. While Bourguiba was quite willing
to help the French to suppress the forces of Ben Youssef, he would not
lift a finger against the Algerians. And, just as French officials had feared,
he sought freedom of maneuver in defense and foreign policy by pitting
Paris against Washington. In July 1956, he declared that, if they could
not meet Tunisia’s needs, “it is necessary to knock on other doors.”118
But this was hardly the tactics of a rug merchant. Though inspired by
the romantic nationalism of Lamartine, Rousseau, and Hugo, this
French-educated lawyer was, above all, a pragmatist. Indeed, he ex-
pressed disdain toward Egypt and its “extremists” with the same essen-
tialism shown by the French: Their “Oriental mentality,” he claimed,
“does not allow them to understand that politics is the art of the pos-
sible.”119

The Moroccans were also wary of Nasser and determined to assume
command of their own affairs. As the Americans had always feared, in
May 1956 they declared that they did not recognize the validity of the
U.S.-French base agreements. While the French held out for a compre-
hensive agreement that might give their own facilities a new lease on life,
the Moroccans appeared determined to “plough through” them and deal
directly with the United States. In June, they adhered to the Arab League
while continuing to talk of joining NATO or the Baghdad pact. They did
not feel obliged to choose between “East” and “West.” If Islam had any-
thing to do with it, Prince Hassan showed how it could just as easily be
invoked to justify keeping both at bay while enjoying the benefits of
having “two wives.”120
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With the Tunisians and the Moroccans unwilling to align with France
and both already seeking outside aid against the eventuality of retaliation,
the American attitude would become even more important. In a Septem-
ber 1956 National Security Council meeting, Eisenhower said that he
wanted French influence in North Africa to be maintained as long and as
much as possible. He was concerned about the amount of American aid
that would be needed if the United States were to take its place. Never-
theless, the president approved budgeting $23 million for North Africa
in 1958 and over $50 million in 1959, with John Hollister of the Inter-
national Cooperation Administration explaining that “we did not believe
they could spend our money any faster.”121

At the same time Eisenhower ordered that the new Spanish bases
replace those in Morocco in spite of the Joint Chiefs’ insistence that they
were indispensable. “The more people we had to deal with in our efforts
to secure bases,” he complained, “the more blackmail we were exposed
to.” The new policy also called for American military aid to Morocco and
Tunisia “if this becomes necessary to retain the U.S. position.” While
North Africa was of diminished importance in America’s own war plans,
the NSC wanted to ensure that the new states would not turn to the
Soviets. As the accompanying policy paper warned, “The political and
military impact of such a development . . . would be profound.”122

All of this was antithetical to the French strategy, which relied on a
carrot-and-stick combination of aid and—if it came to it—unilateral mil-
itary action from the remaining bases in Tunisia and Morocco. The pos-
sibility of obtaining American assistance would encourage Tunisia to hold
out against French demands while a U.S. withdrawal from its bases in
Morocco would undermine France’s efforts to retain its own. In addition,
American arms shipments would deny France control over the defense of
both countries and symbolically guarantee their territorial integrity against
a possible reoccupation. The new policy was therefore potentially devas-
tating to France’s chances of isolating and holding Algeria.

Officials in Mollet’s office and the Interior Ministry already felt that
time was running out. On September 6 Dillon reported that, while never
believing total victory was possible, many of them were now skeptical
that they could even improve their negotiating position. They considered
November 1 the deadline for action, since psychological and financial
factors ruled out another winter campaign. Rather than raise new taxes,
the Mollet government was running deficits to finance the war and would
be forced to draw on credits from the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) that October. Moreover, 90 percent of Muslims were said to be
“infected” with Algerian nationalism. Dillon reported that a debate was
“raging in Paris [about] whether [a] new statute for Algeria will be ne-
gotiated or imposed.”123

In fact, earlier that week the Socialist Party’s acting secretary general,
Pierre Commin, met FLN representatives in Belgrade on Mollet’s behalf.
In two days of talks, he described how new legislative and executive bod-
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ies in Algeria would enjoy autonomy, excepting those spheres in which
France would share responsibility: public liberties and individual rights,
military and foreign affairs, economic planning and government finances.
Talks with the new Algerian executive would establish institutional ties to
regulate all these areas. If the FLN accepted this framework, official and
public negotiations could begin.124

At the Soummam conference, the FLN had committed itself to the
recognition of Algeria’s right to independence as a precondition of any
cease-fire and formal negotiations. When Debaghine and Khider conveyed
this position to Pierre Herbault in Belgrade on September 22, he pro-
tested that no government in Paris could so much as utter the words
“independence” and “Algeria” in the same sentence without immediately
being thrown out of office. Speaking on his own authority, he proposed
that they might agree on the principle of self-determination.125 It is not
clear how Mollet received either the Algerians’ demand or Herbault’s sug-
gestion. But four days later, Commin told Dillon that the prime minister
intended to make an important statement on a statute for Algeria that
would “provide the necessary basis for the opening of negotiations” with
the FLN.126

In light of subsequent events, one might assume that when Dillon’s
informants had earlier mentioned a November 1 deadline they were re-
ferring to the strike at Suez rather than negotiations with the FLN. But
at that point the Anglo-French attack was set for October 8, having al-
ready been postponed several times.127 It is hard to believe that the French
planned to bring public negotiations with the FLN to a successful con-
clusion after making war on what they perceived to be its sponsor. Given
the apparent seriousness of the prime minister about announcing a new
statute for Algeria and the determination of his government to attack
Nasser, it seems likely that they envisaged the old combination of reform
and repression, albeit at an altogether new level, as the best way to settle
the war. Indeed, in view of their concern about Nasser’s role in postin-
dependence Morocco and Tunisia they probably deemed it even more
vital to eliminate his influence before France began to loosen ties with
Algeria.128

The debate to which Dillon referred, over negotiating or imposing a
new statute, pitted Mollet against the resident minister, who favored more
military action and opposed the planned announcement. But Commin
noted that “Lacoste had always been very conscious of the necessity of
taking dramatic action before the General Assembly debate, and therefore
he thought he would eventually agree to support this program.”129 The
upcoming General Assembly session was a growing preoccupation as the
French decided what position to take in Algeria. Britain’s Pierson Dixon
was the only one to pledge support while emphasizing that the outlook
was “extremely bad.”130

On October 16, after fifteen Arab and Asian delegations again peti-
tioned for the inscription of the Algerian question, Commin told an
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American official that Mollet planned to make his statement before the
General Assembly itself and hoped that it would be followed by negoti-
ations. He now denied that there was any difference between Lacoste and
Mollet, since the resident minister was also convinced that they had to
move quickly in the political field.131 Indeed, the same day another Amer-
ican official spoke to Lacoste and his advisers and found they had come
around to Mollet’s view. They now believed that the FLN dominated the
nationalist movement and that they would have to negotiate a settlement
with its external delegation “as soon as possible.”132

But that very morning, a French navy cutter had intercepted and
boarded a Sudanese flagged vessel, the Athos, in international waters off
the coast of Morocco. Apparently tipped off by the Israelis, they found
2,300 rifles, 90 mortars, and over one million rounds of ammunition—
the biggest Egyptian arms shipment yet and the first incontrovertible
proof of Nasser’s material support for the rebellion. This was a blow to
efforts to establish a cease-fire and begin public negotiations with the
FLN, efforts that had gained momentum when Mohammed V and Bour-
guiba offered their assistance. Now Lacoste denounced both of them in
the assembly for aiding the rebellion and attacked those who “risk sabo-
taging the courageous efforts of those who wish a French solution to the
Algerian drama.”133

All along, officials like Lacoste thought that destroying Nasser would
be a suitably French solution.134 In fact, on the same day the Athos was
intercepted, the French and the British finally agreed on the main elements
of the plan that would culminate in their attack on Suez. Meeting in
Mollet’s official residence in Paris, Eden assured the French prime min-
ister and Pineau that Britain would intervene in case of an Israeli attack
near the canal—an attack that the French lost no time in arranging.135

Ben Bella and the rest of the external delegation were then in Mo-
rocco to confer with Mohammed V. On October 22, they were to fly to
Tunis for a summit with Bourguiba. Abbane had already prepared a com-
muniqué condemning this conference, recognizing that it would provide
a platform for Ben Bella to challenge him and the rest of the CCE for
leadership. Given Ben Bella’s influence in the eastern zones, a public feud
would have risked tearing the movement apart. But French intelligence
either did not know or did not care. Instead, they were preparing another
coup: the interception of the plane carrying Ben Bella together with Khi-
der, Aı̈t Ahmed, and Boudiaf. While Mollet vetoed the plan, Lacoste ap-
parently let them go ahead anyway. In fact, they only needed to persuade
the French captain of the Air Maroc DC-3 to lock his passengers in the
cabin and land in Algiers. Nevertheless, the fighter escort made a big
impression, as did the rows of tanks and troops on the runway of Maison
Blanche airport. They introduced their handcuffed captives to the media
as “Ben Bella and his associates,” reflecting his privileged relationship with
the Egyptians and the French view that they all worked for Nasser. The
pieds noirs were ecstatic—“At last France has dared!” a radio commen-
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tator exclaimed. But President Coty was appalled and urged that they be
released. Mollet was also shaken but decided to cover the action rather
than see his government fall.136

In Morocco rioting mobs killed forty-nine French men, women, and
children. Returning from the aborted summit, the sultan made a point of
landing his plane at an American air base, as if to suggest that he felt
unsafe in French hands—and that he had other options. By November,
the American ambassador in Rabat reported that French officials were
“being chased from their offices,” and with them hopes of their continued
influence in the administration.137 Meanwhile, in Tunisia, the French
army had to intervene to protect settlers after a series of violent incidents
across the country. The Tunisians attempted to blockade them in their
barracks and distributed arms to civilians, which led to further clashes.138

Capturing the external leadership did nothing to quell unrest in Al-
geria. Once sources in Mollet’s cabinet read their papers, they admitted
that “it is military leaders in Algeria itself who are running [the] affair,”
not the FLN diplomats, and certainly not Ben Bella (though he benefited
enormously from the publicity).139 The talks broke off, but Mollet would
still pay the political price for having conducted them in the first place.
The FLN disclosed their contacts over the previous months along with
the prime minister’s willingness to concede self-government.140 Whereas
French propagandists had long claimed that the rebellion was too faction-
ridden to present interlocuteurs valables—and would have had a field day
if Ben Bella had openly challenged the CCE—now the Fourth Republic
itself appeared too divided to negotiate a settlement, much less enforce
it. The rebels would never lay down their arms based on nothing more
than a minister’s promise. They would fight their way through future
negotiations.

After Mollet’s mobbing in Algiers and this latest debacle, even such
normally sympathetic media outlets as The New York Times asked whether
Paris was still in control of the situation. One of their correspondents,
Thomas Brady, was actually on the intercepted plane, so the story was
reported under a four-column headline. Time magazine called it an aerial
kidnapping and the Economist also condemned it.141 At the United
Nations, Ambassador Bernard Cornut-Gentille warned that there was no
avoiding a debate in which he would be on the defensive from the first
day. India, for instance, after having previously helped squelch debate on
Algeria, now denounced the French in the most vehement terms. The
French delegation therefore faced a choice between humiliation or with-
drawal. Four days later, overcome by the stress, Cornut-Gentille had a
heart attack in the Security Council chamber.142

Thus, the seizing of a foreign-flagged ship in international waters and
the interception of the Moroccan plane in international airspace, not to
mention the real danger of the war spreading across North Africa, made
it obvious that Algeria was no longer an internal affair, if it ever had been.
With the Suez expedition, the “Algerian problem” would become “a re-
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ality for the entire world,” the goal of the FLN from the first day of the
revolt.

“The one who ordered this screwup,” President Coty declared on
hearing of the arrests, “is going to make us lose the Algerian War.”143 In
fact, even now no one knows for certain who ordered the arrest, or even
who agreed to it, which itself serves as an indictment of the leadership’s
collective irresponsibility. In any case, France’s “losing” Algeria was al-
ready overdetermined. But in a way Coty was right. They had now lost
the war in the sense that they could no longer control it or contain it.
And they could not conclude it without bringing about the collapse of
the republic itself.



III

Waging the Algerian War as a
World War, 1956–1958
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5

The Battle of Algiers,
the Battle of New York

The brothers know that our inferiority to the colonialist army in men

and matériel does not permit us to win great and decisive military victo-

ries. Is it preferable for our cause to kill ten enemies in some riverbed in

Telergma, which no one will talk about, or rather a single one in Al-

giers, which the American press will report the next day? Though we are

taking some risks, we must make our struggle known.

Ramdane Abbane, directive number 9, fall 1956 1

From the beginning France has made the mistake of not appreciat-

ing the full scope of the conflict and of not carrying its defense to the

ground chosen by our adversaries, that of the appeal to passions and the

recourse to international opinion. . . . It is necessary this time that all

means be developed to lead the battle on all fronts: a battle of ideas, as

much as a battle of men, in Algeria, in France, and in all the universe.

National Defense Subcommittee, l’Assemblée nationale, July 1957 2

Seldom does one find a statesman so self-conscious in his sense of history
as John Foster Dulles on the morning of November 1, 1956, after listen-
ing to his brother Allen brief the National Security Council. The CIA
director had described Hungary’s uprising and withdrawal from the War-
saw Pact as “a miracle.” Meanwhile, Britain and France were conducting
air strikes in support of an Israeli invasion of the Sinai and their occu-
pation of the Suez Canal appeared imminent. “We had almost reached
the point,” the secretary announced, “of deciding today whether we think
the future lies with a policy of reasserting by force colonial control over
the less-developed nations, or whether we will oppose such a course of
action by every appropriate means. . . . [T]his decision,” Dulles contin-
ued, “must be made in a mere matter of hours—before five o’clock this
afternoon”—when he was scheduled to address the first emergency ses-
sion of the U.N. General Assembly.3

In fact, the president had already decided where the future lay—and
how he might hurry it along. Though more disappointed with the British,
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Eisenhower was incensed with the French. From the first intelligence re-
ports, he discerned their ultimate objective:

Damn it, the French, they’re just egging the Israelis on—hoping somehow
to get out of their own North African troubles. Damn it . . . we tried to tell
them they would repeat Indochina all over again in North Africa. And they
said, “Oh no! Algeria’s part of metropolitan France!”—and all that damn
nonsense.4

Though publicly opposing the resort to force in both Hungary and Suez,
his responses to the two crises were quite different. While refraining from
any action that might have worried the Soviets, he employed everything
from the General Assembly to the Sixth Fleet to maximize his allies’ un-
certainty. The ultimate weapon was to withhold monetary and material
aid while their economies faltered under an Arab oil embargo, leaving
them to “boil in their own oil,” as he said even before the NSC meeting.5

Eisenhower valued these meetings for ensuring his administration
would speak with one voice, and his secretary’s opening words, two years
to the day after the start of the Algerian War, can be seen as an author-
itative statement of their new approach to the problem of decolonization.
The “middle of the road” had clearly come to an end. “For many years
now,” he explained, the United States had been “walking a tightrope” in
terms of relations with the British and French on the one hand and their
former colonies on the other.

In view of the overwhelming Asian and African pressure upon us we could
not walk this tightrope much longer. Unless we now assert and maintain this
leadership, all of these newly independent countries will turn from us to the
USSR. . . . In short, the United States would survive or go down on the
basis of the fate of colonialism if the United States supports the French and
the British on the colonial issue. Win or lose, we will share the fate of Britain
and France. . . . [and] the British and French would not win.6

America’s allies certainly could not win without its support, and the at-
tempt would risk U.N. sanctions, Soviet intervention, the collapse of the
sterling trade area and—in the absence of emergency oil shipments—a
bone-chilling winter. After the NSC meeting, Dulles flew to New York
through stormy weather and rallied a 64:5 majority against the aggressors.
In a campaign speech, Vice President Nixon went so far as to describe
America’s demand for an immediate cease-fire as a “declaration of inde-
pendence.” “For the first time in history,” he claimed, “we have shown
independence of Anglo-French policies toward Asia and Africa. . . .”7 This
came as a shock to the allies, who thought they had been asserting their
independence from the Americans.

Scores of books have described the Suez drama and its denouement,
as American economic pressure abruptly ended the expedition along with
the career of Anthony Eden. The French side of the story was thought
to conclude when Mollet convinced his cabinet that they could not go it
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alone, though one could already see how France would eventually find a
new vocation in Europe. When Eden telephoned to halt the ground of-
fensive, Mollet happened to be meeting with Adenauer, who was helping
to remove the last obstacles to the nascent European Economic Com-
munity (EEC). Bonn officially took a reserved position on Suez as it had
earlier done on Algeria, viewing both as distractions from the defense of
Europe. But then as on subsequent occasions, Adenauer seized the op-
portunity to cement their relationship, telling Mollet that the European
nations had no choice but to unite against an America that might oth-
erwise divide up the world with the Soviets. “We have no time to lose,”
he warned. “Europe will be your revenge.”8

In Pineau’s telling and those of the historians who cite him, this
exchange provides a satisfying coda to the story. But for France, the Suez
crisis was just the beginning of a “long crisis.” As much as he would have
liked to, it was impossible for Mollet to defy the Americans. The Algerian
War had made Paris so dependent that Washington had merely to remain
silent and do nothing to exert pressure on French policies. Thus, uncertain
of the American attitude, the Quai d’Orsay conceded that it could not
oppose the inscription of the Algerian issue on the General Assembly’s
agenda, making inevitable a debate that provoked new FLN military, po-
litical, and diplomatic offensives in Algiers and New York.9 The ALN had
already begun to use Tunisia as a sanctuary from which to launch raids
into Algeria, killing five French soldiers in one such action on November
5.10 Later that month, Tunisian Defense Minister Bahi Ladgham said that
he hoped for U.S. help in equipping Tunisia’s new army.11 Meanwhile,
the capture of the FLN’s external delegation had strengthened the most
anti-French elements in the Moroccan government, which turned to the
Americans for economic aid while the Suez crisis was still unfolding.12
Granting their requests would “remove the only card which [the] French
had left to get negotiations under way again between France and these
two countries,” as Savary’s successor, Maurice Faure, told Ambassador
Dillon.13

The American embassy urged a supportive policy, going so far as to
claim that it could “very largely determine” whether a future French gov-
ernment would remain within the NATO system or become “totally in-
digestible” to it.14 U.S. officials believed they possessed this power partly
because of the state of France’s own finances. The economy was booming,
growing by 10 percent a year, but public and private consumption out-
stripped domestic production. Rather than choose between inflation and
austerity, the Mollet government met demand with foreign imports. In
the course of 1956, it expended $850 million in credits and hard currency
reserves to cover the resulting balance of payments deficits. In October,
following a rebuff from Treasury Secretary George Humphrey, it ob-
tained a $262.5 million standby arrangement with the IMF.15 But on
November 16, a Finance Ministry official admitted that they were enter-
ing a period of great uncertainty. “1957,” he said, will be “a year, I will
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not say of ‘betting,’ but at least of anticipation. If, in fact, by the beginning
of 1958 things have not improved, the situation will be difficult.”16
Though the official would not say it, in 1957 Paris indeed “bet” that it
could avoid a financial crisis that would compel it to submit to American
views on outstanding issues, above all the Algerian War. Otherwise,
France would not be able to meet the conditions for entry into the EEC,
scheduled to get under way at the beginning of 1959. In this way, even
Mollet’s “revenge” would become contingent on American goodwill.17

Yet “the French” and “the Americans” were not drawn up uniformly
on opposite sides. The diplomatic historian’s shorthand is particularly de-
ceptive in this episode, since even some top French officials encouraged
their U.S. counterparts to take the lead in settling the war. The same day
the Finance Ministry official spoke of a “bet,” the Quai d’Orsay’s director
of political affairs, Jean-Henri Daridan, told the State Department’s Wil-
liam Tyler that “ ‘everyone’ in Paris realized that the Government’s pro-
gram for Algeria would not succeed. . . . [T]he only hope,” he continued,
“lay in [a] U.S. initiative for a broad settlement of major issues in the
Near East, of which Algeria was one.” Tyler urged “realistic and states-
manlike” measures that might earn U.S. support, since he “doubted
whether it was a very tempting proposition for us to take the initiative
and thereby expose ourselves to renewed charges of selling out
France. . . .” Indeed, unlike the British, most French politicians had
united behind Mollet’s government and bitterly criticized the United
States over Suez. Nevertheless, Daridan “repeated that he thought the
situation would shortly require the leadership of the United States if ca-
tastrophe was to be averted in North Africa.”18 Even Lacoste asked for
American advice on what France should propose before the General As-
sembly debate.19

From the first weeks of the war, Mendès France invited American
advice if not intervention. What had changed in the meantime was that
the “internationalization” of the Algerian question was no longer just a
matter of individual initiative. The French contributed to it in actions
taken against the external delegation, the Athos, and Egypt. They had
accepted it, without actually admitting it, with their new readiness to
debate the issues at the United Nations. And they institutionalized it in
the way they organized for war. Though officially the Algerian départe-
ments were still an integral part of France, the Quai d’Orsay now nego-
tiated with Lacoste on the terms of reform initiatives.20 Moreover, the
Quai established a Mission de liaison algérien (MLA) in Algiers under
Henri Langlais, who received copies of all pertinent foreign ministry re-
ports while serving as a conduit for distributing material from Lacoste’s
cabinet to French diplomatic posts around the world. More than facili-
tating the information flow, these channels provided new means for in-
ternational pressure—and particularly American pressure—to impinge on
the French in Algeria regardless of who ruled in Paris.21
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Yet, as Tyler’s comment indicates, the Americans were still reluctant
to proffer their own program for Algeria or even become associated with
a French plan. Herbert Hoover Jr., under secretary of state, cautioned
that Washington would thereby assume responsibility. But privately he
confided to Dillon that nothing short of direct negotiations with the FLN
that led to full autonomy would resolve the crisis.22 The Americans were
usually careful not to demand this in return for eventual U.S. aid. Indeed,
Vice President Nixon indicated that America might help France just as it
would aid Britain. After committing to a prompt and complete with-
drawal from Port Said, London secured nearly two billion dollars in cred-
its from the IMF and the U.S. Export Import Bank.23 Minister of Finance
Paul Ramadier urged Pineau to find out whether the Americans would
quickly extend them the same assistance.24 But U.S. aid had been dangled
in front of the French only to be yanked away again. When Alphand
approached Dulles, the secretary said that they “should not take that
[Nixon] speech too literally” and maintained that, while “the Department
of State would be glad to help in any way it can and has no objections
on political grounds. . . . [s]uch credits . . . must be justified primarily on
financial and economic grounds.”25

The Quai d’Orsay understood that they were not to take Dulles too
literally. One official explained that “these phrases signify that the Amer-
ican Government . . . wants to make known its opinion on each of the
major elements of government expenses, doubtless including those per-
taining to Algeria.”26 That opinion was best put by Eisenhower himself.
When told that the French had once again asked for more open support
in Algeria, he replied that, “having gone so far to try to protect the in-
dependence of the Arab nations, he did not want to back a French po-
sition which might destroy all the good we had done.”27 So when the
French directly requested over $500 million in American military aid,
Charles Yost at the embassy in Paris answered, perhaps ironically, that
the war in Algeria was a French concern, and the United States had “not
considered the financing of such purchases, either directly or indirectly,
to be a suitable undertaking. . . .” Yost hoped this attitude would “en-
courage [the] French to proceed promptly with required drastic econo-
mies.”28 But “encouragement” required not foreclosing the possibility of
aid altogether. As another State Department official advised Hoover’s suc-
cessor as under secretary, Christian Herter: The “question of U.S. as-
sistance should be kept open. . . . [I]t would be undesirable at this time
to agree to forego the use of this incentive to sound [out] French ac-
tions.”29

Some in the French government concluded that they would have to
come up with a comprehensive plan of economic recovery and would
have more autonomy in formulating it if they did so before the inevitable
crisis. Indeed, senior officials used the need for foreign support and the
threat of interference to urge austerity and sound money policies on their
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superiors. As early as December 7, a Finance Ministry official urged Ra-
madier to take action within two to three months, or at least before
France had its “back to the wall.” Similarly, one of Bank of France Gov-
ernor Wilfrid Baumgartner’s deputies warned that they were “heading
straight for bankruptcy.” The bank did not have the institutional auton-
omy to defend the franc or deny deficit financing, so even Baumgartner
resorted to citing the requirements of prospective creditors in pressing
Ramadier to adopt a recovery plan.30 Mollet’s advisors also warned of an
impending crisis and urged him to talk to the Americans about future aid
during a February visit. But this elicited a sharp response from the Quai
d’Orsay’s deputy director of external finance, Olivier Wormser. “The truth
is, the U.S.A. will help us if we present such a recovery plan,” he angrily
noted in the margins of the offending memorandum, “and such a recovery
plan cannot but entail pressure to diminish our Algerian defenses, leading
to a settlement in Algeria.”31

This concern and the sensitivity of the whole issue were confirmed a
few days later when the director of the French Treasury, Pierre Schweit-
zer, gave what he called an “unauthorized” statement to Yost. He said
that that very day Ramadier would propose to the cabinet budget cuts
totaling 250 billion francs effective almost immediately, with 100 billion
coming from the military.

Schweitzer stated that [the] military cut would not come out of NATO
forces, but would be in [the] form [of a] reduction of 100,000 men in Algeria
and [the] demobilization [of] such men. . . . Schweitzer maintained that it is
imperative that these cuts be announced prior to Mollet’s departure forWash-
ington. If they were announced later they would be widely interpreted in
France (not only by commies but by others as well) as coming as a result of
American pressure. French senior officials recognize [the] necessity [for]
France to take such measures before France can expect favorable reaction
from [the] US on aid.

Schweitzer “emphatically and repeatedly” asserted that the proposal was
not intended to clear the way for aid negotiations during Mollet’s visit
since the “timing is not appropriate.” Indeed, the prime minister never
raised the issue. But while Schweitzer was concerned to avoid the ap-
pearance that France was winding down the war due to American pressure
he made it clear that the Finance Ministry, at least, was prepared to an-
ticipate—and accommodate—what it perceived as U.S. requirements.32

Writing in Le Monde three days later, Mendès France warned that the
balance of payments problem already put France in a difficult position in
talks with the United States. But he argued that this made it all the more
imperative to negotiate an end to the war directly with the Algerians.
“There is still time for it, but only just. Otherwise,” he warned, “let us
not kid ourselves, we will have to accept a solution imposed from outside
which will be much less favorable for France and Algeria.”33
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The French Campaigns and Their Cost

While this confrontation was developing between French and American
officials in Paris and Washington, the media were mesmerized by events
in Algeria’s capital, events which came to be known as the “Battle of
Algiers.” Contrary to French propaganda depicting Cairo as controlling
the Algerian revolution, in January 1957 the Comité de Coordination et
d’Exécution (CCE) commanded the forces of the FLN from Algiers itself.
True, they had to move constantly from one safe house to another. But
that, too, attested to the scope of their local network, which included
some 1,200 armed militants and 4,500 auxiliaries under the command of
Yacef Saadi.34 That month, they executed over one hundred attacks within
the capital and almost four thousand around the country. Even an un-
sympathetic analyst like Tripier concedes that, with close to twenty thou-
sand ALN regulars and an even greater number of auxiliaries around the
country, there was no arrondissement in Algeria beyond their reach, no
village where their political-administrative network was not active.35

But even then, when the FLN was nearing the peak of its strength
within Algeria, the leadership directed its efforts toward defeating the
French diplomatically. This required attracting international media atten-
tion by staging spectacular actions where they would be most visible, even
if this made the ALN more vulnerable.36 For while the Suez crisis had
weakened French influence, it had also stolen the spotlight from Algeria.
For instance, whereas The New York Times had featured eleven editorials
and forty-four front-page stories on Algeria in the first six months of
1956, coverage had dropped off to only two editorials and fifteen leading
articles in the second half of the year. Action was required to reverse this
trend.37

So on January 2, the FLN’s new representative in New York,
M’Hammed Yazid, called for U.N. sponsorship of a new round of ne-
gotiations based on a recognition of Algeria’s right to independence.38
That same day Ben M’Hidi told Saadi to prepare for a general strike.
Though it would extend to all of Algeria as well as emigrants in the
metropole, Algiers would be the focal point. “As the UN session ap-
proaches,” he explained, “it is necessary to demonstrate that all the people
are behind us and obey our orders to the letter.” He told the rest of the
CCE that this would negate the French government’s main argument
against negotiating with the FLN. They agreed unanimously, with Ab-
bane predicting that “the international repercussions will be very great
and will allow the population to demonstrate its power.”39

Lacoste’s cabinet was panic-stricken by the announced strike, which
was scheduled to start January 28, the day the General Assembly debate
was expected to begin. His government had already been proved pow-
erless to stop either FLN assassinations and bombings in the city or pied
noir reprisals, which were often aided by the police. On January 7 he
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called in the new general commander of French forces, Raoul Salan, along
with the leader of the crack Tenth Paratroop Division, Jacques Massu,
and gave them full powers to maintain order.40

On the night of January 8, Massu’s paras marched into the FLN’s
stronghold, the Casbah, a labyrinth of narrow passages where some
100,000 Muslims lived. They quickly rounded up 950 suspects and set
to work torturing them for information. Yet, at the same time, another
battle was joined in New York which eventually circled the world, one
waged with press releases, public debates, and propaganda films. The day
after Massu’s men occupied the Casbah, Guy Mollet fired back at Yazid’s
memorandum in a radio address that rejected what the prime minister
characterized as a call for capitulation. While he began by explaining that
he would “not attempt to justify France’s Algerian policy to the United
Nations as this is not a matter which concerns them,” he concluded that,
after having “described France’s Algerian policy in detail and [having]
shown it to be liberal and just in intention, I feel fully justified in asking
the United Nations not to intervene. . . .” Later that month, the prime
minister would continue to justify this policy that needed no justification
in a series of meetings with no less than thirty-six ambassadors.41 The
lobbying effort was even more intense in New York, where Pineau per-
sonally met with most heads of delegations while agents of the Service de
Documentation extérieure et de Contre-Espionnage (SDECE) distributed
outright bribes to some representatives.42

The French faced stiff competition from capable FLN spokesmen like
Yazid, Abdelkadr Chanderli, and Ferhat Abbas, who worked out of offices
on East 56th Street when not conducting press campaigns cross-country
or abroad. Yazid had been educated in Paris, where he led the Association
of Muslim Students in France. He represented the FLN at the Bandung
conference and would go on to become the GPRA’s first minister of
information. Like Yazid, Chanderli was fluent in English and married to
a non-Muslim. But he was a comparative latecomer to the cause. Indeed,
he was appointed head of the UNESCO press office upon French nom-
ination in 1950 and only joined the FLN in Cairo in 1956. Abbas, as we
have seen, had long represented the loyal opposition to France in Algeria
before joining the FLN that same year. Though hampered by his lack of
English and unfamiliarity with the United Nations, he quickly won the
respect of the French delegation. Altogether, the apparent moderation,
media-savvy, and cultural sophistication of the FLN team contradicted
the picture of Islamic fanaticism portrayed by Paris. They would prove a
potent combination in the years to come.43

For much of that time, the Algerians were assisted by a remarkable
figure—Louise Page Morris, “The American Mata Hari.” A former model
and OSS agent, Morris worked for the AFL in New York when she was
not conducting secret missions abroad for Jay Lovestone and the CIA’s
James Jesus Angleton. Moreover, she carried on a long-running affair with
the American representative to the United Nations, Henry Cabot Lodge.
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So in addition to hosting dinner parties for the Algerians and helping
them in countless other ways large and small, she was particularly well
positioned to influence the American delegation to the U.N.44

While Lodge had to vote in consultation with Washington, other
delegates were sometimes free to formulate their own positions. Together
with the activities of would-be states like the FLN and nonstate actors
like the AFL, the United Nations had begun to take on a life of its own.
But ultimately this body was the creation of individual states. The Alger-
ians would not even have been admitted had they not been attached to
the Iraqi and Syrian delegations. Yet the French and the FLN also ap-
pealed to world—as distinct from international—opinion, bypassing of-
ficial representatives to make their cases before foreign publics, opinion-
makers, and the media.45

In this competition, the Algerians were heavily outnumbered and out-
spent. The French U.N. delegation numbered ninety-three and, together
with their information center and the embassy in Washington, deployed
a “battalion” of secretaries and interpreters.46 They could also call on re-
inforcements. The Grand Rabbin of France, for instance, was able to ob-
tain a promise from a senior New York Times editor to continue faithfully
supporting the French line during U.N. debates.47 They also deployed
delegations of pieds noirs and francophile Muslims to tour the States,
each one selected to appeal to the targeted region. Thus, a predominantly
Muslim group went to Chicago, Boston, Indianapolis, Detroit, Kansas
City, and Philadelphia, where they stressed the danger of expanding So-
viet influence in Africa. On the other hand, five of six sent to the South
were pieds noirs, and the one Muslim, Olympic Marathon champion
Alain Mimoun, wore European dress. According to the New Orleans
Times-Picayune, their spokesman celebrated the virtues of keeping com-
munities separate: “The population of Algeria is divided in two—the
Moslems and the European French. The Moslem population has grown
from one million in 1830 to eight million today. If they have developed,
it is for what we have brought them, namely, hospitals, welfare, work and
above all, peace.”48

Such special projects punctuated an ongoing effort to influence the
American media, as evidenced by files in the archives filled with letters to
editors. Yet, even when printed, these represented “damage control” in
the larger campaign to orient coverage of the war, principally by culti-
vating correspondents, editors, and publishers. To take just a few repre-
sentative examples, throughout 1957 Alphand expended “long and pa-
tient efforts” to change the attitude of Henry Luce, owner of the
Time-Life media empire, whose flagship weekly news magazine had long
been critical of French conduct.49 Meanwhile, the information director at
the French mission in New York, Roger Vaurs, worked on Joseph Kraft,
a staff writer at The New York Times, while Roger Le Tourneau, an orien-
talist at the University of Algiers, cultivated Gray Cowan, a Columbia
University professor. These efforts appeared to pay off when, for instance,
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Fortune magazine called for the United States to swing behind the French
and Kraft and Cowan argued their case in a March 1957 debate at the
New School for Social Research. More concretely, Vaurs’s Press and In-
formation Service sought to ensure that Algérie française appeared in the
best light by distributing 8,000 still photographs to the print media and
several film clips to the three major networks before and during the U.N.
debate.50

The Algerians distributed their own clips, along with some 50,000
copies of various propaganda publications. But the scale of their operation
hardly compared. For instance, the French Information Center reprinted
a single pamphlet 110,000 times in English, 31,000 in German, and
25,000 in Spanish for circulation around the world. In January and Feb-
ruary alone, it produced 1.65 million pages of propaganda—1.28 million
just on Algeria—more than in all of 1955. The FLN representatives ob-
served that the 450,000 dollars the French spent on a full-page advertise-
ment in the thirty-one largest newspapers was more than ten times their
entire budget.51

The French also distributed a new series of U.S.-made propaganda
films free of charge to local television stations. In January alone, they were
shown 1,579 times to an estimated 60 million viewers. The office later
estimated that they had reached the great majority of the American public
at least once every week during the U.N. session.52 Regrettably, few of
these films have been preserved in French archives and it is sometimes
difficult to determine their date or origin. Still, one can discern the main
themes as well as a subtle shift in the overall French propaganda cam-
paign. Early films aimed at French audiences, like Autour du drame algér-
ien, included grisly scenes of FLN atrocities. But while Profile of Algeria
illustrated with images of women being carried away by Moorish types
the tyranny and anarchy that supposedly reigned before the French, it
stressed that the communities had lived side by side for 130 years.53 These
films portrayed Algeria as an extension of France, made ever closer by
modern means of transportation and communication. But, contrary to
earlier productions, they no longer spoke of assimilation. Instead, they
juxtaposed the church tower and the minaret to present them as part of
a common Mediterranean civilization.54 This theme provided the title for
a brochure, “Here live side by side 9,500,000 French citizens,” 70,000
copies of which were printed in English, Spanish, and German. The il-
lustrations showed Muslims and Europeans in the same schools, hospitals,
and parks, in pointed contrast to the segregation practiced elsewhere.55

Since mid-1955, some French propaganda acknowledged that Algeria
had problems that predated the insurrection even while insisting that only
France could provide the solutions. But now the theme of social, political,
and economic integration was beginning not merely to supplement that
of civilizational conflict—presenting the war as a choice between one and
the other—but to replace it altogether, a trend that would accelerate in
the coming years. As an April 1957 memorandum argued, they had to
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present their cause “in such a way that Algeria not be considered as an
isolated domain, lost in a desperate battle between sand and sea.”56 In
seeking to influence international opinion, French propaganda had to re-
spond to prevailing ideas about global integration on the basis of racial
equality, self-determination, and cultural cosmopolitanism.

Of course it would be difficult to demonstrate that this imperative
influenced policy, since no contemporary official would have admitted to
it. But outside observers like Mendès France argued persuasively that the
campaign they waged at the United Nations and around the world, like
any campaign, could be costly. For instance, Pineau promised Lodge that
elections would follow a cease-fire within three months, a promise that
Mendès considered “almost contractual.” The French also pledged to in-
vite foreign observers to monitor them, an idea that would have been
unthinkable not long before. The former prime minister warned that neu-
tral countries would not participate without FLN consent. “Whether we
like it or not they will begin as intermediaries, before long mediators, one
day, perhaps, arbitrators.”57 At the very least—and despite Mollet’s de-
nials—the French had implicitly conceded to the United Nations a right
to monitor their conduct in Algeria. As a Quai d’Orsay report later
pointed out, foreign delegations would not have become more sympa-
thetic to them “if we had not opened our dossier with so much frankness
and objectivity.”58 In that opening, some items had been taken out and
new ones were inserted, even while the dossier itself appeared to remain
French.

Even the Algerians had begun to worry about the implications of
their international strategy. “Success entails obligations,” as Yazid ob-
served. “Alerted as it is, international opinion forces us into objective
positions and leads us to play the game.” Its object was to appear reason-
able enough to win support without settling for less than independence.
Yazid favored initially demanding “self-determination” instead, bringing
down the criticism of the CCE. But even Abbane Ramdane could see
how the process of encouraging internationalization might escape their
control: “The UN, meddling in our affairs, may push its intervention too
far and impose on us solutions incompatible with our national sover-
eignty”—perhaps including partition.59

As for the French representatives, they finally agreed to prepare a fall-
back position: a moderate text that could attract enough votes to defeat
the one offered by the Afro-Asian lobby. In the lead-up to the debate,
they worked with their American counterparts to come up with a reso-
lution they would hold in reserve. Meanwhile, they engaged in delaying
actions to allow the ill will left after Suez to dissipate.60

Nevertheless, the FLN command in Algiers decided that the general
strike would go ahead as planned. After having stored provisions and
taken in the indigent, the Muslim population of Algiers left the streets
deserted. Virtually no one went to work, or attended school, or opened
a shop. In France, too, the great majority of North African workers hon-
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ored the strike—82 percent in Paris, according to French estimates. It
was “an unquestionable success for the FLN,” an internal report admitted.
“It has been registered by the administration and recognized by the
French and foreign press.”61

But in Algiers the empty streets were soon filled with French troops,
who proceeded to use chains and armored cars to tear the steel shutters
off storefronts—sometimes causing the old buildings to collapse. Exposed
to looting, the shopkeepers had no choice but to come out and open for
business. The paras pursued the more recalcitrant into their homes, rous-
ing them from bed and trucking them to work or school. Similar scenes
were repeated around the country—in the village of Arba a colonel even
ordered a tank to fire point-blank into one storefront. Within a few days,
the French could declare that the strike was over.62

The FLN had therefore lost momentum by the time the U.N. debate
began on February 4. While a majority in the Assembly’s Political Com-
mission approved the paragraph in the Afro-Asian resolution that recog-
nized the Algerians’ right to self-determination, they rejected by a single
vote another calling for France to engage in negotiations under U.N.
sponsorship. Japan, the Philippines, and Thailand then broke away to
propose a less pointed text, though one that still referred to the U.N.
charter and the need for negotiations between France and the “Algerian
people.” The French delegation hoped that no resolution would obtain
the two-thirds vote necessary for adoption, but they feared that this one
might at least gain a majority. Italy and a number of Latin American
delegations friendly to France therefore proposed the text that Pineau had
earlier negotiated with Lodge, and a resolution calling for “a peaceful,
democratic, and just solution . . . conforming to the principles of the
United Nations charter” was unanimously adopted February 15. The
French could claim that it exactly matched Mollet’s call for a cease-fire,
elections, and negotiations, while the FLN maintained that the reference
to the UN charter implied a right to self-determination.63

A Pyrrhic Victory

The battle of New York was just beginning, but with the sacrifices being
made in Algiers the results of this first engagement could only disappoint
the FLN leadership. The same day the resolution was adopted, the
dispirited members of the CCE decided to abandon the city and direct
the rebellion from abroad. Ben Bella’s ally in Tunis, Ali Mahsas, attacked
their record. “We have risked the dismantling of the revolutionary Or-
ganisation to make a noise at the United Nations,” he exclaimed. “It’s
stupid and ridiculous!”64 Most disheartening of all, Ben M’Hidi was ar-
rested before he could escape. According to the official account, he was
then left alone and hung himself in his cell. Few believed the story, but
fewer still suspected how common such incidents had now become.
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Since the use of torture was illegal by any standard—the French Penal
Code, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the 1949 Geneva
Conventions—apologists justified the practice as an unavoidable response
to rebel crimes. Massu would later write that they “remained well within
the boundaries of the Leviticus Law of ‘an eye for an eye, a tooth for a
tooth.’ ”65 Yet the routine use of torture had begun in the first months of
the war, before the FLN resorted to indiscriminate terror. In Algiers that
did not begin until June 1956, after the French began guillotining cap-
tured rebels. The FLN retaliated by assassinating European men, but not
women or children. This threshold was first crossed by a pied noir vigi-
lante group which, with the connivance of the police, blew up the home
of a suspected rebel along with three neighboring houses and all their
inhabitants. Needless to say, no one was tortured to discover the culprits.
They were well known in Algiers, though never arrested.66

On the other hand, in the first eight months of 1957 the French
would send 24,000 Muslims from the city to internment centers, where
torture was systematically practiced. This was more than four times as
many as the entire FLN organization there and almost 10 percent of the
city’s total Muslim population. The secretary general of the police, Paul
Teitgen, found that by the end of the year almost 4,000 had disappeared
without a trace.67 According to French figures, in all of Algeria the rebels
had killed only a fourth as many European civilians in the three years
since the start of the war, only thirty-four of them in Algiers. The Eu-
ropean losses in the Battle of Algiers were fewer even than the number
of innocent Muslims killed by vengeful mobs. In just one such incident,
the paras machine-gunned nearly eighty in a Turkish bath because it was
reputed to be an FLN hideout.68

While the authorities allowed these pogroms to proceed unhindered
and never punished anyone, dozens of Muslim suspects went from ex-
torted confessions to military tribunals to the guillotine in a matter of
weeks—in February there were sometimes three or four executions a day.
As Slimane Chikh has observed with reference to the Constantinois mas-
sacres of August 1955, far from Leviticus law, “the figures eloquently
illustrate this sinister law of retaliation which makes ten Muslims pay for
the death of one Frenchman, extend[ing] inequality in life to inequality
in death.69

It could be said that this inequality extended even to the opponents
of torture and summary executions. While there had been some protests
from the beginning and increasing interest in the fate of Muslim évolués
like Ali Boumendjel, a young FLN lawyer who supposedly leapt to his
death during interrogation, such incidents did not create a cause célèbre
until there were a few European victims. In June 1957, a young com-
munist lecturer at the University of Algiers, Maurice Audin, disappeared
after his arrest. Prominent intellectuals then formed a committee to dis-
cover his fate and, more generally, investigate the nature and extent of
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French war crimes. Denied access to state radio and television, intellectual
opposition was expressed in petitions, pamphlets, articles, and books.70

In February 1958, the Comité Audin helped to publish and publicize
La Question, Henri Alleg’s harrowing account of his torture at the hands
of French soldiers. It sold 60,000 copies in a few weeks before the censors
banned it.71 This was the first of many such works, though the public
who read them often seemed more concerned with how war crimes might
corrupt their countrymen than how they maimed and killed Algerians.
“The most serious problem is not the atrocities themselves,” Robert De-
lavignette claimed, “but that as a result of them the state is engaged in a
process of self-destruction.”72

Be that as it may, a year after the CCE was driven into exile, the
Battle of Algiers began to seem like a Pyrrhic victory because it was im-
possible to conceal the methods by which it had been won, sapping sup-
port for the war at home and abroad. The “special powers” legislation
allowed the authorities to ban articles and books like Alleg’s, but they
applied censorship in an inconsistent and contradictory fashion.73 It ac-
tually lent cachet to forbidden works, which were then circulated in secret
and taken up by FLN publicists abroad, who cited them in arguing that
France had failed to respect the General Assembly resolution.74 La Ques-
tion was one of a number of banned texts that appeared in translation and
became a bestseller elsewhere in Europe and the United States75 There
would always be an international audience for engagé writers like Simone
de Beauvoir and Jean-Paul Sartre, especially when they sparred over Al-
geria with the likes of Albert Camus, Raymond Aron, André Malraux,
and Albert Schweitzer.76

Censorship was not only ineffectual, it had “made the worst impres-
sion abroad,” as the Quai’s Director of Information and Press, Pierre
Baraduc, pointed out in March 1958.77 Consequently, FLN atrocities
such as the massacre at Melouza in June 1957, where they executed the
men of the village because of their loyalty to Messali’s rival MNA, did
not have as great an effect in the American media as might have been
expected. Chet Huntley advised NBC viewers to reserve judgment. “We
are trying to get our own men into Algeria to report the fighting,” he
explained, “but each gives up after a little while because he can’t penetrate
the wall of regulation and censorship the French build up. This does not
mean that the French are lying about the massacre. It does mean the
information comes from sources whose primary interest is not to in-
form.”78

Even those writers who condemned the FLN, Alphand reported, “ob-
served that the persistence of terrorism implicitly attests to the fact that
France cannot take the situation in hand. . . . Little by little,” he warned,
this “prepares American public opinion for the idea that the Algerian
question is on the way to becoming an international problem.” Indeed,
the FLN cynically used the Melouza massacre as an opportunity to de-
mand a U.N. investigation of each side’s conduct.79 While The New York
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Times never presented the Algerian point of view in editorials, by 1958
even the paper of record concluded that the war was an international
concern and urged a negotiated settlement. Liberal and Christian peri-
odicals like The New Republic, Commonweal, and Christian Century had
always been critical of both French human rights violations and the State
Department’s unwillingness to condemn them.80

The American reaction to atrocities reinforced the preference of
French propagandists for themes like development and integration instead
of “civilization” versus “savagery.” Rather than films with titles like The
Hour of the West and Around the Algerian Drama, they began projecting
images of irrigation and social work. As Baraduc argued, “Each time that
one can speak of something other than blood in Algeria . . . this is pro-
gress for pacification because it represents a return to normal.”81 Yet a
“return to normal” did not interest newsmen attracted to a story with
strong visuals and plenty of violence. The television and radio formats
rewarded the rebels for providing combat footage and creating contro-
versy whereas the French would not even admit they were at war or
dignify their adversary with a debate. Thus, the week after the Melouza
massacre, Huntley’s Outlook program showed a 20-minute film including
clips taken by mujahadeen using a portable camera. Perhaps the FLN
staged the scenes of children crying beside their parents’ corpses and
French soldiers falling in combat, as Paris maintained, but they obviously
had more emotional impact than propaganda films likeWater, Crops, and
Men.82

Even balanced reports undermined French interests, since the ap-
pearance of objectivity required explaining the FLN position. Such was
the case with an October 1957 60 Minutes segment narrated by Eric Sev-
ereid, “Algeria in Flames,” which presented each side’s arguments in turn.
Alphand feared that “the broadcast cannot but inspire in the American
viewer a feeling of doubt and perplexity.”83 This was still more true of a
CBS radio broadcast a year later, in which the correspondent in Algiers,
David Schoenbrun, was surprised to find himself in a transatlantic debate
after reporting on a de Gaulle speech. He did not realize that The World
Tonight’s host, Blair Clark, had invited an FLN spokesman to join him
in the studio in New York. Though the form had yet to be perfected, any
broadcast news producer would recognize Clark’s rationale. He explained
that his intention had been “to dramatize the broadcast in a spectacular
way by having an American correspondent in Algiers itself respond to the
positions taken by the FLN in New York. . . .”84

World Opinion—“An Absolute Principle of War”

Thus far, this analysis has concentrated on the United States because both
sides considered it to be so important. Yazid called it “the international
key to the Algerian problem,” while an April 1957 Quai memorandum
agreed that “the attitude of the United States is determinant. It is with
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her that the great majority of countries align themselves.”85 Of course,
even close U.S. allies like Britain and West Germany could pursue distinct
policies, and there were important differences in media coverage as well.
Europeans sympathetic to the French were more likely to use the language
of “Western civilization” and “Islamic fanaticism,” providing press clip-
pings for a glossy 1957 French propaganda brochure, “World Opinion
Judges the Bloody ‘Liberators’ of Melouza and Wagram.” “It is more clear
than ever,” the Daily Express asserted, “that a retreat by France from Al-
geria would mean the victory of savagery.” The Swedish Stocholms-
Tidnongen predicted that it would be “a preferred field for the forces that
use all means to weaken and threaten the Western democratic world.”
The Swiss Feuille d’Avis de Neuchatel hoped that Melouza would make all
Europeans “finally understand what face is masked under Algerian na-
tionalism, and what blows are delivered to Western civilization by Islam
on the march, the same as were dealt to it in the past by international
communism.” More than half of the 35,000 copies of this brochure were
sent to French Muslims. Similarly, the Arabic service of Radio Algiers
would regularly broadcast excerpts from the foreign press favorable to the
French in Algeria, providing another example of the interconnections be-
tween Algerian and “world” opinion.86

Yet notwithstanding a few damning quotes on the very worst FLN
atrocity, even sympathetic writers shared American skepticism about
France’s chance for success. From the very beginning the Economist criti-
cized the official view that the rebellion lacked popular support, and by
1958 even the more establishment Times of London asked whether the
government had lost control. In Germany the mainstream press contin-
ually complained that the war distracted France from the task of Western
defense and foresaw no solution save independence. As the Frankfurter
Allemeine Zeitung observed in March 1958, “France is the only European
great power that will not recognize the great event of the 20th century,
the process of the decline of Europe’s hegemony, to which she ought to
play her own part.” Some shared the view of Algeria as a civilizational
conflict but found France’s conduct there—and, by association, that of
NATO—all the more regrettable for that reason. Thus, a month later,
Die Welt warned that “France’s partners should not in any case be de-
ceived about the fact that they are identified by all people of color with
a policy that, according to the Algerians, has cost the lives of 600,000
Muslims in four years.” Macmillan and Adenauer were usually able to
pursue their own policies of supporting France in Algeria and restraining
American efforts to intervene, but both were subject to increasing criti-
cism by the press and opposition parties.87

While Italians were initially more favorable, the Battle of Algiers
brought a change in popular perceptions. This came about when intrepid
reporters from Il Tempo and the press agency ANSA developed contacts
with the FLN and presented events from its point of view. In Italy as
well as Belgium, French tactics aroused opposition not just from the com-
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munists but from socialists and Catholics too, who eventually formed
committees to campaign for peace in Algeria.88

After the Battle of Algiers, German and Italian journalists followed
the FLN leadership into exile. As the mujahadeen launched raids back
into Algeria, reporters from Der Stern and Il Giorno endeavored to accom-
pany them and publish eyewitness accounts. The French military com-
plained that the reporters were fooled by the FLN and never crossed the
border. But here again it hardly made a difference. By representing the
rebels as controlling parts of Algeria, these reports buttressed their claims
to international recognition. As one French diplomat later remarked about
contacts between the State Department and the FLN, “It’s not the reality
of what they say or do, but the way it is represented in the radios of Tunis
and Cairo and the myth that it gives life to in [Algeria]. . . .” Indeed, this
“myth” of a conquering army and diplomats with entrée to every chan-
cellery would gradually transform reality within Algeria itself, making the
once unassailable notion of Algérie française itself seem illusory.89

Of course, there were limits to what FLN propagandists could cred-
ibly claim, and over time they chose to concentrate on their successes
abroad. Albert Fitte has quantified this trend in an analysis of El Moud-
jahid, the FLN’s official paper. It had a clandestine circulation of some
3,000 within Algeria while another 10,000 copies were distributed in
Tunis or mailed to sympathizers and journalists abroad. Fitte calculated
that the number of articles on the rebel army steadily declined from 1956
through June 1958. Whereas fully 35 percent concerned the ALN in the
first period—more than any other category—over time ALN stories de-
clined to 27 percent and then to a mere 16.5 percent. During the same
period, coverage of such topics as U.N. debates, FLN participation in
international conferences, and foreign opinion on the war increased from
12.5 percent to 30 percent and then 40 percent (see the graph on page
136). If one also counts articles on the French army and France’s allies—
which often discussed war crimes in terms of international law and criti-
cized NATO support—the FLN’s principal propaganda organ was devot-
ing over half of its coverage to the international context of the war by the
middle of 1958. This is all the more striking considering that in that same
period the intensity of the military struggle attained an all-time high.90

This shift was not just the policy of Algerian propagandists, it also
reflected the international media’s judgment of what was “newsworthy”
about their war. For instance, 34 percent of New York Times coverage in
1956–1957 originated in Algeria compared to the 24 percent of articles
that bore such datelines as Washington, London, Cairo, and other foreign
capitals (the balance originated in France). In 1958 and 1959, the relative
shares were reversed: 26 percent were reported from Algeria and 34 per-
cent originated abroad. But perhaps the most telling measure of how the
war figured on the world stage is the fact that in these two years The New
York Times printed 197 page-one stories on Algeria—nearly twice as many
as before.91
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FLN Propaganda: The International versus the Military Campaigns The
percentage of El Moudjahid articles devoted to the exploits of the ALN within
Algeria compared to the percentage describing successes of FLN diplomats
abroad shows how rebel propaganda shifted from the military to the
international campaigns (adapted from Albert Fitte, Spectroscopie d’une
propagande révolutionnaire, 74–78).

The French, on the other hand, found that trumpeting their military
successes could be counterproductive. In April 1957 a Quai d’Orsay of-
ficial had already discovered what Jean Lacouture later called the “supreme
paradox.” After describing to Lacoste’s cabinet director how they had lost
support abroad because of attacks on the army’s methods, he remarked
that “this deterioration of our position on the UN front is undeniable
even if it is in flagrant contradiction with the improvement that becomes
apparent everywhere in Algeria.”92 In fact, the deterioration of the French
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position at the United Nations was not in contradiction with their im-
proved position in Algeria, it was conditioned by it. Thus, French diplo-
mats would often complain that the announcement of figures on FLN
losses hurt their image abroad, indicating one of the mechanisms under-
lying the inverse relationship between France’s military and diplomatic
strength vis-à-vis Algeria.93

That same month, Mollet felt compelled to respond to domestic and
international criticism by forming a “Permanent Committee for the Safe-
guard of Individual Rights and Liberties.” But pretending that torture and
summary executions were not officially sanctioned practices butmilitary ex-
cesses further alienated army commanders, some of whom had been disci-
plined for protesting what they were led to do in Algeria.94 As Alistair
Horne has observed, “because of the interplay of modern communications
with the presence of vast numbers of civilian conscripts on active duty, the
Army—try as it might—could no longer see itself as standing aloof, sepa-
rated and isolated, as it had once done, from La Nation.”95 The only way the
government might have maintained this separation—and itself—was to
take responsibility for what was happening in Algeria. Yet that appeared
impossible for any democratic government in terms of both domestic and
world opinion as they became increasingly interconnected. Here again,
trends toward global integration—especially new communications tech-
nologies and international norms on human rights—can be seen undermin-
ing local political structures, a connection that is all the more striking when
one recalls that Lacoste first ceded power to the army in reaction to an FLN
campaign aimed at the United Nations.96

Of course, new technologies could be tools in the hands of propa-
gandists working to maintain state power. Thus, the 1959 film Les trois
frontières de l’Algérie began by showing how “man has become a great
traveler.” Amid scenes of passenger jets, the narrator describes how one
could arrive in a few hours among people who, once far away, now
seemed less and less foreign. Diversity and the fluidity of frontiers were
to be celebrated and defended against those who would divide commu-
nities by inciting hatred and fear—represented by the silhouette of a fez-
wearing man speaking into a radio microphone. By modernizing Algeria
and opening it to the world, France would bridge the geographical and
temporal divide between industrial civilization and “underdeveloped” ar-
eas. The French gave a dramatic demonstration of this idea by engineering
the first live intercontinental television broadcast between Algeria and
France on Bastille day, 1958.97

But the import of improved mobility and new means of mass com-
munications was more often ambiguous and even subversive. Traveling
to the metropole made many “French Muslims” Algerian nationalists.
Moreover, beginning in 1957, the FLN produced its own propaganda
films, such as L’Algérie en flammes. Using a 16mm camera, the French
communist and FLN sympathizer René Vauthier shot scenes of an attack
on a French train, Muslim women in the maquis, and FLN aid to Algerian
refugees which were eventually shown across the Eastern Bloc and the
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Arab world.98 Though these films could not be screened within Algeria
itself, everyone with a transistor radio could vicariously take part in the
struggle by listening to FLN broadcasts beamed from abroad, as Fanon
had observed.99 Transistors—and de Gaulle’s mastery of the spoken
word—would also encourage French conscripts to defy the generals’
putsch in 1961, reaffirming the president’s authority but only by shatter-
ing the chain of command between them.

Globalization disrupted political structures not just vertically—that is,
within societies—but also horizontally, across the international system.
The French themselves conducted a campaign to influence American pol-
icy on Algeria. Following the General Assembly debate, they redoubled
their efforts. Between September 1957 and February 1958, for example,
they would stage almost 7,500 screenings of their propaganda films before
Rotary Clubs, Chambers of Commerce, bankers’ associations, student or-
ganizations, and others. They even went so far as to hire a public relations
firm, Communications Counselors, Inc. (CCI).100 Yet the advice the con-
sultants provided—that they should show how “France is striving forward
into a new era epitomized by Euratom, The Common European Market,
Eurafrica”—indicated why holding Algeria had become a Sisyphean
task.101 Mollet had already promised that the European Economic Com-
munity would be invited to participate in developing North Africa, pre-
dicting that “Eurafrica may become one of the main factors in world
politics.” In March 1958, this invitation was extended to the United
States as well, again signaling the abandonment of a longstanding policy
of upholding imperial preferences. This reflected a realization—at least
among the technocrats who wrote the 1957 “Modernization and Devel-
opment Plan”—that “our country cannot choose protectionist and
inward-looking policies without running the risk of finding ourselves in
a few years an impoverished and isolated country, a historical has-been.”102
The “open door” was accompanied by an “open window,” as the Quai
described it, in which the Algiers government arranged tours for diplo-
mats, foreign politicians, and organizations like the Socialist International
and the International Red Cross.103

Yet at a time when writers like Raymond Cartier were demanding
cost-benefit analyses for overseas possessions, how could any government
justify fighting to keep Algérie française if every country would derive the
benefits? Indeed, in May 1957, Alphand reported that the theme of “Eu-
rafrica” had been taken up by FLN allies like Morocco, who argued that
the prolongation of the conflict was the greatest obstacle to its realiza-
tion.104 Even if these plans came to fruition, would Algeria still be part
of France if both became “Eurafrican?” Appeals to foreign publics and
international organizations as well as a willingness to open Algeria to
outside investment and inspection all reflected a sense that “isolated
nations cannot hold their own in the world as it is today,” as Mollet put
it.105 The erosion of sovereignty was especially apparent in French Algeria
only because this was a particularly extreme assertion of a state’s prerog-
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atives in the face of social, cultural, political, economic, and even geo-
graphical realities.

Yet Americans were also coming to terms with the new limits on
national power, as shown by John H. Herz’s classic 1957 article, the “Rise
and Demise of the Territorial State.” Given their dominance of global
markets and communications and their heritage of international migra-
tion, Herz and Americans generally were more concerned about the se-
curity aspects of declining autonomy. Long-range nuclear delivery systems
had made it impossible for even the strongest state to guarantee security
for their citizens. Yet Herz thought that

if we add to this the universal interest in the common solution of other great
world problems, such as those posed by the population-resources dilemma
. . . it is perhaps not entirely utopian to expect the ultimate spread of an
attitude of “universalism” through which a rational approach to world prob-
lems would at last become possible.106

A similar analysis inspired one State Department official, L. W. Fuller,
writing on the United States and the United Nations later that year. Fuller
began by setting out the “essential dilemma” according to Reinhold Nie-
buhr’s The World Crisis and American Responsibility. “Technics have estab-
lished a rudimentary world community,” Niebuhr wrote, “but have not
integrated it organically, morally or politically. . . .” Fuller, for his part,
specified that

the Soviet-Western antagonism, the arms impasse and the threat of nuclear
war, the obliteration of frontiers by technological advance, the embittered
‘North-South’ conflict—[have produced] a host of problems that in their very
nature are not soluble or even reducible . . . through national policy alone,
or even through traditional multilateral diplomacy. More and more problems
are “affected with a public interest,” and are matters of deep concern to the
embryonic world community . . . The U.S. cannot hope to prosper except in
a stable and orderly world. We cannot hope to make progress toward such
a world unless we develop the rudiments of world order.

“The US is following the trend of history,” he concluded, “and serving
its own interest in seeking to further the evolution of the inchoate world
community inherent in the UN system.”107

This apparent “trend of history” toward a “world community” in
which even the strongest would have to cede part of their sovereignty
endangered the whole project of French Algeria. But at first it only ap-
peared to be a problem for French propagandists. In March 1958, Bar-
aduc wrote that they would have to do a better job of showing how “our
policy is not behind the times, that we are really [working] in the direction
of history.” He had recently described French policy to a reporter for The
New York Times:

[It was] an effort to bring a population out of the Middle Ages (obscurantism
and fanaticism) in order to place it directly in the twentieth century (industrial
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development and large economic markets) without going through the eigh-
teenth century (enlightened despotism) and the nineteenth century (nation-
alism) which appear to be obligatory steps for countries which have recently
been given their independence.108

While one might criticize his ethnocentrism, Baraduc had tacitly admitted
that national self-determination—albeit self-determination within a new
set of constraints—was an integral part of progress. But even if one could
“skip a step,” what was the basis of France’s particular vocation in Algeria
if all peoples would participate in industrial development and interna-
tional markets? Indeed, the FLN’s official paper, El Moudjahid, acknowl-
edged in November 1957 that an international contribution would be
necessary to develop the Sahara.109

Baraduc recognized that the French would have a better claim than
the FLN to bringing Algeria into the new age only if they were careful
to maintain their reputation as “a civilized nation,” “at the forefront of
progress and bringing democracy and prosperity to backward popula-
tions.”110 That is why censorship and torture, seemingly indispensable to
the war effort, were so damaging to the French diplomatic position. And
while economic policies did not arouse the same emotional response,
France’s creditors knew that the war prevented France from removing the
exchange controls, tariffs, and export subsidies that made it Western Eu-
rope’s most protectionist country. Indeed, only six months after Mollet
had heralded the coming of “Eurafrica,” inflationary and budgetary pres-
sures forced his successors to suspend the trade liberalization measures
required by the more modest Organisation for European Economic Co-
operation (OEEC).111

The most blatant example of how France could not help defying the
“direction of history” by fighting to retain control of Algeria was the
“Morice line,” 300 kilometers of electrified barbed-wire fences, mine
fields, and watchtowers the army erected along the Algerian-Tunisian
frontier beginning in June 1957. It stood in glaring contradiction to
French claims to be opening Algeria to the world and seemed like a
throwback to the time when a “hard shell of frontier fortifications,” as
Herz put it, guarded states against outside interference.112

But the Morice line was actually set back from the border some 30–50
kilometers. In between was a no-man’s-land, a freefire zone where villages
were systematically destroyed. Refugees streamed into Tunisia—some
46,000 by October 1957.113 The Tunisians appealed to international or-
ganizations, and already in July 1957 the project’s namesake, Defense
Minister André Morice, foresaw how the refugee camps “will be a clever
way to draw the attention of the UN to the Algerian conflict and the first
step towards the internationalization of the conflict.”114 While the French
tried to take responsibility for individuals they still considered French
citizens, the International Red Cross and Red Crescent undertook to aid
the refugees with contributions from the Americans, the Soviets, and sev-
eral Arab states. Still more seriously, the FLN used these camps as bases
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and struck back into Algeria. The French, for their part, claimed a right
to pursue rebels across the border, which led to clashes with Tunisia’s
new army. Thus, France’s line in the sand became blurred and indistinct,
creating a zone of ambiguity where French soldiers were often uncertain
as to whether they fought Algerians or Tunisians, rebels or refugees.

The Morice line did become effective in a narrow military sense, frus-
trating FLN assaults and inflicting horrendous casualties. But, like the
Maginot line, it was outflanked—not by military units, but by the more
profound forces that were transforming the international system as a
whole, shaking out political structures within and between societies: in-
ternational groups like the Red Cross and the IMF; transnational phe-
nomena like refugees, the media, and capital markets; and new commu-
nications technologies such as transistor radios and portable cameras that
helped tell the story, or invent it, for Algerian, French, and world opinion.

“Historians must explore the profound forces,” A. J. P. Taylor once
conceded, “But I am sometimes tempted to think that they talk so much
about these profound forces in order to avoid doing the detailed work.”115
It is hoped that the preceding discussion demonstrated that “profound
forces” were not just analytical abstractions imposed after the fact but a
conscious part of peoples’ experiences. Thus, even something as vague as
“world opinion” appeared to the Suez expedition’s commander, General
Sir Charles Keightley, to be “an absolute principle of war” after it helped
defeat his forces.116 On the other hand, episodes like the Suez crisis and
the Battle of Algiers helped to shape world opinion and a general “direc-
tion of history” that made Algérie française seem like an anachronism. As
El Moudjahid declared in April 1958: “The Algerian people have experi-
enced concretely the interdependence of historical phenomena. To say
that the local destruction of colonialism increases its destruction as a sys-
tem is no longer to express an abstract principle that only intellectuals can
understand.”117

The most difficult and most necessary task for historians is to do the
detailed work necessary to explain how these principles worked in prac-
tice—the interaction, in other words, of profound forces and specific
events. Having observed how the arguments aimed at winning over world
opinion sharpened domestic debates within France and undermined the
whole rationale for retaining Algeria, we will now see how in Algeria, as
in Suez, the force of world opinion was mediated by American policy-
makers intent on riding the “trend of history”—and dragging the French
with them. But it was Bourguiba and old-fashioned statecraft that finally
brought this Franco-American conflict into the open. The next chapter
includes some very detailed diplomatic history to demonstrate how that
was done.
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An Anti-American
Revolt

The implacable judgment of history will . . . not absolve [the army]

for attempting to escape its responsibilities when the fate of our civiliza-

tion is at stake.

Général Paul Ely, chef d’Etat-major général, June 1957 1

War requires a war economy. War brings austerity or inflation—

and, in the latter case, it brings defeat.

Pierre Mendès France, December 1957 2

In May 1957, Robert Marjolin, former secretary general of the OEEC,
arrived in Washington on a secret mission to obtain American aid. His
first meeting was with the new deputy under secretary of state for eco-
nomic affairs, and Marjolin had reason to hope for a sympathetic recep-
tion. After all, it was none other than Douglas Dillon, who had succeeded
to the post after serving as U.S. ambassador in Paris. Marjolin did not
waste a minute:

He explained that while the overt reason for his trip was to discuss the Com-
mon Market and Euratom, his actual purpose was to approach the United
States Government at the highest level, at Mr. Ramadier’s request, to explain
what steps France was taking to overcome its financial difficulties, to ascertain
what the United States’ attitude was toward these French measures and,
frankly, to find out what, if any, help the United States could give France.

Dillon was equally frank. He said that “the French deficit was so huge
that there was nothing the United States could do unless the French took
steps to rectify this situation.” Marjolin described plans for new taxes and
spending reductions, but Dillon knew not to take these pledges at face
value. Under his successor, Amory Houghton, the U.S. embassy in Paris
had continued to forward inside information on the faltering economic
reforms. Since Schweitzer’s “unauthorized” conversation with Charles
Yost in February, 27 billion francs had been added to the special budget
for the war.3
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Dillon replied that, while “no large sums were available,” if France
now took the “appropriate steps” the United States might help “in a small
way. . . .”4 He did not specify what he meant by appropriate steps, but
Dulles himself was now prepared explicitly to link American aid to ending
the war. Three days later, he told Marjolin that there were two obstacles
standing in the way of U.S. help. The first was that the Americans thought
France could be self-sufficient if its government took the necessary mea-
sures.

The second was the problem posed by the continuation of hostilities in Al-
geria which seemed like a never-ending drain on French resources. While the
US realized the difficulties of the problems involved, it had no suggestions
to offer for a solution. Nevertheless, it was difficult to contemplate financial
assistance while this drain was continuing.5

The very next day, the Mollet government fell on a confidence vote
over its economic policies. While the new tax proposals had been too
little to satisfy the Americans, they were too much for the conservative
Independents. After Pleven and the MRP’s Pierre Pflimlin failed to find
majorities, Bourgès-Maunoury managed to form a new government with
Mollet’s backing. It included many of the same ministers, notably Lacoste
and Pineau, while excluding dissenters on Algeria like Mitterrand and
Defferre. One new face was Félix Gaillard, at 37 the youngest finance
minister in sixty years. He managed to push through a slightly more
demanding austerity package than that which brought down the preced-
ing government. But the Americans did not budge.6

With the possible exception of Dulles’ talk with Marjolin, Washing-
ton did not demand peace in Algeria as a condition for financial support.
Indeed, the secretary publicly rejected the idea when a delegation of am-
bassadors from eleven Arab states proposed it in June.7 Yet, that same
month, Le Monde reported that most U.S. officials privately admitted that
any financial recovery required settling the war.8 In July, Dulles himself
told a French diplomat, “as a friendly confidence,” that his public assur-
ances that Algeria concerned France alone should not “conceal in the eyes
of the French government our profound concern for the consequences of
this affair for the military, economic, and financial power of France.”9
From such evidence, French officials concluded that “the settlement of
the Algerian question appears, in the eyes of the American authorities,
more and more linked to the problem of exceptional and sizeable financial
aid.”10

The only alternative to a bilateral or multilateral bailout—since even
an IMF or World Bank package required approval by Washington—was
a politically difficult if not impossible austerity program, one even more
onerous than what the Americans had in mind. As a Quai d’Orsay mem-
orandum concluded later that same month: “In order to pursue our in-
tended policy in Algeria, we must bring about a financial recovery. The
longer we wait to do it, the more we will have need of outsiders and the
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more they will be in a position to press on our decisions in North Af-
rica.”11

The most immediate and important decision was how to deal with
Tunisia and its deepening involvement in the war. In June 1956, FLN
emissaries recognized that their ally Salah Ben Youssef was a spent force
and recommended playing “the Bourguiba card.” The Tunisian premier
was offering logistical and diplomatic support up to and including a break
with Paris. But for several months, the constant influx of FLN cadres as
well as the continuing dissidence of Ali Mahsas and the bordering regions
of Algeria created near anarchy, blocking arms shipments and tempting
Bourguiba to meddle.12 By the spring of 1957, Colonel Omar Ouamrane
had finally restored the CCE’s authority and evidently arrived at an agree-
ment with Tunis. As long as the ALN avoided clashes with French troops
stationed in Tunisia and respected its sovereignty, Bourguiba would help
them transport arms from Libya to the Algerian frontier.13 After Spain
started cracking down on the traffic through Morocco as part of a rap-
prochement with France—in one case seizing 6,000 arms aboard a vessel
out of Egypt—the overland Libya-Tunisia route became the lifeline of the
ALN. In the summer of 1957, twelve tons of munitions transited every
72 hours—some 2,500 weapons a month, or 70 percent of all ALN arms
shipments.14

In May 1957—and in one of the last acts of his government—Mollet
retaliated by suspending $28 million in aid earlier promised to Bour-
guiba.15 Alphand sought assurances that the United States would not sub-
stitute for France in aiding Tunisia. American policy was to provide
merely complementary aid. Indeed, earlier that month, they accorded only
$3 million—leading the Tunisians to joke that they would use the money
to build an embassy in Moscow. Nevertheless, while Dulles agreed that
France should continue to take the lead, now he warned that, “if circum-
stances lead France to be driven back, by its own fault or not, from playing
this role . . . the American government would be obliged, whether it
wanted to or not, to give Tunisia and Morocco the economic aid that
they solicit.”16

Bourgès’s new government chose to avoid a showdown with Tunisia
and instead announced a reduction in the number of French troops in
the country from 25,000 to 15,000. But financial aid remained in abey-
ance and, as French settlers and capital flowed out of Tunisia, the coun-
try’s economic condition steadily worsened. The U.S. ambassador dealt
with the Tunisians’ obvious desire for U.S. support by “lying low and
avoiding [the] subject,” as he later told Dulles.17

“Lying low” became more difficult in July when John F. Kennedy
launched a blistering attack on U.S. North African policy from the Senate
floor. After a briefing by Yazid and Chanderli, he called Algerian inde-
pendence “the essential first step” if the West were not to lose all influence
in North Africa. But Kennedy also urged increased support for Bourguiba
lest he turn to the Soviets. All in all, the United States could no longer
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base its policy on the “myth of French empire.”18 The speech caused an
uproar across the Atlantic. French authorities in Algeria warned Ameri-
cans to keep off the streets, and two days later a bomb exploded outside
the U.S. consulate. In the United States it attracted more attention than
any other address Kennedy gave as a senator, though much of it was
negative—90 of 138 editorials opposed him. As Richard Mahoney later
wrote, “Practically no one in the American foreign policy establishment
regarded the Algeria speech as anything more than a partisan political blast
designed to attract attention.”19

Yet the speech is no less interesting for being “political,” since it
shows how Algeria generated debates that spilled over diplomatic channels
and national boundaries. Dulles told Alphand that they were “in the same
boat” since the senator was targeting the administration as much as the
French.20 Moreover, “the French” were not uniformly hostile. Le Monde’s
correspondent in Washington wrote to the Times arguing that he was
“more to be commended than blamed for his forthright, frank and pro-
vocative speech.” L’Express reprinted it in full, with Kennedy’s picture on
the cover.21 When Alphand complained, the senator was able to point out
that the war had little support in France.22 Dulles, for his part, dressed
Kennedy down in public but privately used the opportunity to pressure
the ambassador. The secretary “confessed he would himself be at a loss
to explain convincingly French policy in Algeria, if he had to do so before
the United Nations at this time or later this fall, should there have been
no progress by then,” even going so far as to warn that “the situation
might well blow up.”23

Perhaps the most interesting exchange on the Kennedy speech oc-
curred between a Quai d’Orsay official and the secretary general of the
UGTA, who were meeting in Tunis to discuss the possibility of restarting
negotiations. Abdelaziz Rachid insisted that France first recognize their
right to independence. “The United States will not abandon us!” he ex-
claimed. His interlocutor coolly denied that the Kennedy speech had any
such significance. But inwardly he recalled the Indochina precedent, wor-
ried that Dulles would abandon France once again.24

An Event “All out of Proportion to Its Real Significance”

The most likely site of the “blow up” feared by Dulles remained the
Algerian-Tunisian frontier. On August 1, Morice announced that French
troops would not stop at the border in repelling attacks, questioning
whether Bourguiba controlled Tunisian territory.25 Legally the French
were on shaky ground despite Bourguiba’s acknowledgement of the arms
traffic. As a Quai memorandum pointed out, the “right of pursuit” was
intended for an international war, not the “operations for the re-
establishment of the civil peace” France claimed to be conducting in Al-
geria. Practically speaking, even if the Tunisians had been willing to stop
the FLN attacks—which seems doubtful—they could, and did, argue that
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France deprived them of the means to do so. On August 4, Paris formally
suspended further arms shipments to Tunisia—there had been none for
more than a year—and subsequently worked behind the scenes to prevent
Belgium and Italy from taking its place.26

A month later, Tunisian Foreign Secretary Sadok Mokaddem sent for
Ambassador G. Lewis Jones to report another border clash. Six Tunisian
soldiers had been killed, and the rest had been forced to give up when
their ammunition ran out. He finally broached the subject that Jones had
for months sought to avoid, officially requesting America’s assistance in
purchasing arms and ammunition. His government would be forced to
go “elsewhere” if it could not get arms from France or another Western
supplier.27

There was no reply from the State Department for a week, and in the
meantime the situation deteriorated—not just between France and Tu-
nisia, but between Bourguiba and the FLN. According to reports by the
French ambassador, Georges Gorse, Bourguiba requested that the Alger-
ians halt their attacks and retire 50 kilometers from the border. They
refused, explaining that they had orders to commence an all-out offensive
to influence the debates at the United Nations. Bourguiba then called on
the chiefs of the old Tunisian maquis to mobilize along the frontier to
paralyze the movements of the ALN against the French and, conversely,
oppose a French invasion.28

While it is possible that the Tunisians fabricated these reports to im-
prove their position vis-à-vis the French, there is no doubt that they were
concerned about the FLN forces. Totaling some 6,500 men by August—
3,000 armed and formed into units—they rivaled Tunisia’s own tiny
army. Moreover, the threat of a French invasion from Algeria was very
real. On Morice’s orders, the general commanding French forces in Tu-
nisia together with Salan produced a plan for the “Retaking of Temporary
Control of Tunisian Territory,” including naval and airborne landings
around Tunis. According to Salan, on September 8 Chief of Staff Paul
Ely ordered him to proceed with preparations.29

Bourguiba was certainly in a fighting mood when he met Gorse on
August 12, the day after another border clash. He was “visibly exhausted,
prey to nervousness,” according to the ambassador’s account. The presi-
dent launched into “a long, bitter monologue,” asserting that the incur-
sions were not aimed at the FLN:

These are true aggressions. They are driven by political considerations: you
want to inflict insults on Tunisia. . . . [T]he Tunisian government has decided
to take responsibility and assure its legitimate defense. Any incursion by
French forces would lead to “progressive” reactions on its part: it is ready, if
it is necessary, to face “pitched battles” in Tunisia itself.30

Later that day, just fifteen minutes before Bourguiba was to record
his weekly radio address to the nation, Ambassador Jones “strong-
arm[ed]” his way in to see him—a telegram from Washington had arrived
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“just in time.” The State Department assured Bourguiba that it was “giv-
ing most urgent attention” to the arms request and pledged to signal to
the French “our grave concern at [the] present situation.” But it also
advised Bourguiba to reconsider his remarks about obtaining arms else-
where, since “even talk of this kind if publicly known can encourage So-
viet intervention.”31

The president promised “to speak with more serenity,” though the
speech was still fairly harsh. He alleged that the United States and the
countries that had rebuffed his requests for arms bore some responsibility
for the attacks along the border, hinting that “such a situation can cause
us to knock on other doors, or at least keep our distance.” Still, it ended
on a hopeful note—in fact, too hopeful from the American point of view.
Bourguiba promised his audience that by the end of October Tunisia
would receive arms: “If America understands our situation, as I am told,
all will be well.”32

The Americans had not committed to supplying arms, much less
given a timetable for doing so. But Bourguiba’s public prediction set off
two months of frantic diplomacy. All along he set the pace, exploiting the
media and the threat to turn to the United Nations, Egypt, or the Eastern
Bloc to force American action. Thus, Ambassador Jones had rushed to
see Bourguiba based on a reporter’s warning that the president would
announce that his loyalty to the West was “no more than meaningless
sentimental attachment.”33 In fact, it was virtually the only thing protect-
ing him from French forces in Algeria. He realized that an arms deal with
the Eastern Bloc would have served as an ideal pretext for an attack.34 But
Bourguiba was one of the few popular, pro-Western leaders of a newly
independent country. So when he warned—as he did in a July 1957 ar-
ticle for Foreign Affairs—that nationalists “might be tempted to turn, out
of sheer despair, to the Communists,” the Americans were ready to believe
him.35

The same day Bourguiba addressed his nation, Dulles sent a personal
message to Pineau urging that France supply arms to Tunisia or allow
another Western government to do so.36 After he promised Bourguiba
that he might “have to find other means of meeting your requirements,”
reports began to come out of Cairo indicating that Tunisia had accepted
a “gift” of arms from Nasser. One story quoted a Tunisian official pre-
dicting that an impending Czechoslovakian trade mission “might also pro-
vide for arms.”37 The State Department then authorized Ambassador
Mongi Slim to announce that it recognized Tunisia’s needs and was dis-
posed to help. Bourguiba obligingly told reporters that the Tunisian ne-
gotiators “did not even raise the question of arms” with the Czech mis-
sion.38

All this publicity was anathema to Bourgès’s government. Pineau had
already complained that a report leaked to the United Press about the
Quai’s efforts to arrange an Italian arms delivery to Tunisia infuriated
Bourgès and Morice and put Pineau in an “extremely delicate position”—
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after all, the Tunisian army had repeatedly clashed with the French and
delivered arms to their enemies.39 The story was all the more unwelcome
in that the government was in the midst of a special session of the As-
sembly called to examine the loi cadre, the electoral reform law for Algeria.
Though opposed by hard-liners, the loi cadre was as “complicated as it
was anodyne,” as Jean-Pierre Rioux has observed, and it reflected all the
contradictions of the French approach to Algeria. Thus, its preamble pro-
claimed that Algeria remained an integral part of France while the body
called for a local parliament and government unlike anything in the me-
tropole—though very like the existing system. In any case, only subse-
quent decrees would determine the form of these institutions, and noth-
ing whatever was to be done before the end of hostilities.40 The official
government line was that approval was needed before the next U.N. de-
bate. The loi cadre’s preamble pandered to international opinion by claim-
ing that the government had been seeking “a peaceful, democratic, and
just solution,” the very words used in the General Assembly resolution.41

On September 30, Bourgès’s government lost a vote of confidence
on the loi cadre. Ambassador Alphand asserted to Assistant Secretary for
European Affairs C. Burke Elbrick that the press leaks on Tunisian arms
had made the difference in the narrow defeat—Soustelle had actually read
New York Times articles about it to the Assembly. Bourguiba “was pushing
the situation for all the traffic would bear,” Elbrick admitted, “and was
trying to panic us into action.” Alphand warned that any precipitous move
by the Americans “would have a profound effect on relations between our
two peoples and on the Western alliance which was of much greater im-
portance than [America’s] direct relations with Bourguiba.”42

One can understand Alphand’s assumption that choosing between
France and Tunisia would not represent a dilemma. But, since the Suez
crisis, Dulles conceived of such conflicts as posing a choice not just be-
tween two countries but between the past and the future. The very next
day he told Defense Minister Bahi Ladgham that Tunisia’s prospects were
“promising and expanding” whereas “the French future appears to hold
diminishing prestige and power.”43 As early as March 1957, he had begun
to plan accordingly, as shown by a memorandum he wrote to Christian
Herter:

We may be approaching the time when we shall have to tell the French that
in order to keep North Africa out of the Communist camp we must, in the
absence of change in French policy, proceed to make our plans for the area.
French reaction might entail a large-scale recasting of NATO and of our
military defense arrangements in Europe, as well as of our approach to a
Summit meeting and the topics there to be discussed. I think we should now
be thinking through these implications.

We shall also have to consider the attitudes of the British, German, and
Italian Governments and whether, if we have to make a choice, their choice
will coincide with ours so that we can count on their support.44
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At the time, Dulles had just concluded a conference in Bermuda with
Harold Macmillan and Foreign Secretary Selwyn Lloyd that renewed the
“special relationship,” which the prime minister had come to accept as a
“junior partnership” for Britain.45 Now Dulles endeavored to make certain
of their backing, telling Lloyd that no other Western country would sell
arms to Tunisia and it was “neither practical nor dignified to ‘shop
around.’ ” The foreign secretary wanted to keep trying with Belgium and
Italy but eventually agreed that unless France supplied arms to Tunisia
the United States and Great Britain should do so instead. Eisenhower
thought this would reduce the “possibility of France ‘lashing out’ at either
of us.”46

In fact, Ambassador Alphand was furious. He called the new position
an ultimatum and judged that “it would enable [the U.S.] to keep Tunisia
but he did not know about France.”47 Similarly, in Paris Pineau warned
Sir Gladwyn Jebb that it “might well affect the relations between our two
countries.”48 Meeting with Dulles the next day, Alphand pleaded with the
secretary not to do anything during the cabinet crisis which could be
exploited by the left. Dulles remarked that “France could not expect the
whole world to stand still.”49 The secretary was obviously exasperated
with the French practice of postponing unpalatable decisions during
chronic and seemingly interminable cabinet crises. At thirty-five days, this
would be one of the longest of all such crises, with one candidate after
another failing to gather sufficient support, and the financial question
preoccupied all of them. President Coty first called on Guy Mollet, who
consulted with Bank of France Governor Baumgartner even before meet-
ing his fellow Socialists. After presiding over a meeting of top economic
officials, Robert Schuman concluded that only a coalition of all the parties
could surmount “the serious difficulties of the present hour.” The only
copy of their report was entrusted to President Coty after all the notes
were destroyed. Treasury Director Schweitzer provided a possible expla-
nation for this secrecy to the counselor for economic affairs at the U.S.
embassy, John Tuthill, when he revealed that France might actually refuse
to pay its external accounts. Amid a wave of strikes and new pressure on
the franc, Finance Minister Gaillard began to gather support. France had
lost $100 million in foreign currency reserves while awaiting a new gov-
ernment.50

On November 1, Alphand came to see Dillon confidentially to discuss
a cable from the Quai d’Orsay’s secretary general, Louis Joxe, a cable he
had shown to no one else in the embassy. Joxe wrote that after the next
deficit payment to the European Payments Union (EPU) on November
15 French reserves would be exhausted. He asked if Gaillard could make
a lightning visit should he succeed in forming a government. Dillon sug-
gested instead that he first produce an economic stabilization plan and
then send a less prominent emissary. Alphand agreed that the proposed
visit was “bad politics,” but he warned that “the situation was very serious
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and that if France went bankrupt and could not pay for necessary imports
of fuel there might be very drastic changes in her political institutions.”51

Perhaps because of the evident weakness of the French position, Dul-
les decided to take action. The next day he wired Tunis setting terms for
the U.S. share of a symbolic Anglo-American arms shipment: 500 rifles
and 50,000 rounds of ammunition.52 Lloyd wanted to wait until a new
government was formed in Paris but acknowledged that if they were not
careful “not only the Egyptians but also the Russians will beat us to it.”53
While the British appeared to have agreed with the Americans on the
substance of the issue, their priority in the post-Suez period was, above
all, not to disagree.54 On November 4, the British and American embassies
in Paris therefore presented aides-mémoire specifying that they would de-
liver arms on November 12 unless France came to an agreement with the
Tunisian government before then.

On November 6, Gaillard presented his cabinet before the National
Assembly. Pineau returned as foreign minister and asked for an additional
delay so that his new colleagues could consider the matter.55 Three days
later, Gaillard stressed that if the United States pushed ahead it would be
considered an “unfriendly act”—strong words in diplomatic parlance. If
he still could not deliver the arms after the next cabinet meeting on No-
vember 12, the United States would be free to act on its own. Houghton
warned that if Washington ignored this warning and supplied arms to
Tunisia it would “have effects all out of proportion to its real signifi-
cance.”56

Herter had already wired a request for a further delay to Tunis.57 But
now the Tunisians refused, with Foreign Secretary Mokaddem explaining
that his government had already given Egypt the go-ahead to deliver its
“gift” of arms, which he expected in “several days” (though he could not
be sure). “French arms,” on the other hand, “would reinforce [the] im-
pression [Tunisia is] still under French tutelage.” His country had been
negotiating with the United States and Great Britain and did “not par-
ticularly welcome [the] addition [of] France as [a] factor [in] these ne-
gotiations.”58

It seems unlikely that Bourguiba ever wanted a deal with Paris. The
British ambassador in Tunis judged that he had leaked information about
the Egyptian delivery to eliminate the possibility—and put further pres-
sure on France’s allies. Indeed, Dulles and Eisenhower felt compelled to
proceed without further delay.59 But Pineau then gave notice that France
would cease all aid to Tunisia and “adopt [an] entirely new policy.” On
the other hand, if the United States did not deliver arms the French would
do so themselves that very evening. Speaking unofficially, Pineau said that
some ministers had suggested that otherwise France should not participate
in the NATO meeting that was to take place in Paris in December. In a
personal message, Gaillard warned Eisenhower of “a grave crisis in West-
ern solidarity . . .” and insisted, “in the strongest manner,” that the Amer-
icans defer to his position. While Houghton doubted the French would
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actually boycott the NATO conference, he found the threat to adopt a
new line vis-à-vis Tunisia credible and thought it could hardly be avoided
given the probable reaction in Paris.60

Connecting the NATO meeting to the Tunisian arms question must
have come as a shock to Dulles. The conference had been intended to
shore up Western solidarity and self-confidence in the wake of the Sputnik
launch. Contrary to the usual practice, it would be a meeting of heads of
state rather than foreign ministers. How would it have looked if Eisen-
hower arrived in Paris in the midst of a new wave of anti-Americanism,
if not an actual boycott by the host country? Dulles therefore agreed to
allow France to replace the Anglo-American shipment. He sent a sheepish
cable to Bourguiba explaining that “the U.S. willingness to deliver defen-
sive arms to Tunisia has now borne fruit in a way which I think provides
an important advantage for your Government.”61

But did the French really want to deliver arms to Tunisia? Recall that
this very issue was a precipitant in the fall of Gaillard’s predecessor and
the new prime minister was already in trouble over his austerity mea-
sures.62 Instead of immediately proceeding with the delivery, Pineau sent
Ambassador Gorse back to Tunis to demand that Bourguiba refuse the
Egyptian shipment.63 Gaillard explained to Jebb that the Egyptian arms
were an “entirely new element.” Jebb responded that, “far from being a
new element, all our communications to the French Government had
stressed the urgency of getting Western arms in before the Egyptian arms
arrived.” That same day, the Quai’s director of political affairs, Jean-Henri
Daridan, told Jebb that he did not know the government’s position on
the issue—indeed, that “he was ‘living in a mad house.’ ” Perhaps the
prime minister had not consulted the Quai before arriving at that posi-
tion. But if “the matter [was] being handled by the politicians . . . ,” as
Jebb concluded, then it is all the more likely that domestic political con-
siderations were preeminent.64

The secretary called the president at ten o’clock on the morning of
November 13 to discuss Gaillard’s message. “It gets thicker and thicker,”
the president remarked. “If the French suddenly dropped out of NATO
we are out of Europe.” He added that he did “not know what they are
capable of doing.” But Dulles judged that Gaillard “was using this as a
useful domestic political issue to build up internal strength.” Proclaiming
himself “really fed up with the goddam French,” Eisenhower went ahead
anyway. He instructed Dulles to fire off a reply warning that without
action by that evening the United States would come through the next
day.65

The French cabinet met late into the night but finally refused to
change its position. The American arms did not actually arrive until a day
later—though just in time for President Bourguiba to declare a “victory”
in his weekly radio address, characterizing the U.S. decision as “a decisive
act which reinforces our faith in the free world and confirms the orien-
tation chosen by Tunisia.”66 Meanwhile in France, a “total of fewer than
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a thousand rifles and machine guns created the effect of an atomic bomb,”
as The New York Times described it.67 Five hundred riot police were called
out to defend the American embassy against the anticipated protests.68
Gaillard announced that he would use the occasion to demand a new
understanding of the Algerian question by the United States and Britain,
“knowing that if the desired result cannot be obtained from these efforts
to come to an agreement the Alliance to which we are joined will soon
fall into dust.”69 The next day, the French delegation walked out of
NATO parliamentary talks. The State Department reported that “this hos-
tility to the shipment is overwhelming among every segment of the pop-
ulation, rich and poor, Right and Left.”70

Macmillan’s private secretary, Philip de Zulueta, told him that “there
had been nothing like it since Fashoda.”71 Far from mitigating the French
reaction, the inclusion of the British only incited charges of a directorate
of les anglo-saxons. Observing that the French were “bitterly hurt by their
feeling of exclusion from the club,” Lloyd suggested to Dulles that they
do something to “help them over their hurt feelings.”72 Dulles thanked
him but told Ambassador Harold Caccia—who had been invited to sit in
on a State Department briefing preparatory to a visit by Pineau—that he
did not want to give “the impression that France with our two selves was
in a different category as one of the three great powers in the Free
World.”73 Before concluding bilateral talks with the French later that
month, the British passed the joint communiqué by the Americans. The
State Department, for its part, gave them a draft position paper on the
Tunisian arms for subsequent discussions in Paris. If there was not ac-
tually an Anglo-American directorate managing the Atlantic Alliance,
there was one managing relations with France. “As a rationalization it
amounts to this,” Jebb wrote from Paris. “If we have to choose we choose,
not Europe, but America.”74

Yet Britain had broader interests that went beyond the choice be-
tween Europe and America, and “a coordinated policy of containment in
the Middle East”—as Lloyd described it to Jebb—resulted from compe-
tition as much as common thinking. As the foreign secretary would tell
Caccia in February, “[I]t is of great importance for our position in the
Arab world that the United States Government should not seem to be
approaching the problem from a more pro-Arab point of view than our
own.”75

With no such concern, the crisis gave Bonn another opportunity to
distinguish its forthright support for the French from that of their other
allies. During the NATO meeting, Adenauer deplored the American at-
titude and called for a common policy on the Middle East and Africa, as
Paris had been demanding all along.76 The crisis helped to convince Gail-
lard to conclude an agreement with West Germany and Italy to cooperate
in nuclear research and development. German scientists were already par-
ticipating in missile tests in the Sahara.77 In Moscow, on the other hand,
Ambassador Maurice Dejean warned that the crisis would have the op-
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posite effect. The Soviets had calibrated their support for the Arab states
at the United Nations to the level of American support for France.
Whereas they had previously been reserved in their criticism, in January
Khrushchev accused the French of “pretending to believe in God while
pursuing a bloody war in Algeria.”78

As for the Algerians themselves, the episode brought them closer to
Bourguiba. Just after the arms crisis, the Tunisian premier and Moham-
med V met and offered their “good offices” in negotiating an end to the
war, though without endorsing the FLN’s demand that France first rec-
ognize Algeria’s independence. While the FLN had still not attained a
“united North African front,” as they had hoped for in preparing for the
December U.N. debate, they favored the inclusion of this offer in the final
General Assembly resolution. FLN officials later explained that they
wanted the Tunisians to take part because they were more independent
from France than the Moroccans. More important, the FLN moved its
military headquarters from Egypt to Tunisia, which gradually became the
main base for the exiled leadership—further exasperating the French.79

The morning after he had decided to deliver the arms, Eisenhower
wrote a long note in his diary on what had happened and why: “For the
past three days we have been in a terrible difficulty with France and Tu-
nisia, based partially upon misunderstanding but mostly on what we be-
lieve to be French stupidity and refusal to face international facts as they
exist.” They had threatened “a complete breakup of the Western alliance,”
but Eisenhower refused to be “blackmailed by French weakness.” In con-
trast to French “stupidity,” he characterized Bourguiba as “a true Western
friend.” As for the Egyptian arms, Bourguiba could not possibly turn
down a “gift.”80

It seems likely that Eisenhower was influenced by his unhappy ex-
perience of two years before, when Nasser first turned to the Soviets after
Washington refused to deliver new weaponry. That very day he asked
Dulles whether they should consider “initiating a drive to attempt to bring
back Nasser to our side.”81 The “lesson of history” for the French was
different. Joxe complained to Jebb that “the Americans were making the
same mistake over Tunisia that they had made over Egypt.” Gaillard him-
self told the ambassador that they would be vulnerable to “perpetual
blackmail,” sending Bourguiba down the same path as Nasser.82 In fact,
Bourguiba won U.S. support by arguing that it was the only way to
prevent his public from demanding that he trod the path to “positive neu-
trality.” To this end, Eisenhower noted that Bourguiba “attached the most
extraordinary importance to the delivery of some Western arms in Tunisia
before the Egyptian shipment could reach there, somewhere between the
15th or 16th of this month.”83

So when did the Egyptian arms, the catalyst of the crisis, finally ar-
rive? On November 9, Tunisian Foreign Minister Mokaddem told Am-
bassador Jones that they would arrive “several days” after the 12th.84 On
the 12th, Ambassador Houghton spoke to Pineau of the “imminence” of
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their arrival.85 Dulles wrote Selwyn Lloyd on the 13th that they were
“now in transit,” the same line Bourguiba took with Gorse the next day.86
It was not until November 25 that confirmation of a sort came from
Cairo, when officials there announced that the arms had been delivered
to Tunisia overland by way of Libya and that the ship left four days ear-
lier.87 But in an interview with Bourguiba on the 29th it was reported
that the Egyptian arms were still “expected.”88 On December 4, a story
appeared in The New York Times under the headline “A Phantom Ship
Puzzles Capital.” According to this account, not only had the Egyptian
ship not arrived but there was no confirmation that it ever existed.89

Bourguiba’s Egyptian arms ship may never have been more than a
phantom. If so, he had used the ploy to great effect. It gave the French
a reason, or an excuse, not to deliver arms, thus showing that Tunisia was
no longer under their tutelage. It also ensured that the United States
would take their place, both to honor a commitment to Bourguiba and
to head off an expansion of Nasserist influence in North Africa. By single-
handedly engineering a major international crisis, Bourguiba vindicated
his pro-Western policy while at the same time attaining autonomy among
the allies.90

Yet Eisenhower and Dulles were amenable to Bourguiba’s appeals
because they knew that, for all their threats, tantrums, and pretensions to
membership among the great powers, the French could not pay their
dues. Before the crisis broke, Dulles predicted that, “while the situation
would be bad for a while, the French would get over it since they needed
our help.”91 On the day he decided to defy the French, the president asked
whether they would be coming to the United States for economic assis-
tance. Dulles thought they would have to, adding that “we did not do
much moneywise during the Suez crisis” (it is not clear whether he meant
to or for France).92 In fact, Baumgartner and other officials of the Bank
of France were already meeting with U.S. representatives to discuss the
possibility of a loan package.93 The franc suffered its greatest ever one-
day loss in the Paris gold market while its position in currency exchanges
further deteriorated, moving from 476 to 507 against the dollar. Finance
Minister Pflimlin concluded that the need for “outside help” was now
“obvious.”94 The arms would never have been delivered otherwise, Men-
dès France concluded, describing their situation as “really humiliating.”
Indeed, even FLN propaganda tracts in Algeria harped on France’s finan-
cial straits, warning that an inability to pay for imports would soon lead
to runaway inflation and industrial shutdowns.95

“Their basic trouble is that they are still trying to act as if they headed
a great empire,” Eisenhower wrote to his friend, Swede Hazlett. “If they
would center their attention mainly on their European problems . . . they
could be a happy and prosperous country.”96
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To Put the French in a Corner

The French had lost their “bet.” The Americans felt free to disregard
protests from Paris as they thwarted efforts to contain the conflict by
coercing Tunisia. Moreover, U.S. economic assistance was now indispen-
sable, and to secure it French officials concluded that they would have to
scale down the war effort in Algeria itself. As a November 9, 1957, Fi-
nance Ministry memorandum argued, the expense of operations in Algeria
was “at the heart of the problem,” both for “purely economic” reasons
and, “on the political level: by risking interference with the conditions
[necessary] to obtain outside aid.” While the government never publicly
admitted that cutting military expenditures was necessary for obtaining
American assistance, Gaillard had already told the assembly that he could
not secure aid from abroad if it did not approve his overall economic
program.97

As l’Express reported in November,

The fate of the Algerian War is no longer determined only in the National
Assembly. It is determined from now on in the negotiations that have just
begun, in secret, between French authorities and two individuals who arrived
discretely in Paris last week: the director general of the International Mone-
tary Fund, Per Jacobsen [sic], and President . . . [of the European Payments
Union Hans Karl von] Mangoldt.98

Indeed, while Jacobsson pretended to be on personal business, he took
over an office in the Bank of France. Dillon, together with the American
representative to the IMF, Frank Southard, soon followed, intending to
keep an eye on the negotiations.99 Gaillard publicly denied that France
would accept any political conditions, and Jean Monnet—who would lead
the French team—reported hopefully that none likely to “hurt our dig-
nity” would be imposed.100 But one can debate what is a political con-
dition, as l’Express noted before offering this prediction:

Officially nothing other than a grant of credits will doubtless be announced.
Only with time will one know, little by little, what price will have been paid.
One will discover what structure our foreign judges will have given to the
French economy, that is, to France; what framework they will have fixed for
the currency; what solution they will have invited for Algeria.101

Indeed, when Monnet finally went to Washington in January 1958
to finalize $655 million in loans from the United States, the IMF, and
the EPU, he had to give a confidential written commitment to demobilize
150,000 troops that had been raised for the Algerian War. Paris also
agreed not to raise expenditures or renege on plans to cut the deficit by
40 percent—with the military bearing the brunt of the budgetary reduc-
tions. In accordance with IMF and American preferences, all of this was
in the form of a “sound money” program ostensibly prepared by the
French themselves independent of any outside pressure.102 In form and
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content, it can be counted among the first of many IMF interventions—
with considerable U.S. input—in countries struggling to adjust to the
imperatives of international capital markets.103

Yet this was not a simple matter of “the French” crumbling before
American coercion. The situation was both more complicated and more
ambiguous. Until the Sakiet crisis, to be described shortly, the best evi-
dence for an American campaign to use economic leverage to force Paris
to wind down the war was produced by French officials and journalists,
not the presumed architects of such a campaign. In October, the NSC
staff had urged that U.S. military aid to France be reconsidered if it failed
to transfer forces from Algeria to Europe. But while Dulles acknowledged
that “we might very well indeed follow this course of action,” he suc-
cessfully argued against committing himself to it. “We cannot deal with
France on so narrow a basis . . . ,” he stressed. “The stakes were just too
great.” His explanation is still classified, but in preparing for the Decem-
ber NATO summit he told Eisenhower that “we do not wish to create
[the] impression we are being tough with [the] French during their fi-
nancial crisis, to pressure them into giving up Algeria.”104

It may be that Dulles was only concerned with impressions and did
not think that it was even necessary to “connect the dots”—indeed, that
it would be counterproductive and risky to do so. An August 1957 Na-
tional Intelligence Estimate cautioned that, with regard to Algeria, “[i]f
the French felt that there had been unwarranted interference by suppos-
edly friendly countries, this would delay any significant change.” More-
over, “a crisis over Algeria in some way might become linked in French
minds with betrayal by the Western allies; a wave of intense nationalistic
feeling might then cause a temporary breakdown of cooperation with
France’s allies.”105 It was for this reason that Washington negotiated
through international agencies and required the French to produce their
own recovery plan.106

But French officials—many of whom had long been concerned about
the costs of empire and the threat to economic liberalization—encouraged
their allies to take a tough line and be skeptical about their government’s
commitments. As early as February 1957, Baumgartner had reportedly
said that he hoped the United States “was not going to bail France out
of its present difficulties.” He also declined to adopt the more extreme
arguments for Algérie française, merely telling his American counterparts
that his government’s policy was “probably” the right one.107 In these
discussions, it is clear that U.S. officials had a number of other concerns
about French economic policy, including public spending on housing and
borrowing from the Bank of France. The U.S. Treasury judged that “[t]he
African crisis, though harmful, is not a preponderant influence” in French
financial problems.108 French officials, on the other hand, continually in-
sisted that there would be no solution without first ending the Algerian
War. For instance, in December 1957 U.S. embassy official John Tuthill
asked one of Baumgartner’s advisors, Jean Sadrin, whether his govern-
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ment would honor its agreement to rein in expenditures and cut the over-
all budget deficit. “After the usual French shrugging of shoulders . . . ,”
Sadrin said that the military was the key. They had not implemented
Mollet and Bourgès’s earlier budget cuts and he was skeptical that Gaillard
would have greater success. “He felt, in fact, that if the Algerian war
continued that there would be no effective check on military expendi-
tures.”109 Ten days later, Tuthill asked Etienne Hirsch, the director of the
Commissariat du Plan, about the prospects for 1958. Hirsch was “very
pessimistic, particularly if France were to receive a large foreign credit.”
He said there was no guarantee the program would be carried out and
“pooh-poohed the idea that there might be anything like a 26% cut in
military consumption of goods in the next year.”

French Governments are usually unable to control military expenditures—
especially when hostilities are continuing. He emphasized, therefore, that the
significant decisions regarding where to cut have not been taken. It would
apparently, in his view, be almost impossible to obtain such agreements if
the Algerian war continues.110

The month before, Hirsch had told another U.S. official that Gaillard
and his predecessors had deliberately kept the facts from the public. He
did not want to “ ‘go to the country’ on the basic issue, which he for-
mulates as a choice between giving up in Algeria and putting into effect
the stringent measures . . . which alone would make it possible to support
the continuation of the hostilities there.”111 Hirsch’s own choice was clear.
He told Tuthill that “Mollet and the others were all attacking the wrong
issue. . . . Algeria must be settled.”112 Considering the antiwar sentiment
of these officials, it is possible that it was they—more than their American
counterparts—who had been using France’s need for U.S. aid as a way
to induce their ministers to wind down the war. Indeed, The Wall Street
Journal found that “most [French officials] privately concede that Amer-
ican intransigence indirectly helped sell ‘austerity’ to the parliament.”113

But considering the antiwar sentiment of American officials, why did
they not follow their counterparts’ advice and take an even harder line,
forcing France to confront the choice between settling in Algeria or set-
ting up a war economy? Their initial response to the plan had been to
reject it as “quite inadequate and insufficient,” a rebuke that made one
U.S. official “think of the Marquis de Sade.”114 Why, then, did they not
keep turning the screws?

The available evidence does not allow a definitive answer, but one
can hazard a few guesses. First, it was not entirely up to the United States,
since the EPU could provide at least stopgap aid. Its members had much
more to lose if the financial crisis was allowed to become a general eco-
nomic crisis. The French certainly painted an apocalyptic picture for the
board, warning that it would endanger the launch of the EEC and might
even cause social unrest. France was “negotiating with the board with a
‘knife at its throat,’ ” the Swiss EPU representative complained. “ ‘Give
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us credit or we will cut our imports.’ ”115 The British favored a tough line,
but they were not in a position to insist because they could not themselves
contribute to a bailout.116 Bonn had the preponderant voice—it would
fund fully 80 percent of the EPU loan—and it could hardly be expected
to force the French to choose between an aid package or Algeria. While
the Germans preferred a stricter austerity plan, political factors were over-
riding. One official explained that they would “pay for every step the
French took” in entering the Common Market “until it was too late for
the French to turn back.” In 1957, it was still not too late, as the testi-
mony to the EPU made clear.117

Consequently, by the end of November, the U.S. representatives to
the EPU reported a “progressive and continuous weakening on all sides
of [the] earlier resolution to withhold assistance until such time [as an]
adequate stabilization program [is] developed.”118 Perhaps Washington
could still have blocked assistance, but at what cost? As one official
warned, “Are the French likely to come to any other conclusion than that
it is the United States that most wants to keep their feet to the fire and
this for political reasons. I need not spell this out further.”119 Working
through international agencies required the Americans to defend their
position before their allies and rally resistance to a rescue package. Rather
than reducing the risks of a French backlash, the U.S. strategy had back-
fired.

One can well understand why Eisenhower and Dulles would shrink
from an out-and-out confrontation in which they would have been ac-
cused of jeopardizing the future of the European Economic Community
and NATO to force France to withdraw from Algeria. The Sputnik launch
in October had already shaken Western self-confidence, as shown by the
Gaither Committee report completed the following month. It predicted
rapid growth in Soviet military and economic strength, and three panel
members even recommended a preventative nuclear war. Moreover, after
Suez, Dulles had taken criticism for his handling of relations with France
and Britain, among other things, and in December he went so far as to
offer his resignation.120 The secretary had always thought that “French
North Africa is an awful mess to get into”—as he remarked the last time
he considered such an intervention.121 It was easier to believe Monnet’s
blandishments or at least postpone the showdown. After all, if the plan
failed, the French would need another bailout and Washington would be
in an even stronger position. Indeed, when the pessimistic forecasts
proved correct and another financial crisis loomed in May 1958, Monnet
told Dulles that the earlier loan had been “in the common interest.” It
had averted a breakdown at a difficult time and “the evolution of thinking
in France [since then] had . . . moved French opinion toward a more rea-
sonable position as regards North Africa.”122 Even the FLN came to see
a silver lining, as shown by an editorial in El Moudjahid:

Although many are now saying that the US, by giving financial aid to France,
becomes responsible for the war in Algeria, we would like to point out an-
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other aspect of the problem: America is also now in a position to stop this
war. America now has the right to interfere with France, France also has a
duty to obey America’s opinion and direction. It is impossible to imagine
that the loan was granted without reference to the Algerian war.123

Finally, it was always possible that the French would fulfill their com-
mitments. Their representative on the EPU board, Pierre Calvet, had
vowed in “a voice choked with emotion and tears” that all his fellow
officials were determined to do so, and privately warned that “the word
and the honor of France are on the line.”124 If they followed through with
the troop cuts, it would have been difficult to continue the war and im-
possible to win it. When it became known that the military credits in-
cluded in the loan package could not be used in Algeria, Le Monde asked
if, from the American perspective, it would have been better “to put the
French in a corner? . . . In truth, in their responses American officials have
emphasized the French decision to diminish the armed forces and to lib-
erate a part of the forces serving under the flag. In short, in the American
view the French government has set out on a path that leads to the end
of the conflict.”125

Defense Minister Jacques Chaban-Delmas appears to have been in
earnest when he warned the military chiefs that they had no choice but
to adhere to the plan. “In the contrary case,” he explained, “the equilib-
rium of all the budget would be cast into doubt and with it doubtless the
external help that France is presently soliciting.”126 Monnet pledged that
political instability would not affect the recovery plan. Indeed, in a break
with tradition, the prime minister squelched assembly debate that March
by making the entire text of the military budget a test of confidence.
Gaillard explained that he wanted it adopted “without equivocation and
without second thoughts.”127

But just as Sadrin and Hirsch had warned, in this, the actual budget,
the cuts fell on French forces stationed in Europe while appropriations
and manpower for the war were maintained at the same levels. Faced with
this threat to what little modern fighting power remained to them, the
heads of the air force and the Defense Ministry’s Direction technique et
industriel resigned, while Chief of Staff Paul Ely threatened to do so.128
Rather than compelling the French to shift forces from Algeria, the loan
agreement further reduced their strength on the continent and may well
have alienated the NATO-oriented officers who might otherwise have
defended the regime against those most committed to the war.

Yet the most critical source of tension in civil-military relations—and
what would finally impel Washington to use its economic leverage to “put
the French in a corner”—remained the conflict with Tunisia. A particu-
larly grave incident occurred on January 11, when an FLN group attacked
a French force across the border, killing eleven before returning with five
captives. Paris suspended negotiations with Bourguiba and recalled its
ambassador, but the clashes continued. Glaring across the frontier, one
of the soon-to-be-famous colonels exclaimed to Lacoste, “Monsieur le min-
istre, it can’t go on like this!”129
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The Fall of the Fourth Republic

The very next day, February 8, 1958, ALN forces firing from in and
around the Tunisian town of Sakiet Sidi Youssef forced down a French
observation plane. Whether the government authorized what happened
next has long been a matter of debate. It now appears that Chaban-
Delmas had given local commanders the right to retaliate against anti-
aircraft fire within three hours of the original attack. But he probably did
not expect the local Air Force commander, Edmond Jouhaud—himself a
pied noir—to prepare a detailed plan of attack employing 25 B-26 Ma-
rauders, Corsairs, and Mistrals that were kept in readiness for just such a
contingency.130

It was market day when the planes arrived over Sakiet, and the aptly
named Marauders made direct hits on the schoolhouse and Red Cross
trucks, killing sixty-eight civilians—including many women and children.
Like the use of torture in the Battle of Algiers, the Sakiet raid was not a
new departure in terms of French tactics; many Algerian villages had suf-
fered the same fate. But in both cases, standard practice stunned the in-
ternational media when they were able to witness it firsthand. Within
hours, Bourguiba arranged to bring foreign correspondents and photog-
raphers to the scene, and the resulting articles and images constituted a
public relations fiasco for the French. For the first time, demonstrators
even protested in front of the French mission in New York.131

Eisenhower declared that he had “never been so astounded.” Embar-
rassed by the much-publicized fact that most of the planes were American
made, Dulles suspected that the French had deliberately used their equip-
ment in order to involve the United States. Elbrick reminded him that
just four days before they had urged Paris to avoid new border incidents
and rein in their local commanders.132 Dulles told Eisenhower that “the
French were proving incapable of dealing with the whole North African
situation.” There was a danger of the West losing the whole northern tier
of Africa: “it was a question of trying to save that or trying to save
NATO.” He warned that they were “liable to lose control of the situation
in Congress,” noting that “there was criticism of our trying to pull France
out of its financial hole without doing anything for North Africa.”133

Indeed, the next day Senate Minority Leader William Knowland
asked Dulles whether the French had gone “moon-crazy”—to which Dul-
les said “yes”—and warned that there would be “serious repercussions on
the Hill in due time.”134 Media heavyweights also began to weigh in
against American support for France in Algeria. Walter Lippmann advo-
cated a change “from the policy of neutrality and abstention to a positive
policy to promote a settlement.”135 Recalling Kennedy’s early and outspo-
ken advocacy for such a position, Eric Severeid observed that the same
speech would now elicit an entirely different reaction.136

Eisenhower told Dulles that if the French did not disavow the action
and offer reparations there would not be congressional support for finan-
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cial aid to France.137 The secretary was “abrupt” and “irritated” when he
summoned Alphand to his home. He warned that French policy was lead-
ing to “a major catastrophe for us all.” They had asked for a leading role
in the region but had proven incapable of solving its problems, which
Dulles predicted would end in “a major war stretching from Morocco to
Egypt, with the Soviet Union backing the Moslem states.” The secretary
even hinted that he might recall the American ambassador from Paris.138

Earlier that day, the Dulles brothers had talked about the “large-scale
recasting of NATO” that the secretary had foreseen almost a year earlier.
The CIA director said that “it was a question of a method of transition,
[there] must be a cushioning of it.” But his brother was still uncertain:
“[H]e did not think that we want to commit ourselves to transition. . . .
We are up against an insoluble problem; they are not capable, but to take
it out of their hands would have such a bitter reaction in France that it
would destroy NATO.” The secretary feared that they might be “forced
into an anti-Arab position. . . .” But Allen Dulles warned that this “would
have tragic repercussions and lose us the oil of the Middle East . . . 139

Eisenhower was also thinking in these terms and he too was unde-
cided. After making sure that the secretary had passed on his threat about
U.S. economic aid, he wondered aloud whether NATO should reduce its
dependence on French infrastructure and rely instead on German ports
of entry. But like Dulles, he thought that “this would hardly save the
situation if a Popular Front government with Communist participation
came into power. . . .”140

The next day the French cabinet met from 9:30 in the morning until
after 8:00 at night, one of the longest sessions of the republic. Lacoste,
Chaban-Delmas, and Max Lejeune, minister of the Sahara, wanted to
prosecute the war whatever the costs abroad, but Pineau and Faure argued
that they could not prevail without their allies.141 Afterward each went his
own way: Gaillard refused to disavow the action in the Assembly but
acquiesced in a resolution “regretting the civilian losses.” Pineau, for his
part, told Joseph Alsop that it was “a sad error” that had never been
authorized by the government.142

In essence, Gaillard’s government was caught between an irresistible
force—international and especially American pressure—and an immova-
ble object: the French military in Algeria. The local commander who car-
ried out the Sakiet raid warned Salan that a “disavowal, however nuanced
and veiled it may be, would put us in a difficult position. . . . It would
signify that we have resolved to allow our adversary to reinforce along
the frontier with impunity, to submit to his raids on our frontier posts,
his anti-aircraft fire on our planes. And this at a time when our units are
making superhuman efforts to stop the wave coming from the East.”143

Salan himself characterized the operation as an act of legitimate self-
defense.144 He dispatched aides to Paris with dossiers full of documents
indicating the government’s shared responsibility for the raid, hoping to
rally other top commanders and sympathetic civilians. Though some of
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them were already hostile to the republic, he may have conceived of this
as another act of self-defense. The distance between making contact with
conspirators and making common cause was only a few steps farther.145

Yet even if civilian ministers were evading responsibility for the Sakiet
blunder, Salan could hardly blame them for failing to support a winning
strategy vis-à-vis Tunisia—he had never articulated one. For all his com-
plaints about Bourguiba’s collusion with the FLN, he had actually rejected
the idea of invading and destroying the rebel camps. Back in September,
he told Morice that overextending their forces would jeopardize the gains
already made in Algeria.146 Withdrawing from the border and perfecting
their defenses was a credible alternative, one that his successors would
pursue with excellent results. With a similar barrier being erected along
the Moroccan frontier, the failure of an FLN attempt to mount a “Saharan
offensive” in July 1957, and increasingly effective maritime surveillance,
the FLN forces of the interior faced slow strangulation. Just one ship
seized off Oran in January 1958, the Yugoslav-flagged Slovenija, yielded
some 7,000 arms—nearly half of the total estimated ALN complement
of modern weapons within Algeria.147

Given the slow but steady degradation of the Algerian maquisards—
who themselves were now losing some 4,500 more weapons a year than
they captured from the French—what was the point of the Sakiet raid?148
It was not only militarily ineffectual without an accompanying ground
offensive but politically obtuse as well. It created the impression that
French forces were threatening Tunisia, and Tunisian civilians, instead of
defending citizens from the FLN. As a result, the French had the worst
of both worlds, paying all the political costs of an aggressive strategy
without reaping any benefits. Indeed, it gave Bourguiba an excuse to
blockade French forces in their bases and begin a “battle of evacuation”—
though it was the kind of battle in which diplomats and the media did
most of the fighting.

The Americans refused even to relay French protests about the block-
ade until they made a conciliatory gesture. The cabinet therefore author-
ized the French Red Cross to evaluate the damage in Sakiet and prepare
compensation. They also agreed to consolidate some of their troops in
Tunisia. Rather than being “forced to accept a proposal for United States
and British ‘good offices’ ”—as Jean-Pierre Rioux and other historians
have described it—the French were actually forced to make these concil-
iatory gestures before their allies would agree to represent them.149 The
Quai insisted, however, that the proposed team—Murphy and Harold
Beeley, the Foreign Office’s assistant under secretary of state—limit their
activities to restarting the Franco-Tunisian dialogue and never discuss Al-
geria. In fact, while nominally just a neutral go-between, Murphy showed
his bias from the first day and for the following two months badgered
Gaillard to give in to the Tunisians on all the essential issues.150

At the same time, Dulles charged Julius Holmes with leading a group
to study how they might initiate a broader peace process. “The present
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French policy was leading inevitably to a war in which the whole Arab
world would be involved with Communist support,” the secretary ex-
plained to the British ambassador. “France would become exhausted and
would collapse, as in Indo-China; and the Russians would be left masters
of the field.” He wanted London’s support to “seize the opportunity” to
help reform French relations with all of North Africa, ultimately leading
to a commonwealth like Britain’s. “There need not be immediate inde-
pendence for Algeria, but this must be a recognizable goal.”151

Not surprisingly, the British favored this vision of the future of North
Africa, but they were loathe to pressure the French to implement it. As
de Zulueta wrote with Macmillan’s concurrence that same day: “The
French have behaved very foolishly in Tunisia and indeed in Africa as a
whole. . . . At the same time it is surely very much to British interest and to
that of the West that France should preserve as much of her position in North
Africa as is possible.” Indeed, he thought it essential that they first reestab-
lish trust with their ally through “patient and careful mediation,” helping
Paris secure the “ ‘neutralization’ of the Tunisian-Algerian frontier.”152

Three days later, Bourguiba gave an interview to Agence France
Presse that could not have been better calculated to discourage this kind
of discreet mediation. “I will never cooperate with France in guarding
the frontier,” he declared, adding that “I no longer have confidence in a
confidential conversation with France.” Worst of all, he said that he
“trust[ed] in the ‘good offices’ to find a solution for the Algerian prob-
lem.”153 That same day, the French learned that Krim was coming to Tu-
nis to make certain the negotiations did not limit FLN access to Alge-
ria.154 In the weeks to come, the rebel command would send whole
battalions against the border fortifications and the five parachutiste regi-
ments now stationed behind them, leading to some of the most intense
fighting of the war.155

By word and deed, passivity and aggressivity, the Tunisians and Al-
gerians together were forcing foreign powers to weigh in on the future
of North Africa. Like the British, virtually all had struggled to avoid a
definitive choice—America playing a “double game,” Germany conduct-
ing a “double strategy,” Italy pursuing a “two-track” policy156—since
none, not even the USSR, wanted to see French influence eradicated in
the region. Deputy Foreign Minister Valerian Zorin warned the French
ambassador that the Americans would replace them if they did not un-
dertake “an ‘audacious’ initiative to settle the Algerian problem.”157 In-
deed, the only thing now stopping the Americans was uncertainty as to
whether NATO could take the strain.

At the February 27 NSC meeting, Dulles repeated his oft-stated con-
cern that the situation was “likely to evolve like Indochina,” with a leftist
government that would “liquidate the Algerian affair” and “liquidate
NATO as well.”158 Dulles asked for advice from the Joint Chiefs, and
within a week they advised a hard line, even at the risk of French with-
drawal from NATO. All of the members except the army chief of staff
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judged that “this defense structure would not be unacceptably impaired
by the loss of France.”159

All along, Dulles’s memories of Indochina, Mendès France, and the
defeat of the EDC had served as the model for his understanding of the
interrelationship between French decolonization, domestic politics, and
foreign policy. Now it provided the inspiration for what he would do
about it: “The time ha[s] come,” he told the president that same day,
“when we [will] probably have to move in. North Africa makes the Eu-
ropean economy viable and is of the utmost importance. This is the same
story as Viet-Nam, where we had helped out on condition that the French
grant unconditional independence.”160 On March 3, Eisenhower agreed
that Algerian independence was the only real solution: “The trick is—
how do we get the French to see a little sense?”161

Dulles can be faulted for his dubious use of historical analogies—and
always the same analogy. Yet the French failure to adhere to a consistent
policy on Algeria, even on the issue of outside involvement, invited in-
tervention. For instance, the same day Eisenhower wondered how they
might be encouraged to “see a little sense,” Joxe described for the British
ambassador how Algeria might be settled within the context of a “Med-
iterranean Pact” between the Maghreb and the southern European
states—an idea that France had heretofore opposed. He explained that,
“[b]y such means it might . . . be possible for France to accept some ‘Al-
gerian personality.’ Within such an economic-politico-military framework,
France might indeed be induced to accept the emergence of a new Al-
geria.” But Joxe stressed that these were his own ideas, even while sub-
mitting that London might sponsor them.162 Murphy, for his part, con-
cluded that day “that the French government had no clear idea of where
they were going in Algeria and . . . they would welcome constructive sug-
gestions from their friends.”163

On March 5, Dulles offered a few suggestions to the French ambas-
sador. “Speaking personally and as a friend”—as he often did when mak-
ing threats—the secretary told Alphand that “it is indispensable that you
look for a political solution while there is still time.” More to the point,
he said that “whatever may be the French determination to continue the
fight until the total repression of the rebellion, financial conditions could,
at some point, stand in their way,” adding that certain senators had asked
him to go back on the loan decision. “Never . . . has the Secretary of State
expressed himself with such force on this subject,” Alphand reported to
Paris.164

The secretary continued to justify his actions based on his old dream
of “Eurafrica” and his nightmare of an international race war or Islamic
jihad. Thus, he told Pineau during a March 12 meeting in Manila that
he “could not overstate the importance of North Africa for Europe.” But
speaking “as a friend of France more than as a Secretary of State,” he said
that “the prospect of seeing the hostilities spread beyond North Africa
from Algeria to the Persian Gulf—with the communists providing logis-
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tical support and armed aid”—was “terrifying” to him. He insisted that
France would not find a solution by force alone: “This is the time for
statesmanship.”165 It was time, in other words, for Dulles to take charge.

That same day, on the other side of the globe, Murphy described an
American peace plan to Beeley, hoping to enlist the British in a joint
approach. Eisenhower would send a personal envoy to Paris to demand
that France seek a cease-fire and an international conference. The United
States and perhaps Britain as well would try to get the FLN to agree. If
the French did not go along, the United States would act to preserve the
allegiance of Tunisia and Morocco, providing them with political support
and economic and military aid. Murphy added that such aid “would be
confined in the first instance to those two countries,” perhaps indicating
that they were even considering support for the Algerians themselves.166
As we have seen, the CIA was already funneling covert aid to the FLN
through the AFL-CIO. French intelligence now reported that the rebels
had deferred plans for forming a provisional government in Cairo and
placed their faith in Bourguiba. They saw him as the statesman most
capable of helping diplomatically, “above all with the American govern-
ment,” and had high hopes for the “good offices” mission.167 Within the
week, the State Department began to upgrade U.S. contacts with the
rebels, even flying them to Tunis for clandestine meetings.168 And by May
Yazid’s contacts in Washington had raised “delicate questions” that he did
not trust to communicate through ordinary channels.169 It is not clear
what they were, but FLN officials in Tunis were so encouraged that they
assured Ambassador Jones that they now intended to “win the west”
rather than seek Soviet backing.170 Even without directly aiding the FLN,
what Murphy was suggesting would have placed America behind France’s
adversaries in a public and definitive fashion. As Beeley pointed out, this
“would be accepting a commitment the limit of which could not be fore-
seen.”171

Macmillan was taken aback upon reading of the American initiative,
writing across the top: “This is very serious. What are we doing?” Selwyn
Lloyd, for his part, said that “this proposal would come to the French
like a bomb.” Throughout March, he and the prime minister appealed to
the Americans to delay their ultimatum at least until the conclusion of
the “good offices” mission.172 From Bonn, Adenauer also urged patience,
prompting Dulles to present once again his nightmare scenario of a France
left exhausted by the war and susceptible to the appeal of a popular front
government opposing NATO.173

Eisenhower encouraged Dulles to press on. Commenting on a letter
from Bourguiba that rejected border controls, the president said that he
had “a good deal of sympathy with Bourguiba’s position” though “the
state of France causes him almost more worry than any other problem in
the world today.” Eisenhower declared that there was “no solution to the
North African problem except a political settlement which would give
Algeria a chance for independence.” Most important, “He indicated that
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he thought we should accept considerable risks as far as France’s role in
NATO was concerned in an effort to try to get France to take such a
position.”174

Eisenhower then had a letter drafted for the French prime minister
that represented his greatest risk yet. While intended to secure Gaillard’s
approval for the “good offices” proposals on Tunisia, Eisenhower also
urged “comprehension” of Tunisian support for “those in Algeria who
seek for the Algerian people an opportunity for self-government and self-
determination.” He also pointed out that, whereas NATO was intended
“to promote stability and well-being . . . [t]here is not, and has not been,
such stability and well-being in the Algerian departments of France.”175

Once again, the British struggled to restrain their ally. Macmillan
personally urged Ambassador Caccia to “try to steer the Americans off
the most dangerous shoals. . . . If he brings in Algeria the French will
react violently”—perhaps wrecking Britain’s European Free Trade initia-
tive—leading to “the probable end of NATO and most serious reorien-
tation of British policy.”176 Even Murphy urged that they hold off until
he made one last effort to persuade the French to agree to their latest
proposals. In their April 9 meeting, Gaillard appeared ready to evacuate
all but the largest of the French bases, Bizerte, without securing any Tu-
nisian concessions over the FLN’s cross-border attacks. Bourguiba had
refused to allow even a neutral investigatory commission with no enforce-
ment powers. But Pineau demanded some assurance of American support
if France took the issue to the U.N. Security Council. Gaillard warned
that otherwise there would be “a major crisis in the Western Alliance.”
When Murphy said that he could not give any assurance, Pineau asked
“what solution the United States wanted in Algeria.” Murphy replied that
he was not authorized to speak on the subject, to which Gaillard com-
plained that “France had never received from her Allies in private any
friendly advice or suggestions about Algeria.”177

The exchange underlined the ambivalence, now bordering on con-
fusion, that characterized French attitudes about U.S. involvement in
North Africa. They had long sought a “blank check” but now appeared
ready to settle for a contract that would force the Americans to state their
terms, offer something in return, and limit French losses. Rather than a
stark confrontation, this was becoming “decolonization by invitation.”
But the president’s letter, which was presented to Gaillard the next day,
did not oblige him. On British urging, Dulles had deleted the sympathetic
references to self-determination for Algeria and criticism of French con-
duct.178 Instead, Eisenhower merely suggested that accepting the Tunisian
terms could provide “an opportunity to deal constructively with the larger
aspects of the problem,” warned that “time is running out,” and asked
whether France could continue to enjoy close relations with the region
“unless that relationship is freely accepted in North Africa.” Pineau com-
plained to Jebb that it was “very vague, and gave no real indication of
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what the Americans thought the French should actually do as regards
North Africa generally, still less what the Americans would do.”179

The letter was quite enough to enrage those who still opposed any
American intervention. In a bitter eleven-hour debate within the Gaillard
cabinet, one irate participant proposed reoccupying Tunisia. But Finance
Minister Pflimlin warned of the Suez precedent and President Coty rallied
reluctant ministers by “underlin[ing] the risks” of rejecting the “good
offices” mission. According to Bernard Droz and Evelyne Lever, along
with the letter the Americans also drew attention to their earlier loan.180
There is no evidence for this in the available documents, but after Dulles’s
earlier warnings it would have been gratuitous. France was on the verge
of another balance of payments crisis that jeopardized its ability to adhere
to the EEC, now only eight months away. Under these circumstances,
America’s economic leverage was a 500-pound gorilla. It did not need to
announce itself.181

Nevertheless, the conservatives in the cabinet insisted that the full
Assembly approve their agreement to set aside the issue of Tunisian aid
to the FLN and evacuate their bases. On April 15, as the deputies sat in
frosty silence, Gaillard insisted that he had made his decision free from
outside pressure. But they would have none of it. The ensuing debate
was the “apogee” of anti-Americanism, as one historian described it, with
everyone from Mitterrand to Jean Marie Le Pen condemning the U.S.
“diktat.” “What happened,” Soustelle asked, “between April 9th, when
the good offices mission had practically expired, and the date when the
government accepted the good offices? Of course! A single new fact: Ei-
senhower wrote a letter. . . . [W]hat are we doing here, amusing ourselves
with the playthings of a spurious sovereignty?” Many deputies clutched
copies of the Sunday Times, which had just revealed the contacts between
the FLN and the American embassy in Tunis. Gaillard implored the as-
sembly not to bring on another cabinet crisis but could only hint at his
reasoning and the risks of rejecting it: “If today . . . the present govern-
ment assures you that it is in the interests of France,” he said, “. . . it has
reasons for telling you this. . . . Where will you find a majority for a new
government tomorrow? What will happen meanwhile, to the economy,
to our finances, and to society? What will happen to Algeria?” But the
Independents ignored his pleas and brought down the penultimate gov-
ernment of the Fourth Republic.182

Since the beginning of March, a number of prominent politicians
including Soustelle, Bidault, Morice, Roger Duchet—leader of the Inde-
pendents—and the Gaullist Senator Michel Debré had been arguing that
only a “government of public safety” could stand up to foreign pressure
and save Algeria. That pressure became even more explicit when, on April
17, Murphy told reporters that Paris should negotiate with the FLN. But
when Bidault failed to win a majority for a cabinet with Morice and
Soustelle on April 22, it became clear that the hard-liners were too few
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to win over the Assembly.183 The initiative then passed to politicians will-
ing to pursue a negotiated settlement and plotters in France and Algeria
prepared to overthrow them. When Coty next called on René Pleven to
begin consultations, Defense Minister Chaban-Delmas’s representative in
Algiers, Léon Delbecque, helped to organize a massive demonstration
against him.184

While Chaban-Delmas was working for the return of le général, Gaull-
ists were actually a distrusted minority among many factions.185 The mil-
itary’s role would therefore be crucial not only in deciding any extrapar-
liamentary contest for power but also in providing leadership for these
disparate elements. At this point, only a handful of officers were actively
plotting against the republic, but the top commanders had already indi-
cated they would not permit any government to abandon Algeria.186 Fol-
lowing a tour of inspections in Algeria, Ely himself warned Pleven that,
“whatever the changes in what you foresee for a solution in Algeria, right
now the single word negotiation would have very serious consequences
‘on the ground.’ ”187

But Pleven appears to have been undeterred by the danger. On May
1, he told Ambassador Houghton that he “would hope that we would be
willing to use our contacts with [the] FLN, if good enough, to try to get
it to discuss a cease-fire.” Mollet, for his part, said that he would “send a
French team to some spot outside France to meet with FLN represen-
tatives.”188 Of course, they could say nothing of the kind in public, but
Salan was already so perturbed by the general trend that he delivered a
virtual ultimatum to Paris. In a May 9 telegram to Coty that referred to
rumored plans for a “diplomatic process” to abandon Algeria, he warned
that “the French army, in a unanimous fashion, would feel the abandon-
ment of this national patrimony to be an outrage. One cannot foresee
how it would react in its despair.”189

Later that day, the FLN announced that it had executed three French
prisoners in retaliation for the execution of three rebels. This “hit over-
excited Algiers like a whip across the face,” as Horne put it.190 So when
Coty called on Pflimlin, who had indicated that he favored a negotiated
settlement, to form a coalition, the die-hards decided to confront the
military with the choice of either firing on pied noir insurgents or joining
them in revolt. On May 13, as the Assembly debated Pflimlin’s investi-
ture, crowds gathered in the center of Algiers for what was to have been
a solemn memorial service. Instead it became a raucous demonstration.
A mob sacked the American cultural center while the main body stormed
the Government House. Meanwhile, Pflimlin pledged to redouble the
French war effort and denied that he intended to abandon Algeria.191 But
it was too late. Salan and other top military leaders joined the pieds noirs
in a committee of public safety. Two days later, when it appeared that
the uprising might fizzle, Salan finally uttered the fateful words to the
crowds in Algiers: Vive de Gaulle!
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It was not an obvious choice. Le général had been considered a liberal
on colonial questions during World War II, had since made contradictory
statements on the future of Algeria, and had most recently gone out of
his way to receive and reassure the Tunisian ambassador after the Sakiet
bombing. But le général had something that no recognized adherent of
Algérie française could offer. As Soustelle argued that March, “Of all the
statesmen in France there is now only one who has the authority abroad
to see that our vital interests are respected in North Africa and Black
Africa. This is General de Gaulle.”192 Since “a diplomatic Dien Bien Phu”
appeared imminent, as Lacoste argued at the time, de Gaulle’s interna-
tional standing was his greatest selling point. Delbecque used these same
words in addressing the crowds in Algiers, as did de Gaulle himself in his
crucial May 19 press conference.193

Ironically, the Americans who were preparing this “diplomatic Dien
Bien Phu” actually welcomed de Gaulle’s return. They entertained no il-
lusions about his attitude to Atlantic solidarity, but they were better
judges than the pieds noirs of his likely policies in North Africa. Yet the
main reason that they adopted a “cool and careful noninterventionist
pose” as he drove to power, as Irwin Wall writes, was their utter exas-
peration with the Fourth Republic’s chronic instability and inability to
unite behind consistent policies.194 As Eisenhower concluded at the time:
“France presents a twelve year history of almost unbroken moral, political
and military deterioration. . . . [This] long dismal history,” he continued,
“. . . almost demanded the presence of a ‘strong man’—in the person of
de Gaulle.”195 The “double game” had always allowed for the possibility
of an entirely new player, and U.S. officials were content merely to pre-
vent the conflict from expanding beyond Algeria. Just in case, the Joint
Chiefs drew up contingency plans for a Franco-Egyptian war. In fact, only
a last-minute telephone call to de Gaulle by French officials prevented the
army from attacking Tunisia.196

Historians differ on whether the Fourth Republic was really so de-
crepit as to have been inevitably doomed. But they usually agree that the
Sakiet crisis set off the chain of events that led to its demise.197 As Michael
Harrison has argued, it is only a “slight exaggeration to claim that the
events leading up to the ‘13 May’ and the collapse of the Fourth Republic
virtually constituted an anti-American revolt on the part of the French.”198
By analyzing these events as an international rather than just a domestic
political crisis, one can see what they were revolting against.

Yet this was not simply an “Anglo-American intervention” that orig-
inated in the mind of John Foster Dulles.199 Neither he nor any of
France’s allies would have acted if the North Africans had not put them
in the position where they perceived no other choice. Moreover, this was
also a transnational crisis—not only because capital markets, the media,
and refugees played key roles, but also because it created communities of
interest that transcended national boundaries. Thus, with the Kennedy
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speech Dulles found his administration and the French “in the same boat”
in confronting criticism of their policies on Algeria.200 Bourguiba forced
a division in the arms crisis, but he could not have done so if Gaillard
had not tacitly found that preferable to settling their differences. By agree-
ing to disagree, Bourguiba strengthened his position vis-à-vis the FLN
and Gaillard rallied the support of colonial hard-liners. Some French of-
ficials then encouraged their American counterparts to use their economic
leverage to help them end the war. In the end, all parties would come to
fear an aroused French military in Algeria.

All of this intermixing, of course, was anathema to de Gaulle. He
was determined to wield force and diplomacy as instruments of state in-
stead of himself becoming the instrument of his military and the pawn of
foreign powers. Le général would not be satisfied, however, until he won
recognition that France itself was a great power again, with global inter-
ests and global influence. Paradoxically, that required regaining the con-
fidence of markets, redoubling efforts to win over world opinion, and
repairing relations with allies and especially the United States. All of that
implied negotiation and a certain amount of give-and-take. Ultimately it
required giving up Algeria.
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Decoding de Gaulle

It is time, high time to make ourselves equal to our revolution and

to our people.

It is urgent to relieve the efforts and the sacrifices of the interior by

a truly revolutionary political and diplomatic action.

It is necessary to stop relying on our martyrs. We must not wait

until the blood of our dead alone changes the course of events. . . .

It is time to give the Algerian nation, to independent Algeria fight-

ing the colonial reconquest, the legal status worthy of her, the status of a

sovereign state.

Omar Ouamrane, July 1958 1

[T]here can be no prestige without mystery, for familiarity breeds con-

tempt. All religions have their holy of holies, and no man is a hero to his

valet. In the designs, the demeanor, and the mental operations of a

leader there must be always a “something” which others cannot altogether

fathom . . .

Charles de Gaulle, 1932 2

On June 4, 1958, three days after he had accepted full powers from an
assembly that could seemingly deny him nothing, Charles de Gaulle stood
before a vast, cheering crowd at the Forum in Algiers. He began his
speech with a few simple words: Je vous ai compris. “I have understood
you.” The crowd erupted again as men and women openly cried.3

Ever since that day, people have wondered what de Gaulle had un-
derstood. The words that followed hardly clarified matters. After charac-
terizing the May 13 movement as one of renewal and fraternity, he de-
clared that, “from this day forward France considers that in all of Algeria
there is only one category of inhabitants: there are only Frenchmen in the
full sense, Frenchmen in the full sense with the same rights and duties.”
He even went so far as to include “those who, in despair, have believed
it to be their duty to lead on this ground a struggle which I recognize,
me, as courageous. . . .” In his memoirs, de Gaulle maintained that, to-
gether with an address in Mostaganem two days later, this was “tanta-
mount to saying that the day would come when the majority amongst
them could decide the destiny of all.”4 Why, then, did he say, that day in
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the Forum, that in the upcoming referendum for a new constitution “all
of the French including the ten million French of Algeria will have to
decide their own destiny”—implying that theirs was a common destiny,
to be decided in common? And if it were not then why, in the Mosta-
ganem speech, did he say “Vive l’Algérie française?”

These questions are not posed, as they usually are, for the purpose of
determining whether de Gaulle betrayed the pieds noirs. Given the hopes
raised by his return and his deliberate ambiguity in addressing them, no
answer could now convince them otherwise. But if, as Stanley Hoffman
has written, the Fifth Republic’s foreign policy was “the expression of one
man’s vision, will, and statecraft,” the study of that policy necessarily be-
gins with the nature of his vision, the constancy of his will, and the pur-
poses of his statecraft.5

There can be no doubt as to de Gaulle’s personal responsibility for
policy on Algeria. His strongest criticism of the old regime was reserved
for its indecisiveness and general disorganization, which he thought was
most egregious in relations with the overseas territories.6 The June 1958
visit was the first of eight trips he made to Algeria in two and a half years.
De Gaulle took charge of the Algerian portfolio as the last prime minister
of the Fourth Republic. As president, he was an imposing presence at
interministerial meetings on Algeria, which seldom occasioned anything
like a debate. From day to day, he directed policy and personnel through
his secretary-general, Geoffroy de Courcel, his cabinet director, René
Brouillet, and his top aides for Algerian Affairs, Jean-Jacques de Bresson
and Bernard Tricot.7

According to Tricot, when he once proposed proceeding with some
action “if le général de Gaulle agreed,” the paper was returned to him.
On it de Gaulle had written “[b]adly put: I decide: yes or no; I do not
agree.” Tricot interpreted this to mean that his seemingly innocent for-
mulation implied “a relationship of a contractual nature with subordi-
nates”—something le général would not abide from his political support-
ers, his cabinet, nor even his prime minister.8 Thus, when Algérie française
activists sent a resolution urging him to dissolve political parties he deliv-
ered a withering, public rebuke to this “peremptory motion.”9 After
Gaullists triumphed in the November 1958 Assembly elections, Brouillet
told Alain Peyrefitte, then a young deputy, that “he distrusts them because
they believe they have rights over him. In fact, he believes that they owe
him everything, which is probably true, and that he owes them nothing,
which,” Brouillet allowed, “may be inaccurate.” De Gaulle retainedMichel
Debré as prime minister just so long as he served to cover his right flank
through the Algerian settlement—a settlement that shattered Debré—and
then granted his long-standing wish to resign. De Gaulle considered his
supporters to be vassals, Brouillet concluded; but in this form of feudalism
they had no claim to his loyalty.10

De Gaulle himself constantly asserted his sovereign power in the Fifth
Republic, the constitution of which could be said to have been created
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by and for him. It is indicative that in his first seven-year term he pro-
nounced the word “I” almost 500 times in 46 radio-television addresses—
more even than “France.”11 Never self-effacing, de Gaulle was nevertheless
most revealing on this point when he related a conversation with Queen
Elizabeth II in his memoirs. She had supposedly asked him “what I
thought of her own role. . . . I [de Gaulle] answered:

In that station to which God has called you, be who you are, Madam; that
is to say the person in relation to whom, by virtue of the principle of legit-
imacy, everything in your kingdom is ordered, in whom your people per-
ceives its own nationhood, and by whose presence and dignity the national
unity is upheld.

It was a role, needless to say, not unworthy of de Gaulle.12 Indeed, during
the January 1960 “week of the barricades” in Algiers, de Gaulle called for
obedience by virtue of “the national legitimacy that I have incarnated for
twenty years. . . .”13

Thus, de Gaulle imagined himself as France incarnate and refused to
recognize any obligation, even to his loyalists. He could hardly be ex-
pected to credit foreigners with any influence in his policies—least of all
on Algeria, which had shaken the country to its core and catapulted him
back to power. Here again his memoirs are instructive, if not in the way
that he intended. Writing some ten years later, he maintained that upon
his return to power assimilation was out of the question and that it was
also too late to try to bring about “an autonomous Algeria evolving of
its own accord into a state attached to France by federal ties. . . .” So,
“having decided to accord [Algeria] this right [to self-determination], I
would do so only on certain conditions.

First of all it must be France, eternal France, who alone, from the height of
her power, in the name of her principles and in accordance with her interests,
granted it to the Algerians. There could be no question of her being com-
pelled to do so by military setbacks, or prevailed upon to do so by foreign
intervention, or induced to do so by partisan and parliamentary agitation.
We would, therefore, put forth the effort required to make ourselves masters
of the battlefield. We would pay no attention to any overtures from any
capital, to any offer of “good offices,” to any threat of “agonizing reappraisal”
in our foreign relations, to any debate in the United Nations.

Only then, almost as an afterthought, does de Gaulle mention guarantees
for the safety of the pieds noirs, continued cultural relations, and coop-
eration in developing Saharan oil.14 It is as if the way de Gaulle personally
reformed France’s relationship with Algeria—and the way he was perceived
doing so—were more important than the relationship itself. Indeed, the
idea that de Gaulle “granted” Algeria independence in a kind of victory
over die-hard military officers and pieds noirs proved far more enduring
than any of the guarantees he obtained in the Evian accords. Almost thirty
years later, Xavier Yacono found it necessary to remind readers of his
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account of the war that it was the FLN, not le général, who had actually
won.15

But de Gaulle’s own version does not just obscure the final outcome.
It leaves all of his decisions that led up to it remote and inaccessible, as
if, after years of wandering in political exile, le général went up to the
mountain and, “from the height of her power,” came down to offer “a
solution . . . which would be the most French” (as he put it in January
1960).16 This elides the problem itself, which was not purely French.
That, it would seem, was precisely the problem. His whole approach to
Algeria—his insistence, “first of all,” that France would act without regard
to outsiders—can be read as a reaction to the international character of
the war. Thus, he writes that the Algerians “were well aware that if the
plight of their fathers had left the world indifferent, there was now a vast
wave of sympathy and sometimes active support for their cause abroad.”
Given their support in the United Nations and the precedents set in In-
dochina, West Africa, Tunisia, and Morocco, “the Algerians were confi-
dent that in the long run, provided they themselves opened the breach,
their independence was a foregone conclusion.” Conversely, attempting
to maintain the status quo “would be to keep France politically, financially
and militarily bogged down in a bottomless quagmire when, in fact, she
needed her hands free to bring about the domestic transformation neces-
sitated by the twentieth century and to exercise her influence abroad unen-
cumbered.”17

As we have seen, the “vast wave of sympathy and sometimes active
support” did not arise spontaneously; the Algerians had had to earn it.
Moreover, self-rule in West Africa, Tunisia, and Morocco was, in part,
precipitated by the Algerians’ own efforts, which had forced the French
to focus on their most prized possession. And if France was then “bogged
down” in Algeria and “encumbered” abroad, it was because of the con-
tinuing sacrifices by the mujahadeen and the nationalist leadership in exile.
To believe de Gaulle’s memoirs, with his accession the outcome was al-
ready decided—even if French prestige required that the ALN lose a few
battles and that the external leadership endure his disdain.

It is hard now to imagine how Algeria’s independence ever appeared
less than inevitable. Knowing how the end of the war enabled the French
under de Gaulle to regain grandeur, one wonders why they did not ac-
tually welcome it. But at the time most of France’s military and political
elite assumed that if it suffered yet another defeat it would forever be
relegated to the status of a third-rate power. It was hardly obvious, even
to de Gaulle, that liquidating the empire would leave France stronger
than before—though that process was certain to subject it to the most
debilitating domestic strife. One need not doubt his oft-stated admission
that, “[f]or a man of my age and upbringing, it was bitterly cruel to
become through my own choice the overseer of such a transformation.”
But his “mind was made up,” he writes, “whatever the dreams of the past
or the regrets of today, whatever I myself had undoubtedly hoped for at other
times.”18
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Historians have had to glean meaning from such musings because de
Gaulle’s heirs have denied them access to all but a fraction of his papers.
But together with the recollections of his contemporaries and the public
record, they are sufficient to cast doubt on the idea that in 1958 he was
reconciled to Algeria’s quickly gaining independence, to suggest that his
memoirs present a flat, composite picture of a policy that continually
evolved, and to reconstruct a chronology tracing that evolution from the
hopes of “other times” to the “regrets of today.”

De Gaulle began to gain a reputation as a relative liberal on colonial
questions with his opening address to the January 1944 Brazzaville con-
ference of colonial administrators. The conference was called, in part, to
consolidate the empire in the face of American anticolonialism. De Gaulle
admitted no particular pressure, saying only that “immense events” in the
world required that they “establish on a new basis the conditions of the
development of our Africa, of the human progress of its inhabitants and
of the exercise of French sovereignty.” Yet the conference itself concluded
that “the civilizing mission accomplished by France in the colonies pre-
cludes any idea of autonomy and all possibility of evolution outside the
French imperial bloc. Self-government, even in the distant future, is out
of the question.” Later that year de Gaulle defined France’s mission as
“to lead each of her peoples to a development which would permit it to
administer itself, and, later, to govern itself.”19 These positions are not
necessarily contradictory if one keeps in mind a crucial distinction le gén-
éral preferred to leave implicit: the distinction between self-government
inside an “imperial bloc”—maintaining the “exercise of French sover-
eignty” over “her peoples”—and self-government as sovereign indepen-
dence.

One must also recall the distinction between words and deeds, how-
ever powerful de Gaulle’s words could be. His provisional government
offered only a few relatively insignificant reforms to Tunisia and Morocco.
Though it is difficult to assign ultimate responsibility for the repression
of the Sétif uprising, de Gaulle’s preeminent biographer, Jean Lacouture,
judges that he was more “a driving force than an obstacle in the terrible
massacre.”20 And while he granted Muslims citizenship in 1944, de Gaulle
did not support the 1947 statute for Algeria—contrary to his later asser-
tions—calling instead for “a system in which France will exercise fully the
rights and duties of her sovereignty.”21 Here again, French sovereignty
was non-negotiable. That same year, his doubts that the Fourth Republic
could win the war in Indochina helped convince him to form the Rassem-
blement du Peuple Français.22 The RPF’s failure to take power led him to
withdraw from political life from 1952 to 1958, but there was no indi-
cation of any loss of interest in the empire. He undertook two lengthy
tours of France’s overseas possessions and in 1957 inspected the new oil
and gas works in the Sahara,23 encouraging Lacoste to continue his work.

De Gaulle was known for allowing his interlocutors to believe that
he shared their views so as to draw them out and maintain their support.
Jean Touchard has compiled five solid pages of contradictory quotations
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showing that “the partisans of Algérie française leave General de Gaulle
convinced that he is unshakably attached to Algérie française. The partisans
of a negotiated peace,” on the other hand, “leave General de Gaulle con-
vinced that he is a partisan of a negotiated peace.”24

Two points help us to sort out this mass of conflicting evidence: De
Gaulle’s occasional predictions that Algeria would be independent need
to be read in the context of his unremitting gloom concerning France’s
prospects under the Fourth Republic. Thus, in the winter of 1957–58,
he told the journalist J.-R. Tournoux that the regime “has lost Indochina,
Tunisia, Morocco. It will lose Algeria.” But he went on to assert that “the
system will also lose Alsace, Lorraine, Corsica, Brittany. Nothing will
remain to us but the Auvergne because no one will want it.”25 In this case
and many more besides, de Gaulle made the prediction of near-term Al-
gerian independence contingent on the continuation of “the system.”
Thus, he told Louis Terrenoire, the former secretary-general of the RPF,
that nothing and no one could any longer stop the Algerian movement,
but “a totally different regime, which would rejuvenate France and make
it more attractive, could attempt an entirely new experiment of associa-
tion.”26

This new experiment appears to have been the French Community—
indeed, Charles-Robert Ageron argues that finding a solution to the Al-
gerian problem was the main reason for establishing the community in
the first place.27 De Gaulle presented a stark choice to France’s colonies
during an August 1958 tour through Africa: they could build on the 1956
loi cadre and become self-governing states in this federal system or opt for
total independence—and immediate withdrawal of all French aid and ad-
visors. The community had a common Executive Council, consultative
Senate, and Court of Arbitration, though each body was subordinate to
the presidency, which also retained responsibility for defense and foreign
policy.28 Based on interviews with several of de Gaulle’s closest aides and
associates, Lacouture concluded that he envisaged the community as a
framework for a continuing “close association” between France and Al-
geria, which would attain independence only later—twenty-five years
later, according to his delegate-general, Paul Delouvrier. Even then, “co-
operation” would continue.29 Thus, while some have cited de Gaulle’s pre-
1958 declarations that Algeria would be independent to argue that he
worked for it from the day he returned to power, it appears that, actually,
he thought his own return made it possible to postpone Algeria’s inde-
pendence for decades.30

If so, this was not the first time that de Gaulle was recalled from
political exile when his gloomy prophesies proved correct—nor the first
time that he let it go to his head. One of the very few French commanders
to win laurels against the Wehrmacht in May 1940, he was also virtually
the only one to feel optimistic that France could expel the invader. La-
couture writes that he sometimes “found it difficult to distinguish be-
tween what was happening to him and what was felt by the people as a
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whole.”31 Now that he was president of a renewed republic—rather than
a mere brigadier in a retreating army—it must have seemed much easier
to turn the tide against the bedraggled mujahadeen.

But as early as 1944, de Gaulle had concluded that complete integra-
tion was illusory. If the partisans of Algérie française were convinced that
he was “unshakably attached” to their cause, they appear to have con-
vinced themselves. They can produce little evidence, and even Soustelle
noted that de Gaulle voiced reservations.32 He did not oppose integration
because of any liberal ideas about equality and fraternity. As he told Pey-
refitte in 1959:

We have founded our colonization since the beginning on the principle of
assimilation. We pretended to make good Frenchmen out of coloreds. We
made them recite: “Our ancestors the Gauls”; this was not very bright. That’s
why decolonization has been so much more difficult for us than for the En-
glish.33

In another conversation with Peyrefitte that year, de Gaulle described
integration as positively dangerous: “The Muslims, have you gone to see
them? You’ve looked at them, with their turbans and their djellabas?
You’ve seen how little they are like Frenchmen?” Comparing the two
communities to oil and vinegar, he insisted that

Arabs are Arabs, Frenchmen are Frenchmen. Do you believe that the French
body could absorb ten million Muslims, who tomorrow will be twenty mil-
lion and the day after that forty? If we pursue integration, if all the Arabs
and Berbers of Algeria were considered French, how would we prevent them
from coming to settle in the metropole, where the standard of living is so
much higher. My village would no longer be called Colombey-les-Deux-
Eglises but Colombey-les-Deux-Mosquées!34

By that point, de Gaulle had also become concerned about the cost of
continuing the war, though this cost was not only economic. In public
he went out of his way to reject Raymond Cartier’s contention that France
should withdraw from Africa because colonialism did not pay. This po-
sition was “not in agreement with the idea that France has of itself,” de
Gaulle asserted in 1959, “nor with the idea that the world has of
France.”35 Indeed, the previous year he had initiated a five-year plan for
developing Algeria that would cost over $400 million (2,043 million new
francs). But privately he had already begun to complain that economic
integration would require a “ruinous effort” while the war constituted “a
grave moral prejudice in the world.”36 Not until an April 1961 press
conference did de Gaulle publicly speak of how Algeria “costs us, to say
the least, more than it brings us,” imposing “military and diplomatic
mortgages,”37 and not just economic ones.

Here, then, is another irony: when de Gaulle eventually conceded
Algerians the right to determine their own destiny he was motivated by
the most illiberal sentiments. Yet le général was “conscious of living his
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own biography,” as Alfred Grosser has argued, “behav[ing] according to
what history will say.”38 The 1961 press conference was therefore an ex-
ception. “The idea that the world has of France”—and the idea that he
wanted the world to have of himself—required that in public de Gaulle
present his policy as part of France’s “humane and historically generous”
tradition, as his memoirs claim.39 But it is clear that in 1958 he did not
intend to be so generous and that he did not think it was too late for “an
autonomous Algeria evolving of its own accord into a state attached to
France by federal ties.” Instead of acknowledging that the Algerians had
forced him to abandon this aim, he cultivated the myth that he had in-
tended to offer complete independence all along.

To make this argument, one does not need to rely solely on the ac-
counts of de Gaulle and his associates. One can also compare the records
of his wartime foreign ministry with his subsequent statement that France
paid “no attention to any overtures from any capital . . . to any debate in
the United Nations.” Though French diplomats did not decide policy on
Algeria, their importance in informing and implementing it is now clear.
Moreover, the Quai’s archives also contain the files of the Secrétariat d’Etat
aux Affaires algériennes (SEAA) and the peace negotiations it conducted.
These show how much the final settlement differed from de Gaulle’s initial
design. Most important, we now have access to Algerian documents that
reveal the dialogue that continued within and through their war with
France. Only by listening to both sides of this argument can we explain
how the Algerians won and de Gaulle lost—and why it took another four
years of fighting.40

The FLN Prepares its Riposte

However it was viewed in retrospect, in 1958 the FLN considered de
Gaulle’s return to be a disastrous setback on the path to independence.
During the preceding crisis, they had suffered demoralizing losses in as-
saults on the Morice line, culminating in the battle of Souk-Ahras of April
26–29 when the French captured or killed three-quarters of some 820
mujahadeen who attempted to cross the wire.41 But at the same time, FLN
leaders in Tangier achieved another diplomatic coup: the first conference
to unite Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia against France. Though ostensibly
organized by the ruling parties rather than governments as such, the Is-
tiqlal delegation included Foreign Minister Ahmed Balafrej while Bour-
guiba’s vice president and defense minister, Bahi Ladgham, headed the
one sent by the Neo-Destour. And whereas the meeting of African states
in Accra earlier that month and the December 1957 Afro-Asian solidarity
conference in Cairo offered little more than moral support, the Tangier
resolutions pledged military and financial aid, endorsed the formation of
a provisional Algerian government, and even envisioned a North African
assembly uniting the three peoples.42

The atmosphere was altogether different when Balafrej and Ladgham,
this time representing their respective governments, agreed to meet FLN
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representatives during a conference in Tunis June 17–20, two weeks after
de Gaulle obtained full powers. The conference’s purpose was for Mo-
rocco and Tunisia to sign a cooperation agreement. Not only had they
excluded the FLN from the agreement, they even excluded them from
the public ceremonies that surrounded it. Nevertheless, in private meet-
ings Ferhat Abbas, Abdelhafid Boussouf, Ahmed Francis, and Belkacem
Krim obtained a commitment to designate a common secretariat, though
not the promised North African assembly. Nor did they receive any con-
crete offer of aid, despite repeatedly pressing their interlocutors.43 But the
worst moment came when Ladgham revealed that France and Tunisia had
just concluded an agreement that would close within four months all
French bases besides Bizerte, the status of which would be determined in
subsequent negotiations. The agreement itself was consistent with the
Tangier resolutions, which had called for the withdrawal of all French
troops from North Africa, but not the secrecy in which it had been con-
cluded. The Algerians must have been all the more unnerved that the
Moroccan representatives did not appear surprised. Balafrej, who had be-
come prime minister since the Tangier conference, confirmed that he
knew all about the agreement. By contrast, Ladgham refused the Algeri-
ans’ repeated requests to see a copy of the text.

Toward the end of this contentious meeting, Krim called for a joint
communiqué that would demand Algerian independence, which the Tan-
gier conference had described as the only possible solution to the war.
Earlier that day Bourguiba had publicly offered to mediate between
France and the FLN, which Minister of Economic Affairs Abderrahim
Bouabid now endorsed on behalf of Morocco. He urged a formulation
that showed a “positive will,” stressing that, “[i]f, before de Gaulle, the
position of France was very weak on the international plane, since then
things have changed.” France was moving away from the United States
while the Soviets were at the point of sacrificing French Communists in
the hope of breaking up NATO. Bouabid even hinted that Egypt might
withdraw its support for the FLN.

Mindful of these dangers, the FLN had signaled a willingness to con-
sider “a federal union implying the independence of Algeria” on the eve
of de Gaulle’s trip.44 But he had answered by shouting “Vive Algérie
française,” as Abbas reminded his interlocutors:

In Algeria there is a war, and if we do not face this fact we are doubtless
going to come to some absurd conclusions. For us Algerians de Gaulle’s
position means war, whatever the support de Gaulle could receive from the
Americans, the Russians, or even the Egyptians. The word integration means
war.

For Abbas, France’s revival made it all the more important that North
Africans reaffirm their common commitment to a united and independent
Maghreb. While Ladgham agreed that it was necessary for the FLN to
intensify the war effort, he insisted that they leave de Gaulle room for
maneuver. Pointing out that le général had paid tribute to the Algerians’
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courage, which was “noted by all the international press,” he called on
them to show “political maturity” and “not pronounce certain words.”

“De Gaulle has thrown us some flowers,” Ahmed Francis retorted,
“but we would have preferred that he insulted us if at the same time he
spoke of independence.” For their part, each word the Algerians pro-
nounced would be weighed and commented upon. “The Algerian people
follow events closely and we do not have the right to play with the morale
of our people.” Boussouf also pointed out that in Algeria people “read all
the newspapers and listen to all the radios.” The FLN leaders were gen-
uinely worried about how to respond to the hopes raised by de Gaulle’s
return without undermining the militancy of their supporters. New means
of mass communications that could carry their message into Algeria con-
strained their freedom of maneuver. They realized, with Nasser, that “peo-
ple in the most remote villages hear what is happening everywhere and
form their opinions. Leaders cannot govern as they once did”—or, as in
this case, negotiate as they might have liked to.45

That same month, the CCE issued guidance to cadres on the message
they were to convey to supporters. They vowed that the ALN would
never disarm before the flag of independent Algeria flew at the United
Nations, but they were not to risk ridicule by predicting that the French
army would be driven into the sea. Instead, they were instructed to em-
phasize that the war was a political rather than a military problem. All
their international activities and negotiating initiatives had a single objec-
tive: “to weaken the enemy positions in the diplomatic sphere and to
hasten our victory.” At the same time, they had to emphasize, indeed
exaggerate, the strength of their own international positions. Thus, while
Algeria at war was hardly oblivious to the feuds dividing her allies, it took
no part in them: “[F]or her, the Arab world is one.” Above all, and
despite Tunisia and Morocco’s failings, they had “to maintain against
wind and tide the unity of North Africa and the friendship of North
African peoples.”46

The Tunisian army had already begun to impound FLN arms ship-
ments and enforce tighter control over their forces.47 In July, Bourguiba
concluded another agreement with de Gaulle to allow construction of a
petroleum pipeline running from the Algerian Sahara through Tunisia to
the Mediterranean—thus ignoring an FLN warning that this would be
considered “a hostile gesture.”48 He also began to play a subtle, even
duplicitous game between the United States, France, and Algeria. On July
25, he told Ambassador Jones that “your Government will have to exert
all its energies upon [France] if any progress is to be achieved on [the]
Algerian problem; you must never cease pushing and persuading.” But
just a week later, he assured Joxe that he had “confidence in General de
Gaulle, it is necessary to leave him time to work.”49 In the meantime,
Bourguiba worked to advance Tunisian interests in an eventual Algerian
settlement, claiming a large swath of the Sahara between Tunisia’s south-
ern border and the oil fields at Edjelé.50
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The Moroccans, for their part, had long-standing claims to much of
the Western Sahara—not to mention the whole of Mauritania—claims
that they had asserted through clashes with local ALN units and harass-
ment of Algerian refugees. Moreover, they had long turned a blind eye
to attacks on the Algerians from the remaining French bases in Morocco.
But the formation of a mixed Algerian-Moroccan commission in April,
the barricading of the French bases in May, and de Gaulle’s agreement to
a partial withdrawal in June all raised expectations that Morocco might
follow through on the pledges of the Tangier conference. Renewed
French and Moroccan attacks on the mujahadeen and continuing harass-
ment of refugees finally dispelled these hopes. It then became clear that
the French had abandoned their isolated posts only because air power
could interdict FLN communications no less effectively. Moreover, the
Moroccans remained determined to redraw the border with Algeria.51

After more than a year in exile—seeing Tunisia rationing its support,
Morocco actively hostile, and their Egyptian hosts preoccupied with crises
closer to home—the FLN leadership in Cairo viewed an independent
Algeria as an increasingly distant prospect. Whereas once they “aroused
the admiration of the whole world,” the CCE’s chief of armaments and
logistics, Omar Ouamrane, observed that they were “marking time”—
even regressing. Concerned about their support at home and backbiting
and bureaucratization abroad, he feared that “disgust and discouragement
have taken hold of the best of us.” Ouamrane himself was obviously bit-
ter: “We’ve settled into the war, the world has also gotten used to it. It
will continue to turn to the Algerian war as long as it lasts, if necessary
until the last Algerian.”52

Ouamrane observed that the French, on the other hand, had regained
self-assurance under de Gaulle. Le général could “permanently bar the way
to the West and neutralize the Eastern bloc. He has already succeeded in
partially cutting us off from our own brothers.” The Moroccans and Tu-
nisians now treated the FLN as “a minor and an incompetent,” Ouamrane
observed. “. . . [W]e have served as a bogeyman, an instrument of black-
mail against the French.” Wary of becoming another Spain or Korea, the
Algerians had neglected potential Communist support and now had noth-
ing to show for their patience with Washington. Yazid was reporting that,
“having put a finger in a viper’s nest and been bitten,” the Americans
“were not about to do it again.” Indeed, they were unlikely to refuse de
Gaulle a loan if he asked for one. Ouamrane concluded that the FLN
should no longer act through intermediaries nor rely on any one country.
Instead, it should adopt “a policy of balance and blackmail”—not only
between the Americans and the Soviets, but also between pro-Western
and neutralist Arab states.53

While they were delivered with a new sense of urgency, there was
nothing original about Ouamrane’s recommendations. Hocine Aı̈t Ah-
med, imprisoned since 1956 with the rest of the first external delegation,
had already called for a balance between the West and the Soviets in his
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1948 plan for revolutionary war.54 In fact, Ouamrane’s whole report ap-
pears to have been inspired by a study Aı̈t Ahmed had written in his cell
in April 1957. But Aı̈t Ahmed had proposed, and Ouamrane now sec-
onded, a “truly revolutionary political and diplomatic action” with which
to advance this neutralist policy. Perhaps it was fitting that the plan for
proclaiming Algeria’s independence while still under French occupation
was dreamed up by a prisoner in the Santé.55

Here is how Ouamrane summarized Aı̈t Ahmed’s critical insight:
“Our whole policy consists of requesting, of demanding our indepen-
dence. We demand it from the enemy. We want that our brothers, our
friends, the UN recognize it. We ask it of everyone except ourselves,
forgetting that independence proclaims itself and is not given.” In fact,
independence depended on no one but the Algerians, and Aı̈t Ahmed
showed how declaring it would drive the French to the negotiating ta-
ble.56 First and most important, reestablishing the dawla, or state, was the
dream of generations of Algerian Muslims, and would now inspire them
to persist in their struggle. Each recognition, beginning with Arab and
Asian states pressured by their own publics and mutual competition,
would further galvanize their energies. Algeria would then be an integral
part rather than merely an outward sign of the Afro-Asian movement,
which was increasingly being courted by the superpowers. And if they
won recognition from the Communist states, the Americans might be led
to end their “complacency and capitulations” to French blackmail. More-
over, a recognized state with all the trappings of a regular government
would have a stronger claim to the protection of international conventions
that forbade indiscriminate bombardment and mistreatment of prisoners.
It would also deprive the French of the excuse that they had no negoti-
ating partner. In any case, once begun, a campaign for recognition could
be conducted continuously, confronting the French with an ongoing and
seemingly irreversible process rather than the once-a-year test of strength
in the General Assembly.57

Whatever the hypothetical advantages, Aı̈t Ahmed was conscious of
the unreal aspect of proclaiming a government with all its ministries where
the mujahadeen could not even count on holding a village during daylight
hours. But he insisted on establishing the seat of this government within
Algeria—or rather, appearing to—precisely because it would add a “mag-
ical” element to the initiative, much like the popular belief that the broad-
casting station of ‘Fighting Algeria’ was in the maquis. It hardly mattered
whether the French eventually found this headquarters, since the Muslim
population would not believe them. Nor would it risk the process of
internationalization: “[Q]uite the contrary, the revelations, the denials,
the polemic that will not fail to be established on this point, the war of
communiqués, the sensational reporting would all contribute to the pub-
licity and the dramatization of the Algerian question.”58

In reality, of course, most of the government would work abroad in
safety. But Aı̈t Ahmed argued that the Algerians should always encourage
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uncertainty as to its location. Thus, if a minister who was supposed to be
in Algeria were spotted abroad, they could claim that he was on a mission.
Ferhat Abbas suggested a mobile organization instead in a July 1958
memorandum. But he too emphasized the “magical” aspect. “The mem-
bers of the CCE would be much more free if they were everywhere and
nowhere,” Abbas suggested. “When the enemy believes that they are in
Cairo, in reality they will be in Rabat, in Tunis, in Madrid, in Belgrade,
in Riyadh, in New York, in London and everywhere the interests of Al-
geria at war call them”—everywhere, it would seem, but Algeria.59

One cannot but admire the audacity of these arguments, which show
that the Algerians appreciated the importance of cultivating a mystique
fully as much as de Gaulle did. But one also detects a note of desperation
in their repeated assurances to themselves and each other that forming a
government was a logical extension of their war effort.60 In August
1956, some of these same leaders, including Ouamrane and Krim, had
assembled in the heart of Algeria to declare the primacy of the interior
over the exterior. A year later, after being forced into exile, the leadership
declared that there was no difference between the interior and the exte-
rior.61 Now they were prepared to institutionalize—and bureaucratize—
external direction, even while entertaining the illusion that the govern-
ment could be “everywhere and nowhere.” In fact, they were following
in the footsteps of the old external delegation—“in Rabat, in Tunis, in
Madrid”—ever farther from their increasingly hard pressed comrades in
the maquis. This helps explain the pious, self-conscious tributes to the
primary role of “the people,” and the many warnings that one could not
forever count on their fortitude. The Algerians did not necessarily declare
independence and form a government from a conviction that it was a
war-winning strategy, but rather because, as Abbas put it, there was little
elsethey could do but “give some reasons to hope for those who suffer
and die.”62

In fact, all of the advocates of this course stressed its potential impact
on morale, and the CCE’s head of liaisons and communications, Abdel-
hafid Boussouf, claimed that the mujahadeen themselves demanded it. But
the leadership’s motives may have been personal as well as political. One
is struck, for instance, by Abbas’s fear that if they lost their base of support
in Algeria they would become, “by the force of circumstances, simple
charlatans.” Ouamrane put it more grandiosely but the sentiment was the
same: “Before our dead, before the survivors, before God, our responsi-
bility is very heavy. Let us assume it with honor. Today the destiny of
Algeria is in our hands. We will be liberators or assassins.”63 “Charlatans,”
“assassins”—these were fitting epithets for ambassadors without a coun-
try, soldiers without a state. If the war ended in defeat, their responsibility
would indeed be heavy. By preparing to proclaim Algerian independence,
the leaders of the FLN were reaffirming their faith in themselves and their
cause. But in justifying it, they also betrayed their increasing fear of for-
ever remaining rebels unredeemed by victory.
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Tous Azimuts Diplomacy

In his original proposal for a provisional Algerian government, Hocine
Aı̈t Ahmed cited as precedents everything from America’s Declaration of
Independence in 1776 to the Polish and Spanish governments in exile.
He ignored the differences—the fact, for instance, that all the revolution-
ary governments he cited had controlled at least part of the claimed ter-
ritory and that the governments in exile could claim continuity with sov-
ereign, internationally recognized states. The FLN, on the other hand,
was hunted down whenever it showed its face in Algeria, where French
sovereignty had been unquestioned even by the rebels’ closest allies.64

The most relevant precedent may have been one Aı̈t Ahmed and the
other FLN leaders did not mention, though it could not have escaped
their attention: de Gaulle’s own wartime Comité National de la Résistance.
Like the Algerian revolution, de Gaulle’s movement was launched against
seemingly insurmountable odds. Both confronted the problem of relying
on allies without becoming their instruments. Each retained autonomy
by playing off stronger powers or by appealing directly to their publics.
They also confronted rival organizations, which they co-opted or ruth-
lessly eradicated. De Gaulle as much as the FLN ultimately relied on the
legitimacy conferred by his people’s support, with radio playing an im-
portant role, even if it required exaggerating the unity and strength of
national resistance.65 Finally, lacking the material fundaments of power,
both drew strength from its more abstract and even magical qualities. De
Gaulle was already famous for his punctilious observance of diplomatic
protocol, but the FLN representatives would impress even the Swiss with
their insistence on matters of form.66 And, as we have seen, the Algerians
were quite conscious of the connection between mystery and prestige, a
connection de Gaulle demonstrated during his own radio broadcasts from
exile. “For four years the words coming from London were to be the
night-voice of the imaginary,” as Lacouture observes, “—that spiritual
rebellion against reality which may also be reality’s prefiguration.” One
need only substitute Cairo and Tunis for London, and the analogy is
complete.67

De Gaulle may therefore have been genuinely empathetic when he
recognized the rebels’ courage, thus becoming the first French premier
not to dismiss the FLN as a criminal conspiracy of foreign origin. Yet
this was part of a strategy to domesticate the Algerian question—to define
it as “a French tragedy,” as he emphasized in his memoirs, so as to find
a French solution.68 At the time, de Gaulle hardly recognized the FLN as
equals. Talking to Ambassador Jebb in March 1958 about eventual ne-
gotiations, he asserted that they “knew that they themselves could not
possibly govern Algeria: their mental and physical resources were simply
not adequate for this purpose. Therefore, in the long run, they would
probably be forced to abandon extreme intransigence and something
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would emerge.” In one critical assumption, de Gaulle did not differ from
his predecessors. He told Jebb that the “actual length of the physical strug-
gle would probably depend on the extent to which the FLN leaders
thought they were supported by outside powers.” In other words, the
FLN had to be isolated if they were to be brought to terms. For that de
Gaulle, no less than the maligned leaders of the Fourth Republic, needed
allies.69

On June 17, the same day he concluded the base agreement with
Bourguiba, de Gaulle told his defense advisors that the French role in
NATO would have to be reconsidered. This provided the first inkling of
the famous tripartite memorandum he delivered to Eisenhower and Mac-
millan three months later. “We make a considerable contribution to
NATO,” he asserted, “Without us, NATO would not exist.”70 On a num-
ber of occasions, de Gaulle’s predecessors had also been ready to stake
participation in NATO against support for the French position in North
Africa, and they never stopped demanding tripartite consultations. They
also initiated the independent nuclear program that de Gaulle was able to
claim as his own—Gaillard approved the first nuclear test in one of the
last acts of his government.71 But le général’s personal authority and well-
known dissatisfaction with the alliance—especially America’s predominant
role and advocacy of supranational European integration—would give
him more credibility in threatening to withdraw.

And de Gaulle had proved himself “capable of the most extraordinary
actions,” as Eisenhower reminded his secretary of state. The president
recalled how in the midst of the German winter offensive of 1944 de
Gaulle had refused orders to withdraw French forces from Strasbourg.
Eisenhower replied that the United States and Britain “would win the
war anyway” and withhold all logistical support. “De Gaulle . . . would
therefore be reduced to impotency.” But, as he reflected on it in 1958,
the president cautioned against adopting this attitude “in light of De
Gaulle’s present position of power and influence.” He warned Dulles to
“watch out for him.”72

The British were also keeping a close watch on de Gaulle, though
Selwyn Lloyd urged that they “act in public as though we had no nerv-
ousness at all about French policy in NATO or anywhere else.” Ambas-
sador Jebb thought that his ambitions were still limited by his logistics.
Writing from Paris, he doubted whether de Gaulle “fully realizes what
will happen if the foreigner refuses to go on maintaining Marianne in the
position to which she is accustomed. Or possibly he imagines there will
always be found a foreigner of some kind who will be prepared to do the
right thing.”73

While pleased with de Gaulle’s return, Eisenhower now refused to
treat him “like God”—or even like Macmillan.74 “We must certainly not
give up this special relationship,” Dulles assured Ambassador Caccia.75
Even Jebb, who sometimes aroused Macmillan’s ire for adopting the
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French viewpoint, allowed only that they might “concede even more of
the appearance . . . while continuing to withhold the reality” of equality
in the alliance.76

The appearance and reality of power were key themes in a remarkably
candid July 5 discussion in Paris between de Gaulle and Dulles. While
suggesting that France be strong in Europe and integrated in NATO
against the danger of German nationalism, Dulles described a philosophy
of power that also applied to North-South relations:

I’ve always felt that in every society since time began, there were a few people
who have exercised the controlling force. It all depends on how they do it.
We must do it in a manner not to irritate the others. Those of us having
greater responsibilities must exercise these powers. France too has great re-
sponsibility and must play her role. I feel that any too close association must
be avoided in order to avoid offense to smaller nations.

But without America’s manifest military and economic power, France
could not dispense with appearances, especially since de Gaulle aspired to
more than a European role. “France must be a world power,” he insisted.
“If she ceases to be a world power she ceases to be France.” It should
therefore control its own nuclear weapons—rather than merely have ac-
cess to a NATO stockpile in the event of general war—and “participate
in a world security control.” He also wanted NATO to be extended be-
yond Algeria’s northern départements to cover all of North Africa.77

The most pressing problem at the time was a nascent civil war in
Lebanon. While advising against intervention, de Gaulle insisted that
France participate in any joint action. In a private discussion that after-
noon, Dulles tried to scale back de Gaulle’s expectations:

[A] world role for France could only come about pari passu with the internal
strengthening and recovery of France. It was important and a big step for-
ward that General de Gaulle had come to power but until the phase he
represented had been consolidated by constitutional amendment, fiscal sta-
bility, a settlement of the Algerian problem and the like, there persisted
doubts.

When de Gaulle now tried to reassure him “that the foreign exchange
situation was in hand for at least this year,” Dulles recalled a crack he had
made to Monnet—no friend of de Gaulle’s—that “the American people
were being called on to loan their money to the French government be-
cause the French people were too thrifty and too wise to do so.”78

Ten days later, a revolution in Iraq prompted the Americans and
British to proceed with military interventions to prop up pro-Western
governments in Lebanon and Jordan. Though de Gaulle was angered that
they did not consult him, he had the satisfaction of seeing his prediction
that it would be perceived as “an Occidental intervention” come true.
“They don’t distinguish much between us,” he had warned Dulles, “and
they are quite right not to.”79
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Indeed, it is difficult to distinguish the Eisenhower administration’s
position on Egypt in July 1958 from that of Eden and Mollet before
Suez. This was the high-water mark of American concern that Nasser,
already presiding over Syria and Yemen, might attain “the power to de-
stroy the Western world,” as Eisenhower put it.80 All through the crisis,
policymakers used language depicting pan-Arabism as a “wave,” a “flood,”
or a “tide,” and by dispatching the Sixth Fleet the president intended to
signal that he possessed the appropriate countermeasure. Thus, Nixon
insisted that “we could not allow a wave of mob emotionalism to sweep
away all our positions in the Near East.”81 Similarly, Dulles had earlier
advised that “we must regard Arab nationalism as a flood which is running
strongly. We cannot successfully oppose it, but we can put up sandbags
around positions we must protect.”82 But the secretary had lost credibility
on the issue, admitting that “the Iraqi government fell because Iraq was
in an unnatural association . . . in the Baghdad Pact”—an association he
himself had advocated. George Allen, Director of the U.S. Information
Agency, warned that if they tried to hold their ground “the USSR will
beat us to death in public opinion” around the region. “We must adjust
to the tide of Arab nationalism,” he argued, “and must do so before the
hotheads get control in every country. The oil companies should be able
to roll with the punches.”83 In an apparent rebuke to Dulles, Eisenhower
agreed in the next NSC meeting that, “[s]ince we are about to get thrown
out of the area, we might as well believe in Arab nationalism.”84

The mounting criticism of the operation in Lebanon made Eisen-
hower all the more determined not to risk another entanglement in Mo-
rocco, where nationalist opposition was gathering against the Strategic
Air Command bases. In August, he overruled the Joint Chiefs and ac-
cepted the principle of evacuation, making it all the more difficult for the
French to maintain their own bases. De Gaulle would be incensed but
Eisenhower was adamant: “[W]e could not use force to maintain the bases
and thus get ourselves into the predicament of the French in Algeria.”85
He withdrew all U.S. troops from Lebanon by October and the next
month approved a new policy of “work[ing] more closely with Arab na-
tionalism” and particularly with Nasser.86 It was not until December that
a rapprochement began, as Nasser turned on the Soviets for privileging
relations with their new ally in Baghdad and meddling in Egypt’s own
domestic affairs.87

Historians have judged Dulles harshly for not working with Nasser
sooner.88 But Tunisian, Algerian, and Moroccan nationalists also felt
threatened by Egyptian ambitions and solicited American aid. In October,
Bourguiba went so far as to denounce him before the Arab League and
break diplomatic relations because of his involvement with an insurrec-
tionary plot. The following month, the Algerians confirmed the existence
of a conspiracy that involved Egyptian agents and high-ranking ALN of-
ficers and aimed at overthrowing both the GPRA and Bourguiba and
expanding the war to Tunisia. In protest, they shifted all of their ministries
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except foreign affairs from Cairo to Tunis. “The idea of an ongoing con-
spiracy against the established regimes in Tunisia and Morocco orches-
trated from Cairo is gaining credibility among North African leaders,” the
French ambassador to Rabat reported.89

But whereas Dulles had a “tendency to fret, hover, and meddle,” as
John Lewis Gaddis has argued, de Gaulle displayed an oriental fatalism.
“The Middle East has no solution, it is eternal,” he told Dulles in their
July meeting. “[I]t is not tragic though, it is there, it must be lived
with.”90 In September, de Gaulle approved, in principle, resuming rela-
tions with Nasser, though it would prove to be a long and rocky road
before normal ties were reestablished.91 In the meantime, he strove to
contain U.S. and Egyptian influence in North Africa and assert France’s
preeminence in its former protectorates. But while resisting another
American arms shipment to Tunisia through most of the fall—at times
appearing to threaten another clash on the order of the November 1957
crisis—he could only wage a rearguard action against increased American
military and economic aid to the region.92

In the meantime, the U.S. confrontation with Cairo had had still
more far-flung repercussions that also harmed Franco-American relations.
Ever since Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai met Nasser at the Bandung con-
ference, Beijing had viewed Arab nationalism as “the coming force in the
Middle East” and urged the Soviets to back it. But during the Lebanon
crisis, Khrushchev limited himself to diplomatic support and cautioned
Mao against the risks of a nuclear confrontation. Sino-Soviet ties had
already become strained because of Moscow’s readiness to improve rela-
tions with the United States and reluctance to share nuclear weapons
technology. Now the U.S. intervention in Lebanon provoked Mao—or
provided him with a pretext—to initiate a new crisis over the islands of
Quemoy and Matsu, commencing with a withering bombardment on Au-
gust 23. “We cannot just give moral support,” he reportedly said. “We
must also support them with real actions.”93 Mao’s principal motive was
probably to inspire his country for the sacrifices of the “Great Leap For-
ward,” which was intended to erase its inequality with the USSR.94 But
support for “national liberation movements” was a key issue in the Sino-
Soviet dispute, one that would soon have a direct impact on Algeria. In
the meantime, America’s apparent willingness to risk global nuclear war
over two small islands in the South China Sea gave de Gaulle another
argument in demanding a greater voice in Western councils.

Thus, the international agenda was already crowded in September
1958 when de Gaulle launched a series of new initiatives. First, on Sep-
tember 14 he invited Adenauer to Colombey-les-Deux-Eglises for a “man
to man” talk, the first and last time he held such a meeting in his own
home. Adenauer, for his part, came alone “as the representative of a van-
quished people,” as he later told Macmillan.95 De Gaulle wanted to re-
assure him that he would not reverse the two countries’ rapprochement—
indeed, that Germany was France’s one possible and desirable partner.
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France was hindered by “our responsibilities, our obligations in Africa, in
Madagascar, in the Pacific . . .” de Gaulle acknowledged. “[T]here exist
centrifugal forces that push us, you toward Prussia, we toward Africa.”
But he then sketched a startling vision of a new order in Europe. France
was no longer menaced, he asserted, “except by the danger that comes
from the East.”

[W]e know that the real danger lies in Asia. This is all the more reason to
bring Europe together against Asia. We must extend the peace toward the
East, toward Poland for example which must not remain within Asian hands.
This is also true of Czechoslovakia, of Hungary, and even—why not?—of
European Russia.

De Gaulle had long emphasized the national character of the regime in
Moscow. Now he urged that Europeans unite to form a broader bloc and
resist becoming an instrument of the United States. They had to unify all
of Europe, he warned, or there would be no Europe.96

Adenauer had already related a conversation with Khrushchev that
illustrated the Soviet premier’s fear of China, and he, too, had griped
about American unreliability. “In these circumstances we must prepare
for the worst-case scenario,” the chancellor asserted, “and make Europe
independent from the United States.” But this remained the worst case.
After hearing de Gaulle’s intentions, he reversed himself. “We have to
remain united with the United States,” he argued. As long as the Soviets
posed a threat, it would be “a terrible thing if the United States disas-
sociate themselves from Europe.”97

It would prove difficult to woo Adenauer away from the Atlantic
Alliance, but de Gaulle did not make it any easier by presenting a very
different plan to Eisenhower and Macmillan later that month: the tripar-
tite memorandum. De Gaulle began by arguing that the crises in Lebanon
and the Taiwan straits had shown how the “sharing of the risks incurred
is not matched by indispensable cooperation on decisions taken.” He ad-
vanced the broader conclusion that NATO was ill adapted to the global
nature of the Soviet challenge and new nuclear delivery systems. What
was needed, he argued, was an entirely new organization joining the
United States, Britain, and France. On the one hand, it would make joint
decisions on international security. On the other, it would establish and—
if necessary—implement strategic plans, “notably with regard to the em-
ployment of nuclear weapons.” He concluded by emphasizing that France
would henceforth cooperate in NATO only to the extent that these de-
mands were satisfied, if necessary through a revision of the North Atlantic
Treaty.98

Though the French requested the strictest secrecy in handling the
note, de Gaulle did not wait to receive a reply before giving a copy to
NATO Secretary General Paul-Henri Spaak, a committed Europeanist.
Considering the nature of his proposal, and the Belgian nationality of his
interlocutor, it was all the more puzzling that he told him that one of his
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principal aims was to create a close link between France, Germany, and
Italy, “the only three European countries which mattered.” According to
the German representative to NATO, who related this conversation to
his British counterpart, de Gaulle thought that if these three agreed Lon-
don would have no choice but to go along.99 While it is possible that
either Spaak or the Germans misrepresented De Gaulle’s words, his han-
dling of the memorandum gave them the opportunity and the incentive
to do so. He had not even consulted with Adenauer, whose feelings of
betrayal “burst out” during a dinner with Macmillan. The chancellor told
him that he felt “tricked and deceived.”100

Still more than the timing and indiscretions of its communication,
the greatest puzzle of the tripartite memorandum was what, precisely, was
being asked of the allies. Was it to be a global directorate of the big three,
a reorganized NATO expanded to include North Africa, or both at the
same time? Was it political and diplomatic consultation or military-
strategic cooperation that de Gaulle wanted? French diplomats and de
Gaulle himself presented countless permutations of his original proposal.
One can well understand Adenauer’s amazement when, after all this, de
Gaulle claimed in December 1959 that “I have always told the Americans
that for the time being nothing needs to be changed in the [NATO]
organization in Europe, and this is why I am not proposing any changes.”
The chancellor could hardly contain himself: “But everyone knows that
you are dissatisfied with NATO and that this has contributed to the ten-
sion between France and America.”101

Later that month, Eisenhower finally agreed to “tripartite machinery
to operate on a clandestine basis”—before then informal talks had been
held at the ambassadorial level in Washington. Macmillan quickly ap-
proved, and de Gaulle said that he was “very satisfied with this idea.” But,
as in the past, le général never followed up with any specific recommen-
dations.102 Even before this episode Philip de Zulueta, the prime minis-
ter’s private secretary, was “tempted to wonder whether the General is
not being deliberately obscure”:

He may calculate that by being generally “difficult” he will make people take
account of his views, and that his internal position in France will be strength-
ened if he appears to be in vague but definite opposition to the “Anglo-
Saxons.” Without pushing matters so far as to disrupt the Alliance he may
prefer that his grievances should remain unredressed.103

Considering de Gaulle’s original discussion with Adenauer at Colombey,
his leak to Spaak—who was certain to organize opposition to the tripar-
tite proposal—and his refusal ever to be pinned down on what exactly he
wanted, it does seem plausible that le général was pursuing a kind of tous
azimuts diplomacy: one that aimed in every direction, like the nuclear
doctrine France adopted in the 1960s. By leaving everyone uncertain as
to his ultimate intentions, he gave each of them an incentive to satisfy
French demands—especially in issues that they may have thought periph-
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eral but that de Gaulle considered his first priority, that is, issues relating
to Algeria.104

This is not to say that settling the war on favorable terms was more
important to de Gaulle than his other desiderata, only that it was an
essential precondition. Obviously, he would have liked the United States
to help France manufacture nuclear weapons, but he did not expect it and
was reluctant to ask for it.105 He might have welcomed British and Amer-
ican cooperation in setting up a tripartite directorate, but he was always
skeptical that les anglo-saxons would willingly give France equal status.106
Ultimately, he wanted to harness German power to French ambitions and
lead an independent Europe, perhaps even Eurafrica, but he first needed
the free hand that only an Algerian settlement could give him. Only then
could he lead France through “the great turning point,” as he described
it to his cabinet when at last the settlement came.107 The tripartite mem-
orandum has been portrayed as a kind of declaration of independence
from the Atlantic Alliance, since it subordinated NATO to French na-
tional interests, rather than identifying one with the other.108 But, like the
Algerians, de Gaulle had to declare independence as a way to help make
independence possible.
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8

Tearing the Hand Off

The Algerian people have not waited to be “granted” independence. They

take it. They proclaim it. [Now] a new stage begins. Tomorrow our

brother countries, the Arab countries of the entire world, will recognize

our independence. This recognition will consecrate the support given to us

by two thirds of the world. Sooner or later, the “Great” Powers must bow

down before the new relation of forces. . . . Tomorrow the enemy will suf-

fer a growing pressure on all fronts. Sooner or later, either in a tête-à-

tête or under international pressure, they will have to negotiate with the

Algerian government.

El Moudjahid, September 19, 1958 1

It’s really to our advantage to pass the baton to local leaders before some-

one tears our hand off to take it from us.

de Gaulle to Alain Peyrefitte, October, 1959 2

On August 25, 1958, Algerian militants launched a wave of attacks across
the French metropole. They blew up oil tanks, gunned down policemen,
attempted to assassinate Soustelle—whom de Gaulle had just named min-
ister of information—and even planted explosives in the Eiffel Tower.
While these last two operations failed, the new offensive succeeded in
gaining the attention of the foreign press and foreign capitals. “They have
remembered that there is a dirty war going on in Algeria capable of con-
taminating the West,” an FLN bulletin explained. “The virus that weakens
colonialist France and through her the whole Atlantic Alliance has crossed
the Mediterranean.”3

Having regained the attention of the international community, Ferhat
Abbas announced on September 19, 1958 the formation of a Gouverne-
ment provisoire de la République algérienne (GPRA) in Cairo. Almost im-
mediately, every Arab state except Lebanon extended diplomatic recog-
nition. Only Morocco and Tunisia risked a rupture with France, as the
rest had already broken relations during the Suez crisis. But Paris chose
not to retaliate, apparently persuaded that Rabat and Tunis could not
afford to appear too deferential and that any new regime would be even
more defiant.4
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Paris took a more forceful line with Moscow, warning that a recog-
nition of the GPRA would end normal diplomatic relations.5 Unbe-
knownst to the French, the Soviets were preparing for a showdown over
Berlin and would not have provoked Paris over what, to them, had always
been a secondary issue. China, on the other hand, accorded recognition
within the week, followed shortly thereafter by North Vietnam, North
Korea, and Indonesia. Altogether, thirteen states recognized the GPRA
within ten days of its creation.6

While the Algerians would send delegations to China and the other
Communist countries, their representatives abroad, accredited or not,
were initially concentrated in the Middle East and Europe. The Arab
states were particularly important in providing financial assistance. A
month after the formation of the GPRA, the Cairo-based Arab League
voted $34 million of aid. Whatever their differences on other issues, the
member states cooperated in aiding Algeria, though not always to the
extent promised. Thus, even while Iraq boycotted Arab League meetings
from 1959 to 1962, General Abdel Karim Qassem continued to give
Algerian delegations the sums the league had assessed according to a pror-
ata formula. When the rest of the GPRA moved to Tunis, its foreign
ministry continued to operate out of Cairo.7

Besides its representatives in the states of the Arab League, the GPRA
operated offices in West Germany, Spain, Finland, Britain, Italy, Sweden,
and Switzerland by October 1958. Along with the United States, Japan,
India, and Indonesia—and excluding Morocco and Tunisia—there were
some forty-five Algerian representatives in twenty countries.8 In theory,
they reported to the new foreign minister, Dr. Lamine Debaghine, who
had also directed external relations for the CCE. But Yazid, now minister
of information, was still responsible for the United Nations, while Ab-
delhamid Mehri held the portfolio for North African Affairs. Debaghine
had aspired to the presidency, so he was alienated from the rest of the
cabinet right from the start. In March 1959, he left what remained of his
diminished fief to Ferhat Abbas, the GPRA’s first president.9

Yet given the circumstances in which they worked, all of the GPRA
ministries had to deal with other governments, or evade them, to carry
out their functions. By June 1960, French intelligence counted 177 Al-
gerians affiliated with the GPRA in 38 countries, not counting those
based in Tunisia and Morocco. But this figure included, and doubtless
excluded, dozens who worked clandestinely as recruiters or money col-
lectors in emigrant communities.10 While all of this was inimical to ra-
tional organization, it would have been impossible for the Foreign Min-
istry’s small staff to oversee the entirety of Algerian activities abroad.11
With a Ministry of Armaments dealing with everyone from German arms
dealers to Communist China and a Ministry of General Liaisons that ran
bagmen and agents across Europe and the Middle East, nothing was for-
eign to the new government. Even the “minister of the interior,” Lakhdar
Bentobbal, concluded that “each one of our agencies, military, political,
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diplomatic, social, associational or otherwise should act in its area accord-
ing to the same objective: INTERNATIONALIZATION.”12 That year,
the French estimated that GPRA expenditures abroad—for arms pur-
chases, maintenance, support for refugees, and so on—had nearly equaled
expenditures in the five Algerian Wilayat. If one added the budget of the
Fédération de France, which was self-supporting, the bulk of the rebels’
resources were devoted to maintaining and expanding its activities outside
Algeria. The GPRA was like a state turned inside out.13

De Gaulle Goes for Victory

If de Gaulle was to domesticate the Algerian question, he had to reverse
this process of internationalization. The first step in this strategy was a
three-day referendum beginning September 26 on the new constitution
in France, Algeria, and all the overseas territories. “The ballot will have
certain particularities” in Algeria, the general admitted to his ministers,
but he hoped that it would “not embarrass us.” In any case, an affirmative
vote would mean only that the Muslims “want to settle their affairs with
France. That’s all for the time being,” de Gaulle emphasized, “and there’s
no use kidding ourselves.”14

As expected, the FLN called for a boycott and threatened violence at
the polls. But when de Gaulle spoke of “particularities” and unrealistic
expectations, he was probably thinking of the army rather than the Al-
gerian rebels. “I do not wish that the ballot yield only ‘yes’ votes,” de
Gaulle warned Salan, who continued to serve as his representative in Al-
giers. “It is normal that a consultation such as the one we are organizing
will elicit some negative answers.” But Salan had other ideas. He had
already ordered his men to obtain the maximum number of positive
votes.15 As part of “Operation Referendum,” the army trucked peasants
to voting places, instructed illiterates in how to cast their ballots, and
spread rumors that absentees would be arrested and lose government ben-
efits. In these conditions 80 percent of the population were reported to
have voted and 96 percent approved the new constitution, which merely
required turning in a white ballot. (So that there could be no confusion,
the color chosen for the ballot signifying “no,” purple, was considered
unlucky.)16

However heavy-handed, the referendum merely exaggerated the ex-
tent to which many Muslims hoped le général could somehow find a so-
lution. Indeed, before the referendum there was talk of a boycott by pied
noir activists, who already suspected that de Gaulle was against integra-
tion. But on October 3, he pledged a massive development program to
bridge the socioeconomic gap between France and its Algerian départe-
ments. Speaking in Constantine, a city that is itself divided by a 1,000-
foot gorge, he promised that in five years 250,000 hectares would be
redistributed, 400,000 new jobs would be created, one million Muslims
would have new homes, and all youth would be enrolled in schools. A
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week later, hoping to encourage genuinely representative Muslims to
compete in the November legislative elections, he ordered military officers
to withdraw from the committees of public safety formed during the May
crisis.17

Thus, de Gaulle had prepared the ground for his October 23 press
conference, the first since his return to power. While deploring the vio-
lence in Algeria, he acknowledged once again that the rebels had fought
courageously. But he insisted that the solution was not to be found in
their increasingly desperate insurgency, nor in “the political dreams and
in the eloquence of the propaganda of refugees abroad.” Instead, he of-
fered a “peace of the brave,” meaning that “those who have opened fire
cease [fire] and that they return, without humiliation, to their family and
to their work!” If the mujahadeen came forward bearing “the white flag
of truce,” de Gaulle promised to treat them honorably. Similarly, if the
external organization designated representatives to “regulate the end of
hostilities,” they would be assured safe passage to the metropole. “The
political destiny of Algeria” would be decided democratically, though only
on the basis of “its close association with the French metropole. . . . [T]his
grouping,” de Gaulle concluded, “completed by the Sahara, will form a
friendship, for common progress, with the free states of Morocco and
Tunisia.”18

De Gaulle’s statement was admired for its magnanimity, promising
as it did that the only winner of the war would be “fraternal civilization.”
But he struck an altogether different note the next day in a secret letter
to Salan:

[O]ne could foresee, one day or another, Ferhat Abbas’ organization asking
to send delegates to the metropole; in such a case, these delegates will not
be led to Paris. In some place in France they will only see representatives of
the military command. They will not be allowed to speak of anything but a
cease-fire and this cease-fire will necessarily include handing over the rebels’
arms to the military authority.19

The Algerians were therefore absolutely correct in characterizing de
Gaulle’s offer as a “request for unconditional surrender.” They repeated
that any negotiations had to treat the whole of the Algerian problem and
address their aspirations for independence.20

De Gaulle’s strategy suffered another setback in November when only
“Beni Oui-Ouis,” Muslim quislings, could be persuaded to run in the
legislative elections. Even liberal pieds noirs found it impossible to cam-
paign in the intimidating atmosphere created by the army and Algérie
française activists.21 In one revealing incident, General Massu personally
warned one of them not to run, explaining that “the parachutistes don’t
like you.” Did Massu really mean, the candidate asked in disbelief, that
the army would be against him? “I would use my bayonets against you!”22
If Muslims had not also received “impulses from on high,” the president
of the Election Commission judged that they would have “massively ab-
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stained.”23 De Gaulle was disappointed, but he was nonplused upon hear-
ing that the GPRA had refused to negotiate: “Things like this cannot be
smooth sailing, nor [go] straight ahead,” he reportedly said. “But they are
wrong. In the eyes of the world they are going to look like bastards.”24

Of course, de Gaulle’s domestication strategy required that his gov-
ernment not betray the least interest in the eyes of the world. It instructed
French diplomats not to lobby foreign governments for the upcoming
General Assembly debate. And whereas in 1957 Pineau himself took the
podium on several occasions to defend French policy, the Quai now pro-
hibited even their permanent representative, Guillaume Georges-Picot,
from participating. At the same time, it worked tirelessly to prevent
GPRA delegates from taking part, making a strongly worded protest to
the State Department over the visas granted to Yazid and Chanderli.25
Not only did the Americans reject the French argument, but on December
11, in the midst of the debate, five members of the U.S. delegation at-
tended a reception in their honor.26

While the State Department apologized for the incident, they could
not explain away Lodge’s abstention two days later on an Afro-Asian
General Assembly resolution that recognized the “right of the Algerian
people to independence” and recommended “negotiations between the
two parties.” The GPRA had insisted on this stronger language rather
than settle for another platitudinous text that aroused no opposition. The
resolution fell short of a two-thirds majority by only one vote after a
number of Scandinavian and Latin American countries also shifted from
supporting France to abstention. A paragraph explicitly recognizing the
GPRA had actually won a simple majority, which the Quai judged to be
even more valuable to the Algerians than the resolution would have
been.27 “If the FLN has lost ground in Algeria,” Georges-Picot observed,
“there is little doubt that it has gained a good deal on the international
level and in all the countries of the world where it has sent missions,
especially the United States and the United Nations.” Indeed, the U.S.
abstention was “incontestably a success” from Ferhat Abbas’s standpoint,
and encouraged the Algerians’ efforts to exploit the escalating “war of
nerves” between the putative allies. Debré played into their hands by pub-
licly describing the American decision as “nauseating.”28

De Gaulle himself was livid. Eisenhower and Dulles had often ex-
pressed admiration for his handling of Algeria. He had also charmed the
American public—Time named him “Man of the Year” for 1958—so
there would have been less domestic protest than heretofore had the
United States supported him. Moreover, while there were several other
areas of contention in Franco-American relations, he had been unfailingly
loyal in opposing the Soviets. Indeed, de Gaulle was so intransigent to-
ward Khrushchev’s November 10 Berlin ultimatum that it eventually be-
came a new source of tension with Washington.29

Paradoxically, it appears that the Americans’ respect for de Gaulle and
the policy he pursued made them even less inclined to render their sup-
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port, as Pierre Mélandri has argued. First, the new regime was less fragile
than its predecessors and appeared better able to maintain the alliance
despite such differences. Moreover, de Gaulle’s moves toward a negoti-
ated settlement vindicated those who had been arguing all along that
French Algeria was a lost cause. This constituency would only grow now
that Congress had created a Bureau of African Affairs in the State De-
partment. Of course, the president and his secretary of state made the
ultimate decision on the American position at the United Nations, so to
Mélandri’s analysis one might add their oft-stated annoyance at having to
lobby for the French when they would not speak in their own defense.30

But the main reason for the U.S. abstention remained Eisenhower’s
determination not to alienate Third World opinion. Even Dulles, who
had begun to fear that decolonization was proceeding too rapidly and
that the General Assembly had grown unmanageable, still preferred risk-
ing relations with European allies to confronting the Third World.31 Thus,
what concerned him about the tripartite memorandum, as he told Am-
bassador Caccia, “was not so much its impact on NATO countries but
the disastrous effects it would have on countries in Africa and the Middle
East.”32 By 1958, the Eisenhower administration wanted to avoid being
associated with colonialism at all costs, and de Gaulle’s return had only
attracted more attention to Algeria as the anticolonial struggle par excel-
lence.

De Gaulle could not, therefore, domesticate the Algerian problem by
demands and decrees, especially since the GPRA’s international campaign
extended far beyond the United States and the United Nations. While
the General Assembly was debating the Algeria resolution, a GPRA del-
egation arrived in Peking to the kind of reception reserved for the most
important statesmen, including a nationwide celebration of “Algeria
Day.”33 Abbane and Debaghine had hesitated to take this fateful step, but
it did not provoke the violent reaction expected from the West. The
GPRA concluded from this experience that appeals to the Communists
actually provoked a positive response, as evidenced by the U.S. absten-
tion, and began accepting Chinese military aid. Chairman Mao Tse-
Tung’s only condition was that they continue fighting until total victory.
And while the Algerians’ new allies in Africa, like Kwame Nkrumah, could
not offer much material support, they too called on them to commit to
nothing less than full independence, thus counterbalancing Moroccan and
Tunisian pressure to compromise.34

In 1959, de Gaulle dropped his feigned indifference to international
opinion on the Algerian War. With the powers conferred on the president
under the new constitution and a massive Gaullist bloc in the Assembly,
le général and his government under Michel Debré had all the authority
needed to lead a vigorous campaign against the GPRA. The French po-
sition was also bolstered by Finance Minister Antoine Pinay’s economic
program. Together with IMF Director Jacobsson, he had prevailed upon
de Gaulle to accept cuts in government spending, accelerate trade liber-
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alization, and adopt a realistic exchange rate. The Fifth Republic and its
“heavy” franc—equal to one hundred of the old—thereby avoided infla-
tion without recourse to outside aid. By accepting broader economic in-
tegration, de Gaulle would avoid the focused financial pressures the
Fourth Republic had endured in defending French Algeria.35

In addition, he could be confident in his army and its brilliant new
commander, Maurice Challe. Challe’s predecessors had limited military
and civilian casualties by dividing up the country and garrisoning every
sector. But the quadrillage system left too few mobile troops to pursue
and destroy the elusive enemy. The Challe Plan, on the other hand, left
the mujahadeen “neither the mountain nor the night.” Through large-
scale operations with light pursuit and helicopter-borne units, Challe
would attack and continue attacking ALN formations until they were
utterly broken. The civilian population would then be treated to the “pos-
itive” side of pacification—clinics, schools, and so on—and thus be ren-
dered immune to the rebels’ appeals upon their return.36

As prime minister, Debré became le général’s chief lieutenant in de-
fending French Algeria abroad. He had long been an acerbic critic of the
Fourth Republic’s inability or unwillingness to combat allied and espe-
cially American indulgence for the FLN. After assuming office, he quickly
established an interministerial committee to coordinate the government’s
diplomatic, propaganda, and covert campaigns. Compared to “the small,
dynamic team of FLN leaders,” the briefing paper for the first meeting
observed, “the French apparatus fighting subversion is extremely complex
and clumsy.” Thirteen different government agencies or military com-
mands were charged with receiving or exploiting intelligence on rebel
activities, and each acted “according to its own conceptions and methods.
There is no organic link.”37 Debré and his new committee would unite
efforts by French diplomats, military attachés, and intelligence agents to
demonstrate a new and emphatic will to win. The prime minister would
speak and act publicly to sway France’s allies and foreign opinion while
at the same time orchestrating a covert campaign to divide the GPRA
and its allies. Just as military intelligence stepped up efforts to sew sus-
picions among the mujahadeen, French officials abroad employed forged
tracts, false radio broadcasts, and fake GPRA directives to subvert its di-
plomacy. They were especially keen to tarnish the Algerians’ image in
America and Europe and provoke clashes with their Moroccan and Tu-
nisian hosts. Psychological warfare was delicate and risky, the briefing
paper noted. “A player holding all the cards is therefore absolutely nec-
essary.” Needless to say, the new “Committee for Psychological and Sub-
versive Action” would report directly to Debré.38

The prime minister took a particular interest in the diplomatic con-
test, personally briefing French ambassadors with his new foreign minis-
ter, Maurice Couve de Murville. “A quick and happy solution to the
Algerian problem is the first priority of this Government,” he declared.
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He explained that they had to come to a decisive turning point that year
since public opinion and smaller cohorts of draftees could not forever
support the war.39 “It is imperative that the rebellion lose the support and
complaisance that it currently benefits from,” Debré insisted, “and that it
feel abandoned and asphyxiated.” The ambassadors’ main tasks were to
cut off all material aid to the GPRA, to deny it contact with friendly
governments, and to use the press, radio, television, and official visits to
Algeria to win over foreign opinion. After hearing each ambassador’s re-
port—on Swiss banks dealing with the GPRA, on Italian secret services’
help against Sicilian arms traders, on Spain’s support for French Algeria
and “Christian civilization”—Debré concluded by calling on diplomats to
show the same spirit of sacrifice demanded of all the French. “Let it be
known everywhere,” he ordered, “that the French people will judge for-
eign nations that claim to be its friends and allies on their attitudes toward
the Algerian problem.”40 Later that month, embassies were instructed to
hint that governments risked retaliation if they did not punish officials
found to be aiding the GPRA, block or seize GPRA funds, forbid entry
to its representatives, and ban “Free Algeria Committees” and propa-
ganda.41

This campaign would be waged around the world, but as before the
Americans were the principal objective. “They guide opinion making in
a whole part of the world,” Couve told the ambassadors, “and their in-
fluence at the UN is considerable. We must obtain a change of attitude.”42
The French had already fired a shot across the bow on March 6, when
they officially announced the withdrawal of their Mediterranean fleet from
the integrated NATO command.43 While de Gaulle had long been critical
of allied force integration, Ambassador Alphand said that “the basic cause
of this had been the profound personal shock to General de Gaulle of the
US abstention in the UN debate on Algeria.”44

On April 28, Debré sent a stern message to Ambassador Houghton
complaining about Yazid and Chanderli’s activities in New York, Wash-
ington’s failure to cooperate over the Moroccan bases and arms supplies,
and American contacts with the GPRA in Tunis. “Will not all this soon
separate us one from the other?” This “indulgence towards the rebellion
is presently its best trump,” Debré asserted, “and I confess that I do not
understand this indulgence; it is moreover understood by none of your
friends in France.”45 Three days later Debré told Christian Herter—who
had succeeded the ailing Dulles as secretary of state—that France would
not agree to accept nuclear stockpiles unless it received satisfaction on the
tripartite proposal, issues relating to Algeria, and nuclear cooperation. In
what participants described as an extremely unpleasant meeting, Herter
emphasized the urgency of preparing nuclear warheads for American
squadrons based in France in light of the danger of war over Berlin. He
pointedly asked what connection there could possibly be between the
three issues. “These matters were linked,” Debré insisted. “He regretted
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past practices when France had never clearly expounded her view on the
importance of the Mediterranean and Africa to France. . . . Algeria is as
vital to France as anything in Europe.46

Of course, France’s leaders had for years clearly expounded this view.
Moreover, the strategy of isolating the Algerians was hardly new, only
now it was being pursued with unprecedented urgency. Debré was
“highly and continually exercised by the activities of the FLN in New
York,” his diplomatic advisor confided to one American official. The
prime minister, for his part, seemed “to admit that de Gaulle is nearly
psychopathic on the subject of Algeria,” according to Herter. The Joint
Chiefs deemed it prudent to begin planning how to shift U.S. forces out
of France. For the moment, Paris’s refusal to yield over the nuclear stock-
piles forced General Norstad to withdraw nine American squadrons.47

Covert operations against FLN activities abroad also dramatically es-
calated. The struggle was particularly intense in West Germany, where the
Algerians worked to raise funds and recruit comrades in the immigrant
community, stage operations in the French metropole, and organize arms
shipments to North Africa. SDECE, for its part, had arranged attacks on
FLN agents and German arms traders as early as the fall of 1956. In
September 1958, they even blew up a ship carrying dynamite for the FLN
in Hamburg harbor. Two months later, unidentified assailants followed
the GPRA’s representative to Bonn to the very doorstep of the Tunisian
embassy; he barely escaped with a wound to the neck. Both operations
were attributed to French secret services. Indeed, the local burgermeister
denied French vessels the right to enter the port of Hamburg.48

After the assassination attempt in Bonn, German Interior Ministry
officials agreed to establish a permanent liaison with the French Sûreté
Nationale.49 The domestic security agencies under the Sûreté were bitter
rivals of SDECE and its Service Action wing, which appears to have been
responsible for the operations in Germany, so it is possible that the Ger-
mans hoped to play them off against each other or perhaps persuade all
of the French services to be more discreet. But, six months after the Ger-
mans had agreed to exchange names of suspects with their French coun-
terparts, Service Action blew up another arms trader in Frankfurt. The local
press, and even the local prosecutor, again pointed to the French. But not
only did the federal authorities turn a blind eye, they appear to have
continued and even expanded their assistance to the French, especially in
their surveillance of Algerian immigrants.50

Since October 1958, Germany had denied “French Muslims” the
right to asylum and required that they pledge not to engage in political
activities. Border guards distinguished them from other French citizens
by their “name, origin, and physical appearance.” In October 1959, the
police began to fingerprint and photograph foreigners—“and, in fact,
above all the Algerians,” as a French official emphasized. Those who were
considered particularly suspect were required to report regularly and were
placed under surveillance.51 The Germans undertook these discriminatory
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measures at the behest of their French counterparts, but at least no more
ships were blown up in German harbors. Instead, SDECE now used
delayed-action bombs to sink them on the high seas—three more by the
end of 1959.52

SDECE was less discreet in its continuing attacks on GPRA officials
in European capitals. In April 1959, the same month Service Action blew
up the arms dealer in Frankfurt, it targeted the Algerian representative in
Rome, Taı̈eb Boulahrouf. A stray soccer ball saved his life by prematurely
detonating the bomb planted in his Peugeot, though it wounded seven
bystanders—one of them losing an arm. The Italian interior minister him-
self armed Boulahrouf with a Beretta. Meanwhile, the GPRA’s man in
London was spirited out of his home to spend a week with a Labor MP
and only later learned what befell his colleague in Rome.53 It is impossible
to know precisely what led the British to act, much less document French
covert operations in every country. But their caution was warranted: one
former SDECE official has revealed that in the following year alone Service
Action destroyed two planes, sank six vessels, and assassinated 135 indi-
viduals in France and abroad.54

The French and the Algerians engaged in another shadowy struggle
over the oil and gas of the Sahara. Ever since the first significant discov-
eries in 1956, the French feared that the Americans had designs on the
area. After the arrest of Ben Bella and the other Algerian leaders, it was
widely rumored that their papers included correspondence with U.S. oil
companies. There was no truth to these charges, but Debré continued to
allude to them more than two years later.55 By that point, the French
Bureau de Recherches de Pétrole conservatively estimated Algeria’s proven
crude oil reserves at about 3.5 billion barrels and American analysts fore-
cast production of 500,000 per day by 1965. If the French retained con-
trol, it was hoped the Saharan fields would be enough for national self-
sufficiency by 1980, an alluring prospect after the shock of the Suez
embargo.56

In January 1959, the GPRA decided to warn foreigners against in-
vesting in Saharan oil without its consent.57 According to reports reaching
Debré, Yazid even intended to demand subsidies from U.S. oil companies
for future concessions. Alphand therefore asked Dillon to relay the mes-
sage that France would not honor contracts with companies in contact
with the GPRA. At first Dillon demurred, but American officials did ap-
proach a number of U.S. corporations and chastised Yazid himself for
threatening attacks on oil facilities. Ironically, at the same time, the délégué
général’s office in Algiers arranged for French oil and gas companies to
pay protection money to the GPRA. Aside from the August 1958 attack
in France on oil stored for delivery to Algeria, the rebels never disrupted
the trans-Mediterranean oil trade.58

It is difficult to assess the net effect of these actions. Even without
the French warnings, it appears unlikely that American companies would
have cut deals with the GPRA for options on Saharan oil. Developing
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these fields required enormous capital outlays at a time when the market
was already glutted. Indeed, in 1959 U.S. companies were concealing the
extent of the reserves they already controlled in Libya to delay their de-
velopment. Alphand thought that the Quai’s excessive concern might ac-
tually have given the GPRA more clout. It had certainly antagonized the
State Department and the oil companies, who were still smarting over
the spurious accusations arising from the Ben Bella affair.59

As for the operations against arms traders, they were largely superflu-
ous since little could be smuggled past the French border defenses. More-
over, “by exporting the struggle, extending the battlefield to other
nations,” Douglas Porch argues, “Service Action operations succeeded in
making even France’s allies eager to end the war.” These operations in
themselves did not, as Porch suggests, lead the allies to pressure Paris to
settle—indeed, the most severely affected, the Germans, remained their
staunchest supporters.60 But by tolerating and even assisting such actions,
Adenauer could compensate the French for their support on Berlin with-
out having to compromise on more vital alliance issues, even if the chan-
cellor was too skilled a statesman to link them explicitly.

Conversely, Algeria’s evident importance to France encouraged less
friendly states to turn the war to their advantage. Thus, in August 1959,
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko delivered this warning to Couve dur-
ing the Geneva conference on Berlin:

If France continues to lend its support to Bonn’s militaristic and vengeful
policies, it is quite obvious that the USSR will not be able to maintain the
attitude toward France that it has displayed in the past. The USSR’s restraint
in matters pertaining to Algeria may not have been properly noticed in
France. The Soviet government could drop the restraint it has displayed so
far.

While Couve rejected this approach, it made clear that the Soviets con-
sidered Algeria to be a source of weakness for France, one they would
exploit for their own purposes.61 Similarly, the next month Franco’s for-
eign minister called on de Gaulle to end tolerance toward dissident Span-
ish emigrés as Madrid had already done vis-à-vis the Algerians. In fact,
Debré had already clamped down on their rather harmless activities and
authorized intelligence sharing. But now de Gaulle flatly refused. Either
he was not informed or, what seems more likely, hated a quid pro quo
that equated Spanish republicans with the GPRA.62

In this way, de Gaulle and his government were rediscovering all the
dilemmas that had bedeviled the Fourth Republic. To ignore the GPRA
and concentrate on the war within Algeria would allow it to develop
diplomatic, military, and economic resources abroad with which to harry
the French on every front. But to engage them in the international arena
made the war even more of an international struggle, one in which France
would have to deliver and receive blows and risk becoming vulnerable to
its adversaries and dependent on its allies.
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As Aı̈t Ahmed anticipated, the contest over diplomatic recognition
was particularly distracting to French diplomacy. Since September 1958,
Lebanon and Mongolia had joined the group of states that recognized
the GPRA. French spokespersons privately suggested that a largely Mus-
lim or Arab country like Lebanon could not do otherwise. But, if le général
was not unduly exercised by anything Ulan Bator said or did, he warned
in April 1959 that Paris would sever ties with any “responsible” state that
followed suit. Nevertheless, that summer Yugoslavia, Guinea, and Ghana
accorded de facto recognition in the form of official visits by GPRA min-
isters. Paris temporarily recalled the French ambassador from Belgrade,
which later denied that it had actually recognized the GPRA. The French
had already broken all ties with Guinea after it refused to join the French
Community. But nothing was done to Ghana, apparently extending
French tolerance from the Arab and Muslim states to all Africa as well.
Otherwise, in trying to isolate the GPRA, France risked isolating itself.
In this way, the wall de Gaulle’s warnings had erected around the Alger-
ians crumbled as more nations were able to accord recognition to the
GPRA with impunity. Instead of domesticating the Algerian question,
French diplomats had increasingly to rub shoulders with representatives
of a provisional Algerian government that appeared less provisional every
day.63

Self-Determination

Even if de Gaulle would not accept “that Ghana dictates its policy to
France,” as he told the Australian foreign minister, he could not disregard
the importance of diplomatic recognitions and U.N. votes to the Alger-
ians.64 On Bastille Day 1959, twenty-five Afro-Asian nations petitioned
for the inscription of Algeria on the General Assembly’s agenda. If it were
to approve a resolution favorable to the rebels, this would constitute a
“deadly encouragement to continue fighting,” warned the new French
representative, Armand Bérard. He therefore recommended that de Gaulle
speak to Dag Hammarskjöld.65 Despite his dislike of the secretary general,
de Gaulle not only met him on July 31 but also “sketched a plan of action
which would put Algeria ‘in a state of self-determination,’ ” according to
reports at the time. If so, Hammarskjöld was among the first to be in-
formed of the initiative le général would launch in September in his most
important address of the war.66

Debré had already “lost his self-assurance,” as one of his aides re-
ported.67 If de Gaulle had intimated what he intended to do before the
next General Assembly debate, that would help explain the almost des-
perate character of the diplomatic campaign the prime minister planned
with Couve and his advisers on August 7. An earlier interministerial meet-
ing had already determined that France would lobby each and every coun-
try with which it maintained relations. Now it was specified that, for
instance, Georges Gorse would redouble efforts to win over Cambodia,
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Debré would see the Norwegian secretary of state, Soustelle would go to
Mexico, and André Malraux would tour South America. France would
also warn Greece and Turkey about the implications of their votes for
their applications to the EEC, support Austrian and Filipino candidates
for U.N. posts, award honorary distinctions to friendly Latin Americans,
consider concessions to Ireland over whiskey and lamb imports, and lobby
Dublin’s ambassador to the Holy See (where Joxe would already be ap-
pealing to his friend, the ambassador from Taipei). Virtually nothing was
left untried, and even the smallest measures cost France diplomatic capital,
depreciating its prestige and influence abroad.68

But the only way to ensure a favorable outcome at the United Nations
was to address the substance of the issue, as the Americans constantly
reminded their French counterparts, and American support would be
more important than ever.69 On August 12, de Gaulle asked each of his
ministers to offer recommendations in a special cabinet session to be held
two weeks later. According to Soustelle’s account, when they reconvened
Debré made it immediately apparent that he had altered his Algérie fran-
çaise position following discussions with de Gaulle. Thus, he criticized the
policy—or knocked down the straw man, in Soustelle’s view—positing
an “absolute identification” between Algeria and the metropole. One
could safeguard France’s strategic, economic, and political interests only
by “ensuring the democratic expression of Algeria,” the prime minister
argued, either by unilaterally determining a new status and putting it to
a vote or by permitting the Algerian population to choose among differ-
ent alternatives at a later date. Debré favored the second option, since
France would then “have the right to obtain the support of its allies in
the free world.”70

While the ministers in this meeting offered a range of arguments for
or against such an initiative, it is striking how the impending General
Assembly debate framed the whole discussion. As the information min-
ister, Roger Frey, summarized it: “[T]here was a choice to make between
the Algerian policy and the international policy.” De Gaulle would not
have phrased it this way, since for him everything was related to France’s
international policy. But the relationship between France’s position in
Algeria and its position in the world was increasingly a zero-sum equa-
tion. De Gaulle did not say on which side he would come down, ending
the meeting with this enigmatic statement: “Gentlemen, I thank you. In
this category of affairs one must march or die. I choose to march. But
this does not exclude [the possibility] that one may also die.”71

It was thus with a hint of foreboding that le général then set off for
Algeria to inform his top commanders of his intentions. Challe had made
steady gains since beginning his offensive in February 1959. By July 1,
the French estimated the number of ALN regulars at 13,300, down from
over 23,000 in March 1958. Including auxiliaries, some 38,000 rebels
now wielded fewer than 10,000 modern weapons—excluding hunting
rifles and pistols—compared to almost 15,000 the year before. The mil-
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itary’s renewed optimism under de Gaulle, and his insistence on rapid
progress, may have biased these figures. But less easily manipulated sta-
tistics confirmed that Algerian morale was suffering: in the same period,
the proportion of prisoners to killed rose from 27 percent to 42 percent,
and there was a doubling in the monthly rate of rebels who voluntarily
rallied to the French, totaling some 2,000 in the first eight months of
1959 (almost half bringing their weapons with them).72

No one claimed that Challe’s campaign had achieved victory; it had
not even begun to reach the eastern zones of the Constantinois and Ne-
mentchas Mountains. Even so, officials in Delouvrier’s cabinet found that
most Europeans and Muslims were pessimistic. They feared “we won’t
come out of it,” according to a July 1959 report, “that the rebellion and
the terrorism are hydras with a hundred heads.” The rebels were able to
reconstitute their political and military formations, and international opin-
ion appeared more and more susceptible to their arguments. The Muslim
population had not gone over to them, the authors maintained, but “the
blood, plus the tears, plus the FLN (its existence, its dynamism, its or-
ganization, its conviction, its exploits) create the consciousness of ‘the
Algerian nation’ and the ideal of independence.” Under the circumstances,
they concluded, political and economic reforms failed to resonate and
military victories were never more than partial.73

It is difficult to read such reports without discounting the observation
that most Muslims had not rallied to the FLN and crediting only the
implication that there was no choice but to accept Algerian independence,
the sooner the better. But by reading this history forward rather than
backward the question becomes more complex, especially now that we
have evidence from both sides. In truth, the GPRA was no less divided
and weary than its adversaries. Far from “the small, dynamic team” imag-
ined by Debré’s advisors, the Algerian ministers were even less disposed
to share information and coordinate their actions. President Ferhat Abbas
found himself little more than a figurehead and offered to resign. But he
reminded his colleagues that this would not resolve their problems, above
all the French border defenses. The GPRA’s inability to overcome them
demoralized not only supporters within Algeria but also the frontier ar-
mies, creating disciplinary problems that culminated in bloody clashes
with their Tunisian hosts.74

Some ministers suggested it would be necessary to reconsider the
GPRA’s whole political-military strategy. But it was difficult to imagine
alternative arrangements for these troops, now numbering more than
9,000, since Morocco was even less cooperative. The Morice Line was
therefore “the key problem of governmental authority and of victory,” as
Abbas put it, and while there was fanciful talk of submarines and air
drops, the Algerians never did crack it. Their president simply urged them
to hold on for another year or two in the hopes that France would give
up. While he insisted that defeat was “unthinkable,” it was no longer
unspeakable.75
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In fact, even the French commanders did not expect the GPRA to
acknowledge defeat. The purpose of isolating and eradicating the insur-
gents was to attain the strongest possible position from which to negotiate
a political settlement that would guarantee essential French interests. They
were still making steady progress and all of the gains to date depended
on the confidence of the Muslim population that the army would remain,
especially the more than 100,000 now serving under its command, the
harkis. If they came to suspect that the GPRA might prevail after all, it
would be a nightmare for the French Army, not to mention the harkis
themselves.76

So when de Gaulle announced before some one hundred officers at
Challe’s headquarters high up in the Kabylie that he had decided even-
tually to hold a referendum that would permit independence, his son-in-
law, who held a high-level post at the time, was “a little stunned.” The
announcement was sure to arouse consternation among the top com-
manders and the pieds noirs. But de Gaulle was resolute: “The era of
administration by Europeans is over,” he declared. “All the peoples of the
earth are in the process of liberating themselves . . . We must not,
therefore, act in Algeria except for Algeria and with Algeria in such a way
that the world understands it.” Privately, he explained that he hoped “to
defuse the debate at the UN at the end of September.”77

After taking such a risk with his army, de Gaulle felt entitled to his
ally’s support. His final preparatory step was therefore to inform Eisen-
hower. In July, le général had vowed to Alphand that when the president
visited he would say, “in the clearest way,” what would happen if Eisen-
hower did not oblige him on Algeria: “This time it would not be just
200 planes carrying American atomic bombs which would have to leave
French soil but General Norstad and the whole Alliance organization.”
At the end of August, he again vowed that, failing U.S. support at the
United Nations, “they should expect to see France disassociate itself from
the Alliance. This would then be the end of NATO.”78

No such threat appears in the record of their September 2 meetings,
according to which de Gaulle merely emphasized that, if the United States
again abstained, this would be “a very serious matter, especially if it were
to occur after the announcement of the new policy.” Perhaps he was so
confident that this policy would win Eisenhower’s endorsement that any
more explicit threat seemed unnecessary. Eisenhower pressed him to pres-
ent this program at the United Nations, but de Gaulle demurred. Even
so, he said that he would announce it two weeks later, which happened
to coincide with the first day of the new General Assembly session. He
also predicted that “it was so in conformity with the U.N. Charter, and
with democratic processes, that we would not have difficulty in giving it
support.” Eisenhower promised only that he “would study it with the
greatest of sympathy.” In discussing their communiqués, de Gaulle in-
sisted there be no “statement which appeared in principle to internation-
alize the Algerian situation. [Or make it appear that a later statement by
de Gaulle on Algeria might be interpreted as resulting from negotiations
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carried on in his talks with President Eisenhower (Herter wrote at the
bottom of the memorandum)]. This,” de Gaulle added, “would make the
world draw false conclusions . . . [It] should be clear there was no nego-
tiation.”79

But it is hardly clear that de Gaulle was unmoved by the constant
American requests to offer a liberal political program for Algeria, much
as his predecessors had anticipated American requirements in formulating
their economic program. Would it be false to conclude that his acceptance
of self-determination and the possibility of independence, the single most
important policy change of the war, was at least partly the result of such
indirect negotiations—not just with Eisenhower, but with the United
Nations as a whole? At first, some actually dismissed the speech as in-
tended only for foreign consumption.80 According to Lacouture, de
Gaulle’s foremost biographer, Eisenhower’s visit reinforced de Gaulle’s
original inclinations and the impending U.N. debate added a sense of
urgency. But “nothing is farther from the spirit of Charles de Gaulle,” he
insists, “than to take a decision of national interest in order to please the
Americans.”81

This is true, but beside the point. Because if de Gaulle’s government
still believed that “what kept the FLN going was only the hope of inflict-
ing a political defeat on France outside Algeria,” as Debré told Herter
that same month, then “pleasing” the Americans—and the United
Nations—was in the “national interest,” as unpleasant as that doubtless
was to de Gaulle. It was from such episodes, one can surmise, that le
général concluded that Algeria “undermines the position of France in the
world,” as he told Peyrefitte at the time. “As long as we are not relieved
of it, we can do nothing in the world. This is a terrible burden. It is
necessary to relinquish it.”82

So on September 16, 1959, de Gaulle declared that, “[t]aking into
account all the givens: Algerian, national and international, I consider it
necessary that the principle of self-determination be proclaimed from to-
day.” No more than four years after the authorities had reestablished se-
curity—defined as less than two hundred deaths a year—Muslims
would decide their own future in a referendum to which de Gaulle
would invite “informants from the whole world.” They would choose
between 1) “secession”—and partition, as France would protect the
pieds noirs, 2) “Francisation,” another, less palatable way of saying in-
tegration, and 3) “government of the Algerians by the Algerians, sup-
ported by aid from France and in close union with it for the economy,
education, defense, foreign relations.” De Gaulle was obviously stacking
the deck in favor of self-government rather than full sovereignty. More-
over, he still refused to negotiate with “ambitious ringleaders resolved
to establish by force and by terror their totalitarian dictatorship”—
merely renewing, rather incongruously, his offer of an honorable cease-
fire. But, by conceding that Muslims had the right to choose indepen-
dence, his September 1959 address marked the beginning of the end of
Algérie française.83
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French officials in Algiers immediately recognized the implications of
de Gaulle’s statement and the precarious position in which it placed them.
“Without spectacular declarations, which would be embarrassing abroad,
it is urgent to take a position,” one of Delouvrier’s adviser’s pleaded. They
had to let the pieds noirs know that de Gaulle was not unfavorable to
“Francisation,” however badly chosen the word. Muslims interpreted it
as demanding de-islamization, he noted, but they were not his chief con-
cern. “Paris has to understand that in Algiers one cannot go completely
against the opinion of the Europeans and the Army without risking the
worst chaos.” As for the Muslims, “it’s the FLN or ourselves who will
make their ‘self-determination.’ ”84

At the time the GPRA was in no position to take advantage of de
Gaulle’s offer. It was mired in a complex and protracted power struggle
that pitted Krim against Boussouf and Bentobbal in commanding the
ALN and these three against the rest of the leadership in directing the
GPRA as a whole. It was therefore almost two weeks before Abbas de-
livered a reply. While recognizing de Gaulle’s acceptance of the principle
of self-determination, he declared that “free choice cannot be exercised
under an army of occupation.” Negotiations would therefore have to in-
clude the “conditions and guarantees of the application of self-
determination.”85

Nevertheless, in October Couve and Debré renewed the original offer
of cease-fire negotiations, the foreign minister specifically naming the
FLN.86 While neither the GPRA nor de Gaulle’s own civil and military
representatives in Algeria found the self-determination proposal credible,
it did put the rebels at a disadvantage in the run-up to the General As-
sembly vote. “They’re leading us in tow,” Krim complained.

We do not have any initiative to influence public opinion. De Gaulle says
that he is ready to receive us in France. . . . This will influence the UN. All
the more so as we have said we were ready for talks. . . . We have to be united
to negotiate. De Gaulle knows that we are not ready. That is why he drives
us to the wall.87

Pressing his advantage, on November 10 de Gaulle himself invited
the external leadership to discuss “the conditions of the end of hostilities.
. . . no matter when, either in secret or publicly,” with a guarantee that
they could freely return. But at the same time he presented a battery of
statistics showing how the army was prevailing on the ground.88 The
GPRA finally replied by naming the imprisoned leaders, now designated
ministers of state, as its negotiating team. De Gaulle was not amused, but
his rebuff did restore some sympathy for the Algerians in the international
media—which, perhaps, was the point.89

“In the Algerian camp as in the camp of the French,” Mohammed
Harbi explains, “the internal situation still prevented dispensing with the
double talk. Each one advanced by trying to neutralize his opposition”—
and no one could afford to be too eager for a compromise peace.90
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Though Foreign Minister Debaghine was about to be excluded from the
leadership and probably had little influence in its deliberations, he offered
an astute assessment of de Gaulle’s policy from an Algerian perspective.
After describing the international pressures playing on de Gaulle, he con-
cluded that “France’s position is not less difficult than ours.”

It suffices to make a chart of de Gaulle’s statements since the “peace of the
brave” offer until the declaration of November 10th, 1959 to realize that
these statements are more and more positive, despite certain retreats from
time to time intended to appease the colons and the French Army in Algeria.
Nevertheless, de Gaulle is not unaware of our difficulties. The conclusion to
draw is that de Gaulle is keeping to a certain schedule, that he is perhaps
constrained in one way or another to make peace as quickly as possible, and
that he is therefore called to make this peace by submitting to certain of our
conditions.

Debaghine judged that they would be in a better position to conduct
negotiations if they first secured the “diplomatic trump” of a U.N. reso-
lution and persuaded the Arab states to threaten co-belligerence—not so
much because of the material contribution they could make, but because
it would “provoke a real fear of seeing the conflict spread to the whole
Middle East,” as in the Suez crisis. This would create “enormous pressure”
on the French. The foreign minister recalled that de Gaulle had not spo-
ken of self-determination except “after the pressure of the Western powers
desirous of extinguishing the fire of the Algerian war, the persistence of
which would of course compromise their interests in the Afro-Asian
world.”91

But despite de Gaulle’s acceptance of self-determination, in December
1959 the Americans still abstained on a General Assembly resolution call-
ing for negotiations between the two parties. Debaghine was exactly right
about the reason for Eisenhower’s reluctance. Indeed, it appears that de
Gaulle had wasted his breath in trying to win U.S. support. On August
18, two weeks before he went to Paris, the president and his National
Security Council discussed a Joint Chiefs of Staff proposal that they “get
off the dime” and adopt a pro-French policy. Eisenhower dismissed the
very idea: “How could we say that we support the French and still not
damage our interests?

The whole of our history, the President stated, is anti-colonial and the French
action in Algeria is interpreted by the rest of the world as militant colonialism.
To support the French would be to run counter to everything we have done
in the past. . . . To stand up with the colonial powers would be to cut our-
selves from our own moorings; it was an adventurous idea.

Lodge pointed out that Algeria “had become a symbol in the Arab coun-
tries and in the Muslim world as a whole.” If the United States supported
France, it would prove unpopular even in Scandinavia. While Eisenhower
understood “why military men could take the position that NATO was
more important than Algeria,” he insisted that “you had to take account
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of all of the effects of your actions, and on this issue we had to continue
to take a somewhat cagey position.”92

Though the president did not explain this “cagey position,” it appears
to have precluded giving de Gaulle full and forthright support no matter
what policy he proposed, as long as it was not immediately accepted by
the Algerians. This was the preeminent anticolonial movement in a pro-
foundly anti-colonial era. Even as the United States and France agreed
about the shape of a settlement and the means to achieve it, Eisenhower
sought to avoid being identified with the process. Thus, interpreting the
proposed policy, he stated that “a solution ‘in consonance with U.S. in-
terests’ meant that we should avoid the charge that we were one of the
colonial powers.” The solution itself was apparently secondary; it was
avoiding the charge that mattered. And to Eisenhower it mattered a great
deal. It was in this meeting that he warned that the “real menace here
was the one and a half billion hungry people in the world.”93

Eisenhower’s reasoning shows how, as Bérard wrote in June 1959,
“although increasingly well-established, the merits of our case on Algeria
are less and less taken into consideration at the UN.” It also helps explain
why “the evolution of the situation in North Africa and that of our po-
sition at the UN are going in exactly opposite directions,” as he observed
later that summer.94 Indeed, as the Morice line slowly strangled the in-
surgency, as the Challe plan drove it to exhaustion, as de Gaulle tried to
kill it with kindness, the cause of Algerian independence took on a life of
its own at the United Nations and around the world. And this, in turn,
helped sustain loyalty to the GPRA within Algeria despite its internal
divisions and the reversals suffered by the ALN. As inspectors from the
Institut des Hautes Etudes de Défense Nationale discovered during a tour of
Algeria in January 1960, “the successes, even relative, of the FLN in the
international arena seem to have deeply affected Muslim opinion.”95

The trend Bérard traced was not inexorable. In fact, the General As-
sembly resolution once again barely missed the required two-thirds ma-
jority. But after having achieved virtually the same result as in 1958 de-
spite making a maximum effort and offering a settlement “so in
conformity with the UN Charter,” it was now clear that de Gaulle could
not domesticate the Algerian question in the way that he had hoped. He
would continue to fight for a “French solution,” but by conceding that
Muslims could opt out of the family he had begun a very different process
of domestication, the process of dividing France and Algeria into two
sovereign states. Now the Algerian question was whether le général could
pursue the self-determination policy without provoking a military coup
or even civil war. As a GPRA minister told a French journalist soon after
the September speech: “From now on, his fate is linked to ours.”96
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A Multicultural Peace?

Why not tell them, then, that it is not with joy in your heart that you

have chosen these dramatic solutions, but that they have been imposed on

you by implacable circumstances?

Learn that a statesman never says that solutions have been imposed

on him. You should never say that you are beaten, because you are

beaten if you say so. The solutions, you choose them, you decide them, they

are not imposed on you.

de Gaulle interviewed by Pierre Laffont, November 1960 1

To envisage the possibility for the Europeans of grouping themselves in a

separate union, in separate parties, in separate economic organizations,

isn’t this to crystallize the position of the communities? To group the mi-

norities in an association, is this not to reinforce their opposition to the

majority, to crystallize it?

So as not to crystallize the minorities, are you thinking then of do-

ing away with them?

Exchange between Ahmed Francis and Bernard Tricot, June 1961 2

If the Algerian War was, in part, ideological combat, peacemaking re-
quired ideological disarmament. Since the Algerians never achieved mili-
tary victory, a description of how the French cast off their intellectual
weapons, like an army in retreat, provides the best measure of who was
winning, and by how much. It also shows how the Algerians picked up
some of these ideas and wielded them to assert control of the field—above
all the principle of undivided and unfettered sovereignty. Others became
part of the landscape, half-buried, awaiting another war.

Most of this chapter describes an episodic advance to the negotiating
table, as de Gaulle’s government and the GPRA fended off internal chal-
lenges when they were not fighting each other in Algeria and abroad. Yet
it begins with this less familiar story of ideological peacemaking. While
now all but forgotten, this period witnessed a flourishing of intellectual
and institutional innovation among French officials. It culminated in their
proposals for a multicommunautaire society at the Evian negotiations, in
which both the European community in Algeria and the Algerian com-
munity in France would be guaranteed political representation. Perhaps
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the problem of domesticating the Algerian question, in the sense of di-
viding France from its former colony, was not amenable to half measures,
measures that were patently one-sided when attempted in the eleventh
hour. But they do allow us to glimpse how history might have happened
differently, and imagine alternative futures for a country that too often
seems typecast for tragedy.

French propaganda long portrayed the war as a struggle against pan-
Islam and international communism. But as early as 1955, some official
films and pamphlets implicitly conceded that Algerian nationalism had
Algerian origins. Even so, it was treated as a symptom of social and eco-
nomic dislocation that would fade as Algeria fully “modernized” and be-
came better integrated with France. With the return of de Gaulle and
propaganda films like The Constantine Plan: Money, Men, Machines, the
FLN all but disappeared from the images France chose to project about
Algeria. Instead of fighting Algerians, France was waging “a war against
the underdevelopment of their land.”3

Of course, this war against underdevelopment now appears no less
aggressive than the campaigns waged against the ALN, even in these
propagandistic portrayals. Thus, in The Falling Veil, another film aimed
at American audiences, the narrator describes how de Gaulle appealed
directly to women during his June 1958 visit to Algeria: “His confidence
in the women acted almost as an electric current to many of them, a kind
of psychological shock which jolted them out of their old attitude of
apathy into a new awareness of themselves.” Considering that electricity
was the weapon of choice for French torturers, this metaphor could not
have been more maladroit. But it reflected the belief that only France
could summon Algerians to self-consciousness and endow them with
agency—albeit agency guided by a heavy, steadying hand.4

If there is a villain in the piece, it is not specifically the FLN, which
is not even mentioned, but rather “Many Moslems . . . who insist on total
control and total obedience, whose wives are treated little better than
chattel.” In the scenes that follow, French women take their Algerian
counterparts in hand to hat shops and post offices, enacting practices of
modernity for their protégés to mimic. Similarly, French-educated chil-
dren shepherd their parents into an apartment building to marvel at the
sight of tap water, radio, and a lightbulb. This was more than a matter
of propaganda. In addition to enrolling more girls in school, earlier dis-
cussed, de Gaulle’s government issued a decree in 1959 prohibiting early
or nonconsensual marriages. In this way, women and children were en-
listed in the war against “underdevelopment”, a war that imposed its own
discipline, if not total obedience.5

This phase of French propaganda continued to portray Algeria as an
extension of France. As the narrator intones in Visages de l’Algérie, it was
only four hours from Paris and two hours from Marseilles, language that
positioned Algeria on the periphery of a metropolitan center. Similarly,
pioneers over four generations are credited with giving it the face of
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France. But at the same time, they are said to share with the original
inhabitants a common Mediterranean civilization, making Algeria “a
bridge between Europe and North Africa,” even if traffic along this bridge
only travels from north to south.6

These images recalled some of de Gaulle’s earliest public pronounce-
ments about Algeria, like the October 1958 offer of a “peace of the brave,”
in which he predicted that France and North Africa would form “a friend-
ship, for common progress.”7 Yet they also reflected his later portrayals
of decolonization as a component of France’s own modernization—and
thus as part of its “great national ambition,” as he declared in June 1960.8
When he first described an independent Algerian government six months
later, he presented it as part of the inexorable development of world his-
tory and French modernization:

[T]he same conditions that press us to reform ourselves have unleashed, in
the entire world, an immense evolution. Being a world power, France does
not fail to be concerned with this upheaval, like the lighthouse struck by the
wave. Before the passion for emancipation and progress that has seized peo-
ples until now left behind by modern civilization, the liberating genius of
France leads her to emancipate peoples who, until then, depended on her.

In this way, de Gaulle set Algeria in the context of “an immense evolu-
tion” in which only France retained conscious agency. Colonized peoples
could be seized by passions and advance in waves, but only France and
her “liberating genius” could give meaning to their movements by making
them part of a larger modernization project.9

It was not until the final and most sophisticated phase of French
propaganda, exemplified by the films of Carlos Vilardebo, that Muslims
no longer appeared as fanatics, children, or people trailing behind pro-
gress, but rather as subjects of their own history. Thus, the narrator of
One Thousand New Villages also invokes the idea of a common Mediter-
ranean civilization. But rather than measuring its extent according to
proximity to the metropole, he centers it on the sea itself. “All the ports
in the Mediterranean resemble each other,” he declares, all are open to
the world. “The true frontier between the sea and the land is really beyond
this coast. Whether in Algeria or Italy or Spain, there comes a place where
the noise and the color gives way to aridity and silence. People of the
land turn their back on the sea and to change.” The film provocatively
suggests that nothing might have changed if not for the war. Even when
it displays scenes of destruction and the flight of refugees, the FLN is not
blamed or even mentioned. And while it depicts some of the resettlement
camps as harmonious, where men can go to their fields and “safeguard
patriarchal authority,” others are admitted to be sites of misery, where
“phantoms of men” subsist on handouts.10

Finally, we see a new village with features said to be like Camargue
and Provence. But like other new villages, dwellings are lined up in rows
and meet at 90-degree angles, reflecting the kind of discipline authorities
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hoped to instill in their inhabitants. Even so, the narrator insists that
“there is not one type of village just as there is not one evolution but a number
of evolutions.” Then, amid scenes of happy children with flocks returning
from the fields, we are told that “here is a village like all other Mediter-
ranean villages.”11

How can these seemingly contradictory ideas be reconciled? Vilar-
debo allows for “a number of evolutions” along different lines, but these
evolutions take place within the same system. All these villages are alike
because they are oriented toward a common Mediterranean civilization,
which here stands in for modernization. Yet contrary to earlier propa-
ganda, modernization can come about through war and the agency of the
unnamed FLN. The film marginalizes only those who would categorically
reject change—implicitly including racist colons—or brutally impose it
without respecting cultural differences (though patriarchy is apparently
the only one worth mentioning). It thus helps viewers imagine a multi-
ethnic society simultaneously pursuing different kinds of progress.

Vilardebo presents this idea of multiple but interrelated evolutions
even more subtly in Bilan d’un Jour through a series of linked images.
The war is never mentioned and, as in earlier films, industrial and irri-
gation projects are prominently featured. But unlike, for example, Des
Pierres qui lient les hommes, in which new apartment buildings play the
starring role and overshadow their occupants, these images are all inter-
spersed with those of individuals at work and play, segueing from a Coke
bottle in a factory to the same bottle in a crowded bar, from neon lights
advertising night clubs to the glassworker who crafts them. At a time
when such gathering places were often bombed and the sight and sound
of broken glass provided the texture of urban combat, Vilardebo’s mean-
ing could not have been more clear: these diverse lives are part of an
intricate and fragile set of social, cultural, and economic relationships.
Each person relies on the others not only for their prosperity and personal
safety but for their very identity in a society differentiated by functional
occupation rather than by greater or lesser degrees of development. And
whereas films like Visages de l’Algérie had stridently insisted that diverse
communities had to live in harmony, here they are not even mentioned.
Instead, the same idea is enacted as a European shares a cigarette with a
Muslim coworker:

Thus all of Algeria is revealed as an immense construction site of iron, con-
crete, and stone, where each individual is multiplied by those who work . . .
five hundred or a thousand kilometers away, and where each is seconded by
someone who appears completely different to him. And all that leads, with
the cement and the steel made here, to new homes where men on all the
roads from Monday to Saturday get up to begin their work again.

Here then we have the official French vision of postwar Algeria, circa
1960. It is apparently independent but self-regulating and securely en-
sconced within a larger economic and cultural system. In this portrayal
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of a multiethnic society, war is scarcely imaginable—indeed, politics of
any contentious kind apparently has no place. Instead, all that matters is
the bilan, the bottom line: a balanced equation of production and con-
sumption that is presented as the universal measure of every kind of pro-
gress.12

De Gaulle’s imagery and the propaganda films they helped inspire
illustrate the ways in which people were led to imagine an independent
Algeria as part of a vision of progress that was above politics. Yet this
was hardly an apolitical process, as indicated by de Gaulle’s response to
the pied noir interviewer quoted at the beginning of this chapter. It re-
flected a deliberate strategy to cover the retreat from Algeria. Indeed, this
glowing vision was like celluloid wrapping around another, classified ver-
sion of independent Algeria.

In the summer of 1960, the Paris-based Secretariat of State for Al-
gerian Affairs created a “Working Group on the Future Structures of
Algeria.” Cloaked in secrecy, often declining to sign their work, officials
here could be more explicit in repudiating long-standing shibboleths
about Algérie française. Thus, one of their earliest and most remarkable
studies, “Essai d’une discussion historique sur le problème algérien,” be-
gins by insisting, against all received wisdom, that “the Algerian problem
is not an original problem.” According to its author, the “artificiality” of
Algerian nationalism, in the sense that it had been consciously created,
could not be denied, but the same was true of such countries as Hungary,
Croatia, and Greece. True, Algeria had been a French land for 130 years,
but each of these countries and many others besides had lost their auton-
omy for much longer periods—including Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and
Romania—and sometimes had to recover or even create national lan-
guages and myths. And they, too, had large national minorities, as the
Europeans would be in an independent Algeria.13

Moreover, the author argued, the idea that social, economic, and po-
litical “integration” could disarm Algerian nationalism “hardly withstands
analysis.” Austria-Hungary went much farther than the French in elevat-
ing representatives of diverse groups to national office, to no avail. Nor
could France create a middle class capable of managing a gradual evolu-
tion toward autonomy and multiparty democracy, as liberals hoped.
“Without a doubt this is an illusion,” the author insisted. “The Algerian
state will have a single party. The question is whether this party will be
totalitarian or not.” Indeed, parliamentary democracy might not even be
desirable, since it “is without question the political regime least capable
of ensuring order in an Algeria that remains an underdeveloped and prim-
itive country.”

But did the GPRA not represent only a small minority? “This claim,”
the author asserted, “arises from a misunderstanding of the conditions in
which revolutions are born.” France, Russia, and many more examples
were marshaled to show that, once crowned with success, a militant mi-
nority would quickly become a majority party. In any case, an election
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over self-determination would lead to the same result—or worse, since
the transition would then be “a blunt fact” rather than organized through
direct negotiations.

But would Algerian independence not be “a new step forward for
international communism,” the official view since the start of the war?
Perhaps the French position was the correct one, the author allowed, but
it was not shared by other anti-Communist powers. Precedents from the
sixteenth through the nineteenth centuries showed that “the parceling out
of the intermediate zone” was “the golden rule of European diplomacy,”
helping to limit the extent and intensity of systemic wars. Moreover, na-
tionalism was not necessarily the precursor of communism, because new
states tried to get the maximum from the two powers without depending
on either. And experience had shown that countries were less vulnerable
to subversion when independence was well planned and executed. By Jan-
uary 1962, the Délégation Générale would be reminding French army of-
ficers that few newly independent states had become Communist—in-
deed, no Western country repressed communists as ruthlessly as did Egypt
and Iraq.14

If the FLN was not simply the stalking horse for international com-
munism, what of the notion that it represented religious fanaticism, Nas-
ser’s “empire of Islam,” to recall Mollet’s phrase? Here again, the Working
Group rejected the received wisdom. Their first report insisted that “the
main force is a national aspiration and not religious faith. The key word
which rouses the masses is not holy war, but rather independence.” Sim-
ilarly, a September 1961 report by the Délégation Générale denied that the
rebellion represented a jihad. Indeed, it predicted that, given its “high
degree of spirituality, its humanism,” Islam would play “a stabilizing role
and preserve this country from the dangers of atheistic materialism and
from communism.”15

But how could independence be real or lasting, the ghosts of French
propagandists past might have asked, if Algeria did not continue to de-
velop, and how could that occur if it did not remain integrated with the
metropolitan economy? According to the Working Group, integration
made stagnation more likely. “A local power emanating directly from the
Algerian people,” on the other hand, “would naturally be armed [with
full powers] to decide the best development policy to follow,” if necessary
including “the most effective authoritarian methods.”16

Yet no argument against retaining Algeria, no matter how clever or
far-sighted, would make the slightest difference unless and until the
French army could be brought to agree or at least acquiesce. Indeed,
“Essai d’une discussion historique” frankly acknowledged fears that the
return of the army and a sizable portion of the settler population would
provoke a fatal crisis of the parliamentary republic. But the war itself, it
countered, was what created the conditions for a coup. Algeria gave the
army the confidence that it could govern, younger officers were increas-
ingly isolated from society, and 1958 had given voice to La Grande
Muette. Moreover, the integration policy would continue to provoke in-
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ternal crises that created opportunities for intervention. The only solution,
then, was to act boldly, the author concluded, since the dangers of delay-
ing Algerian independence would only increase with time.17

From the Barricades to the Negotiating Table

As French officials had feared, the pieds noirs turned on de Gaulle and
his government once he accepted the Algerians’ right to independence.
They responded with mounting fury to his peace overtures to the GPRA,
which coincided with a resurgence of rebel attacks in Algiers. One of their
representatives in the National Assembly, Pierre Lagaillarde, who had led
the storming of the Government General building in May 1958, vowed
that de Gaulle would face trial for his deeds. Le général himself belittled
these ultras as hotheads. But they now had access to thousands of weap-
ons, even armored vehicles, as members of the Unités territoriales (UT).
While ultimately under army command, the settler militia were really con-
trolled by the demagogue Jo Ortiz and his quasi-fascist Front National
Français.18

Mindful of the earlier crisis, Delouvrier and his advisers were most
concerned about the position the army would take in any showdown.
They knew that Ortiz met frequently with Colonel Antoine Argoud, chief
of staff for Massu’s corps d’Alger, and Colonel Jean Gardes, who directed
psychological warfare. Delouvrier hoped that they would dissuade him
from any rash action. Instead, Argoud and Gardes, along with many other
officers, openly sympathized with the pieds noirs’ determination to op-
pose independence. When Delouvrier tried to explain to Argoud the im-
portance of accepting self-determination in the fight for world opinion,
the colonel derided these “history professor, intellectual” arguments. Ar-
goud and Gardes considered Algérie française to be a front line in the
defense of “the Christian West.”19

General Massu, victor of the Battle of Algiers, was supposed to con-
trol the colonels and, by extension, the ultras.20 But he had grown disaf-
fected over the direction of de Gaulle’s policy and, in particular, his un-
willingness to defend the army. On January 5, Le Monde published
excerpts from a secret Red Cross report that confirmed that many soldiers
acted “in flagrant contradiction with elementary humanitarian principles”
in their treatment of prisoners.21 A week later, a judge in Rennes sum-
moned one of Massu’s officers to testify about the fate of Maurice Audin,
and many more were thought to be implicated in his suspected death
under torture. De Gaulle secretly issued strict new directives against tor-
ture to army commanders. But like Mollet before him, de Gaulle only
succeeded in antagonizing them.22

Massu finally gave vent to his frustration in an interview for a West
German magazine later that month. “L’armée a la force,” he boasted.

It has not shown it until now because the opportunity has not presented
itself, but it will intervene if the situation demands it. We no longer under-
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stand the policy of President de Gaulle. The Army had not been able to
foresee that he would pursue such a policy. Our greatest disappointment was
to see General de Gaulle become a man of the left. . . . Perhaps the Army
made a mistake.

On January 18, the interview was published in Munich and immediately
picked up by international wire services.23

That same day, de Gaulle confirmed Massu’s suspicions in a series of
conversations with three deputies from Algeria. He confided his belief
that, if a referendum was truly free and fair, only the areas around Oran
and Algiers would choose to remain attached to France. It would then
be necessary to regroup the population and partition Algeria. A Muslim
deputy pointed out that the FLN had already struck at thirty of his rel-
atives, exclaiming “We will suffer!” “Yes, you will suffer,” De Gaulle
coldly replied. As reports of this interview circulated in Algiers, word
came that de Gaulle had relieved Massu of his command.24

Ortiz had been waiting for just such an opportunity to test the army’s
loyalty. He called a general strike for Sunday, January 24, and prepared
to gather his forces near the war memorial, the traditional launching pad
for pied noir insurrections. Lagaillarde, for his part, led a rival group to
occupy the University of Algiers. Delouvrier and Challe counted on cor-
dons of parachutistes to further divide and isolate the protesters. They did
not realize that Gardes and Argoud had actually encouraged Ortiz to
demonstrate in support of Massu. So when the UT began to rally to the
Ortiz command post on rue Charles-Péguy, the paras simply stood aside
and let them pass. Allowed to gather en masse and erect barricades, Ortiz’s
1,500 heavily armed followers were ready when the gendarmes were fi-
nally sent in—but not before their officers, determined to avoid a blood-
bath, ensured their weapons were unloaded. Consequently, the insurgents
were able to aim volley after volley at their advancing ranks before the
gendarmes could return fire. Altogether, 14 were killed and 123
wounded. The UT, for its part, counted 6 dead and 26 injured. All the
while, the paras stood back from the battle, intervening only to stop the
incensed crowds from finishing off even more wounded policemen.25

The pieds noirs’ gamble had paid off: confronted with a pro-Algérie
française uprising and direct orders to oppose it, the army refused to fire.
Lacouture well describes the mood of that moment. After “the battle of
1957, the exuberance of 1958, the anguish of 1959 . . . [t]oo many things
had been lived, suffered, and overcome together.” The state was “distant,
and cold, and negative” and could not command loyalty from soldiers
who had become married to the passions of the pieds noirs—in some
cases literally.26 The commander of the Tenth Airborne Division made it
clear that his men would not use force against the protesters—indeed,
they openly fraternized with them. It was “a bad blow to France,”
de Gaulle declared. “A bad blow to France in Algeria. A bad blow to
France in the world.” When Debré himself flew to Algiers, Argoud de-
manded that de Gaulle repudiate the self-determination policy. If not, he
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warned that the president would be replaced by Challe or perhaps even a
junta of like-minded colonels. Debré quickly returned to a capital rife with
rumors of a military coup.27

Yet while this state of affairs was maddening to de Gaulle and his
advisers, open insubordination did not spread beyond Algiers. As the days
passed, the standoff there remained all the protesters had to show for
their efforts. And, unlike May of 1958, they could not even pretend that
the Muslims were with them—one miserable truckload of aged veterans
hardly stayed long enough to have their pictures taken. Finally, on January
29, Delouvrier together with Challe and his staff withdrew from their
Algiers command post to an air force base 30 kilometers away, concerned
that their presence—and impotence—created the impression that they ac-
quiesced in the insurrection. Before Delouvrier left, he made an emotional
appeal to the protesters, calling directly on Ortiz and Lagaillarde to leave
the barricades and join him at the war memorial to grieve Sunday’s losses.
After their fifth day on the street, Delouvrier’s appeal—together with a
cold, driving rain—sapped much of the insurgents’ remaining enthusiasm.
Moreover, now that the dissident colonels faced the choice of either fol-
lowing their superiors out of the city or remaining as renegades, they
began to counsel the ultras to stand down.

De Gaulle himself delivered the coup de grace. “French of Algeria,”
he declared in a radio-television address, “how can you listen to the liars
and conspirators who tell you that in according free choice to Algerians
France and de Gaulle want to abandon you, to withdraw from Algeria
and deliver it to the rebellion?” He brushed aside the “details” of “this or
that French solution” until after the war, signaling that he had not fore-
ordained independence. While mollifying the pieds noirs, de Gaulle,
dressed in uniform, issued the army an uncompromising call to order:

What would the French Army become if not an anarchic and ludicrous mess
of military fiefdoms if some elements put conditions on their loyalty?. . . . To
cede on this point [of self-determination] and in these conditions would burn
the assets we still have in Algeria. This would also abase the state before this
outrage and threat. From this blow France would become no more than a
poor toy broken up on an ocean of adventures.28

After Challe allowed the insurgents to leave the barricades with military
honors, the crisis finally ended. The Fifth Republic was shaken but intact.
Those who had attacked it were driven from Algeria—Ortiz fleeing to
exile in the Balearics, Lagaillarde and Gardes imprisoned—while those
who were judged irresolute resigned or were removed from office, in-
cluding Soustelle and, after a decent interval, Challe himself.

While injuring the cause of Algérie française, the crisis also delayed
peace negotiations. Its timing was particularly unfortunate: Massu’s in-
terview appeared on the very day that the meeting of the CNRA ended
and a new cabinet emerged. Abbas remained as president—actually little
more than a spokesman—and Krim, Boussouf, and Bentobbal retained
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formal control of the ALN through an interministerial committee. Power
had begun to shift to the army’s chief of staff, Houari Boumedienne, but
the new team still had ample authority to negotiate. Indeed, in the course
of the crisis, Krim told a U.S. diplomat that if de Gaulle needed support
the GPRA would mobilize against their “common enemy.”29

After the denouement, Abbas addressed a letter to de Gaulle offering
to dispatch negotiators to Paris.30 De Gaulle did not respond directly. In
effect, he gave his answer to his troops during another tour of Algeria,
urging them to crush the Algerian maquis. If at one point he apparently
spoke of “an Algerian Algeria linked to France,” he also predicted that
outright independence would bring only misery and necessitate partition.
Most important, he indicated no inclination to negotiate the matter with
the GPRA. De Gaulle had always been determined to establish dominance
on the battlefield, but now it appeared all the more vital if he was to hold
the army together. And if he was unready to consider political negotia-
tions with the GPRA even before he confronted the threat of military
revolt, every reaffirmation of this position made it more difficult to reverse
course. The Algerians were only confirmed in their suspicion that the
army and the settlers would not allow de Gaulle to negotiate indepen-
dence, even if he wished to.31

The GPRA responded by implementing a dangerous new strategy,
one that Debaghine began to devise in his last days as foreign minister.
Noting that U.S. support for France weakened the moment it was ru-
mored China might back the Algerians, he had proposed that they con-
tinue to escalate. De Gaulle’s difficulties increasingly affected the West,
and “the process is going to intensify.”

The Arab states will commit themselves further, and so too will the Afro-
Asian countries. On the French side it will be necessary to involve the West
even more. The radicalization of the war, with the co-belligerence of the Arab
countries and the participation of Chinese volunteers, will lead in the end to
a confrontation between the West and the East. . . . This will lead the West
to put a stop to the war in Algeria. If not this would be world war.32

But Debaghine did not possess sufficient authority to attempt any-
thing of the kind. Instead, Krim took charge of the Foreign Ministry and
embarked on this bold new course. He began by establishing a political
secretariat staffed with brilliant advisors like Mabrouk Belhocine and Mo-
hamed Harbi, the latter heading up a section charged with obtaining
support from socialist countries. At the same time, Krim disciplined rep-
resentatives abroad for extravagance or pretending to the title of ambas-
sador. Those he judged “useless and notoriously incompetent” were sum-
marily dismissed and replaced with young intellectual militants.33

Krim confirmed the new strategy in one of the first documents he
signed as foreign minister, “Our Foreign Policy and the Cold War.” The
Algerians would no longer present themselves as potential allies of the
United States or limit themselves to threats to turn to “the East.” While
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the goal remained the same—to exacerbate divisions in the West and
thereby exert indirect pressure on Paris—they would pursue it through a
policy of brinkmanship, confronting France’s allies with actual and in-
creasing Communist support.34 Outside aid might help the military situ-
ation, but for Krim the main purpose was political. Thus, when he called
for foreign volunteers, initially limited to the Arab and African states,
there was no discussion of how they might actually be used. “The mo-
dalities of putting this into practice will be discussed and debated later,”
Krim explained in an internal note. “Right now what matters is to con-
duct a vigorous propaganda [campaign] around the principle of volun-
teering and above all to demonstrate, if the war continues, that de Gaulle
alone will be responsible and world peace will be directly threatened.” For
Krim, African and Arab support were alike a “means of pressuring the
East and the West.”35

This propaganda campaign was aimed at arousing both Cold War
and race war fears, as indicated by Debaghine’s suggestion that Chinese
intervention would incite an immediate response. Similarly, while Krim
assured the American ambassador in Tunis that he “did not want to sug-
gest that volunteers would be trained for race warfare in black Africa,” it
seems likely that he hoped to play on just this kind of concern. Westerners
were particularly susceptible at a time when Belgian settlers were suffering
attacks in the Congo.36 Of course, the GPRA had to wield this threat
with care, since it could not afford to alienate liberal opinion in France
and abroad. So while Krim visited Peking and leaked rumors about en-
listing Chinese volunteers, Abbas confided to a French reporter that this
would be a “disaster for the whole world” and publicly pledged that the
pieds noirs would not encounter discrimination in the new Algeria.37

This did not stop the French from exploiting Congolese atrocities
and the “Yellow Peril” in their propaganda.38 But those who were sym-
pathetic to the Algerians’ cause could be quite understanding about the
need to threaten escalation. Even John F. Kennedy, that consummate cold
warrior, privately suggested that Chinese intervention would serve “to
force either a revision of the State Department’s overall policy or an ‘in-
ternational’ settlement of this war.” His Algerian interlocutor concluded
that the senator meant to encourage “the positive introduction of the
communist factor”—as Kennedy had phrased it—by repeatedly empha-
sizing that it would force Washington to act.39

The GPRA’s position on prisoners of war provides another example
of the “flexible, multiform” nature of its diplomacy and propaganda, as
an internal note put it, always using “the argument that seizes and holds
the attention of the audience.” At a conference of African peoples in Tunis
in January 1960, Ahmed Boumendjel had aroused delegates by announc-
ing that France, after a year and a half of reprieves, had just resumed
guillotining Algerian prisoners. Boumendjel ominously warned of retali-
ation.40 But rather than immediately executing French prisoners, as in
1958, the GPRA sent the Swiss government a formal instrument of ac-
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cession to the Geneva Conventions. This move began to pay off when
the Swiss circulated it to other parties to the conventions, albeit with the
reservation that it did not recognize the GPRA.41

Thus, while the Algerians’ international campaign appeared increas-
ingly militant and focused on the armed struggle, its multiple and diverse
elements remained interdependent and essentially political in purpose.
Obtaining support from African and Arab states sought after by the su-
perpowers was meant to impel the Communists to provide more active
assistance. The threat of a wider war, in turn, would drive France and its
allies to seek a way out. All the while, the GPRA availed itself of every
opportunity to receive international recognition, profess sweet reason, and
demonstrate an unwavering readiness to negotiate.

For their policy of brinkmanship to succeed, the Algerians had to
show that continued fighting could indeed spark an international crisis,
even a world war. Yet with the exception of China, the Communist states
still showed scant interest. For instance, East Germany and Czechoslo-
vakia provided arms for cash, but both refused to allow the opening of
FLN offices.42 The Soviet Union, of course, was the main objective; even
the first trip to Beijing seemed most important to Ferhat Abbas for having
“made free and open the road which leads to Moscow.”

In this regard let’s not forget, let’s never forget, that the [existence of the]
USSR is the great good fortune of the colonized peoples in their fight for
independence. Without her the United States would have lined up, as in
1918, on the side of the colonialist nations and would have abandoned the
principles of the San Francisco Charter with the same ease as it abandoned
Wilson’s 14 points in 1918.43

But Abbas had to issue this reminder to his colleagues because the Soviets
had so often disappointed them. During the trip to China, the GPRA
delegation passed through Moscow without so much as a mention in the
local press. Soviet ministers would only meet unofficially and withheld
military aid or even de facto recognition.44 Khrushchev had actually en-
dorsed the French offer of self-determination, explaining to de Gaulle that
“he hoped the French would remain in some form in Algeria because if
they left the Americans would move in and that would be worse.”45

In response, Krim sought to play the China card. During another
visit to Peking in May 1960, he said that he “would have loved to see
. . . the Soviet Union adopt very firm positions like those of the govern-
ment of the People’s Republic of China.”46 But Mao defended his ally,
explaining that “the Soviet Union does not want France to fall completely
into the American orbit. . . . The USSR exploits the contradictions exist-
ing between the Americans, the French, and the British.”47 While Krim
failed in this attempt to exploit contradictions among the Communist
powers, events had obviated the need. The day before, Khrushchev had
given up on de Gaulle for supporting Eisenhower during the failed Paris
summit—his host had professed to see no difference between U.S. U-2
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overflights and Soviet satellites. Khrushchev condemned his “war against
the Algerian people that has lasted five years and for which France needs
American support.” While Khrushchev, for his part, still hesitated to de-
liver military support to the GPRA, this marked the end of his efforts to
encourage French independence by displaying moderation on Algeria.48

That same month, Chanderli privately warned an Agence France-
Presse correspondent in New York that the ALN’s need for arms and
money could lead to new alliances, hinting at the danger of more direct
East Bloc involvement. While acknowledging de Gaulle’s difficulties with
the army, he claimed that the GPRA could not go farther in their peace
overtures “because we have our own difficulties.” Certain of their units
would not surrender their arms if they did not first discuss how self-
determination was to be implemented. “Even if we are ready to return to
the ranks after the end of hostilities,” Chanderli insisted, “it’s with us that
you will have to talk.” If they were included, “there is room in Algeria
for everyone.” They therefore waited “anxiously” for de Gaulle’s next
statement.49

If the GPRA was anxious—and Chanderli’s suggestion that it might
compete as just another party after a cease-fire was particularly signifi-
cant—the reason was perhaps that the Algerians knew that some ALN
commanders were actually eager to accept le général’s standing offer of a
cease-fire and self-determination. Since March, his top aide for Algerian
affairs, Bernard Tricot, had been engaged in secret talks with one of the
six wilaya commanders in Algeria, Si Salah. French operations had deci-
mated his forces operating around Algiers—not only in battle, but also
through the skillful use of disinformation. Si Salah had tried and executed
386 of his own men, deluded into thinking they were disloyal.50 Demor-
alized and desperately short of matériel, he and his top lieutenants now
refused to follow a leadership in Tunis that could neither supply his men
for war nor negotiate a compromise peace. They told Tricot that they
were willing not only to turn in their weapons but also to persuade their
comrades in other Wilayat to do the same.51

De Gaulle took their offer seriously, even agreeing personally to meet
with them. In their surreal June 10 encounter in the Elysée Palace, Si
Salah and his fellow mujahadeen repeated their long-standing request for
a pause in the fighting in which to go to Kabylia and win over other
commanders. All along they had been concerned to avoid accusations that
they had betrayed their comrades—at one point they even wanted safe
passage to consult with the imprisoned ministers and the GPRA itself.
De Gaulle had ruled out these initiatives and now said that he wanted to
make one last attempt to start cease-fire negotiations with the GPRA. If
it rejected his offer, he would accept Si Salah’s plan and together they
would try for the broadest possible truce. But soon after de Gaulle ended
their meeting with a salute, Si Salah began to have doubts. He feared that
the GPRA would accept the offer only to buy time in which to reassert
its authority.52
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Four days later, de Gaulle delivered another radio-television address.
While his tone was more conciliatory than ever before, he did not make
any concrete concessions. His offer to negotiate “an honorable end to the
fighting” was only a slight variation on his earlier assurance that cease-fire
“conditions . . . would be honorable.” And if his first public use of the
words Algérie algérienne to describe the ultimate outcome implicitly ruled
out “Francisation,” in September 1959 few listeners had doubted that he
favored a “government of the Algerians by the Algerians.”53

Despite an uncertain welcome, the GPRA consented to send Bou-
mendjel and Mohammed Benyahia to France on June 25, 1960, to pre-
pare for negotiations. They met Secretary General for Algerian Affairs
Roger Moris at the prefecture of Melun, a town outside of Paris. Moris
was struck that his counterparts were most interested in an eventual meet-
ing between Abbas and de Gaulle “as implicit recognition of the ‘GPRA’
that it could exploit on the diplomatic level.”

The goal in fact is political discussion at the highest level possible, and in
conditions more favorable to the “GPRA” propaganda, in view of solving
the problem as a whole. This explains [Boumendjel’s] insistence on obtaining
for the delegates the right to meet the press, ambassadors, and their friends
in the metropole.54

De Gaulle was determined to deny the GPRA this recognition, so Moris
refused their delegates contact with the press or anyone else. For five days,
they were confined to the grounds of the prefecture, littered as it was with
listening devices, until he peremptorily announced that the preparatory
talks were over. If the main Algerian delegation arrived, this would mean
they had accepted these working conditions and were ready to negotiate
a cease-fire tout court.55

That same day, Delouvrier’s director of political affairs, François Cou-
let, told the Comité Central de l’Information that officials in Paris antici-
pated a GPRA surrender. The comité handled the press and propaganda
in Algiers, so Coulet counseled them not to brag that “they are beaten,”
though they could say it discreetly, but rather “they have understood.”
“The end of the Algerian conflict is the ineluctable result of current in-
ternational events,” Coulet asserted, “and more than any other sentiment
it is this aspect of the question which has led to the response of the
GPRA.” They were to explain that the GPRA’s Arab allies were divided
and self-serving, China’s support only discredited them, and the Western
powers now backed France without reservations. “It is more and more
apparent,” he concluded, “that the President of the French Republic is
the leader of the Free World.”56

But before Delouvrier’s public relations team could set to work “spin-
ning” the GPRA’s submission and crowning de Gaulle with laurels, the
Algerians flatly rejected the French conditions. The negotiations were off,
leading a disappointed press to blame Debré for sabotaging what they
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assumed was de Gaulle’s plan to conclude a compromise peace. But, as
Rédha Malek points out, le général had never promised to negotiate any-
thing more than an end to the fighting. It was journalists like Jean Daniel
and Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber who created the expectation that he
would go much farther, pressuring the GPRA, which was already in a
weak position, to accept his invitation. Yet de Gaulle and his prime min-
ister paid the price for their misplaced optimism.57 The French learned
that they would have to better manage the media next time or else, as
one official put it, be “blamed for the failure of the negotiations in the
eyes of the Muslims, of French in the metropole and, above all, foreign-
ers.”58

“The Algerian Republic Will Exist One Day”

In the aftermath of the aborted talks at Melun, the ALN restored disci-
pline in its ranks by executing Si Salah’s lieutenants (Si Salah himself died
in a firefight with the French on his way to face trial in Tunis). At the
same time, Krim escalated his campaign to mobilize the anticolonial
movement and win East Bloc backing. In August, he urged the GPRA
to provide military aid to opposition parties in Cameroon and Senegal—
independent but still allied with France—reasoning that insurgencies
there would distract their adversaries.59 In September, the GPRA pledged
solidarity with Fidel Castro’s revolution, declaring that Latin Americans
were engaged in the same anti-imperialist struggle.60 That same month,
they also denounced the North Atlantic Treaty Organization as a “colo-
nialist coalition,” vowing that any further aid to France would be consid-
ered an act of aggression.61

Ironically, three days after the GPRA condemned NATO, France
came under withering criticism at the North Atlantic Council. Algeria was
not the main issue at the time. The British and the Germans were pre-
occupied with the possibility that de Gaulle’s opposition to American
leadership might lead to a U.S. withdrawal from Europe. Adenauer’s clos-
est adviser, Herbert Blankenhorn, went so far as to predict that French
policy would eventually result in a deal between a newly nationalist Ger-
many and the Soviets. But in the meeting itself, mounting opposition to
de Gaulle’s diplomacy was expressed through near-unanimous disapproval
of his tripartite proposals and, in particular, his seeming hypocrisy over
Algeria. When the French representative called for support at the United
Nations, several delegates pointed out that Paris had never consulted the
council over Algeria or even allowed it to be discussed.62

The increasing acrimony among France’s allies did not bode well for
the upcoming General Assembly session, especially since Khrushchev was
about to embrace, quite literally, the Algerian cause in the person of Bel-
kacem Krim. During the chairman’s famous, shoe-pounding visit to New
York, they held cordial conversations and a photo session at the Soviet
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estate in Glen Cove, Long Island. Khrushchev later confirmed that this
constituted de facto recognition of the GPRA and pledged all possible
aid.63

By this point, the Algerian office in New York had become a formi-
dable operation, “making the best use of American public relations tech-
nology,” as their French counterparts observed. In 1960, it distributed
forty-six different brochures, most of them designed locally for targeted
audiences. Chanderli appeared regularly on network radio and television
programs while the French estimated that he and his colleagues had spo-
ken to at least 150 different organizations. Ferhat Abbas, in particular,
became “a star” after visits to Beijing and Moscow. The New York Times
put him on the front page while CBS sent cameramen to Tunis for an
hour-long television interview. Moreover, Arab and African delegations—
especially those of Morocco, Tunisia, Ghana, and Guinea—seconded the
Algerians. Thus, it was Accra’s representative to the United Nations who
rebutted Jacques Soustelle on NBC.64

Soustelle himself was acting independently to augment the consid-
erable efforts of the French mission. That same year officials gave seventy-
seven talks—compared to just ten in 1956—to audiences as large as 1500
people, including groups ranging from the Quakers to the American Jew-
ish Congress as well as elite gatherings at the Council on Foreign Rela-
tions and Columbia University. Yet audiences now reacted with “polite
incredulity” and sometimes open hostility to the argument that Algeria
was an integral part of France. About half invited the Algerians to present
the opposing view. Even more unnerving than the Algerians’ habit of
shadowing French propagandists when not striking out on their own was
their collective élan:

the [GPRA’s] representatives, solidly implanted in the United Nations, re-
ceived by three quarters of the delegations, displaying an absolute confidence
in the future, present from now on an aspect of respectability which opens
new doors for them and facilitates their action. Still expanding their contacts,
multiplying the invitations, presenting themselves in every way as moderates.

Altogether, their efforts “had contributed in great part to counterbalance,
on the overall political level, the weakening of the military capability and
of the arsenal of the rebellion in Algeria itself.”65

There was no chance that de Gaulle would actually allow the United
Nations to play any direct role in Algeria. His contempt for the organi-
zation had only been reinforced by the Congo crisis. As in the past, the
French opposed such a resolution for fear that a success at the United
Nations would encourage the FLN to continue fighting in the hope of
an international intervention.66 Ironically, by this point the GPRA itself
would have opposed such an intervention, since it too thought the Congo
operation had discredited the United Nations. But as a GPRA delegation
to Belgrade explained to Marshal Tito, “[W]e also knew, on the one hand,
that General de Gaulle was frightened by the idea of an internationali-
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zation of the Algerian problem and that, on the other hand, our propo-
sition would deepen the divisions that reign among France’s allies.” Sim-
ilarly, Interior Minister Bentobbal judged that this kind of
internationalization “does not exclude bilateral negotiation and may even
provoke it.” Thus, both Paris and the GPRA approached the debate as a
chance to gain negotiating leverage and neither considered the United
Nations capable of halting hostilities.67

Within Algeria itself, on the other hand, the international struggle
impassioned both the pied noir and Muslim communities. In September,
the delegate general’s office found that it incited settlers against voices of
moderation.68 The threat posed by the United Nations was a key theme
in the propaganda of the Union pour le Salut et le Renouveau de l’Algérie
française and the new Front d’Algérie française, which claimed one million
supporters by the fall of 1960. In one particularly striking poster, the
USRAF represented the United Nations as a pair of massive hands rip-
ping France from Algeria. “Foiled by Khrushchev, ridiculed by Nasser,
the UN wants to take revenge on France,” according to the legend, and
“France says no.”69

Conversely, broad segments of Muslim society now placed their
hopes in the United Nations. In August 1960, a meeting of top French
officials in Algiers determined that public opinion increasingly thought
that only the United Nations could put an end to the conflict. The del-
egate general’s monthly report for September agreed, observing “that the
Muslims of Algeria today turn toward the UN as they recently still turned
toward General de Gaulle.” Similarly, on a visit to Algiers in October,
Tricot found that Muslims were showing increasing interest in the activ-
ities of the GPRA abroad and the upcoming General Assembly debate.
Indeed, Bentobbal urged them “not to place too much hope in the de-
cisions of the UN so as not to be disappointed.” But Muslims appeared
not to listen. Indeed, they even placed hopes in the outcome of the Amer-
ican presidential election because of its potential impact in Algeria. Thus,
a correspondent who visited an ALN camp high in the Atlas Mountains
at the time was astonished to find grizzled mujahadeen asking what Ken-
nedy’s chances were against Nixon, doubtless recalling his 1957 speech
calling for Algerian independence. On the night of the election, they hud-
dled around campfires and listened to transistor radios as the returns came
in, cheering whenever Kennedy pulled ahead, cursing when Nixon threat-
ened to overtake him.70

So despite their bitterness over the previous year’s debate, the French
felt compelled to work with the Americans in coming up with a moderate
text while continuing to pretend that they opposed any resolution.71 The
Algerians, for their part, seized on the opportunity to use the United
States and Great Britain to exert pressure on de Gaulle. On October 24,
Ferhat Abbas made the GPRA’s first formal request for Chinese “volun-
teers,” specifically ninety military instructors and advisors. At the same
time Morocco’s Crown Prince Hassan, before departing for an official
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visit to London, told the British ambassador that the Algerians had de-
livered a written request to admit them.72

Bourguiba despaired that “soon ‘Chinese hordes’ would trample
across Tunisian soil,” even while assuring Paris that he would stand in
their way.73 Hassan, on the other hand, warned Macmillan that he could
delay their entry for two months, but no more. He urged progress toward
peace talks before the U.N. General Assembly debated the question. Mac-
millan called it “a very dangerous” proposal and urged Hassan not to
force the Western powers to choose between Paris and the GPRA.74 Ei-
senhower asked his National Security Council “whether such intervention
would not mean war.” The council agreed that if Communist regulars
managed to infiltrate Algeria the United States would be bound by the
terms of the North Atlantic Treaty.75

In fact, Hassan and Krim cooked up this request for the express pur-
pose of “putting pressure on Macmillan,” as Krim noted at the time.
“Result: Macmillan felt the pressure.” He was equally pleased with Has-
san’s self-imposed deadline, “[w]hich leaves the Anglo-Americans two
months to make their move and avoid letting Algeria become a theater
of the Cold War.”76 They decided not to wait. While Hassan was still in
London, the Foreign Office pressed de Gaulle to declare his peaceful in-
tentions or risk defeat in the General Assembly debate.77 Similarly, on
November 3 Alphand conveyed a warning by Herter that the United
States would not defend the French position without a declaration by de
Gaulle reaffirming his readiness to negotiate.78

The very next day, de Gaulle made another radio-television address
on Algeria—and took another big step toward accepting its independence.
As in his June 1960 statement, he mentioned no particular pressure, only
the inexorable development of world history and French modernization.
While praising the “magnificent pacification effort,” he acknowledged that
it did “not resolve the fundamental problem.” De Gaulle had therefore
decided to follow a new path:

This way leads, no longer to Algeria governed by the French metropole, but
to an Algerian Algeria. This is to say an emancipated Algeria, an Algeria in
which the Algerians themselves will decide their destiny, an Algeria where
the responsibilities will be in the hands of the Algerians, an Algeria which, if
the Algerians want it—and I think this is the case—will have its own gov-
ernment, its institutions, and its laws.

While he still refused to privilege the GPRA over other potential nego-
tiating partners, he now specified that, provided it agreed to a cease-fire,
it could participate in organizing the eventual referendum. Moreover,
even while denigrating their claim to represent the Algerian republic, le
général conceded that such a republic “will exist one day.”79

In replying to Herter’s letter three days later, Couve was at pains to
show that his requests were coincidental with de Gaulle’s statement and
had not been the cause of it. Thus, while the original draft explained that
“we have always said that no new initiative would be taken on the French
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side concerning Algeria before the end of the Assembly debate,” he now
struck out this sentence—it drew attention to how they appeared to have
succumbed to American and British pressure. Instead, he wrote simply
that “General de Gaulle thought, indeed, that the moment had come to
define his position, not so much for the sake of the United Nations, as
for French public opinion. What he has just said appears to me to be, to
a great extent, in line with your concern.”80

Perhaps it was a mere coincidence, though it was a particularly un-
canny one. The same could be said for Herter’s next communication, on
November 15. The secretary welcomed de Gaulle’s statement and Couve’s
elaboration on it. The foreign minister had described a four-step process:
first a cease-fire, then negotiations with different constituencies in Algeria
on a referendum, followed by the referendum itself, and finally the estab-
lishment of “new institutions.” But Herter pointed out that “there was
no reference to any early initiative for the execution of this program in
the speech,” and that “a more precise declaration of French intentions,
particularly as to timing,” would make it easier to ensure a moderate
General Assembly resolution. After a cabinet meeting the very next day,
it was announced that there would be a nationwide referendum on self-
determination for Algeria.81 A week later, it was specified that the refer-
endum would take place in January. While it is impossible to prove that
the Americans had driven de Gaulle to do it, the next day he lashed out
at their “bad faith and the stupidity of their attitude towards us in the
Maghreb. This is what [we] should have made them understand. But
we’re not doing that.”82

Whether or not de Gaulle’s hand had been forced, it was now obvious
that he intended to let go of Algeria. This intention was reflected not only
in his rhetoric but also in a reorganization of the lines of authority. When
Delouvrier resigned in November 1960—having long since forfeited de
Gaulle’s confidence—his responsibilities were divided between a down-
graded “Government-Delegate” in Algiers, Jean Morin, and a Paris-based
secretary of state for Algerian affairs, Louis Joxe. It was Joxe who would
oversee peace talks and postwar planning while reporting directly to the
president.

As Joxe’s office prepared for negotiations with the GPRA, the ultras
began plotting in earnest—not just in Algeria and the metropole, but also
in Spain. It had become their favored exile, harboring Ortiz, Lagaillarde,
and Salan. Given the unhappy experience of French settlers in Tunisia and
Morocco, which de Gaulle himself had implied were precedents, the idea
of continued cooperation reassured no one. When Chaban-Delmas asked
le général to calm the pieds noirs—“who suffer, mon Général”—de Gaulle
rose from his chair and, in a “holy rage,” shot back: “. . . and de Gaulle?
Do you believe that he has been created and put in this world to let go
of Algeria? You believe that he does not suffer, de Gaulle?”83

Nevertheless, in the weeks before the referendum, le général decided
to go to Algeria one last time—Lacouture suspects partly out of a “suicidal
temptation.”84 Indeed, in five days he faced four separate assassination
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plots and innumerable mobs of angry pieds noirs. But while this was fully
expected, no one was prepared for the Muslims of Algiers and Oran to
mount massive counterprotests—marching in their thousands down from
the Casbah, waving homemade Algerian flags, chanting “long live the
GPRA!” Though FLN cadres had been working quietly to reestablish
their organization within the capital and hoped to demonstrate their sup-
port during the U.N. debate, the GPRA itself was surprised by the pop-
ular response. It was all the more shocking for rioting Algérie française
activists, who were forced to wheel around and close ranks with the po-
lice. Para officers, for their part, scrapped plans for a coup under air force
general Edmond Jouhaud and instead rushed to meet the onslaught. De
Gaulle cut short his visit and returned to Paris. All told 112 Muslims and
8 Europeans were killed in the fighting.

Meanwhile, the demonstrations in Algiers led France’s supporters in
New York to waver. Once-moderate delegations like India’s attacked de
Gaulle’s policies—Nehru claimed that the French had killed thousands of
protesters. Even normally friendly representatives from Francophone Af-
rican states like Mali and Togo defected.85 While the paragraph calling for
an internationally supervised referendum failed by a single vote, a majority
of 63 to 8 demanded effective guarantees for the application of self-
determination on the basis of Algeria’s territorial integrity, thereby de-
nouncing the French threat of partition, and insisted on the responsibility
of the United Nations to contribute to its success. As a French army
report noted, “Nearly all of the nations of the world have thus proved
their will to see an end to the Algerian conflict, if need be through a
foreign intervention.”86 Once again, Algerians had paid a heavy price for
a diplomatic victory. Yet perhaps the most significant casualties of this
second Battle of Algiers were three political myths, as The New Yorker’s
Paris correspondent, Janet Flanner, wrote at the time: the myth that Al-
geria was French, that only a handful of rebels wanted independence, and
that de Gaulle alone could impose peace.87

On January 8, 1961, three-quarters of voters in the metropole ap-
proved a referendum on self-determination that gave de Gaulle a mandate
to end the war on the best terms obtainable. In Algeria, 42 percent hon-
ored a GPRA boycott, 39 percent voted “yes,” and 18 percent “no.” The
results showed that even when the pro-independence Communists were
included only a small minority in the metropole opposed de Gaulle’s Al-
geria policy. And even with the inevitable army vote-rigging, at least a
plurality of Algerians were either openly obeying the FLN or had sunk
into passivity. Later that month, de Gaulle confided to Macmillan that
the purpose of the referendum had been “to make a national decision to
abandon Algeria. This he has achieved.”88

The Putsch

Even if de Gaulle and most of his compatriots had resigned themselves
to abandoning Algeria, the officials charged with preparing for political
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negotiations with the GPRA could not admit, even to themselves, that
they were ready to abandon the pieds noirs. Indeed, de Gaulle himself
had described them as “children of France” in a December 20 speech,
promising that all the communities of Algeria would have “appropriate
guarantees.” Even so, we have already seen how the Working Group was
skeptical about prospects for liberal democracy in postwar Algeria. “There
is little doubt,” their second report stated in January 1961, “that Algeria
of the future, like most young African states, will be socialist in its eco-
nomic structure and totalitarian in its political structure.” It was only in
a footnote, and seemingly as an afterthought, that the authors suggested
that these structures might be subject “to corrections linked to an orga-
nization based on the statutory coexistence of communities.”89

These officials could not even begin to secure real protections for the
pied noir community until they confronted the contradictions and trade-
offs in their own position. Thus, they had long refused to negotiate with
any single, unelected group. Yet, if they allowed a referendum that en-
dorsed independence, they would lose much of their leverage without
having obtained any guarantees for the settlers and other French interests,
such as the Sahara and military bases. As one Algerian negotiator, Rédha
Malek, later exclaimed: “France’s concern is to obtain these guarantees
from the future leaders of Algeria, in other words from the GPRA, even
while denying its existence!”90

Once de Gaulle had consented to negotiate with the GPRA, his of-
ficials had to determine what guarantees would be most effective. It
seemed obvious that the pieds noirs should be full and equal citizens of
the new state—indeed, more than equal, since they would expect special
judiciary procedures, separate schools, and guaranteed representation in
government. Yet, at the same time, de Gaulle’s negotiators would insist
on their retaining French citizenship, fearing that its prospective loss
would start a panic. As one of these officials admitted: “The natural ten-
dency is to pile up the guarantees in the hope of doing good. This is
partly an illusion, because certain factors can cancel each other out.”91
After all, how could Algerians be expected to accept the pieds noirs as
compatriots if they demanded a privileged status while keeping one foot
in France?

The last major dilemma for French negotiators, one that would haunt
them long after the Evian settlement, was in deciding what priority to
accord the welfare of their fellow citizens versus other national interests.
These included massive investments in the Sahara in hydrocarbons and
nuclear testing facilities—France’s first atomic bomb was detonated in
Reggane in February 1960. There were also scores of military installa-
tions, including the huge naval base at Mers el-Kebir. In addition, there
were the more intangible but no less valued aspects of grandeur, like in-
fluence in Algeria’s educational system. Some of these interests were in-
terdependent. The continued presence of French troops and teachers, for
instance, would serve to reassure the pieds noirs. But negotiators could
not avoid wrenching choices, since concessions in some areas—such as
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economic cooperation, where the GPRA had long signaled flexibility—
might only be secured at the expense of the pieds noirs.

French officials’ straightforward if unrealistic answer to these zero-
sum equations was to resolve them all at the expense of Algerian sover-
eignty. According to the early planning of the Working Group, the sov-
ereignty of the new state would be limited in its constitutional
structures—to secure permanent guarantees for the pieds noirs—and in
its territorial extent, as the new state would include only the coastal dé-
partements. Many officials, and de Gaulle himself, realized that the GPRA
might be either unwilling or unable to make such far-reaching conces-
sions. The leader of the Working Group, Gilles Warnier de Wailly, even
suggested that Paris pursue such a settlement through international rather
than bilateral negotiations, involving members of the European Economic
Community as well as Francophone African states.92 Many more hoped
that the newly independent states that bordered the Sahara would support
French plans for international cooperation rather than see all of it go to
the Algerians. Tunisia, for instance, favored joint exploration and devel-
opment of the oil-rich region below its southern border. Yet de Wailly
was the only one who went on record in favor of inviting outsiders into
the negotiations. The habit of regarding Algeria as an internal affair was
too ingrained and, after six years of war and countless peace initiatives, it
was obvious that only bilateral talks stood any chance of quickly ending
the fighting.93

In February 1961, the two sides finally renewed direct contacts
through the good offices of a discrete Swiss diplomat, Olivier Long. Geor-
ges Pompidou, de Gaulle’s former cabinet director and future prime min-
ister, would be assisted by a top official from the Algeria ministry, Bruno
de Leusse. They easily agreed with Boumendjel and Boulahrouf, the
GPRA’s representatives, that they needed no other intermediary—the
press had been speculating that Bourguiba might play this role after he
met with de Gaulle that month. But on virtually every other point, their
exploratory talks revealed profound differences. At the first meeting in the
Hotel Schweitzer in Lucerne, Pompidou set the tone by insisting that
France had the situation in hand and that Algeria was no Indochina. He
particularly emphasized the strength of their international position: Paris
had loyal allies, aid promised to the FLN was “either verbal or too dan-
gerous,” and the USSR was not about to go to war for Algeria. “De
Gaulle is not afraid of Khrushchev’s threats or anyone else’s,” Pompidou
declared. “In no case will he cede to the UN.” While he assured his in-
terlocutors that France did not fear Algerian independence, it required a
halt to the fighting before talks with all tendencies—not just the GPRA—
about the conditions of self-determination.94

“If you have the situation in hand,” Boumendjel countered, “why did
you not conclude this on the ground? In fact, your methods have not
succeeded. The proof is that we are here, the both of us, forced to ne-
gotiate.” The Algerians refused to budge on the question of a cease-fire,
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because they feared that they would be unable to restart the insurgency
if the exhausted mujahadeen laid down their arms.95 Meeting on March
1 in Rabat with Bourguiba and Hassan II, who had just succeeded his
father, they threatened once again to turn to the Soviets and Chinese if
the talks failed. Indeed, within a month, a GPRA mission would return
from Eastern Europe with the promise of massive aid, including 200,000
grenades, 8,000 rifles, and over 100 artillery pieces from Czechoslo-
vakia.96

Finally, on March 8, de Leusse read a communiqué from de Gaulle
in which le général insisted that talks start without either side imposing
preconditions. Dropping the demand for a truce appeared to clear the
way for the first public, high-level negotiations between Paris and the
GPRA. It also revealed de Gaulle’s modus operandi: while continually
forced to concede substantive points, he would never stop striving to
shape perceptions—in this case, by pretending his concession was a com-
mand from on high.97

Nevertheless, there would be one precondition to which France
would be forced to accede. On March 30, a week before negotiations
were to begin in Evian, Louis Joxe declared that he would consult with
both the FLN and Messali’s MNA. The Algerians had agreed that the
French could talk with whomever they wished—they could hardly do
otherwise—but they would not accept even the hint of a roundtable ne-
gotiation, least of all with the moribund MNA. They answered by im-
mediately calling off the talks.98

The mere announcement of political negotiations with the GPRA,
something de Gaulle had long deemed unthinkable, had already tipped
the political balance within the French military to the point of insurrec-
tion. Salan, Jouhaud, and Marie-André Zeller, former chief of staff of
ground forces, had long been ready, perhaps even overripe, and their
civilian counterparts in Paris had gone so far as to designate a shadow
cabinet in the event of de Gaulle’s “unexpected” departure. But Jouhaud’s
abortive plot in December had shown that they needed a leader who
commanded respect throughout the ranks.99

Challe was the obvious choice. Already deeply disaffected after the Si
Salah affair, he was now outraged to learn that de Gaulle intended to call
a unilateral halt to offensive military operations at the outset of peace
negotiations, squandering his hard-fought gains on the ground. It also
betrayed Challe’s personal commitment to those Muslims who had placed
their faith in France.100 Yet before committing himself to a coup, Challe
wanted to hear de Gaulle’s reaction to the GPRA’s rebuff. In a press
conference on April 11, le général reacted not with outrage, but disdain,
asserting that “. . . Algeria costs us, to say the least, more than it brings
us.” De Gaulle therefore contemplated its independence, sovereign within
and without, “with the greatest sangfroid.” But would not an independent
Algeria become a cockpit of the United States and U.S.S.R.? one reporter
asked. “I wish them lots of luck.” De Gaulle’s quip was funny but unfor-
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givable to all the officers haunted by the specter of a Soviet base at Mers
el-Kebir. It was what finally convinced Challe to cast his lot with the
conspirators.101

Near midnight on April 20, a military transport slipped below air
defense radar and landed safely in Algiers. With the clandestine arrival of
Generals Challe and Zeller, joining Jouhaud, the long-awaited uprising to
save Algérie française had begun. Directed by a network of loyal officers
and spearheaded by elite troops like the First Airborne Foreign Legion
regiment, the putsch rapidly succeeded in seizing key points around the
capital and detaining Morin and Fernand Gambiez, de Gaulle’s top civil
and military representatives. With the broadcast of Challe’s proclamation
and his vow “to hold Algeria, so that our dead will not have died for
nothing,” pieds noirs spilled into the streets to cheer the army and, it
seemed, their salvation.

But even before he made this promise, Challe knew his coup was
unraveling. One after another, key participants were found to be absent
or hesitant. Even the top commanders had difficulty maintaining their
cohesion, much less presenting a compelling vision of how they could
keep Algeria French. Salan did not even arrive until April 23, though his
Spanish keepers presented scant obstacle. Lagaillard remained in Madrid,
symptomatic of how pieds noirs were left on the sidelines. This is all the
more remarkable considering that Challe’s whole plan was predicated on
mobilizing local reserves for an all-out, three-month campaign to crush
the ALN and present Paris with a pacified Algeria. It was not until the
first day of the coup that Zeller discovered that there were only enough
supplies on hand to last a fortnight. Even if they had been better provi-
sioned how, one might ask, could they have accomplished in one cam-
paigning season what all the force of France had failed to do in six and
one-half years?102

Most coup participants, especially the less cautious colonels and cap-
tains, recognized that they could do nothing without first removing de
Gaulle. In fact, co-conspirators in the metropole had prepared a move on
Paris. But the quick-thinking interior minister, Roger Frey, arrested the
general who was to command them. Nevertheless, on the morning of
April 23, Parisians were presented with the alarming spectacle of armored
vehicles in front of the National Assembly—alarming as much because
they were deemed necessary as because the government could muster
nothing more than World War II–vintage Sherman tanks. Later that eve-
ning, volunteers were issued uniforms and helmets in anticipation of an
attack on the capital. If the coup could never have succeeded as originally
planned, it could easily have plunged France into civil war.

De Gaulle would again have to act as the shield of the republic. Ap-
pearing once more in uniform, he rallied support in another brilliant
radio-television address. Recalling the work of the previous three years
“to remake the state, to maintain our national unity, to reconstitute our
power, to restore our rank abroad,” he bemoaned the fact that all of it
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had been jeopardized by an “odious and stupid adventure.” Belittling the
retired generals who appeared to command, de Gaulle instead blamed
“fanatical” officers like Argoud—fanatics who, it was rumored, were sup-
ported from abroad.103

Some of the insurgents had indeed sought foreign backing. Consid-
ering the state of their supplies and the navy’s staunch loyalty to de Gaulle,
they could not hope to survive otherwise. But according to Yves Cour-
rière, even South Africa told them they had first to hold for at least a
week.104 If there was any chance of more immediate assistance, it would
have to come from the United States or Spain, which were also the sub-
jects of the most persistent rumors. It was thought that Washington
would welcome a change of leadership in Paris while Franco would sup-
port anyone who would prevent the GPRA from offering the Soviets a
base in the Western Mediterranean. Ironically, the two countries who
were thought to be scheming against Algérie française for the first half of
the war were now, in its final year, regarded as its natural allies.105

While it is always possible that rogue CIA operatives and Falangists
encouraged the plotters, who were only too ready to be encouraged, even
the slightest familiarity with American and Spanish foreign policy should
have dispelled any illusions that either state would actually supply an up-
rising against de Gaulle. The Kennedy administration viewed him as the
only French leader who might survive Algeria’s independence and avert
a civil war, something that was all the more worrisome when another
showdown over Berlin loomed. As for Madrid, de Gaulle had lately sup-
ported its bid for NATO membership and cracked down on republican
exiles. Franco’s tolerance for asylum seekers like Salan constituted leverage
to extract even tighter controls on the loyalists in France, nothing more.
In both countries, official spokespersons, the press, and public opinion
gave de Gaulle their unequivocal support.106 The real significance of these
rumors of outside backing was the way they served to discredit partisans
of Algérie française and cast them out of the nation, much as the FLN
had been marginalized years before.

But the most effective line in de Gaulle’s speech was his call on draft-
ees, many of whom were listening on the ubiquitous transistor radios, to
disobey the orders of the insurgents. Minister of Public Works Robert
Buron, trapped in Algiers during the coup, later remarked that “the tran-
sistor decided the outcome of the conflict. The man in the street in France
and the young draftee in Algeria reacted in unison.”107 Indeed, as the
metropole showed its defiance through massive demonstrations, signs be-
gan to sprout across Algeria proclaiming the solidarity of regular army
units. Challe had already shown himself unwilling to risk any real combat
between French soldiers. By Tuesday, April 24, virtually every transport
plane had slipped out of Algeria, and with them any chance of striking at
Paris. That morning Challe decided to join them, flying back to Paris and
what he assumed would be a firing squad. Ten days later, Zeller also gave
himself up. Jouhaud and Salan, on the other hand, changed out of their
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uniforms and resolved to continue the fight by other means. They would
assume command of the last hope of the pied noir ultras, the Organization
Armée Secrète (OAS).

“The Integrity of the National Territory
and the Unity of the Algerian People . . .”

Among the Algerians were a few harried officials who actually welcomed
the flap over the MNA and the putsch that followed—it gave them more
time to prepare for the negotiations. Whereas the French had been assem-
bling their dossier for many months, the Algerians did not begin to plan
their positions until eight days before the first meeting was to have taken
place at Evian. The much smaller corps of qualified officials already had
its hands full directing a global struggle without preparing for negotia-
tions that might never take place—especially if the GPRA did not keep
up the pressure. In particular, Boumedienne’s frontier army had launched
a series of artillery strikes and almost suicidal attacks on the Morice line.
With little hope of breaking through, they intended to inflict casualties
on French forces and divert them from operations in the interior. Acting
as if peace were imminent might discourage troops from undertaking such
sacrifices. Indeed, Boumedienne argued that the GPRA should not even
begin to negotiate until it could present a more united front.108

With internecine infighting continuing to plague the Algerian lead-
ership, no high-ranking official wanted to risk an accusation of compla-
cency. So it is not surprising that the commission preparing for negoti-
ations under Ahmed Francis—GPRA finance minister and a reputed
liberal—advocated a hard line on all key issues, beginning with an
outright rejection of French demands for a cease-fire. And while suggest-
ing that negotiators might be flexible over economic cooperation in the
Sahara, its report argued for remaining “intractable” over the principle of
political sovereignty. Similarly, the commission recommended rejecting
any territorial enclave at Mers el-Kebir and the very idea of a common
defense, instead demanding a timetable for troop withdrawals. As for the
pieds noirs, it opposed any measures that might “bring about the crys-
tallization of any minority whatsoever.” Yet it would also deny settlers
the right to participate in the referendum on independence, at least as a
negotiating tactic, which might indeed have frozen their status as a mi-
nority. Like their French counterparts, the Algerians sought “to pile up
the guarantees” even when they appeared to cancel each other out. And
they were no more inclined to see the referendum as the source of their
independence and sovereignty. Instead, it was “a permanent weapon” that
they would use “each time that the substantive discussion risks turning
against us.”109

Armed with these instructions, the Algerian delegation left Tunis on
May 18 and took up residence at the Bois d’Avault, a Swiss château be-
longing to the emir of Qatar. While more luxurious than the French
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quarters at the Hôtel du Parc in Evian, both sides were prisoners of their
own security. Indeed, journalists found the electrified barbed wire fences
and trigger-happy Swiss machine gunners so intimidating that they took
to approaching the château under a white flag of truce.110 Yet with the
OAS murdering Muslims daily in Algeria, hoping to touch off an all-out
civil war that might obviate negotiations, everyone had to take precau-
tions. The GPRA representatives had the added worry of protecting them-
selves against French espionage. Just as at Melun, SDECE planned to
infiltrate the delegation in every imaginable way, from electronic eaves-
dropping devices to agents acting as chauffeurs and maı̂tres d’hôtel.111

Two days later, when they arrived by helicopter in Evian and finally
came face to face with the French delegation, the Algerians had even more
cause for concern. Arrayed before them was a phalanx of veteran diplo-
mats and technical experts who had been preparing many months for this
moment. Their leader, Louis Joxe, might have been preparing all his life.
Trained as a historian, Joxe chose to make his career as a diplomat, serving
as ambassador to Bonn and Moscow before becoming secretary-general
at the Quai d’Orsay. A seasoned negotiator, Joxe was also a man of some
courage. As secretary-general of the Comité de la Libération Nationale, he
had led missions into occupied France and only the month before had
flown to Algeria to rally resistance against the generals’ putsch. Krim’s
education, by contrast, came in the Italian campaign, a decade leading
insurgents in the Kabylie, and four years of infighting and diplomacy in
exile. His hard-won political skills would be well tested at Evian and back
in Tunis, where he would have to defend any agreement against the in-
evitable criticisms of Boumedienne, his arch-rival.

After they were introduced, performing slight bows instead of the
handshakes that neither side was yet willing to make, Joxe seized the
opportunity to set the agenda. “The page must be turned,” he began.
The talks had two objectives: to establish the peace and to study the
principles upon which a new Algeria could be founded. The government
had decided to discuss these questions with all tendencies and, “from
today, in particular, with those whom we fight.” They would present the
population with three choices, though Joxe quickly set aside the now
irrelevant idea of “Francisation.” France would have no problem with an
Algerian state “sovereign within and without,” but it could come about
in only one of two ways, secession or association. “France would accept
that the two states have no special relationship,” he asserted. “She would
devote to her own development resources in men and money that she
presently gives to Algeria.” Immigrants would receive no preferential
treatment and the state would carry out a partition to protect those who
wished to remain French along with all its other national interests.112

“France would accept this solution,” Joxe emphasized, “but does not
wish it.” Indeed, it asked for nothing. But if the Algerians themselves so
desired it, they might instead negotiate a continuing association in the
economy, culture, and defense, contingent on popular approval. Such an
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association would have to include an “organic statute” that safeguarded
the different communities and a delimitation of the military bases where
France would remain sovereign. Joxe then announced that the govern-
ment was suspending offensive military operations and freeing 6,000 de-
tainees. While Ben Bella and his cellmates would remain in custody, they
would be moved to more comfortable lodgings where they could receive
visitors and communicate with the GPRA.113

Krim’s statement would be even briefer and simpler and would have
surprised no one who had read the FLN’s proclamation more than six
years before. The problem they confronted, Krim began, was “total de-
colonization,” the “disappearance of an outmoded system and the acces-
sion of our people to independence.” They had agreed to proceed through
self-determination but only if it came with real guarantees and without
“unrealistic” clauses that would rob Algerian sovereignty of its substance.
Rather than offering the French any choice, Krim insisted on two prin-
ciples: “the integrity of the national territory and the unity of the Algerian
people.” If they were respected, then “all men of good will, without any
distinction based on race or religion, will have their place” in an indepen-
dent Algeria.114

Krim offered no concession in answer to Joxe’s announcement of a
unilateral cease-fire. Indeed, he demanded that the five Algerian captives
be allowed to participate in the negotiations. Joxe refused, and it soon
became apparent that they would remain in custody as long as the ALN
continued to pursue military operations. With the introductory meeting
at an end, the Algerians rushed through lunch and waited impatiently to
board the helicopters back to Switzerland. In Geneva, some three hundred
and fifty journalists awaited their spokesman, Rédha Malek, and the
GPRA’s reaction. After describing the day’s discussion, he read a com-
muniqué from Tunis denouncing the French cease-fire as “pure propa-
ganda.”115

Propaganda or not, the cease-fire initiative along with Joxe’s “take it
or leave it” opening position were difficult to answer. So in their very
next meeting on May 23, Krim resorted to the ultimate “weapon” rec-
ommended by the Francis commission. Since both sides accepted the
principle of self determination, he began, they had only to decide the
territory and the population to which it would apply. The GPRA had “a
fundamental position”: it must apply to all of Algeria, the Sahara in-
cluded. Moreover, “[s]elf determination ought to apply to a single entity:
the Algerian people, who decide by majority, the minority having to ac-
cept the verdict of the Algerian people. . . . [T]here cannot be,” Krim
insisted, “any grouping there which creates artificial and non-viable enti-
ties.” Any such arrangement would assume that “the new Algerian state
could not defend the rights of French nationals.” There was but one ques-
tion to put to the Algerian people: “Does Algeria want to constitute an
independent state, sovereign both internally and externally? Yes or no.”116
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Taking this position so early in their discussions indicated that the
Algerians already felt themselves to be on the defensive. But it was a
position that was certainly easy to defend, perhaps impregnable. After all,
Krim was expressing one of the cardinal principles of France’s own polit-
ical tradition, one that is explicitly affirmed in the Rights of Man: “The
source of all sovereignty resides essentially in the nation; no group, no
individual may exercise authority not emanating expressly therefrom.” It
was up to the sovereign and independent Algerian state, he concluded, to
negotiate relations with France, just as Tunisia and Morocco had done
before.

That afternoon, the French delegation struggled valiantly to refute
Krim’s arguments. Bernard Tricot contended that the Algerian case was
sui generis because of the size of the pied noir minority. Yet in 1956 there
had been nearly 600,000 non-Muslims in the two protectorates and as
recently as 1931 they made up more than 10 percent of Tunisia’s popu-
lation, the same percentage as the pieds noirs in Algeria. Moreover, a slew
of French studies, and de Gaulle himself, had suggested that the settle-
ments with Tunis and Rabat provided precedents. This analogy cut both
ways, of course, which may be why Krim did not pursue it. The settler
communities in Tunisia and Morocco had been dwindling ever since in-
dependence, subject as they were to property seizures and sporadic vio-
lence. What could the pieds noirs expect after a far more acrimonious
struggle for independence?117

Perhaps mindful of this history, Joxe argued that since self-
determination would take place without the protection of pre-established
civil liberties, guarantees for the pieds noirs’ safety were essential. Yet how
could the GPRA negotiate these guarantees if, as Joxe once again insisted,
it represented only a part of the population and the people would have
the final word? And if these were natural rights that trumped even the
popular will, how could they apply only to the Europeans? It was absurd
to pretend, as Joxe did, that “this was a question of the organic status of
Algeria which did not in any way limit its eventual sovereignty or its
coming independence.” As we have seen, French officials had formulated
the proposals Joxe was now presenting with the express purpose of cre-
ating an “organic structure” to limit the sovereignty of the new state.118

Upon their return to the Bois d’Avault, the Algerian delegation began
to prepare to meet the press and argue their case. That evening, the new
technology of teleconferencing would transmit Krim’s voice and image
live to a throng of journalists in Geneva. But the medium proved to be
more novel than the message: Krim dismissed the French cease-fire as yet
another attempt to disarm the Algerians before they had definitively se-
cured their independence. Krim, for his part, offered another vague as-
surance that independence would ensure “fruitful relations” between the
communities, an assurance that was all the more unconvincing while at-
tacks continued on civilians in both France and Algeria. The delegation
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did nothing to discourage them—indeed, they had requested that ALN
headquarters increase the number of military communiqués and thus
boost their bargaining position at Evian. That very day, French intelli-
gence discovered that the ALN in Morocco had been ordered to expand
operations. As might have been expected, rebel cadres claimed that France
was on the brink of defeat and the harkis began to desert in droves.119

Since the Algerians refused to be drawn out, recognizing that time
was on their side, the French had no choice but to detail their own pro-
posals and demonstrate their merit. At the next meeting on May 26, Joxe
spent an hour and a quarter describing how they envisioned the new state.
Krim’s thesis that “the minority ought to submit to the verdict of the
majority . . . inspires some very keen anxieties,” Joxe began. “We cannot,
as you ask us, trust you blindly.” Instead, “[i]t’s a question of determining
the fate of a portion of the Algerian population, and its way of living
inside a ‘multicommunautaire’ Algeria.” Joxe proposed that the Europeans
remain French and, at the same time, automatically acquire Algerian cit-
izenship. While he demanded that “no discrimination de facto or de jure
distinguish them from other Algerian citizens,” he went on to claim a
panoply of special privileges and guarantees, including proportional rep-
resentation in political and economic institutions as well as their own
judicial and educational systems. Europeans would also be organized into
a “community.” It would not be “a political organ,” he insisted, “but a
group which will participate in the representation of Europeans and the
defense of their interests.”120

The French presented a convoluted defense of this position in a mem-
orandum delivered to the Algerians the next morning, asserting that it
was consistent with traditional conceptions of individual rights. But the
essence of their case rested on an idea entirely contrary to the Rights of
Man, above all Article 6: “the law ought to be the same for all, whether
it protects or punishes.” Instead, they held that special laws for the mi-
nority were essential in “a ‘multicommunautaire’ society such as Algeria.”
This minority was defined by its ethnic origin, civil status, religions, lan-
guage, and way of life. “These outlines are clear,” the authors declared.
“They result in certain particularisms. These cannot be guaranteed solely
by the adoption of general principles which would be meaningless if ap-
plied without taking these particularisms into account.” As an example,
they cited the right to education, which would be pointless if it were
provided in anything but the students’ own language.121

This must have seemed bitterly ironic to the Algerian negotiators,
men who had often struggled and sometimes failed in French schools.
One of them, Ahmed Boumendjel, had earlier vowed never to forgive
France for preventing him from practicing his mother tongue.122 It would
be easy to dismiss this and the rest of the French argument as a cynical
exercise. It contradicted not only the French constitution but also the ideal
of integration they had for years preached in Algeria. In 1958, Jean-Marie
Le Pen himself argued that “nothing in the Muslim religion is opposed,
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from the moral point of view, to making the believer or the practicing
Muslim a full French citizen. Quite the contrary . . . Besides, I do not
believe that there exists an Algerian race any more than there exists a
French race.”123

Of course, the defenders of Algérie française had for decades shouted
down even the most modest proposals for a more equal status for Mus-
lims. They embraced the cause of full integration simply because it rep-
resented the last chance to head off independence. Similarly, Joxe was
assuredly a late convert to the idea of a multicommunautaire society. This
seemed the only way to end the war without appearing to abandon the
Europeans.

Yet the government’s proposals were not all self-serving and one-
sided. To secure a special status for the Europeans in Algeria, Joxe de-
clared that “we are prepared to plan for the Algerians in France a system
of representation and of defense of their special interests.” For instance,
in exchange for guaranteed European representation in the Algerian ad-
ministration, Muslims in France would be guaranteed participation in the
administration of the areas in which they lived. The French position at
Evian may have been a last-ditch effort to defend European privilege in
Algeria, but it also provided a glimpse of a new, multicommunautaire
vision of France itself.124

Indeed, the implications of these ideas went beyond Algeria and
France to touch on the very structure of the international system, as Joxe
himself suggested in his report to de Gaulle. “I did not hide from my
counterparts that the thought which dominated my presentation is—they
had realized it themselves—the idea of an association inside of the coun-
try.”125 This analogy between their proposal for shared sovereignty be-
tween the two states and their vision of multicommunautaire societies in
France and Algeria became more clear in the next session, which was
devoted to the French proposal for an international association to develop
the Sahara. Like good lawyers, they marshaled all available arguments
against the Algerians’ exclusive claim to this vast region and its untold
petroleum riches: it was peopled by tribes with no particular connection
to the north, it had been charted by French explorers, its borders delin-
eated according to the convenience of French administrators. But they
also detailed plans to develop its resources in cooperation with all the
bordering states through the Organisation Commune des Régions Saharien-
nes (OCRS). “Contemporary life proves to us,” Joxe declared, “that in
certain cases order has been established by means other than those of the
state.”126

To be sure, this could be seen as a non-state defense of narrow state
interests, and one suspects this was de Gaulle’s own view. “The petro-
leum,” he privately insisted to Joxe, “that’s France and uniquely
France.”127 Yet there was an important idea here, if only in fragile and
embryonic form: just as unlimited state sovereignty and individual rights
could not ensure order and equity within diverse multicommunautaire so-
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cieties, unlimited state sovereignty and exclusive claims to territory and
resources could not ensure order and equity in international society, pop-
ulated as it was by vastly unequal states and peoples living in ever closer
contact.

For sovereign states to undertake such non-state solutions required a
“double renunciation,” as the French argued in their memorandum on a
multicommunautaire society: a political renunciation by the state to which
the minority was linked, renouncing the territory in which they lived, and
a “psychological renunciation” on the part of the new state: “it renounces
considering them as representatives of a foreign power and admits them
as nationals.” This double renunciation could only happen in a climate of
peace and cooperation—that is, the context created by the association
between the states.128 Conversely, the French proposals for the Sahara
could also be seen as requiring a double renunciation: Algeria’s renunci-
ation of the territory and a renunciation by France of its full sovereignty
such that it would regard the resources contained therein as belonging to
all the bordering states. Such an economic association between states also
required that the association between communities in both countries re-
main amicable.

Considering the Algerians’ reluctance to make detailed proposals of
their own, it was a good negotiating tactic for the French to present all
of theirs in a neat package—they wanted their “renunciations” to be re-
ciprocated. Yet if the proposals were not necessarily interdependent, taken
as a whole they reflected a radically new view of international relations:
by linking relations within the two states and between them, requiring
that both renounce a measure of their sovereignty, and presenting dias-
poric communities as legitimate actors in their own right, the French
design for associated multicommunautaire societies suggested the outlines
of a transnational system. At the very least, the “double renunciation”
described by the French would create an autonomous space in which the
Algerians of France and the French of Algeria would constitute a com-
munity of fate and begin to push back the bounds of state sovereignty.

While curious about the French proposals, the Algerians quickly de-
cided that they did not want to have anything to do with them. On June
3, Saad Dahlab, himself a native of the Sahara, forcefully declared that
“the maintenance of the present situation would be contrary to our war
aims. After seven years of struggle,” he continued, “we cannot allow, to
restore peace, the amputation of 4/5 of our territory.” To end French rule
only in the north would make inevitable another conflict in the south.
“If, in the colonial era, France penetrated the Sahara, this was to establish
order in Africa,” he acknowledged. “Now we are in an era which de-
mands, to reestablish order, the liberation of the Sahara.” Otherwise, he
warned his French counterparts, “all of your work in Africa will be null
and void.” In this way, Dahlab associated the work of the GPRA with
that of France before them, thus establishing a common basis for their
cooperating in future. “We are prepared to make a distinction between
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the integrity of the territory and the exploitation of its riches. There can
be no question for us of opposing ourselves to this exploitation which
concerns Algeria, France, Africa and Europe.”129

Boulahrouf joined in assuring Joxe that they were ready to “go be-
yond Algeria’s frontiers in the economic sphere,” but not in terms of
population or territory. Indeed, his words were heavy with menace:

[T]he Sahara problem is “the problem” which can only have an Algerian
solution. We are telling you “look out.”. . . . You have before you the Alger-
ian delegation with which you must solve the problem. [You should] fear
that if we must prolong the war we will not be the only ones with whom
you will be led to deal.130

That afternoon, the verbal sparring shifted to the French proposals
for a multicommunautaire society. Tricot suggested that the European mi-
nority would otherwise be eliminated—and that perhaps that was what
the Algerians intended.131 Yet if the real issue underlying their disagree-
ment was whether the European community might survive without iden-
tifying itself against the new nation, nothing on the table compared with
the effect of the killings the OAS now carried out daily in Algiers. After
all, what did it matter if the Europeans were guaranteed proportional
representation in an independent Algeria if the vast majority voted with
their feet, convinced as they were that they had no real choice but “the
suitcase or the coffin”—the OAS slogan of the time?132

On June 6, Krim gave a definitive answer, reading a long and solemn
statement. The Algerian people, he declared, were not about to be born
through the reconstitution of their state. They were already a historical,
sociological, and political reality, composed of those commonly called
“natives.” This was a telling rejoinder to the argument that France had
created Algeria: “natives,” the term settlers used to distinguish themselves
from those who came before, would now mark them apart from those
with a right to remain afterward. But the Algerian people were not defined
only by what they were not: they were characterized by a common lan-
guage, religion, and mores, Krim continued, a shared history and destiny.
Their suffering and struggle had only made them more conscious of their
unity. As for the European community, “far from assimilating into the
Algerian people, it has opposed it, taken its place, and consigned it to
servitude. Rejecting any spirit of vengeance, the Algerian people want that
their accession to independence allow them ‘to invite the Europeans to
integrate themselves.’ ” Krim assured Joxe that “all the assurances com-
patible with internal law could be given them” with respect to their “rights
as men and as citizens, as well as their personal status in matters of religion
and teaching.” But this excluded any “privileges crystallizing a commu-
nity.”133

Though the talks sputtered on for another week, it was already clear
that they had reached an impasse. The two sides were no closer on the
disposition of French bases and issues associated with the referendum—
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for example, whether and how the French army and administration might
be “neutralized” to ensure a free and fair consultation. But these matters
paled in comparison to their fundamental, zero-sum disagreement over
the Sahara and the settlers. Finally, on June 13, Joxe announced that
France had decided to suspend the discussions. The Algerians disagreed—
indeed, Boumendjel suggested that they should continue talking “even if
they have nothing very serious to say.” This only added to French sus-
picions that their counterparts were more concerned with the publicity
they gained from negotiations than in cutting the deals that might actually
result in an agreement.134

While privately angry, Krim tried to avoid any public polemic. Speak-
ing once more through the Swiss teleconferencing system, he told the
assembled reporters that “he did not want to say anything to insult the
future.”135 It was an interesting choice of words, the very ones de Gaulle
had used in February 1958 after French forces had bombed the border
village of Sakiet, the crisis that propelled him to power. “Between you
and we,” de Gaulle had told the Tunisian ambassador, “there is always
geography; we agree then we disagree, we fit together again and we re-
main linked because the law of geography wants it and nothing can resist
geography. So whatever happens, let’s not insult the future!”136 Alas, ge-
ography would soon divide France and Tunisia—and Tunisia and Alge-
ria—as the unfinished business of the Sakiet affair and the portentous
question of the Sahara occasioned the last international crisis of the Al-
gerian War.
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But sir, it’s not about the French minority. It’s about the majority of Al-

gerians and the destiny of Algeria. We have not taken up arms to resolve

the problem of the French minority, which is just one problem among

many others.

Saad Dahlab to Louis Joxe, March 1962 1

The truth is, it is miraculous that we have gotten to these accords. Be-

cause, think of it, for a hundred and thirty years [the Algerians] have

not ceased to be dominated, skinned, humiliated.

de Gaulle to Michel Debré, March 1962 2

Even after it became obvious to all but a few holdouts that Algeria was
not France, there remained many more lines to draw or redraw across
the Maghreb if Algerians were to have peace as well as independence.
First, there were the contested boundaries of the new state. Would it be
allowed to come into being only at the price of permanent territorial en-
claves—such as the base at Mers el-Kebir—or even partition? And would
Algeria make good its claim to so great a share of the Sahara? It was also
necessary to parcel out the various competencies that came with state-
hood. In particular, Algerian negotiators would have to clarify the dis-
tinction they drew between French multicommunautaire proposals and
what they considered to be more acceptable forms of economic and cul-
tural association within and between states. Finally, they had to draw a
line in time indicating when and how they would accept these respon-
sibilities—either from France or some transitional authority. Organizing
the transfer of power first appeared as a pressing, practical matter. But
that was merely a premonition of a larger problem that continues to
trouble the postcolonial world: what was the real nature and extent of
decolonization?

Outside France and Algeria, no one had so much at stake in the
answers to these questions as the people of Tunisia. The decolonization
of the two countries had always been linked in a complex dynamic of
shared and conflicting interests. Without the Algerian War, Tunisia would
not have won full independence so soon, yet without Tunisia’s subsequent
support the Algerians might not have lasted so long. Each felt the other
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was in its debt, and neither could tolerate, or avoid, the demands the
other felt justified in making.

If the Tunisians and the Algerians often differed about the means to
employ in their strategies toward France, on most issues they could at
least agree on the ends: complete and unfettered independence, including
the closure of bases like Bizerte and Mers el-Kebir. But in one vast area,
the Sahara, their interests were completely opposed. The GPRA insisted
that the settlement of territorial disputes be put off until after indepen-
dence, a position that Morocco accepted. The smallest state in North
Africa could not afford to wait. “We pose the problem now,” Tunisian
Defense Minister Bahi Ladgham admitted to the Algerians, “while you
have a knife at your throat. Because you are a difficult people, and to-
morrow it will be much too late.”3

On June 12, 1961, while the French and the Algerians were still
engaged in the first round of negotiations at Evian, Bourguiba issued a
joint statement with the president of Mali, Modibo Keita, asserting that
the Sahara was an “integral part of the African territory.” But no other
country would take Bourguiba’s side against the GPRA, which rallied
support behind its position that much of the Sahara was an integral part
of Algeria. Indeed, even Keita backed off.4

Bourguiba therefore seized on the issue of Bizerte. Its French com-
mander provided a pretext when, on June 30, he began to lengthen its
runway.5 On July 6, the Tunisian premier sent a personal message to de
Gaulle reminding him of repeated requests for a French withdrawal—not
only from Bizerte, but also from “our territories in the South.” Bourguiba
was vague because he was not prepared to say how far Tunisia’s territory
should extend. During the ensuing crisis, he indicated “with broad curv-
ing gestures” across a map “that the unsurveyed western border might
bulge deep into the Sahara.” If it included the oil fields around Edjelé,
he suggested, “so much the better for us.” In his message, Bourguiba told
de Gaulle that he had made a “firm and irrevocable decision” to settle
these issues, demanding that Paris accept the principle of evacuation and
begin implementation talks. By this point, trenches had already begun to
appear around Bizerte and public demonstrations started two days later.6

Bourguiba planned a reprise of the strategy that had served him so
well in previous confrontations, mobilizing international support and re-
lying on the United States as an intermediary. He had reason to believe
that Kennedy would be even more supportive than Eisenhower. Pro-
Western and socially progressive, Bourguiba had been favored with the
first formal head-of-state reception at Kennedy’s White House and his
country had received more U.S. aid per capita than any other. All through
the opening stages of the crisis, he was careful to give advanced notice of
each new initiative to the American ambassador, Walter Walmsley.7

Yet unlike the crisis over the French bombing of Sakiet, when Tu-
nisians had blockaded their bases amid international outrage, Bourguiba
would need to provoke an incident over Bizerte. Moreover, the world
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media were preoccupied with the far more dangerous situation in Berlin.
On July 12, de Gaulle announced he was withdrawing a division from
Algeria to make a greater contribution to European defenses and signal
that the war was winding down. This was a particularly inauspicious time
to ask Washington to pressure le général, an ally who was as obstinate as
he was irreplaceable.8

For almost a week, de Gaulle did not even deign to answer Bour-
guiba’s letter. He had understood from their February meeting in Ram-
bouillet that the Tunisian premier would postpone the Bizerte issue until
the war in Algeria was settled. Le général now declared that he could not
settle the matter—or even address it—“in an atmosphere of passion, nor
under threat of mass demonstration.”9 According to a friend, de Gaulle’s
“contemptuous silence” humiliated Bourguiba. “If I had given in,” he later
explained, “my attitude would have been considered a definitive renun-
ciation and my demands would no longer have been taken seriously.”10

In an address to the National Assembly on July 17, Bourguiba threat-
ened to blockade Bizerte and send troops into the Sahara to stake Tuni-
sia’s claim if he did not receive a satisfactory response from France within
24 hours. At the same time, he mocked Algerians for claiming all of the
Saharan hinterland. While he was still “crouching in French jails,” they
“were asking themselves if Algeria was part of Africa or part of Europe”—
a stinging reference to President Abbas. That same day, a GPRA dele-
gation departed Tunis for a new round of negotiations near Evian. No
one from the Tunisian government bothered to see them off.11

Despite Paris’s warning that force would be met with force, on the
morning of July 19 Tunisian troops, backed by crowds of unemployed,
student, and women volunteers, blockaded the base and the smaller in-
stallations that surrounded it.12 Unlike the small arms clashes after the
Sakiet bombing, the Tunisians now wielded anti-aircraft guns and
105mm artillery. Consequently, they shot down a helicopter that was
attempting to supply an isolated post and even managed to hit the head-
quarters of the base commander. At the same time, they dispatched a
contingent from Fort Saint to stake Tunisia’s claim in the Sahara.

The French riposte was swift and devastating: three warships forced
the harbor, while sorties from the carrier Arromanches helped silence the
Tunisian guns. Reinforced by the arrival of 7,000 paratroops, an armored
column plowed through the barricades around the base and began to
pulverize the heavily populated Arab quarter of Bizerte. “There were pock-
ets of resistance high up in other buildings and now and then men could
be seen scampering across rooftops,” The New York Times correspondent
reported. “Invariably, an explosion would follow. A great cloud of dust
would hide the man and the roof. When it cleared nothing more moved
across that particular rooftop.”13

Unbeknownst to the men on the rooftops of Bizerte, Bourguiba’s
“battle for evacuation” had already shifted to New York—where his repre-
sentative requested an emergency meeting of the U.N. Security Council—
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and to Washington, where Walmsley’s cables conveyed increasingly ur-
gent demands for intervention.14 Since Bourguiba had recalled his am-
bassador from Paris and sent the French chargé packing, he depended on
the United States to reinforce his demands to de Gaulle, if necessary under
threat of seeing Tunisia ally with the non aligned or Communist powers.

Yet when Secretary of State Dean Rusk met with the Tunisian am-
bassador, Bourguiba’s own son, he tried to persuade him to call off the
Security Council request. The Tunisian premier found the U.S. response
“disconcerting.” “If they think this is not like Bourguiba,” he declared,
“they don’t know the real Bourguiba.15 He then praised the USSR and
Egypt for supporting him and vowed to accept foreign help from any
quarter.16 Meanwhile, protestors marched on the U.S. economic mission
in Tunis. “Down with America. Down with Colonialism,” they chanted.
“These are your cannons, these are your shells that slaughter us.”17

Ladgham finally called on Walmsley “in extreme agitation . . . to beg
our immediate intervention with the French.”18 But the United States and
Britain instead helped to kill a Security Council resolution that demanded
negotiations for the evacuation of Bizerte. Almost all of the fighting had
already stopped both there and in the Sahara, where the Tunisian probe
had quickly been repulsed. Altogether at least a thousand Tunisians had
been killed—perhaps four times as many—most of them civilians.19

That same day Bourguiba wrote directly to Kennedy. Invoking their
personal friendship, he declared that Tunisia was counting on the United
States.20 Kennedy promised to urge France to negotiate, but he also crit-
icized Bourguiba.21 He was angry with the Tunisian premier for putting
him in this position with de Gaulle, who had proved himself steadfast in
the Berlin crisis and now faced “an explosive disciplinary situation,” ac-
cording to the CIA, even without making further concessions in North
Africa.22 Yet Kennedy did not want to alienate a valued new ally over an
unwanted foreign base, which reminded everyone of Guantanamo Bay,
and thereby present Moscow with a perfect opportunity to rally the Third
World against the West. He sought to escape this dilemma by adopting
the same “middle-of-the-road” policy he had ridiculed in his 1957 Senate
speech on North Africa: “tepid encouragement and moralizations to both
sides, cautious neutrality on all real issues.”23

Meanwhile, the Algerians broke off negotiations with the French.
Krim had begun to offer more explicit assurances about the safety of the
pieds noirs but he would not even discuss proposals for joint development
of Saharan oil until the French accepted Algeria’s sovereignty over the
region.24 The Algerians received a warm welcome upon their return to
Tunis, Bourguiba’s Saharan claims having been set aside amid the blood-
shed at Bizerte. Indeed, the GPRA offered to help him against the French.
Though Bourguiba wisely declined, on July 31 American observers in
Libya spotted Egyptian military vehicles heading for Tunisia, the first
concrete assistance after numerous offers.25 On August 4, the Soviet
Union announced that it would extend a $27 million credit while Khru-
shchev pledged “all possible help.”26
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The United States, for its part, continued to refrain from taking any
position either in public or private on the substance of the dispute. In-
stead, Rusk pressed Couve de Murville to reestablish contact with the
Tunisians. Even apart from the danger of foreign intervention, or at least
increased Soviet influence in North Africa, some forty-eight states were
now clamoring for a special General Assembly session to discuss Bizerte.
Kennedy worried that this would distract attention from the Soviet threat
to Berlin.27 But when Rusk urged de Gaulle to renew talks with Tunis, le
général became “icily furious” and abruptly broke off the meeting. Weeks
later, Rusk was still talking about the dressing down he had endured.28

When the special General Assembly session finally forced the United
States to take a stand, Kennedy found the decision relatively easy. “Ev-
eryone forgets how shaky de Gaulle’s position is,” he told Arthur Schles-
inger. “With all his defects, de Gaulle represents the only hope of gaining
a solution in Algeria. Our sympathy continues to be with the nations
throwing off the bond of colonialism; but the cause of anti-colonialism
will not be helped by the overthrow of de Gaulle.”29 Adlai Stevenson
therefore “worked on” the Tunisian delegation to produce a milder res-
olution and finally joined twenty-nine other representatives in abstaining.
But sixty-six countries endorsed Tunisia’s sovereign right to demand that
French forces withdraw, including NATO allies like Denmark and Nor-
way and normally friendly Francophone states like Senegal. In the whole
assembly, only the Ivory Coast and Niger stood with France in boycotting
the vote.30

When compared to the Sakiet crisis, the Bizerte affair illustrates im-
portant elements of continuity and change in North Africa and interna-
tional relations generally since 1958. Bourguiba’s strategy was virtually
the same during the two episodes, seeking to exploit the media, the
United Nations, and American fears of Communist advances to redress
the imbalance of power between France and Tunisia. But even if Kennedy
and Rusk had been so inclined—and Rusk “always looked upon the U.S.
as the junior partner in Africa,” as he later wrote—they could not reprise
Eisenhower and Dulles’s role in coercing Paris behind the scenes.31 This
was not only because of Bourguiba’s bad timing and de Gaulle’s formi-
dable personality. The whole material basis for Franco-American relations
had changed. As one indication, the French were about to pay off in
advance the last of the debt they had incurred in the mid-1950s. Indeed,
they had begun to complain that the mounting American balance of pay-
ments deficit served to export inflation. By 1963, the tables had turned
completely, as France threatened to use its economic leverage against the
United States. According to Walt Rostow, “the image of de Gaulle sitting
there sassing him from his little pile of gold” became Kennedy’s obses-
sion.32 It was already apparent that the days when Washington could
dictate to Paris were over.

Moreover, while the French government was still internally besieged,
it now spoke with a single voice abroad. De Gaulle made this perfectly
clear to Stevenson when he visited Paris. “You realize,” he said, “that the
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Atlantic Alliance is now at stake; if we abandon Germany over Berlin the
West will lose Germany, and if the Atlantic Alliance abandons France in
its efforts to resolve colonial problems the Alliance will lose France.”33
Yet if France had achieved a measure of independence within the alliance,
the General Assembly debate demonstrated that, in the wider world, it
remained in less-than-splendid isolation. This gave little satisfaction to
Bourguiba, but his loss was not France’s gain. Indeed, de Gaulle believed
that Bourguiba would not have even dared to mount such a challenge if
he did not assume, along with the rest of the world, that, “assailed from
all sides,” de Gaulle would be “unable to stand firm.”34 Le général had not
only stood firm but had reacted with ruthlessness—providing a punching
bag for his frustrated army and a show of force for the GPRA. He had
shown that France could crush small countries in conventional combat
while ignoring the rest of the world. But after three years in office, and
in his seventieth year, he still found it necessary to prove his resolve, still
found himself “assailed from all sides,” and still had before him the ever
more daunting task of restoring France’s prestige abroad.

The Box of Sorrows

De Gaulle was deeply depressed even before the Bizerte affair and the
breakdown of negotiations with the GPRA. With Bourguiba now hostile,
there was no chance of launching the multilateral Saharan development
scheme. What was unusual about de Gaulle’s pessimism both for himself
and his country was his admission that he might not be able to do any-
thing about it.35 That may explain why, beginning in July, he had Alain
Peyrefitte publicize the idea of partition, something that the Working
Group—and de Gaulle himself—had always considered “a solution of
despair.”36 “The FLN,” he explained, “. . . is afraid of making peace. It is
afraid of assuming its responsibilities. It only knows how to do two
things: train troops in Tunisia and Morocco and, for its propaganda, line
up as many countries as possible against us.”37

The threat of partition only provided ammunition for Boumedienne
and all those hostile to a negotiated peace. The top commanders of the
frontier army had threatened to resign when they were compelled to turn
over a captured French pilot. They seized on the incident to criticize
Krim’s diplomacy, signalling the opening move in Boumedienne’s drive
for power. During an August meeting of the CNRA, he blocked Krim’s
attempt to replace Ferhat Abbas. Forced to cede the diplomatic portfolio
to his deputy, Saad Dahlab, Krim had to content himself with the Interior
Ministry while Ben Youssef Ben Khedda became president. Rather than
a shift in the GPRA to radical Marxism, as outsiders assumed, the choice
of Ben Khedda owed more to the fact that, by sitting out the second
cabinet, he had managed to remain neutral in its Byzantine faction fights.
While ultimately disastrous for the Algerian people, the deepening divi-
sions among their leaders doomed any French attempt to obtain funda-
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mental concessions on the Sahara. By 1961, it was impossible to create a
consensus in the CNRA for any significant policy shift, much less a radical
revision of the war aims that had been declared in November 1954 and
constantly reaffirmed ever since.38

De Gaulle abruptly conceded the point in a September 5 press con-
ference. He now recognized what he called “the realities.”

I know there is not a single Algerian who does not think that the Sahara
ought to be part of Algeria and any Algerian government, no matter what
its relations with France, would unceasingly assert Algerian sovereignty over
the Sahara. . . . If an Algerian state is established and if it associates itself with
France the great majority of the Saharan populations will tend to link them-
selves to it.

These peoples would have to be consulted, of course, but according to
de Gaulle, France’s only concern was to safeguard its interests in the area:
oil, airfields, and communications with the rest of Francophone Africa.39

As if to minimize the concession, de Gaulle characterized the popu-
lation of nearly half a million in the two Saharan départements as “infini-
tesimal and extremely rare.” Debré insisted that the consultation of the
Sahara’s inhabitants “reflect their nature and their diversity,” while pri-
vately admitting bitter disappointment—even offering to resign. Joxe only
regretted that le général had not tried to secure any compensation, and he
tried to exploit the continuing ambiguity over the Saharan peoples in
subsequent negotiations. But de Gaulle himself was now determined not
to be long delayed by what he considered comparatively minor details,
shouting at Joxe that they had to finish with “this box of sorrows.” Using
the same expression with Alphand, he explained that, unburdened of Al-
geria, France could consecrate all its resources to “world problems.”40

De Gaulle was also nearing the end of his patience with the pieds
noirs, especially since they appeared determined to sabotage efforts made
on their behalf. Indeed, the quarrel became personal. Three days after de
Gaulle conceded the Sahara, he narrowly escaped an OAS bombing along
the road to Colombey-les-Deux-Eglises. Under the nominal leadership of
Salan since May, the OAS had more success in killing random Muslims,
liberal Europeans, and loyal officials. The fact that so many pieds noirs
appeared complicit dispelled the already faint hope that they might unite
with pro-French Muslims to form a “third force.” The polarization left
no one for the French to negotiate with but the GPRA, while OAS vi-
olence discredited their assertions that the pieds noirs would be irreplace-
able in building the new state.

By December de Gaulle was criticizing Peyrefitte for succeeding only
too well in publicizing the idea of partition. “We are not,” de Gaulle
exclaimed, “going to defer our national destiny according to the moods
of the pieds noirs! . . . If we follow your solution we will set the whole
world against us. The Third World is going to join together with the
Arabs. We will have created a new Israel. Every heart in the Arab world,
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in Asia, in Latin America, will beat as one with the Algerians.”41 Indeed,
the GPRA was picking up new allies with each passing month. Over the
preceding year, Mali, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Cuba, Pakistan, Yugosla-
via, Afghanistan, Cambodia, and Ghana had all recognized it as Algeria’s
legitimate government. The United States, for its part, upgraded contacts
to unprecedented levels, including an unofficial but prearranged meeting
with Dean Rusk at the Saudi embassy and a much publicized rendez-vous
in Tunis between Yazid, Dahlab, and the assistant secretary of state for
Africa, G. Mennen Williams. The increasingly fruitless campaign to deny
this recognition to the GPRA was all the more distracting to French
diplomacy at a time when nuclear war was threatened over Berlin. De
Gaulle’s refusal to renegotiate allied rights in the beleaguered city left him
increasingly isolated in NATO while inciting Moscow to step up military
aid for the Algerians. In September, a Soviet freighter off-loaded some
1,500 tons of arms and ammunition in Morocco. Most if not all of it
was thought to be destined for ALN bases.42 In light of all these pressures,
it is understandable that de Gaulle responded with “controlled vehe-
mence” to Peyrefitte’s argument that France had no right to abandon its
own: “And me, do you believe this is with joy in my heart? I who was
raised in the religion of the flag, of French Algeria and French Africa, of
the army as the guarantor of the Empire? Do you think that this isn’t an
ordeal?”43

What made de Gaulle’s ordeal all the more trying was that the GPRA
did not even appear to want to negotiate seriously. Since his shift on the
Sahara, lower-ranking French and Algerian officials had had a number of
informal, and inconclusive, meetings in Switzerland. The GPRA’s repre-
sentatives felt free only to record the French proposals and reiterate their
opposition to anything that impugned the new state’s sovereignty. They
might have felt constrained not only by the known hostility of Boume-
dienne and the general staff but also by the great unknown: the views of
the five imprisoned ministers, who began a hunger strike on November
1 to protest their isolation. After three weeks, de Gaulle gave ground on
that issue, too. While remaining in France, the ministers would hence-
forth be entrusted to the custody of Moroccan diplomats and enjoy vir-
tually unlimited visitation rights. That same month, Boumedienne
dropped his opposition to renewed peace talks. “Go ahead,” he told Ben
Khedda, “we’re not children!”44

While Boumedienne was only too happy to have the GPRA assume
the burden of negotiations and the compromises they would inevitably
entail, he quickly dispatched one of his officers, Abdelaziz Bouteflika, to
make contact with the imprisoned ministers. To the sound of running
water and a blaring radio—the better to foil French listening devices—
the young emissary told his eminent but out-of-touch hosts about the
feud raging between the general staff and the GPRA. Aı̈t Ahmed hesitated
and Boudiaf remained distrustful, but Ben Bella quickly chose sides. He
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entrusted Bouteflika with a handwritten letter for Boumedienne along
with his personal phone number. Ironically, by making martyrs of their
captives and then allowing them to receive emissaries, the French had
facilitated the rise of Ben Bella, his alliance with Boumedienne, and thus
the eventual triumph of those within the FLN who were the most hostile
to them.45

Putting It in Writing

On December 9, 1961, the day after de Gaulle told Peyrefitte that France
had to unburden itself of Algeria, Joxe met secretly with Saad Dahlab.
Considered one of the most brilliant and least compromising of the Al-
gerian negotiators, the GPRA foreign minister was determined to bring
the talks to a rapid and successful conclusion. “The time has come,” he
declared, “to set aside clever negotiating tactics.” He asked Joxe straight
out: “Does France agree, yes or no, that self-determination extends to the
Sahara in the same conditions as in Algeria? If the response is positive,
then everything becomes possible.”46

Joxe demurred, insisting that the different populations would decide
their fate through “a special breakdown of the voting.” Dahlab was in-
credulous: “Why treat them differently than the Kabyles, the inhabitants
of the Aurès and, above all, the Europeans?” Why indeed, if not to raise
the possibility that the Saharans might opt out of Algeria? In fact, many
of the nomadic tribes of the south had remained loyal to France, and their
fate raised a fundamental question: what would be the constitutive prin-
ciple of the new nation?47 In applying self-determination, the GPRA in-
sisted on territorial integrity, even if it meant defending borders drawn
by colonial powers for colonial purposes. Yet in according citizenship,
being born and raised on Algerian soil was not deemed sufficient. Those
of European origin also had to declare their allegiance to the new state.48
Joxe pointed out that the pieds noirs would hesitate to risk such an affir-
mation, and few would therefore be permitted to participate in its con-
struction. The natural distrust toward this minority would only grow until
the Europeans left Algeria in bitterness and despair. “You mustn’t take
back with one hand what you give with the other,” he insisted, “giving
guarantees to the Europeans on condition that there not be any Euro-
peans.”49

Joxe would not clarify France’s position on the Sahara or make other
concessions until he was confident that he had specific commitments not
just from Dahlab but all of the Algerian leaders. Moreover, a bewildering
array of other questions still divided the two sides, many requiring tech-
nical expertise and precise answers. Who would compensate property
owners for land redistribution, grant permits for oil exploration, or assure
order during the transition period? How long could France base troops
in Algeria, or have access to Mers el-Kebir, or conduct nuclear tests in
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the Sahara? At their next meeting on December 23, Joxe began to present
written proposals to resolve these issues and demanded that Dahlab do
the same.50

The much smaller Algerian team struggled to respond, realizing full
well that Paris was setting the agenda. Feeling “submerged by docu-
ments,” as Rédha Malek later recalled, “sometimes of a discouraging com-
plexity,” the Algerians sought out advice from sympathetic British, Italian,
German, and Saudi experts, especially concerning oil concessions.51 Like
Boumedienne before them, they also took care to consult the imprisoned
Algerian ministers. While the negotiators intended primarily to associate
the captives with their work, Mohammed Khider noticed that they had
neglected to demand compensation for refugees, many of whom had been
bombed out of their homes. Important issues, and potential bargaining
chips, could easily be elided in the French proposals and go unnoticed by
the Algerians.52

The GPRA transmitted its first written proposals on January 9 and
the two sides found themselves in agreement on a number of important
principles. The ideas of cultural and scientific cooperation and economic
aid elicited no objection from either side. Though the Algerians did not
obtain compensation for refugees, eventually they were promised a min-
imum of three years of assistance at the same level as in 1961. From Paris’s
standpoint, this aid not only created an incentive to honor the rest of the
agreement, it also provided a means to resolve the thorny question of
land redistribution. In effect, and with their counterparts’ consent, the
French planned to deduct payments for the Europeans’ losses from aid to
Algeria, in that way indirectly subsidizing land reform.53

It proved more difficult to fix the terms for economic cooperation in
the Sahara. While the Algerians agreed to accord France a “privileged
position” in developing oil resources, they assigned the Franco-Algerian
organization established for that purpose a strictly advisory role. They also
refused to commit to assuring French companies preference in new con-
tracts or the right to pay in francs. At the same time, they insisted that
existing concessions would require renewal after three years, raising the
possibility that France’s “privileged position” would prove precarious.54

While differences over military issues were quantitative rather than
qualitative, they were so great as to provoke an altercation. The Algerians
were appalled when the French military representative, Général Philippe
de Camas, peremptorily announced at a January 28 meeting that French
troops might not withdraw for a decade. Even then, they would continue
to operate Mers el-Kebir for an additional twenty years, with a renewable
lease. The base would sprawl across no fewer than 550 square kilometers,
where the French would have total autonomy in civil administration and
justice. France would also ensure security at Colomb-Béchar and Reggane,
and nuclear and missile tests could continue for another decade. Dahlab
expressed shock at the general’s demands and the attitude they implied.
Joxe tried to dismiss the clash as a simple misunderstanding, which in a
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sense it was: the military still did not understand that France had lost the
war.55

For the rest of the country, the two sides agreed on a four-to-six
month transition period after the cease-fire as well as a jointly appointed
Provisional Executive. But they diverged on who would actually maintain
order during the interregnum. In general terms, the Algerians wished to
dissolve municipal governments, minimize the powers of the French high
commissioner, and accelerate the “Algerianization” of the bureaucracy.
They feared that otherwise OAS sympathizers in the administration would
undermine the Provisional Executive at every level. The French agreed to
consider strengthening the forces at its disposal, transferring riot police
from the metropole, and training levees of Algerian Muslims. But they
envisioned a much less sweeping reform of the existing administration to
ensure continuity in government and encourage reconciliation.56

Looking beyond the transition period, the GPRA readily agreed that
there should not be any reprisals for actions committed before the cease-
fire and that basic human rights should be respected. They also guaranteed
Europeans representation in political assemblies and respect for cultural
differences. When disputes arose, a court of guarantees could arbitrate.
Yet the structure of the court and the guarantees themselves continued to
raise doubts and questions—concerning the specific right to circulate to
and from the metropole, for instance, and the use of French in schools.
There was also no specific provision for pied noir participation in the
municipal government of Algiers, Oran, and Bône, where most of them
lived. And while the GPRA agreed that they could form an association
so long as it was not a party or political grouping, they said nothing about
what other role it could play. The disagreement over how Europeans
could become Algerian citizens, on the other hand, was explicit and seem-
ingly intractable.57

Over time, a series of proposals and counterproposals, nineteen in
total, narrowed the margin of difference over the future of the pieds noirs.
While the French continued to oppose the idea that Europeans had to
choose to become Algerians, by early February the GPRA had begun to
suggest the outlines of a compromise that appeared to meet their objec-
tions: for three years pieds noirs could exercise all the rights of citizenship,
and thus participate in the construction of the new state, without having
to declare their loyalties. Even if they then opted to become Algerians,
Paris could continue to consider them—and their children—French citi-
zens. The rest could remain in Algeria as resident aliens with the same
right to repatriate.58

Race to the Finish

The “drafts, written commentaries, additions, revisions” about which Ma-
lek first complained permitted the negotiations to become ever more pre-
cise and comprehensive.59 But this increasingly legalistic exercise began to
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seem surreal amid the daily bombings and assassinations on both sides of
the Mediterranean. The closer the French officials came to conceding sov-
ereignty, the more sovereignty seemed to slip through their fingers. In-
deed, one of the participants in the last round of negotiations likened it
to a race between de Gaulle and Salan. While le général sought an hon-
orable way out by securing safeguards for the pieds noirs, Salan tried to
head him off by destroying his authority in Algeria, and with it any basis
for a negotiated peace. De Gaulle himself feared that he had already lost,
concluding that “there is nothing real in Algeria except the FLN and the
OAS.”60

In February alone, OAS bombs or bullets killed 553 people. Most
were random victims of racial violence, but others were targets of assas-
sination or had the misfortune to live near one—such as André Malraux’s
four-year-old neighbor, Delphine Renard, whose horribly disfigured face
would forever haunt OAS apologists. But the worst single incident, from
the standpoint of the French state, occurred the next day, February 8,
when more than ten thousand Parisians turned out to protest its inability
or unwillingness to stop the attacks. In fact, the government had gone so
far as to hire free-lance assassins to regain control of Algiers, but the OAS
had quickly wiped them out with the complicity of local officials. Now
OAS sympathizers among the riot police launched a merciless assault on
the demonstrators, continuing to bludgeon even those who sought refuge
in a Metro entrance that had no exit. In the largest demonstration since
the liberation, half a million marched in silence to mourn the dead: four
men, three women, and a boy of sixteen.61

With state authority dissolving even in the capital, de Gaulle was
determined to disengage France from Algeria “one way or another,” as
he had put it in his New Year’s address. The day after the police riot, he
summoned Joxe and two other members of his government to begin
secret and, he hoped, decisive negotiations with a high-level GPRA del-
egation. Robert Buron, minister of public works, and Jean de Broglie,
secretary of state for Saharan affairs, would assist the hard-pressed Joxe
and also associate their parties, the MRP and the Independents, with
whatever agreement they reached. “Succeed or fail,” Buron recorded de
Gaulle as telling them, “but just don’t let the negotiations go on indefi-
nitely. And don’t get mired in details. Some things are possible and others
are not.”62

Joxe and his compatriots set off for the ski station of Rousses on the
Swiss border, the secret location of the talks. It was only 45 kilometers
from Geneva, like Evian, but it was worlds away from both in terms of
the comfort of its accommodations. The French delegation would work
in a small lodge located over a garage for road maintenance vehicles. They
had to sleep in the same cramped, smoky rooms where they met their
Algerian counterparts. A different minister might have taken his cues from
the dismal surroundings and de Gaulle’s impatience and rapidly liquidated
the bankrupt estate of French Algeria, but Joxe was a dedicated public
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servant who found it difficult to sell cheaply interests that had been held
for so long and at such cost. Though de Gaulle continued to urge him
by telephone each day to extricate France from Algeria, he stubbornly
defended the French positions on military questions, the transition, and
the status of the pieds noirs.63

By all accounts, Joxe’s negotiating skills earned the respect of the men
across the table—Dahlab, Krim, Bentobbal, Yazid, Malek, Benyahia, and
Seghir Mostefai. Initially they did little more than critique his proposals,
wary of falling into a trap that would make them vulnerable to Boume-
dienne’s attacks. The Algerians’ material circumstances were no less trying.
Each night, their Swiss hosts arranged a different place for them to sleep.
Each morning, they spent hours shaking off reporters and snaking their
way along snow-blown mountain roads, all the while fearing ambush by
OAS assassins. On the third day, they asked to rest before the meeting
and immediately collapsed into a deep sleep.64

By that point, the close quarters and shared hardships had begun to
break down barriers between the two groups. Paradoxically, it led the
French to forget the pretense of not recognizing their counterparts’
rank—even General de Camas found himself addressing Bentobbal as
Monsieur le Ministre. There was also a practical reason: the four members
of the GPRA appeared to be less rigid than the rest of the Algerian del-
egation. So, after they had awoken, Joxe proposed that les politiques should
hold plenary meetings to proceed more rapidly. The ministers finally be-
gan to make progress on the crucial issue of citizenship along the lines of
the compromise Algerian proposal. But four days later they had still not
settled the matter and many other serious differences remained: pied noir
participation in municipal administration, the length of the lease to Mers
el-Kebir and the Saharan installations, and the form of the cease-fire. This
last item was simple in itself, but the French did not want the Algerians
to sign it in the name of a government they still did not recognize.65

Finally, on February 18, Joxe spoke with de Gaulle by telephone and
described the impasse. Listening in on an extension, Buron strained to
hear de Gaulle’s barely audible response:

What’s essential is to reach an agreement composed of a cease-fire followed
by self-determination, as long as this agreement does not lead to sudden
disruptions in the present conditions relating to the material and political
interests of the Europeans, the French military presence in Algeria, the prac-
tical conditions in which the exploitation of oil and gas takes place, and finally
the economic, technical, and cultural relations between Algeria and the me-
tropole. It is this result, I repeat, this result that must be achieved today.66

As de Gaulle himself well knew, agreement on a simple cease-fire and vote
on self-determination could have been reached nine months earlier, at the
very beginning of the Evian negotiations. Joxe had not then taken up
Krim’s offer, and challenge, because de Gaulle had always insisted on
guarantees regarding the pieds noirs, military bases, and the Sahara. By di-
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recting Joxe to arrive at an agreement that day and remaining vague about
what it should include, de Gaulle obviously wanted him to settle for the
best terms possible. As was typical of le général, he then downplayed the
significance of the inevitable concessions, despite—or perhaps because
of—the fact that he had resisted them for nearly four years: “Let’s not
exaggerate too much the importance of the declarations we will end with.
Who knows what is going to happen in ten or twenty years.” They rep-
resented a “secondary interest,” de Gaulle concluded, and could not be
allowed to stand in the way of the “essential interest”: ending the war.67

After a marathon negotiating session lasting until five am, the two
exhausted delegations finally arrived at an agreement. They sealed it with
their first handshake, promising to meet again the following month and
sign a formal text, which would also settle the few remaining issues. But
on most matters Joxe had managed to split the difference: France would
have a lease to Mers el-Kebir for fifteen years and could operate the Sa-
haran bases and experimental centers for five. Outside these areas, it would
withdraw all but 80,000 troops within twelve months and the last would
be gone within three years. But the Algerians had insisted, and the French
finally had to agree, that the pieds noirs would also face a deadline. Within
three years, they would need to “confirm” their status as citizens of the
new state or else be considered resident aliens.68

Even at the time they negotiated this agreement, the French delegates
wondered whether it would make any difference for the pieds noirs. Bu-
ron anticipated an exodus of “2 or 300,000 Europeans, maybe more.” If
it was any more, then the agreement would offer little protection to those
who remained—after all, proportional representation would be pointless
if they only represented a few percent of the population.69 The OAS had
always insisted they wanted all or nothing, and now that a settlement was
in sight Salan announced a “generalized offensive.” The OAS would fire
at will on police, rain Molotov cocktails on their vehicles, and “destroy
the best Muslim elements in the liberal professions.” In fact, it was not
only doctors, pharmacists, and government workers who were gunned
down or strung up, but hairdressers, flower vendors, and any other Mus-
lim who fell into the hands of enraged pied noir mobs.70

The ALN, for its part, occasionally retaliated but mostly bided its
time. While the OAS attacks weakened the French bargaining position,
they also bolstered the Algerian hard-liners. At a special meeting of the
CNRA called to consider the outline agreement, Boumedienne criticized
the negotiators for having guaranteed European representation in the as-
sembly and preference for French oil companies, thereby opening Algeria
to neocolonial exploitation. But Krim would have none of it: “And you
who are at the head of the army,” he responded, sarcasm dripping from
every syllable, “explain to us how you will expel the French? By arms?”71

How indeed? Even with French security forces under constant attack
by their own civilian population, the Algerians were well aware that they
could not impose their will. Boumedienne’s own ally, Ben Bella, recog-
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nized along with the rest of the imprisoned ministers that “our situation
in the interior” required that “negotiations be pursued until their com-
pletion.” Although France was obviously eager to get out, it had to accept
the terms of its defeat. Moreover, de Gaulle had made it known that he
would publish the draft agreement if the Algerians tried to change the
terms. “International opinion will be for us,” he predicted, “. . . and we
will resume fighting.” To the very end, the Algerians had to be mindful
of their international standing and content themselves with a diplomatic
rather than a military victory. The CNRA therefore voted 45 to 4 to
authorize the GPRA to sign a cease-fire.72

Yet, if the GPRA could not impose its will in Algeria, neither could
the French—a fact that its negotiators used to their advantage in the last
round of talks at Evian beginning on March 7. How, Dahlab asked, could
they hold their forces in place if they were not confident that French
commanders would combat the OAS? Joxe reacted angrily every time the
Algerians made such insinuations, but Buron himself wondered whether
they, for their part, were as confident as they pretended.73 More than just
an embarrassment to French representatives, the state’s loss of control in
Algeria had practical implications for the peace agreement they were try-
ing to conclude. If Paris could not protect the civilian population, then
some of its responsibilities would naturally devolve to the Provisional
Executive and through it to the GPRA, which would help name its mem-
bers. Thus, if the police were “largely in the hands of the OAS,” as Dahlab
insisted, “the first to throw bombs,” then the Provisional Executive should
be empowered to remove suspect officials. It could also regulate the return
of the refugees, since for “psychological reasons” the GPRA did not want
them to confront the French army at the border. Paris had equally com-
pelling psychological reasons for not appearing to disown its already de-
moralized army. On March 11, after Dahlab repeatedly called for ex-
panding the Provisional Executive’s forces and “Algerianizing” the police,
Joxe finally snapped. “I’m asking you, be serious. If there is a difficult and
even distressing job to do you know very well it’s not a more or less
Algerianized police nor a local force, whatever the number of its person-
nel, who will be in a position to act, but only the army.”74

Though there are no records available for the last week of negotia-
tions, it apparently included the bitterest exchanges. Saad Dahlab later
recalled that the talks were often on the verge of breaking down, indicat-
ing that his team was ready to walk away. Tricot denied any such risk,
suggesting that he and his colleagues were not. “There was one day,” he
allowed, “when le général de Gaulle perhaps said that he had had
enough.” Most likely, Tricot was referring to March 17, when Buron
described a “less serene, less sovereign” de Gaulle “muttering” at his min-
isters’ insistence that to threaten partition yet again would serve no pur-
pose. While he admonished his negotiators for not making a better deal,
de Gaulle did not overrule them, and they therefore agreed to increase
the size of the Provisional Executive’s security force, promise the “Alger-
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ianization” of the police, and allow the ALN greater freedom to maneu-
ver. Compared to earlier concessions, these were minor points, but they
demonstrated that the French wanted an agreement more than the GPRA
did, which weakened their position in the inevitable disputes over its
application. Finally, rather than simply signing the minutes of the final
meeting and issuing a joint statement, consistent with Paris’s claim that
these were merely consultations with one political tendency among many,
the two sides would put their signatures to a formal document. If France
would still not recognize the GPRA, it had at last recognized that its
representatives were the only ones capable of engaging the future govern-
ment of Algeria.75

The next day, March 18, 1961, the French delegation sat down with
relief and resignation to sign the massive document required to end 130
years of colonial rule. But Krim had one last demand: They had to read
it aloud, all ninety-eight pages. So while the world press and de Gaulle
himself waited, the French delegates took turns reading article after article,
declaration after declaration, as the ever-vigilant Algerians followed their
every word. Finally, Joxe declared that it was time to sign. Krim had been
practicing for this moment for many days, often testing his gold pen to
ensure it would not fail him. But he was surprised to see not only Joxe
but also Buron and de Broglie attach their signatures to the agreement.
Hesitating for an awkward moment, Dahlab explained that only the leader
of the Algerian delegation would sign for the FLN. So when the moment
passed, Krim’s colleagues looked on with emotion as this veteran ma-
quisard, now vice president of the provisional Algerian government, sealed
their victory.76

The End of the Line

“The battles are over,” Joxe declared. “Our first thought ought to be for
those who have fallen in these years of struggle.” It was also, a fortiori,
the first thought of the Algerian delegates. Lakhdar Bentobbal and Mos-
tefa Benaouda, among the twenty-two who had first decided to break
away from the MTLD and launch the war for independence, might have
considered the fate of their comrades. Nine had been tortured to death
or killed in combat, while another seven still languished in prison. Krim
was part of an even more select group. Among the neuf historiques who
first led the FLN, he alone remained alive and at liberty.77

In more ways than one, the Algerian leaders represented a nation that,
by its own account, had lost a million people in the course of the war,
literally decimating its prewar population. While most historians are sus-
picious of such a large, round number, it is unseemly to quibble over
whether it was more like 227,000—the army’s figure, which attributed
66,000 civilian deaths to the FLN but not one to themselves, or
500,000—an estimate of those “missing” based on prewar demographic
patterns, albeit one that includes wartime emigration and other causes.
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Even the army’s estimate is an order of magnitude more than the number
of Europeans killed in action or unaccounted for at the time of the cease-
fire: 11,200 soldiers and 3,663 civilians. One might accept the average of
the two figures and compare it to Algeria’s prewar Muslim population of
8.8 million. Based on this middle-range estimate, the war was propor-
tionally far more devastating than America’s Civil War, more even than
France’s losses in World War I.78

Well over two million Algerians had been uprooted—most “re-
grouped” behind barbed wire, 250,000 exiled to Tunisia or Morocco, still
more eking out an existence in urban shanty towns. Nor did the metro-
pole provide any refuge: more than 44,000 Algerians had been arrested
there, and one cannot even venture a guess as to how many were killed.
In just one night, October 17, 1961, Paris police killed more than 200
Algerians protesting a curfew. They dumped too many bodies in the Seine
to allow an exact accounting.79

Yet even if we knew the precise number of killed, wounded, exiled,
and imprisoned, and then somehow found the words to make them more
than statistics, they would still not convey all that the Algerians had en-
dured. Who among them could have escaped unscathed after more than
seven years of civil war? How many were terrorized, tortured, raped, or
otherwise humiliated through the everyday indignities of insurgency and
counterinsurgency warfare? Anecdotal evidence suggest an appalling toll—
and that it was sometimes exacted by the mujahadeen who meant to
defend them. Whether through the ill discipline of irregular troops or the
sometimes inhuman discipline of their leaders, the FLN imposed upon
the Algerian people a price for independence that was bearable only in
comparison to the costs of colonial rule.80

Indeed, it was only because Algerians had already suffered trials with-
out number before 1954 that some among them had the courage to un-
dertake this terrible war and that most kept faith with such flawed, squab-
bling leaders. Le général himself recognized this in admitting that the
Algerians were remarkably magnanimous considering what the French
had done to them over 130 years.81 Indeed, while insisting on their sov-
ereignty, the Algerians consented to cooperate in a host of common en-
deavors. According to the Evian agreement, they would create an orga-
nization with France to continue the development of the Sahara. They
not only recognized the rights of French companies, but also promised
them preference in future contracts. They agreed to accept payment in
francs for oil and gas and to remain in the French monetary zone. They
allowed France to retain test centers and airfields in the Sahara for five
years and Mers el-Kebir for fifteen. Finally, teachers, technicians, and ad-
visors of every kind would help preserve French influence.82 Indeed, when
the Evian agreement became known, the British Foreign Office consid-
ered it a “triumph” for de Gaulle. Harold Macmillan himself expressed
envy, complaining that it “contrasted strongly with what we got out of
our colonies when we turned them into independent countries.”83
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But the enormous efforts expended to defend the French position in
Algeria inevitably radicalized people on both sides of the Mediterranean.
The magnanimity that de Gaulle found “miraculous” was based on a cal-
culation that colonialism could not be undone in a day. The Evian agree-
ment was “a starting point to arrive ultimately at a complete liberation of
our economy and our territory,” as a contemporary GPRA memorandum
explained, because it recognized Algeria’s sovereignty. This is what would
enable Ben Bella to legalize the seizure of pied noir property in 1963, and
Boumedienne to nationalize the oil and gas industry in 1971, even though
they scorned the accords as a base betrayal.84

Indeed, one wonders whether some of the agreement’s own authors
acted in good faith. In September 1958, when the Algerians first began
to contemplate negotiating peace with de Gaulle, Mabrouk Belhocine sug-
gested that they not refrain from offering “beautiful promises” and
“tempting guarantees,” including dual nationality for the pieds noirs.

[Let’s] dispense with the idea that the engagements we make today bind us
indefinitely. For all governments declarations, even written treaties, are valid
“until further notice”; tomorrow, unburdened by the colonial straitjacket, our
soil evacuated, who will prevent us from revising our decisions?

As secretary general of Saad Dahlab’s foreign ministry, Belhocine would
help formulate the GPRA negotiating proposals. As a deputy in Algeria’s
National Assembly, he also helped write the legislation that made Muslim
ancestry the criterion for citizenship, betraying the promises made at Ev-
ian.85

Some have argued that French negotiators were either naive in ac-
cepting the Algerians’ assurances or deliberately betrayed the pieds noirs
to secure the concessions to state interests Macmillan found so enviable.86
The American consul in Algiers observed that Paris was careful to protect
even the statues of colonial leaders, packing them for transport back to
France, while many thousands of desperate pieds noirs waited on the
docks.87 At the very least, one can fault the French state for doing so little
to prepare for their return. As early as January 1961, de Gaulle confided
to Macmillan that he thought entrepreneurs, technicians, and others with
the skills to benefit from economic development would remain while
“small” colonists would eventually fade out. Yet when his advisors warned
of a massive exodus, he professed surprise and insisted that only one in
ten would leave.88 In March 1961, fully a year before the Evian agree-
ment, Joxe was urged to begin preparations for their repatriation. He was
told that under the best-case scenario, a “climate of association,” 375,000
Muslims and Europeans would want to return; in the worst case, a “cli-
mate of hostility” would induce one million to flee. Even so, a Secrétariat
d’Etat aux Rapatriés was not set up until August. Joxe would later claim
that they never thought that the pieds noirs would flee en masse, that the
possibility never even came up in the course of the negotiations.89

If Joxe was negligent in not preparing for a pied noir exodus, it is
probably because he did not want to do anything to encourage it. He and
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his advisors certainly did all they could to prevent it, making a secure
position for the pieds noirs the top priority throughout the negotiations.
As Tricot put it during the Lugrin talks, the interests of the European
minority were “primordial.” “This problem is the counterpart for France
that the Sahara is for the FLN,” a French planning paper insisted. “We
cannot compromise beyond a minimum which satisfies the normal de-
mands of the Europeans and the engagements the government has made
in their regard.” In the secret one-on-one talks that ensued, Joxe observed
that he did not risk a “rupture” with Dahlab over French bases or the
Sahara, but rather over the nationality question. Buron, for his part, felt
that this part of the negotiations at Rousses was a question of con-
science—they would all be judged on the guarantees to the pieds noirs.90

While it is possible that Buron was self-consciously writing for his-
tory, the Algerians themselves considered the French delegation tenacious
in its defense of the pieds noirs from the first to the last round at Evian.
A decade later, Dahlab’s most vivid memory was Joxe’s solicitude for their
safety. He finally obtained much more than the Algerians initially in-
tended to concede, though they, for their part, negotiated long and hard
until the very end over seemingly minor differences in language. If the
GPRA delegates did not take these commitments seriously, it is difficult
to see why they would have bothered, or why Boumedienne would crit-
icize them so bitterly for the concessions they did make.91

In the end, of all the contentious issues settled by the Evian accords,
the provisions relating to the pieds noirs most nearly met Joxe’s opening
demands. Aside from exercising all the rights of Algerian citizens, without
actually having to declare themselves as such for the first three years, the
pieds noirs were promised proportional representation in legislative as-
semblies as well as public enterprises and administration. For four years,
they would also preside over the municipal councils of Algiers and Oran
and all the city districts in which they were a majority. Even those who
chose not to become Algerian citizens would enjoy the same civil liberties
and guarantees against discrimination, the same freedom to circulate and
transfer property to and from the metropole, the same terms of access to
schools and courts. They could choose to be educated in French, which
would also be used at least part of the time in radio and television pro-
gramming as well as all official documents. Europeans would always be
represented among the judges and jurors in any case involving non-
Muslims. Moreover, a court of guarantees including two European judges
(out of four) would decide disputes over the application of these provi-
sions. And if all else failed, if all these proved to be “beautiful promises,”
the Europeans would always be French citizens with the right to repatriate
and claim compensation.

When some 800,000 Europeans left Algeria in the first year, they
made almost all the other guarantees meaningless. Considering that while
these were being negotiated thirty to forty people were being killed every
day in Algiers alone, the decision to flee was entirely understandable. Yet
in determining who was ultimately responsible, it must not be forgotten
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that this climate of violence was overwhelmingly the work of the OAS.
In the last six months of the war, it killed or wounded three times as
many people in the Algiers zone as had the FLN over the six preceding
years.92 The day after the cease-fire, for instance, it lobbed mortar rounds
into the happy crowds milling about the Place du Gouvernement, killing
twenty-four. In keeping with Salan’s instructions, OAS militants also
killed those struggling to keep the peace between the two communities—
eighteen gendarmes in a single attack two days later.93 So, in judging the
good faith of the negotiators at Evian, one must also consider what the
pieds noirs did to demonstrate their good faith. At the very least, by
passively if not actively supporting efforts to provoke a fight to the death,
they ensured that neither they nor anyone else would ever know if they
could have lived in peace in the land of their birth.

In the end, events bore out Joxe’s prediction: it was not the police
or even the ALN who performed the “difficult and even distressing job”
of smashing the ultra’s resistance, it was the long-suffering army. After
the OAS mowed down seven young conscripts on March 23, General
Charles Ailleret finally ordered an assault on their Algiers stronghold, Bab-
el-Oued. Some 20,000 troops sealed off the area and slowly reduced re-
sistance block by block. On the fourth day, the OAS called a general strike
and rallied supporters near the Place du Gouvernement. As they marched
on Bab-el-Oued, Muslim draftees fresh from the field blocked their way
at the Rue d’Isly. The crowd jeered and jostled the nervous and outnum-
bered troops until shots suddenly rang out from one of the rooftops. The
soldiers began to fire into the crowd and, in the several long minutes
before their officers restored order, forty-six people were killed, and with
them the pieds noirs’ last hopes that they could somehow prevent inde-
pendence.94

Desperate, even disoriented, the OAS took its revenge on still more
hapless Muslims, sparing not even patients lying in hospital beds. Never
very disciplined, they would soon lose all direction. French forces had
already captured their commander in Oran, General Jouhaud, the day
before the Rue d’Isly massacre. Over the following month, they picked
up the leader of the death squads, Lieutenant Roger Degueldre, along
with Salan himself. Even so, the killing continued. On May 2, for in-
stance, a single car bomb felled sixty-two dock workers. A particularly
odious operation nearly succeeded in rolling a 30,000-gallon gas tank
down from the heights over Algiers, which would have set the whole
Casbah ablaze. The ALN, which had been showing “remarkable discipline
and restraint,” as Alistair Horne writes, finally began to bomb OAS hang-
outs on May 14. But by then, the European exodus had already begun:
100,000 by the middle of May, half a million by July. That month 92
percent of the remaining population participated in a referendum in which
99 percent affirmed independence. In one last nihilistic spasm, the ultras
launched a scorched earth campaign, setting fire to schools and hospitals,
the oil storage tanks in Oran, the university library in Algiers.95
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Is it any wonder that some Algerians sought vengeance? On July 3,
two days after the referendum, enraged mobs in Oran massacred twenty-
one Europeans after someone fired on a victory celebration (around a
hundred Algerians were also killed). It is perhaps more surprising that
this was the only such incident, and that in the following days the ALN
executed dozens of Muslim rioters while ruthlessly restoring order. Kid-
nappings were more common, nearly three thousand in total. These often
targeted OAS operatives, but not always. By 1964, about a third had been
released, the rest presumed dead in circumstances their kin could only
imagine.96

Without minimizing the tragedy of the pieds noirs—especially those
who had accepted Algerian independence and wanted only to be left
alone—it must be placed in the context of other calamities. While the
settlers were the focus of contemporary concerns and occupy center stage
in most historical accounts, the Algerian War concerned Algerians above
all, as Dahlab had to remind Joxe.97 The hardships faced by the European
minority paled in comparison not only to what Muslims had long en-
dured at the hands of the French, but also to what those who had col-
laborated now suffered at the hands of their compatriots. The ordeal of
the harkis was greater not just in degree—at least 10,000 were killed, with
credible estimates ranging as high as 100,000—but also in kind: old men
made to swallow their medals, others burned alive, some literally fed to
dogs. Those who had for years avoided taking sides often took the lead
in inflicting these torments, only too eager to prove their newfound pa-
triotism.98

All of this, of course, constituted a gross violation of the Evian agree-
ment. Yet the French were actually the first to betray their commitments.
Because while pieds noirs suffered delays and discomfort during their ex-
odus, the harkis were actually prevented from escaping despite explicit
assurances. This was not the result of negligence or poor planning, but a
policy decision made long before. As early as February 1961, a report
produced by Joxe’s Secrétariat d’Etat aux Affaires Algériennes acknowl-
edged that the fate of a “small number” of loyalists would be “very pre-
carious, even tragic,” when the GPRA came to power. In principle, the
door should remain open to them, but “the essential point,” the author
insisted, was that “the permanent settlement in France of large numbers
of Muslims is not indeed to be anticipated nor to be desired.”99 Some
Algerian families had already started to flee until, in November, the Min-
istry of the Interior barred the way. The Secrétariat d’Etat aux Rapatriés,
for its part, showed no interest in their fate, setting aside the now incon-
venient fiction that Muslims were French.100

Finally, on February 19, 1962, the same day the French and Algerians
agreed on the outline of an agreement, Joxe’s ministry created a commit-
tee on the harkis under Michel Massenet. Two months later, as harkis
across Algeria were being disarmed and left to their fate, he was instructed
to continue studying the problem. Warning that the prospects for the
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harkis were “extremely dark,” Massenet instead urged Joxe to take im-
mediate action, or at least take a position.101 In May, army officers forced
Joxe’s hand by secretly organizing the escape of harkis under their com-
mand. He then ordered the new high commissioner, Christian Fouchet,
to unmask and punish those responsible. Consequently, out of some
300,000 Algerian Muslims who had fought for France, fewer than one
in ten found asylum in the metropole by November 1962. That month,
the general commanding the remaining French troops ordered them to
turn away any Muslims who were still seeking refuge.102

History: The Never-Ending Battle

Perhaps more than the Evian Accords and cease-fire, which were quickly
overwhelmed by OAS atrocities, more even than the referendum on in-
dependence—which merely touched off the worst reprisals—this last ig-
nominious order marked the definitive end of the Algerian War. By re-
pudiating the harkis, France consigned Muslims as a class to another
country. Quite literally, no one would be permitted to stand between the
two states.

By then, Ben Bella and, behind him, Boumedienne and the frontier
armies of the ALN had established uncontested power in Algiers. Their
rivals in the GPRA were imprisoned, exiled, or driven underground.
Three quarters of the pieds noirs had departed, Algerians quickly occu-
pying their homes. This obviated one of the reasons for Franco-Algerian
cooperation, which had supposedly constituted “the guarantee of guar-
antees” for European lives and property. But France would not abandon
the policy: “this rests on another foundation,” one official explained. “For
reasons of neighborliness, along with ancient affinities between our two
countries, France has an interest in seeing that the Algerian state does not
descend into misery or anarchy.”103

Here again, the matter had been decided months earlier, even before
the Evian agreement was signed. In a February 21 cabinet meeting that
considered its outlines, de Gaulle cut short the protests of Secretary of
State for Social Affairs Nafissa Sid Cara, the only Muslim member of his
government, who had tearfully lamented the fate of all those who had
kept faith with France. “Do you really believe, Mademoiselle, that aside
from a few exceptions who we have a duty to take care of today, who we
must be worried about tomorrow, the great majority of Muslims do not
favor independence . . . ?” Yet de Gaulle did not, even then, display much
concern for these “exceptions.” “It is necessary to take into account the
realities of the world,” he explained:

This is an honorable outcome. It is not necessary to hold forth on what has
been done or not done a short time ago. People are people and can make
mistakes. But it was indispensable to extricate France from a situation that
only brought it misfortunes.
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That the accords [will] be capricious in their application, that’s certain.
We will have to make things easier for this Algeria that is going to appear.
But one can’t prevent it from being born and it’s necessary to give it a chance.
It will not be said that France does not help Algeria.

As for France, she has to interest herself in something else now. We
must take care of ourselves.104

The “something else” was de Gaulle’s dream of seeing France become
a great power again, and taking care of themselves paradoxically meant,
in part, taking care of the Algerians. Malraux went so far as to say that
“the texts have no importance; the question,” he asserted, “is whether we
may change the struggle; the new one will be harder perhaps but it will
finally mark in its way a kind of ‘liberation of France.’ ” Debré could not
share his enthusiasm, blaming France’s inability to arrive at a better so-
lution on “the division of the communities, the revolt of the Muslim
world, the external support.” His long ordeal almost at an end, the prime
minister would soon be allowed to resign. But he somehow found better
words to express an idea he could never quite bring himself to believe:
“André Malraux has used the word ‘victory.’ The term surprised me. But
I understand it in this way: this is above all a victory over ourselves.”
Explaining le général’s thoughts, he repeated that “it’s about France, and
France first of all.”105

Once again, as he did after World War II, de Gaulle would convince
his countrymen that they had not been defeated, that they had liberated
themselves—in this case by liberating Algeria. The former colony, “dom-
inated, skinned, humiliated” for 130 years, would now be made a symbol
of the magnanimity of France, a great power that could once again afford
to be generous. Indeed, at the start of 1963, there were over 100,000
French advisers, teachers, and technicians working in Algeria, and France
accorded Algeria fully 35 percent of its foreign aid budget. Even after Ben
Bella ordered the nationalization of European-owned property, French
aid continued. The following year, for instance, French teachers filled 80
percent of all secondary school posts.106

Uncharacteristically, de Gaulle would ignore these and many more
offenses. It was not only because shrugging them off increased France’s
stature—“because you are beaten if you say so”—but also because it
served his all-important foreign policy goals. Jean de Broglie, a signatory
of the Evian accords who became the ambassador to Algiers, was forth-
right about the self-interest motivating this indulgence. Algeria is “above
all the ‘narrow door’ by which we penetrate the third-world,” he explained
in a November 1964 press conference. “A quarrel between France and
another North African state is just simple bilateral tension. A quarrel with
Algeria goes beyond the limits of Franco-Algerian relations and risks un-
dermining our diplomatic efforts in the entire world.”107 The Algerians
had succeeded, de Broglie seemed to be admitting, in internationalizing
not only their war for liberation but also the peace that replaced it.
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Of course, while de Gaulle’s postwar strategy could not ignore the
conflict’s international nature, and actually exploited it, the French would
remain victorious only so long as they were convinced that the only de-
cisive battles were the ones they waged among themselves. As René Gal-
lissot has written, de Gaulle was the “conjurer” who pulled off this sleight
of hand:

How to make believe that one accords independence, when one has tried
everything to slow down if not avoid this conclusion? How to conceal the
blow and the loss to French nationalism, contributing to a decline in national
glory, if not by integrating this abandonment to the benefit and the cult of
a certain idea of France?

In essence, the French needed to remember the war as a successful fight
by Frenchmen to redeem the true, generous France by giving Algerians
their independence. This helps explain why de Gaulle fought so long and
so hard against anything that appeared to internationalize the conflict,
even after concluding the Evian agreement. For instance, when the So-
viet Union accorded official recognition to the GPRA, de Gaulle recalled
his ambassador from Moscow the next day. It was only by remaining
within France’s domaine réservé that Algeria could be “given” its indepen-
dence—not just at the official ceremony, which happened to fall on the
4th of July, but again and again, whenever the war was taught or talked
about.108

Indeed, while the FLN took possession of the field, the traditional
test of victory, de Gaulle has prevailed in the larger field of history—at
least in France, where Gallissot’s insight is all too rare. Long afterward,
most French remembered the war as a domestic political crisis. In a 1990
poll, only 11 percent of respondents characterized it as an international
conflict. That year, the historian Jacques Julliard went even farther, as-
serting “without the least irony” that one “can do a history of the Algerian
War completely without speaking of Algerians.” Writing in the same vol-
ume, Charles-Robert Ageron, the dean of French North Africanists,
showed still less interest in investigating the role of France’s allies and
adversaries abroad. In summarizing some of the handful of articles on this
subject, he accepted de Gaulle’s claim to have been unaffected by the
attitudes of other governments “barring new revelations.” But, one might
ask, how could there not have been “new revelations,” since Ageron ren-
dered this verdict when almost all of the relevant French archives were
still closed?109

Thus, the annual contests at the United Nations, the clashes with the
allies, the diplomatic campaigns without end are all but forgotten. By
contrast, the use of torture, the abandonment of the harkis, and the bit-
terness of the pieds noirs have become the most open of secrets. Indeed,
they form part of a collective memory that allows even the bitterest pied
noir, even the most marginalized harki—perhaps especially them—to ex-
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press their Frenchness through the quarrels they share with their coun-
trymen.110

Benedict Anderson captured the essence of this phenomenon in his
exegesis of Renan’s famous essay, Qu’est-ce qu’une nation? “The essence of
a nation,” Renan wrote, “is that all the individuals have a lot of things in
common and also that they have forgotten a lot of things. . . . Every
French citizen ought to have forgotten the Saint Bartholomew [massacre],
the massacres in the Midi in the 13th century.” As Anderson points out,
who but the French could possibly understand these allusions? In fact,
“ ‘already having forgotten’ ancient tragedies” is actually “a prime contem-
porary civic duty.” Albigensians and their persecutors, Huguenots and
Catholics are thereby reconciled as equal participants in national dramas—
even though they would hardly have recognized themselves as such. “The
effect of this tropology,” Anderson concludes, “is to figure episodes in
the colossal religious conflicts of medieval and early modern Europe as
reassuringly fratricidal wars between—who else?—fellow Frenchmen.”111

Yet contrary to Anderson, it is doubtful that even with reminding,
enough Frenchmen and women will remember the Saint Bartholomew
and Albigensian massacres sufficiently well for the collective act of “for-
getting” to have its intended, incantatory effect. This is the case not only
for the secular-minded but still more for Muslims, now the second largest
religious community in France, who are even less likely to be impassioned
over centuries-old sectarian strife among Christians. The Algerian War,
by contrast, is a tragedy with more resonance because its protagonists
more nearly resemble contemporary French society. What many at the
time conceived of as an international, religious, even civilizational conflict
is now reassuringly rendered as a contest between competing national-
isms, or even competing ideas of these two nations.

In Algeria, too, one can observe a phenomenon of supposedly for-
getting that which is constantly recalled. It might seem impossible for
Algerians to even pretend to forget the war—not only because the losses
were so great and the legacies are so obvious, but also because for decades
FLN governments consciously promoted it as the wellspring of their le-
gitimacy. Yet the history they taught glossed over the violence between
Algerians—not just the reprisals against collaborators, but also the frat-
ricidal struggles among the mujahadeen. And rather than raise awkward
questions about those who lost out in Algerian nationalism’s innumerable
internal struggles, like Messali Hadj, Abbane Ramdane, or Belkacem
Krim, the official version elevated “a single hero: the people.”112 Perhaps
it is not impossible then, as is often asserted, that some younger Algerians
did not respect the FLN because they did not witness its wartime exploits
and were uninspired by the sanitized history they were made to memorize
from textbooks.

Yet most Algerians appear keenly aware of this history, as a rich oral
tradition nourishes new generations.113 Moreover, they could hardly be
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unaware of the conflicts within the wartime FLN. After all, Algerian pol-
itics was long populated by the protagonists, including Ben Bella, Bou-
medienne, Aı̈t Ahmed, Boudiaf, and Bouteflika, some of whom pursued
feuds for decades afterward. Indeed, politicians must still account for, and
compete over, their national service during the war for independence.114
If young Algerians did not honor the sacrifices of the wartime generation,
it would be difficult to explain why the Front Islamique du Salut (FIS),
which finally ended the FLN’s reign, constantly strove to present itself as
its rightful heir. As Hugh Roberts explains, the FIS developed a discourse
contrasting the “good” FLN that won independence by exemplifying and
expounding Islamic ideals with the “bad” FLN that betrayed the faith
upon taking power.115

Of course, the Islamists’ claims were not uncontested, as diverse
groups struggled to control historical memory.116 Whereas the FIS viewed
France’s enduring influence as evidence of continuing servitude, members
of the secular elite can argue that the French language is one of the spoils
of a long war finally won in 1962. Like the Islamists, President Bouteflika
harked back to a golden age, though for him the era of “the good FLN”
extended through the 1970s.117 At the same time, others accused the Is-
lamists of being children of harkis intent on revenge. Women, for their
part, cited their participation in the war for independence in struggles for
gender equality. Conversely, the government has invoked the contribution
of Berbers to invite them to identify more closely with the official version
of Algerian nationalism.118

Thus, far from Algerians having an unconflicted understanding of
their independence struggle—or no understanding at all—it remained a
central theme in their political and cultural contestation for decades af-
terward. Indeed, these contests can be seen to extend beyond France and
Algeria. For instance, in Roy Mottahedeh’s fictional account of the life of
an Iranian mullah, The Mantle of the Prophet, he depicts his protagonist as
reaching a turning point in his life while learning of one particularly atro-
cious episode in the Algerians’ fight for independence, as he resolves to
combine Islam and anti-imperialism.119 On the other hand, what Robert
Malley has called Algeria’s ideology of “Third Worldism” had a profound
influence on the European left, as a generation disenchanted with Stalin-
ism placed their hopes in national liberation movements. Communist
China, for its part, considered the Algerian revolution to be “a brilliant
example” for the rest of Africa.120 More recently, some postcolonial the-
orists credit the experience of the Algerian War with helping to inspire
postmodernist approaches to political and cultural analysis.121 Thus, peo-
ple far beyond Algeria have long staked claims to its history to make sense
of their own.

Memories of Algeria’s war for independence serve multiple political
projects because they contain multiple valences—many more, alas, than
any one book can reveal. This can be a source of conflict, as different
groups will continue to discredit one another by laying claim to the one,
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true version. But it can also indicate opportunities, since a richer historical
understanding reveals that, just as the sources of this history are many
and diverse, it can lead in many different directions. By following a few
of them we will see how the Algerian War was not just an episode in
international history but was emblematic of an emerging transnational
system.
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Conclusion
The Sense of History

This work has been sustained by a sense that the Cold War and its de-
nouement obscured subtler but no less significant changes in the nature
of international relations. These developments were a long time in the
making, and the Algerian War did not cause them or even mark their
beginning. But it can serve to illustrate how one can recover continuities
in contemporary history and discover some of the origins of the post–
Cold War era. This era is still named for what it is not, because we lack
the distance to define it precisely. But it may one day be deemed most
significant for having witnessed the emergence of a new, transnational
system.1

Much of modern history can be described in terms of international
systems, as Gordon Craig and Alexander George demonstrated in their
classic text, Force and Statecraft. They identified three features essential to
any viable system: the principal states must share aims and objectives that
reflect the values the system is meant to advance; the system’s structure
must be appropriate to the power and position of participating states; and
the states must agree on procedures—that is, “norms, rules, practices, and
institutions”—to achieve those aims.2

According to this definition, even the Cold War could be considered
a viable international system, albeit a “primitive” one. While during the
earlier part of the period covered in this study some Soviet and American
leaders were willing to risk nuclear war to “roll back” their adversary’s
dominion, by the end one can speak of a shared determination to avoid
even conventional clashes and to respect spheres of influence. And while
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France had finally obtained nuclear weapons and financial independence,
de Gaulle would discover that a yawning gap remained between the su-
perpowers and other states. After Moscow and Washington’s tight man-
agement of the Cuban Missile Crisis and the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, he
was right to suspect that they sought to stabilize and even institutionalize
this system.3

Yet at the same time it was already apparent that the Cold War had
created dynamics that would combine to subvert these efforts. As North
African nationalists quickly realized, it presented opportunities not just to
play off the two superpowers but also to exploit differences over Cold
War strategy in each alliance. Even seemingly straightforward instruments
of power projection like military bases could be turned to their advan-
tage—like the American installations in Morocco, or the French posts in
Tunisia—or even taken hostage. Over the longer run, overseas bases could
also undermine the fundaments of power, as Washington discovered with
the mounting balance of payments problem in the 1960s, contributing to
their occupiers’ vulnerability to economic coercion. Bases could be closed
or subsidized, of course, but the Cold War created countless other occa-
sions for states and nonstate actors to harness it to their own agendas,
sapping the strength of the superpowers and straining their alliances.

Moreover, Moscow and Washington’s efforts to stabilize the Cold
War could undermine their coalitions. At the start of the Algerian War,
France and China were at opposite poles of an unmistakably bipolar sys-
tem. Yet they came to share a grievance against their respective allies for
not trusting them with nuclear technology and for shirking responsibility
in the struggle for the Third World. While the Algerian War was only
one case among many for Moscow and Beijing, it was a major reason for
the schism between Washington and Paris. Ironically, it is now apparent
that, rather than “freeing” Algeria, the Algerians’ victory enabled the
French to become free—free from their colonial charges, and free from
the United States. After Algerian independence, de Gaulle was able to
maintain considerable authority over former African colonies and reestab-
lish France’s prestige in the Middle East and Southeast Asia. In a sense,
having failed to beat the nonaligned movement, he joined it—fighting
undue U.S. influence, expelling military bases, and pursuing a course in-
dependent of either superpower. Barely a year after concluding peace in
Algeria, de Gaulle had the satisfaction of chastising Americans for their
own war in Vietnam. In time, there was even a rapprochement with the
“yellow masses of China,” as he once called them. Thus, France and China
began to oppose their allies by arguing for more belligerent policies—
whether in Africa or Berlin—but their independent paths eventually led
to closer relations both with the opposing superpower and with each
other. Circumstances came full circle, and the Algerians provided part of
the impetus and momentum in this turn of events.4

Yet what occurred during the Algerian War and its aftermath went
beyond a mere redistribution of power or even a reordering of the inter-
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national system. The implications for the nature of state power and state
systems went beyond the Cold War itself. Part of this phenomenon was
produced by the U.S.-Soviet confrontation. The development of long-
range nuclear weapons, for instance, made citizens of the mightiest states
the most likely to suffer utter annihilation, reversing the traditional rela-
tionship between power and security. But contemporaries also cited pop-
ulation growth, environmental scarcities, and North-South conflict as ren-
dering obsolete the very idea of absolute sovereignty. As State
Department official L. W. Fuller argued in 1957, the United States would
be “following the trend of history” if it instead developed “the rudiments
of world order.”5 These were not just idle musings of isolated visionaries.
The following year, Dulles actually proposed that the United Nations
have its own army.6 The very power of the United States in this period
led U.S. officials to recognize the limits of state power.

The French, on the other hand, inferred from their inability to con-
duct an independent foreign policy that France had become too small in
a world dominated by superpowers—or civilizations. That helps explain
why they were so desperate to retain Algeria as the keystone of “Euraf-
rica.” But ironically, French Algeria was one of sovereignty’s most vul-
nerable redoubts. While the French were able to exercise awesome power
over its population—“regrouping” over two million people and subjecting
them to psychological warfare and constant surveillance—their efforts
nearly rendered both ungovernable. By comparison, even the “rudiments
of world order” like the U.N. General Assembly appeared to the pieds
noirs like massive hands ripping their country apart.7 They credited the
United Nations with this power because it was the most visible manifes-
tation of a phenomenon that was difficult to grasp. It was better illustrated
by the quiet cooperation between technocrats in Paris, Washington, and
international financial institutions in imposing economic constraints on
Paris’s ability to protect them. The loan agreement Jean Monnet con-
cluded in January 1958 was a precursor and a precedent for many more
economic liberalization programs with unmistakably political “condition-
ality” undertaken under duress and at the behest of the International
Monetary Fund.

Subject to pressure from international organizations, NGOs, the in-
ternational media, and other governments, French officials quickly dis-
covered that asserting “Algeria is France” was no defense. Instead, they
had to justify French rule in terms of human rights, women’s liberation,
economic development, and so on, thus accepting that states were an-
swerable for their actions—that international norms, in other words,
could trump national sovereignty. There was no other way of showing
how “our policy is not behind the times,” as one official explained, “that
we are really in le sens de l’histoire.” Sens can be translated as either “sense”
or “direction,” but when it refers to history it carries both connotations.
History cannot, after all, have a direction if it does not appear to have
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some definite meaning, making nonsense of ideas and actions heading in
the “wrong” direction.8

The problem for the French was that their adversaries already ap-
peared to be leading the new direction of history—indeed, that they rep-
resented a kind of natural history. Whereas in 1948 George Kennan felt
certain that the “older cultural centers of Europe . . . are the meteorolog-
ical centers in which much of the climate of international life is produced,”
just eight years later Eisenhower warned of what he called “winds of
change . . . from the deserts of North Africa to the islands of the South
Pacific.” In his famous 1960 address to the South African Parliament,
Harold Macmillan spoke of this same “wind of change” as compelling
decolonization. Later that year, de Gaulle put it a little differently, de-
scribing the “spirit of the century” as bringing the end of empires. “It is
altogether natural,” he admitted, “that one misses the softness of oil
lamps, the splendor of ships under sail. . . . But really, no worthwhile pol-
icy ignores the realities.”9

What were these realities, these “winds of change” blowing across the
world, strong enough to compel even a leader as indomitable as de Gaulle
to trim sails and shift course? They are really another way of expressing
what Braudel called waves of structural change—not only in norms on
human rights and self-determination, but also in population growth and
movement, communications technologies, and market integration. This
was the metaphor de Gaulle himself favored, as when he described how
the “immense evolution” in the world had hit France like a wave, and
how the Algerians had been buoyed by “a vast wave of sympathy and
sometimes active support.” Images of a “wave,” a “flood,” or a “tide” also
imbued American discussions of anticolonial nationalism. Together they
appeared to create a “climate of international life” that was increasingly
hostile to colonialism while nurturing national liberation movements like
Algeria’s.10

Thus, whereas international law had drawn a sharp distinction be-
tween international and internal conflicts before, now any movement that
called itself anticolonial could expect a sympathetic reception at the
United Nations. Where such movements previously had to meet stringent
requirements to expect recognition, now the principle of self-
determination was accepted by all but a handful of international pariahs.11
By winning rights and recognition traditionally reserved only for sover-
eign states, the Algerians had set precedents that would show the way
and smooth the path before many more such movements. When the ALN
marched in a victory parade through their main base in Morocco, Nelson
Mandela was there to see them, having come to learn revolutionary strat-
egy and tactics. In his autobiography, he recorded that the mujahadeen
appeared to him like an apparition of the future African National Con-
gress forces. And when they finally entered Algiers in triumph, Yasser
Arafat was in the crowd cheering. He would consciously model Fatah
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after the FLN. Soon Algiers became known as the “Mecca of the revo-
lutionaries.”12

Even without the Algerian example, revolutionaries would probably
have realized the power of the international media and the potential of a
United Nations increasingly dominated by states that were themselves
sometimes sovereign in name only. But the Algerian War exemplified a
crisis in the colonial world that created a demand for new strategies and
tactics with which peoples lacking the means of exercising control over a
claimed territory could proclaim their independence and even obtain aid
to make their claims effective. Just as individuals who lived in colonial
territories came to view full citizenship and social benefits as their due,
so too did the leaders of colonized peoples demand statehood and foreign
aid as entitlements.13

While most observers celebrated decolonization as a progressive de-
velopment, the manner in which it was achieved raised nagging questions.
“The problem arises today for Algeria,” Guy Mollet observed in 1957,
“but do not many other countries have their own ‘Algeria’? . . . They too
have to contend with serious domestic difficulties caused by the conflict
between the inhabitants of a particular territory or racial minorities and
the rest of the nation. It would be easy to mention names and to quote
examples. They occur readily to everyone.”14 The examples occur even
more readily now—indeed, even Algeria could be said to have its own
“Algeria” in the recurring tension in Kabylia. The fight against France
temporarily obscured this latent division, but it heightened the conscious-
ness of other minorities in the very heart of the colonial metropoles while
helping to nurture transnational identity formations among Africans and
Muslims. In a world in which time and space had seemingly collapsed,
white westerners who insisted on their separateness appeared as neither
more nor less than its most privileged and conspicuous minority.15

Of course, nascent nationalisms differ in degree and kind. The FLN
sympathizer who returned to his native Vaucluse and joined the Occitan
movement, concluding that it too had been colonized by the French, was
surely atypical. Similarly, the pan-Arabism that terrified French and U.S.
leaders appeared to be a spent force by 1967.16 But as long as national
identities can be constructed and deconstructed, no state can be absolutely
secure from challenge. By the end of the Algerian War, French officials
themselves came to realize that this had been happening for more than a
century. Economic change had not only failed to reduce the salience of
territorial and cultural distinctions, it had created conditions and incen-
tives that encouraged a host of new and competing claims to aid and
autonomy. And rather than strengthening élites’ ability to guide the pro-
cess of reimagining communities—and making some communities uni-
maginable—new means of mass communication actually expanded it to
include illiterate peoples. They also empowered relatively small but deter-
mined groups prepared to use violence to seize the international spotlight.
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Indeed, the media became actors and even arbiters in their own right.
This was most vividly illustrated in the last phase of the Algerian War,
when packs of journalists hounded negotiators, interposed themselves as
mediators, and finally led the Algerian spokesman to conclude that “what
matters is not what the statesman says, but what the media want to make
him say.”17

If the Cold War system unleashed dynamics that led to its own de-
struction, this underlying erosion of state sovereignty made it difficult to
imagine how any other international system could take its place. Let us
recall that the “principal states” must agree on a system’s objectives, struc-
ture, and procedures. But what if even the most powerful states conclude
that, whether acting alone or in concert, they cannot provide security for
their citizens? Conversely, what if the institution of sovereignty means so
little that even self-proclaimed governments that cannot control their own
territory are accorded diplomatic recognition? And what if states can be
made or broken according to norms like “self-determination” and pro-
cedures like U.N. or IMF intervention? Without even speaking of the
other actors in the international arena—NGOs, diasporas, multinationals,
and so on, all of which will have a say in any new system’s objectives,
structure, and procedures—the nature and claims of states had become so
contested by the end of the Algerian War as to render them incapable of
constituting a “system” worthy of the name.

What, then, were the alternatives? This account has emphasized two
opposing approaches to the apparent erosion of sovereignty, each of
which could be seen as potentially constituting a new, transnational sys-
tem. The first, the idea of development, was premised on the notion of
inevitable progress, defining the “direction of history” as the path between
tradition and modernity. Adherents agreed on a shared goal, moderni-
zation, as well as procedures to achieve it, including integrating markets,
international aid, and centralized, top-down planning. The structure of
this system reflected and reinforced a status hierarchy not only between
developed and underdeveloped peoples but also between more and less
modern kinds of knowledge and cultural practices.

In April 1961, the month the Evian negotiations were to begin, a
special supplement to Le Monde Diplomatique sought to instruct readers
on how to think and talk about countries like Algeria in terms of devel-
opment. Whereas fifteen years before, one would have described individ-
ual Algerians with words like “poverty,” “misery,” and “destitution” with
a certain amount of commiseration and “without looking for an expla-
nation,” the authors stressed that “today the vocabulary has changed, the
term ‘under-development’ has replaced the others.” This change of vocab-
ulary reflected a change of attitude: one no longer referred to individuals
(and their shortcomings) but rather to their collective situation as a people
with “the will to understand and explain.” The countries of the Third
World were not monolithic, the authors emphasized, so the same solu-
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tions would not work everywhere. But since the problems of underdev-
elopment transcended borders, no country could remain indifferent to the
fate of others and all would have to cooperate in addressing them.18

The ability to imagine oneself in the place of another, what devel-
opment theorists like Daniel Lerner had considered a benchmark for mod-
ernizing peoples, was therefore also essential for modernizers. It allowed
them to imagine a transnational community that permitted diversity but
was disciplined by the market and accountable to universal norms. This
provided the moral justification for crossing borders on behalf of others
and in their own interest.19

Even if one did not subscribe to the neocolonialist interpretation of
the development agenda, it was enormously helpful to the leaders of in-
dustrialized countries. It allowed them to channel an international move-
ment against imperialism into a common project in which they would
continue to define and direct progress. Moreover, it gave them a new
mission and a new identity with which to maintain internal cohesion. For
instance, replacing the mission civilisatrice with a “modernizing mission”
helped the French to appropriate and internalize a set of ideas and prac-
tices that had sometimes seemed like an American import—and imposi-
tion—as France itself underwent rapid socioeconomic change. Rather
than confront the trade-offs between new conveniences and treasured cus-
toms—Americanization against traditional French culture—it was easier
to contrast “Western”-led modernization with the archaism that countries
like Algeria were made to represent.20

Indeed, by 1961 Paris could once again claim to be leading the forces
of modernization by presenting French Algeria as a “a small-scale model
of the relationship between the underdeveloped countries and the indus-
trialized nations of the world.” In an English-language brochure, “The
Constantine Plan for Algeria: Opening New Frontiers in Development,”
the authors offered it as “a formula for human and material progress” that
could address both “overabundant population” and anti-Western antag-
onism, though only if other countries followed Algeria’s example in
“throwing her doors wide open to Western influences.”21

While this development project could be destructive to agrarian so-
cieties and deadly to “overabundant populations,” it also offered them
possible advantages—particularly the élites who would take charge of its
local management. “Backwardness” was no longer determined by race or
religion. With sufficient capital, training, and technology, any society
could catch up with the former colonial powers and join the modern
world. In the meantime, the Algerians and others could use these norms
to claim aid and negotiate the terms of their integration in the develop-
ment system, beginning with their own political independence.

For the Algerians and most of the international audience to which
they appealed, each nation needed to be formally independent if only to
obtain the mandate to participate in the development project. The French,
on the other hand, argued for a time that independence was illusory and
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even counterproductive since every nation was becoming “interdepen-
dent.” But by portraying economic integration as an inexorable, universal
trend, they undermined their particular claim to Algeria. After all, if for-
mal independence was unimportant, why deny it to the Algerians—es-
pecially when they themselves accepted the need for international trade
and investment?22 Indeed, the officials who planned the Evian agreements
calculated that a politically independent Algeria could better manage de-
velopment by using “the most effective authoritarian methods.”23 Why,
then, should France continue to bear that burden, especially if it had to
attend to its own transformation or else lose ground to economic com-
petitors? Eventually de Gaulle himself articulated this view, describing
decolonization as part of France’s own modernization project. Thus, the
Algerian War illustrated how new and old states could overcome internal
opposition and claim expanded powers by presenting themselves as agents
of an apolitical development project.

The Evian accords were based on an agreement between Paris and
the GPRA to draw a line between national political independence on the
one hand and transnational economic development on the other. The
French pledge to provide teachers and technicians as well as to maintain
funding for the Constantine Plan provided striking examples of the con-
tinuity between the colonial and postcolonial periods. Though Ben Bella
would criticize the Evian accords for inviting neocolonial exploitation, his
own policy statement, the Tripoli Platform, called for a “national, revo-
lutionary, and scientific” state. And while his new regime favored nation-
alist and revolutionary rhetoric, it continued to implement projects first
drawn up under the old regime. Whether in water allocation or invest-
ment, independent Algeria favored industry over agriculture, just like the
French before them.24 And years later, many Algerians still lived in the
resettlement camps and villages built during the war. Indeed, the “Thou-
sand Socialist Villages” plan of 1973 bore astonishing similarities to the
thousand new villages projected by the Constantine Plan. Both aimed at
integrating the rural population into a larger economy and encouraging
a more modern lifestyle. Both plans were highly standardized, centralized,
and seemingly “scientific.”25 The aim of Algeria’s development policies
was not just to reduce poverty, as Deborah Harrold has shown, but to
promote a certain version of modernity. “We shall become clean, in-
structed, modern,” the novelist al-Tahir Wattar has one of his mujahadeen
say, “like the French.”26

Of course, there were revolutionary experiments in the tumultuous
history of postwar Algeria, above all Ben Bella’s sponsorship of local “self-
management” and Boumedienne’s call for a “New International Economic
Order.” But as Robert Malley has argued, Ben Bella was really making a
virtue of necessity. Economic policy became far more top-down once the
government had the personnel to administer it.27 Similarly, Boume-
dienne’s campaign was an attempt to renegotiate the terms of “develop-
ment,” not question its essential premises. “We have constantly insisted
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in Algiers,” he declared in 1973, “that if politics can divide us, economics
can only unite us.” “Development” appeared to transcend politics, even
if regimes differed on how North and South would cooperate, or com-
pete, to achieve it.28

Yet the Algerian War made it clear that the development project
would not go unchallenged. There were many alternatives, but one held
a particular fascination for contemporaries: the idea of decline. As a sys-
tem, it can be described more by what participants opposed—crass ma-
terialism, cultural promiscuity, a naı̈ve faith in progress—than what they
were for. But they all imagined history as unremitting struggle. Rather
than providing an example to the world, much less empathizing with it,
they sought to preserve essential differences. As for accepted procedures,
real or imagined violence was the preferred instrument for reifying or
reinforcing racial and religious divisions.

In the same year Le Monde Diplomatique instructed readers in how to
think about development, Sartre illustrated the idea of decline in his pref-
ace to Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth. Instead of seeing Algeria as a
backward but developing country, Sartre argued that it was at the van-
guard of historical change and Fanon was its prophet. While the Eastern
and Western blocs were deadlocked, Algeria was leading “an invasion into
universality.” Nothing could happen in the Bled or Bizerte that the whole
world did not hear about. Europe, on the other hand, was now revealed
as a “fat, pale continent,” “neither more nor less than a minority.” “It’s
our turn,” Sartre declared, “to tread the path, step by step, which leads
down to the native level.” Natives, on the other hand, would ascend on
the backs of their oppressors, recreating themselves through violence
against any and all Europeans—settlers, liberals, and leftists alike.29

Sartre’s statement shows how a fascination with decline could extend
even to those who saw themselves as its deserving victims. However im-
plausible, volunteering to be victims of a race war at least offered his
disciples the possibility of a new identity free of embarrassing ideological
baggage left over from Stalinist times. For their more numerous oppo-
nents, on the other hand, defending the West against both emancipatory
movements and this enemy within allowed them to claim to be part of
the beleaguered vanguard of civilization. Thus, while Fanon’s views were
atypical, they did help the FLN to provoke disarray in the opposing camp.
Moreover, some among the Algerians sincerely believed the war was a
defense of Arab and Islamic civilization, especially when the French army
or the OAS indiscriminately targeted Arabs and Muslims.

But while elements on both sides shared this view of the war as civ-
ilizational conflict, on balance it was of far greater help to those fighting
against French Algeria. If its defense would indeed require unceasing
struggle, proponents had to issue increasingly hyperbolic warnings against
“abandonment.” It “would signify Europe besieged, flanked from the
South and in danger of death,” the Colloque de Vincennes—an elite orga-
nization that included the likes of Jacques Soustelle and Georges Bi-
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dault—claimed in November 1960. “There would not be peace but gen-
eralized subversive war on the European continent.”30 But de Gaulle and
many other conservatives concluded that integration and the immigration
it entailed were far more immediate threats. This “anticolonialism of the
right” called for a strategic withdrawal to more favorable terrain from
which to defend a race-based European identity. Thus, like development,
the idea of decline ultimately militated against denying Algeria indepen-
dence.31

If the text of the Evian accords was based on developmentalist as-
sumptions, its application revealed a subtext distinguishing between trans-
national economic and technological integration on the one hand and
narrower communal and cultural cohesion on the other. For instance,
France continued cooperation even after the pied noir exodus while block-
ing the escape of their erstwhile Muslim allies. The relatively few harkis
who found sanctuary were segregated from French society in barbed-wire
camps for years afterward. Like all stateless peoples they were treated as
if they carried “the germs of a deadly sickness,” as Hannah Arendt put it,
because their very existence subverted the authority of nation-states.32 Al-
gerian nationals who chose to emigrate, on the other hand, could with a
clearer conscience be instructed to leave their cultures and communities
behind and integrate themselves as individual citizens. The prevailing at-
titude was captured in a poll taken forty years after the start of the Al-
gerian War, when more than half of French respondents agreed that,
“[t]he more one is integrated in French society, the less one is Muslim.”33
Immigrants had to adhere to an ostensibly secular faith in which Muslim
schoolgirls were forbidden to wear the chador but obliged to observe
Christian holidays. In effect, Algeria would continue to be aided in de-
veloping, but at arm’s length, while Muslims would become French by
ceasing to be Muslim.

Obviously, the subtext of the Evian accords was no more capable than
the agreement itself of providing the basis for a lasting settlement in re-
lations between the two countries and among their diverse communities.
Thus, whereas Algerians are the least likely of all immigrants to petition
for French citizenship, the vast majority of second-generation North Af-
ricans affirm their desire for integration. Less than a third of their coun-
trymen, on the other hand, consider them to be French, and the pieds
noirs are disproportionately represented among those who regularly vote
to send them “home.”34 Meanwhile in Algeria, some Islamists see them-
selves as completing the unfinished business of the war by attacking for-
eigners and the Francophone elite. The Algerian War and its legacies show
how a world of civilizational conflict can operate as a system, with ex-
tremists justifying each other’s excesses while jointly silencing dissident
voices.

While this account has contrasted two transnational systems, it seems
unlikely that either can defeat, or even survive without, the other. Poli-
cymakers can easily entertain ideas of “development” and “decline” si-
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multaneously, usually conceiving of them as either-or choices, as when
they proposed “Eurafrica” or “North-South development” as the only way
to avert international race war or jihad. Boumedienne offered an Algerian
version of this argument in his call for a New International Economic
Order in 1974. It was imperative, he argued, “to search together for a
new way of life that would permit the subsistence of the eight thousand
million human beings expected to populate the planet in the year 2000.
. . . If not, there would not be enough atomic bombs to dam the tidal
wave made up of the billions of human beings who will leave one day
from the southern and poor part of the world to invade the relatively
open spaces of the wealthy northern hemisphere in a quest for survival.”
More recently, one-sided proposals for economic “partnership” between
the European Union and the countries of the Southern Mediterranean
have been interpreted—and perhaps intended—as an effort to avert mass
migration.35

But as the Algerian War amply demonstrated, “development” is the
antithesis of international race or class war, not its antidote. Economic
integration can cause political and cultural particularisms and even sepa-
ratism to flourish. This can be seen not only in the way that urbanization,
say, or new communications technologies can exacerbate communal con-
flicts; it is also revealed by the implausibility of portraying opposing sides
as “for” or “against” modernization (rather than as participants in contests
over what modernity means.)

Thus, while many take comfort in categorizing xenophobic move-
ments like the FIS or the Front National as history’s losers, frightened of
the future, Islamists organize through the internet and favor economic
liberalization as much or more than their adversaries. The FN, for its part,
cultivates a radical chic and ridicules its opponents as leftovers of the
1960s. In both countries, more mainstream parties have co-opted their
cultural policies, with an ostensibly anti-Islamist regime in Algiers con-
demning secularism and feminism while center-right politicians in Paris
court the FN’s anti-immigrant supporters. Indeed, the relationship be-
tween the apparent means and extremes in both countries are symbiotic
rather than parasitic. While groups like the FIS and FN serve as bogeymen
for those who package and market themselves as moderate alternatives,
the scare-mongering that often accompanies their calls for accelerating
development in Algeria and ending exclusion in France lend credibility to
those who would instead enforce the borders between “us” and “them”
at home and abroad. It is revealing, in this regard, that Boumedienne’s
warning about “eight thousand million human beings” was used by Jean
Raspail as the epigraph for his racist novel about an immigrant invasion
of Europe.36

There is a transnational system emerging from events like the Algerian
War and the underlying trends they represent. But it is driven by processes
of integration and disintegration, discourses of development and decline,
operating together in a complex dialectic. In their origin, both are based
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on “either-or” choices and “us-them” dichotomies; in their effects, they
both transcend and undermine state borders. But rather than gracefully
withdrawing from the scene, states both cooperate and compete with one
another and a host of other actors to control or at least profit from the
expanding array of international and transnational transactions. Indeed,
what de Gaulle called the “box of sorrows” that first opened in Algeria
during its war for independence, revealing the potential for internecine
communal strife uncontained by sovereign states, appears to have burst
open once again. And once again the origins of the crisis can be found
in development projects and populist opposition that are intimately, in-
deed causally related.37

A survey of what has been called “the Second Algerian War” would
show many more parallels between the two periods. But such a snapshot
would quickly fade and perhaps leave the wrong impression. Beginning
with one war and ending with another would imply that communal con-
flict is primordial and perhaps inevitable, whereas the point of this book
is to show how violence and the conditions from which it arises are the
work and will of human beings. Indeed, this history reminds us that even
during the worst of times—perhaps especially then—people across the
Mediterranean have exchanged ideas and even traded places. Occasionally,
as in the vision of interdependent, multicommunautaire societies, their
meetings help us to imagine how people might share the same space, and
much else besides, without any one community imagining that its lan-
guage, its history, and its faith define all the rest. History can thus have
a third “sense”—not as meaning, nor direction, but purpose: providing
glimpses of how things might have transpired differently and helping us
to imagine alternatives for a future that surely needs them. Perhaps it is
only a myth. But after all the plagues and horrors have escaped from the
Pandora’s box of sovereignty, we are still left with hope.
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Appendix: The Rise and Fall of
the Armée de Libération

Nationale

The three graphs that follow illustrate various aspects of the strength of
the Armée de Libération Nationale during the Algerian War: numbers
and types of combatants, numbers and types of weaponry, and numbers
of rebel actions. Figures are compiled from intelligence reports in SHAT,
Algérie 1H 1682/1, 1683/1–2, 1689/1–4, 1692/1–3; Triper, Autopsie de
la guerre, annexe 22; and Shrader, The First Helicopter War, tables 5.1 and
6.5.
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Rebel Forces, 1954–1962 In the spring of 1957 French intelligence began to
issue regular estimates of the number of rebel combatants within Algeria. As the
counterinsurgency campaign intensified, they were able to distinguish between
mujahadeen with modern weapons operating in and out of regular units and a
reserve force partially armed with pistols and hunting rifles. While fluctuations
can reflect the varying quality of intelligence, changes in methodology, and
perhaps political biases too, the overall trend is clear. The number of Algerian
combatants of every sort peaked in 1958 and was steadily falling by the end of
1959.
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Rebel Armament French staff officers privately admitted that a large pool of
volunteers was ready to join the ALN if it could find a way to arm them. The
numbers of individual and team-serviced weapons—measured here along the left
and right axes respectively—were therefore key determinants of rebel strength.
By carefully tabulating arms lost and captured each month French intelligence
was able to track the decline in the rebels’ armament within Algeria, especially
after border fortifications effectively sealed them off from resupply.
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Monthly Tally of Rebel Activity The number of rebel actions provides the
most objective measure of the military strength of the insurgency. Here too the
data is incomplete, and for 1960 and 1961 quarterly totals have been
disaggregated when monthly tallies were unavailable. It should also be noted
that these figures combine actions of every kind—ranging from a single shot
fired at a passing jeep to a battalion-sized assault. Yet once again it is clear that
the rebels peaked militarily long before formal negotiations began and never
fully recovered.
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